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“An academic reactor or reactor plant almost always has the following basic
characteristics: (1) It is simple. (2) It is small. (3) It is cheap. (4) It is light.
(5) It can be built very quickly. (6) It is very flexible in purpose. (7) Very little
development will be required. It will use off-the-shelf components. (8) The reactor is
in the study phase. It is not being built now.

On the other hand a practical reactor can be distinguished by the following character-
istics: (1) It is being built now. (2) It is behind schedule. (3) It requires an immense
amount of development on apparently trivial items. (4) It is very expensive. (5) It
takes a long time to build because of its engineering development problems. (6) It is
large. (7) It is heavy. (8) It is complicated.”

- Hyman G. Rickover
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Summary

This work is about understanding the microstructural evolution that takes
place during ageing heat treatment and separately ion irradiation of the al-
loy DIN 1.4970, a Ti-stabilized austenitic stainless steel. The material will
serve as nuclear fuel cladding in the MYRRHA reactor under development
at the Belgian Nuclear Research Center SCK•CEN. Of particular interest to
this thesis are nano-scale titanium carbide (TiC) particles that can form in the
material. Detailing their structure, mode of formation, stability under irradi-
ation, and interaction with other precipitating phases are the main themes of
this work.

Chapter 1 starts with a general background to the topic, and serves as an
overview of the literature. First, the merits and challenges of nuclear power
are discussed, which leads to a discussion on the goals of the MYRRHA
project. Radioactivity and the working principles of different nuclear reac-
tors are briefly reviewed. The MYRRHA reactor is described, together with
the structure of its fuel elements. The requirements on the cladding mate-
rial are discussed, and why the material that is the subject of this work was
selected for this purpose. An extensive overview is given on the metallurgy
and mechanical properties of these materials. The theory of radiation effects
on materials is explained and concepts such as dose are derived. This leads
to a literature review about the changes in microstructure and mechanical
properties of austenitic stainless steels under irradiation.

Chapter 2 introduces and explains the basic working principles of all the ex-
perimental methods and techniques used throughout the rest of the work.
These methods include: transmission electron microscopy (TEM), light opti-
cal microscopy (LOM), scanning electron microscopy and focused ion beam
(SEM/FIB), X-ray diffraction (XRD), atom probe tomography (APT), tensile
testing, hardness testing, AFM and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA).
The level of detail to which each technique is described is roughly propor-
tional to how much they feature in the work. This chapter serves mainly as a
reference for readers that may be unfamiliar with any of the aforementioned
techniques.

Chapter 3 presents the study of the microstructural evolution of the material
by heat treatment. The as-received material was characterized with respect
to composition, phase composition, element partitioning and defect struc-
ture. Then, material that was heat treated in the 500-1000 ◦C temperature
range was characterized. Between 600 and 800 ◦C, TiC and M23C6 precipi-
tates form inter- and intragranularly. The size, number densities and volume
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fractions were estimated using a range of techniques. These results were
related to the partitioning of alloying elements over the different phases as
measured by APT. In addition, a detailed nanoscale study on the intragranu-
lar TiC precipitates is presented, which focuses on the shape of particles and
the nature of the matrix-precipitate interface. Above 800 ◦C, the dominant
change in the microstructure is recrystallization, which was studied by elec-
tron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Finally, some tensile and hardness test
results are presented and compared to the microstructure.

Chapter 4 presents the development of a TEM tilting tool, ALPHABETA. The
software aims to facilitate tilting crystalline samples to different diffracting
conditions, by calculating the stage stilt angles a priori. The basic working
principles behind the program are introduced. The errors in the tilt angle
calculation were estimated using a monocrystalline Si specimen. Some ap-
plications of the software are presented, including rapid tilting to different
zone axes and the collection of (weak-beam) dark field tilt series. A method-
ology is described for calculating 3D reconstructions from dark field stereo
pairs. This was applied to a set of images of Frank loops. From the 3D re-
construction, the sample thickness was estimated. This program was used
extensively for all further TEM work on the DIN 1.4970 alloy.

Chapter 5 presents an APT and TEM study of defects and precipitates in the
material after ion irradiation. Heat treated and pristine DIN 1.4970 material
were irradiated with iron ions at 300, 450 and 600 ◦C up to 40 dpa, and these
materials were characterized. First, the trends in Frank dislocation loop pop-
ulations (size and number density) are discussed. The results are compared
to literature and a cluster dynamics model. Possible voids were also studied.
Second, segregation and precipitation were studied in the different samples.
TiC and G-phase precipitates form after irradiation at 450 and 600 ◦C condi-
tions, and their size and number densities are compared. Differences in these
quantities are explained on the basis of models from the literature, and this
lead to a better understanding of how the different precipitates form under
irradiation. Finally, the effect of irradiation on hardness was measured by
nanoindentation. It was attempted to correlate these results to the results on
the microstructure.
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Samenvatting

Dit werk gaat over het begrijpen van de microstructurele evolutie die
plaatsvindt in de DIN 1.4970 legering, een Ti-gestabiliseerd austenitisch
roestvrij staal, tijdens verouderingswarmtebehandelingen en afzonderlijk io-
nenbestraling. Het materiaal zal dienen als bekleding van nucleaire brand-
stof in de MYRRHA reactor die heden in ontwikkeling is bij het Belgisch
Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie SCK•CEN. Van bijzonder belang voor dit
proefschrift zijn titanium carbide (TiC) deeltjes van enkele nanometer groot
die zich kunnen vormen in het materiaal. Detaillering van hun structuur,
vormingswijze, stabiliteit onder bestraling en interactie met andere precip-
iterende fasen zijn de hoofdthema’s van dit werk.

Hoofdstuk 1 begint met een algemene achtergrond over het onderwerp
en dient als een overzicht van de literatuur. Eerst worden de verdien-
sten en uitdagingen van kernenergie besproken, wat leidt tot een discussie
over de doelstellingen van het MYRRHA project. Radioactiviteit en de
werkingsprincipes van verschillende reactortypes worden kort behandeld.
De MYRRHA reactor en de structuur van zijn brandstofelementen worden
beschreven. De vereisten voor het bekledingsmateriaal worden besproken,
wat leidt tot de verklaring waarom het bestudeerde materiaal geselecteerd
werd. Een uitgebreid overzicht wordt gegeven over de metallurgie en mech-
anische eigenschappen van deze materialen. De theorie van stralingseffecten
op materialen wordt uitgelegd en concepten zoals ’dosis’ worden afgeleid.
Ten slotte volgt een literatuuroverzicht dat de belangrijkste veranderingen
in microstructuur en mechanisch eigenschappen van austenitisch roestvast
staal onder bestraling beschrijft.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft en verklaart de werkingsprincipes van al de ex-
perimentele methoden en technieken die in de rest van het werk wor-
den gebruikt. Deze methoden omvatten: transmissie-elektronenmicroscopie
(TEM), lichtmicroscopie (LOM), rasterelektronenmicroscopie en gefo-
cusseerde ionenstraal (SEM / FIB), röntgendiffractie (XRD), atoomson-
detomografie (APT), de trekproef, de hardheidsproef, atoomkrachtmicro-
scopie (AFM) en elektronprobe microanalyse (EPMA). Het niveau van detail
waarop technieken worden beschreven is ongeveer evenredig met hoeveel ze
in het werk voorkomen. Dit hoofdstuk dient hoofdzakelijk als een referentie
voor lezers die onbekend zijn met bovengenoemde technieken.

Hoofdstuk 3 presenteert de resultaten van de microstructurele evolutie van
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het materiaal dat zich volstrekt door warmtebehandeling. Het materi-
aal, zoals het werd ontvangen van de fabrikant, werd in detail gekarak-
teriseerd; er werd gekeken naar chemische samenstelling, fasesamenstelling,
elementverdeling en defectstructuren. Vervolgens werd dit herhaald met
materiaal dat werd warmtebehandeld tussen 500-1000 °C. Tussen 600 en
800 °C vormen precipitaten van TiC en M23C6 binnenin korrels en op kor-
relgrenzen. Hun grootte, aantallen en volumefracties werden geschat met
behulp van een combinatie van technieken. Hieruit werd de verdeling van
legeringselementen over de verschillende fasen berekend. Ook wordt een
gedetailleerde nanoschaalstudie van de intragranulaire TiC precipitaten gep-
resenteerd, waarbij de focus ligt op hun vorm en de structuur van het matrix-
neerslag-grensvlak. De dominante verandering in de microstructuur boven
800 °C is rekristallisatie; een fenomeen dat werd bestudeerd met elektron
backscatter diffractie (EBSD). Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een aantal resul-
taten van trek- en hardheidsproeven die worden gerelateerd aan de mi-
crostructuur.

Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert de ontwikkeling van een TEM-kantelhoek bereken-
ingsprogramma, ALPHABETA. De software is bedoeld om het kantelen van
kristallijne monsters naar verschillende orientaties te vergemakkelijken, door
a priori de kantelhoeken van de monsterhouder te berekenen. De werk-
ingsprincipes van het programma worden geïntroduceerd. De fouten in de
kantelhoek berekening werden geschat met behulp van een monokristallijn
Si-monster. Enkele toepassingen van de software worden gepresenteerd, in-
clusief snel kantelen naar andere zone-assen en het opnemen van zwakke-
bundel of donker-veld kantelreeksen. Een methodiek wordt beschreven
voor het berekenen van 3D-reconstructies uit stereo-paren van donker-veld
beelden. Dit werd toegepast op een reeks afbeeldingen van Frank-loops.
Met behulp van de 3D-reconstructie werd de monsterdikte geschat. ALPHA-
BETA werd uitgebreid gebruikt voor alle TEM-werk in hoofdstuk 5.

Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert een APT- en TEM-studie van defecten en precipi-
taten in het materiaal na ionenbestraling. Warmtebehandeld en niet warmte-
behandeld DIN 1.4970 materiaal werden bestraald met ijzerionen bij 300,
450 en 600 °C tot 40 dpa en deze materialen werden gekarakteriseerd. Ten
eerste worden de trends in Frank-dislocatielus populaties (grootte en aan-
tal) beschreven. De resultaten worden vergeleken met de literatuur en
een clusterdynamicamodel. Mogelijke holten in het materiaal werden ook
bestudeerd. Ten tweede werden segregatie en precipitatie bestudeerd. TiC-
en G-fase precipitaten vormen zich na bestraling bij 450 en 600 °C en hun
grootte en aantallen worden vergeleken in de verschillende monsters. De
verschillen worden verklaard aan de hand van modellen uit de literatuur,
en dit leidt tot een beter begrip van hoe de verschillende fasen zich vormen
onder bestraling. Ten slotte werd het effect van bestraling op de hardheid
gemeten door middel van nanoindentatie. Er werd geprobeerd om deze re-
sultaten te correleren met de microstructurele observaties.
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1 Background

1.1 Introduction to nuclear reactors

1.1.1 Climate change and nuclear power

To combat the immense challenge of global climate change, the need for soci-
ety to reduce its reliance on greenhouse gas (GHG) emitting processes grows
ever more pressing. According to the World Resources Institute [1], which
drew its data from the United nations Framework Convention of Climate
Change Secretariat (UNFCCC), the biggest contributor to these emissions are
electricity and heat production. Together, these accounted for 31% of global
emissions in 2013. Fortunately, this is also the sector in which the most im-
provement can be attained in reasonable time, as well as the sector in which
the most initiatives are being launched, according to the United Nations En-
vironment Programme [2].

To address this issue, currently a lot of the focus is on developing solar (pho-
tovoltaic or PV) and wind power generation. These energy sources are re-
newable, meaning they will never run out in contrast to fossil fuels. They also
produce no GHG emissions during operation. Thanks to massive investment
in recent years, the cost of solar and wind energy has come down dramati-
cally. Especially photovoltaic technology experienced a major drop in price,
as it averaged at 0.36 USD/kWh in 2010 and evolved to 0.1 USD/kWh in
2017 [3] (though some detractors attribute this primarily to Chinese govern-
ment subsidies and not technological innovation). On face value, such prices
make these technologies competitive with fossil fuel energy production.

In 2016, non-hydro renewable energy sources including wind and solar ac-
counted for about 8% of global electricity production [4]. A major challenge
with these technologies is that they are unreliable, as sun and wind are not al-
ways available. If renewables are to stand on their own, energy grids need to
become more flexible, with energy being stored during solar and wind peaks
and released again during downs. However, how to best store energy is still a
topic of active research [5] and very few options have been deployed to date.
This is where the hidden cost of renewables lies; only if prices for common
storage technologies such as batteries drop by about 90% can renewables be-
come truly competitive with on-demand energy production technologies [6].
Hence, the fluctuating nature of these energy sources is often compensated
by flexible coal and natural gas plants, but this of course counteracts the pos-
itive goals of solar and wind. When Germany decided to wane off nuclear
power almost overnight in the aftermath of the Fukushima-Daiichii nuclear
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disaster in 2011, a lot of capacity had to be replaced with coal despite ma-
jor investment in renewable energy sources [7]. Finally, renewable energy
sources have a very poor power density, meaning they require a lot of land
area per unit power produced. Solar produces around 5 W/m2 while wind
only produces 3 W/m2 [8]. For very densely populated areas like Belgium, it
may not be feasible to supply all the necessary power this way.

Nuclear energy is an entirely different approach to low carbon energy pro-
duction and comes with its own sets of advantages and challenges. In con-
trast to renewables, some nuclear reactor technologies such as the pressur-
ized water reactor (PWR) are well established and have been delivering
cheap electricity for decades. Nuclear power provided about 10% of the
world’s electricity in 2018 [9]; in France around 70% of electricity produc-
tion comes from nuclear, resulting in a very low carbon footprint per capita.
When comparing different energy supply technologies in terms of entire life-
cycle CO2 emissions per unit energy produced, nuclear is one of the cleanest
sources of energy [10]. It has a very high power density: the four Doel reac-
tors, which combined could deliver about 3 GW or 30% of Belgium’s electric-
ity requirements, stand on an area of 0.8 km2, resulting in a power density
of 3750 W/m2 [11]. Nuclear delivers a very stable and reliable power output
(provided the reactors do not experience unplanned outages), but is rather
inflexible. This ironically makes it complicated to combine renewables and
nuclear on the same grid, though recent work has shown that it is feasible
and economically favorable [12].

However, nuclear fuel (typically uranium), is not renewable. In addition, a
major question surrounding nuclear is what to do with the nuclear waste,
which remains dangerously radioactive over thousands of years [13]. Even
though only a very small amount of highly radioactive waste is produced
per unit of energy (about 1.5 kg of uranium is required to power a person for
a lifetime) and it is safely stored away from the public, the storage bunkers
and pools currently in use for spent fuel are not considered a viable long term
solution. Hence, geological storage is being investigated all over the world,
but behavior and stability of the materials on geological timescales is hard to
predict.

The biggest challenge for nuclear power is its major public relations problem.
People are afraid of radiation because they are ill-informed and lack proper
perspective. Resolving the storage issue requires difficult political decisions,
because there tends to be a lot of local opposition to building a nuclear waste
repository in an area. After a few high profile accidents with nuclear re-
actors, including the Three Mile Island accident in the USA, the Chernobyl
disaster in the Soviet Union, and most recently the Fukushima-Daiichii ac-
cident in Japan, public opinion on nuclear energy has generally soured [14]
compared to the air of optimism around the technology in the 1950’s and 60’s
(e.g. see US President D. Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace address to the United
Nations [15]). In Belgium, the perennial problems and unexpected outages of
its old nuclear reactors result in public unrest, despite all studies demonstrat-
ing they are still safe for operation. Objectively, measured in deaths per unit
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of energy produced, nuclear is the least deadly source of energy, even when
accounting for deaths that occurred during these major accidents [16]. But
humans are very bad at objectively evaluating risk; more people are afraid
of flying than driving in a car, despite the airplane being far safer per km
traveled.

Still, the public has legitimate concerns about nuclear power generation.
The non-lethal but still devastating effects of nuclear accidents on human
lives should not be brushed off. The mass evacuations in the aftermath of
Fukushima and Chernobyl uprooted many lives, and the industry should be
held to account. In addition, many less well known accidents have occurred
across the globe, not necessarily inside reactors, and the industry has had
a habit of addressing these with secrecy and cover-up [17]. Finally, the his-
torical link between civil and military applications of nuclear technology is
difficult to break, because enriching uranium for fuel usage is also at the ba-
sis of weapons development. Access to nuclear technology should be strictly
regulated to prevent nuclear proliferation, the term used for the spread of
nuclear weapon technology.

Considering these challenges for nuclear energy, the Generation IV (Gen. IV)
International Forum (GIF) was founded in 2001, in order to ’carry out the re-
search and development needed to establish the feasibility and performance
capabilities of the next generation nuclear energy systems’ [18]. The goal is to
develop new reactor concepts that will be even more safe (to regain the pub-
lic trust), economical, resistant to proliferation, and reduce nuclear waste. A
big driver for the program is trying to ’close the nuclear fuel cycle’, which
entails reprocessing the spent fuel from currently available reactors and rein-
troducing it into Gen IV reactors to get more energy out or to reduce the
amount of long lived waste. If all spent fuel could be reprocessed in this
way, nuclear energy would essentially become renewable with reserves for
thousands of years. In addition, most Gen IV reactors are envisioned to op-
erate at much higher temperatures which increases efficiency and potentially
opens the door to thermal hydrogen production. The GIF initiative encom-
passes research into six completely different reactor concepts which share the
GIF philosophy. In this work we focus only on the liquid metal fast reactors
(LMFR), including two GIF concepts: the sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR)
and lead cooled fast reactor (LFR). Concepts from these reactors are relevant
for the MYRRHA reactor in development at the Studiecentrum voor kernen-
ergie/ Centre d’étude de l’énergie nucléaire (SCK•CEN) in Belgium (see section
1.1.4).

Whether Gen IV reactors will provide a strong answer to climate change re-
mains to be seen, and depends on future funding and political decisions. The
Generation IV reactor concepts still require many years of research and de-
velopment before they may go into operation, and there is strong precedent
for nuclear projects to get behind schedule (see for example the World Nu-
clear Industry Status Report [19] and the ITER nuclear fusion project [20]).
Given the stringent safety requirements for nuclear technology, the energy
they produce may never be economically competitive with fossil fuels or
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even renewables. However, the safety, reliability, and high power density
inherent to the technology could make the nuclear option more effective in
certain situations. If not for energy production, Gen IV reactors will be nec-
essary to deal with the already existing waste if geological disposal is not an
option. In any case, the world will always require so called research reac-
tors. These reactors serve primarily as a neutron source for the production
of medical and research isotopes, doping of semiconductors, and materials
research,as is the case for the BR2 reactor on the site of SCK•CEN. Hence, it is
important to continue innovating in the nuclear field, regardless of whether
society wants to extract energy from the technology.

1.1.2 A note on radioactivity

Before describing how a nuclear reactor works, we briefly discuss the princi-
ple of radioactivity and nuclear reactions. Unstable atomic nuclei may reduce
their energy by emitting small particles or high energy electromagnetic (EM)
radiation. This process is called radioactive decay, and may change the atom
to an entirely different species. The most common forms of nuclear decay
are α, β, and γ radiation, referring to the type of radioactivity emitted by the
nucleus. Radioactive decay is a random process following Poisson statistics.
The time evolution is described by the half-life, which is the time required
for half of the atoms to decay.

In α decay, a nucleus emits a helium nucleus. The nucleus loses two protons
and two neutrons, meaning that it transforms into another element with a
different mass. An example of α decay is shown in equation 1.1 in two forms:
the full notation with all products and the short notation with the type of
decay and half life.

238
92 U→ 234

90 Th + 4
2He

238
92 U α−−−−−−−−→

4.468×109 years

234
90 Th (1.1)

α particles generally carry a lot of kinetic energy and have the potential to
do a lot of damage to DNA and living tissue primarily via ionization events.
However, due to their large size, α particles tend to not penetrate deeply
into materials: a sheet of paper can shield most α radiation. α emitters are
therefore most dangerous to living creatures when ingested.

β radiation exists in two flavors: β− where a neutron decays into a proton,
electron and antineutrino, and β+ where a proton decays into a neutron,
positron and neutrino. In both processes, the mass number of the atom does
not change, but the chemical element does. Examples of these processes are
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given in equations 1.2a and 1.2b.

14
6 C→ 14

7 N + e− + v̄e

14
6 C

β−−−−−−→
5730 years

14
7 N

(1.2a)

22
11Na→ 22

10Ne + e+ + ve

22
11Na

β+−−−−→
2.6 years

22
10Ne

(1.2b)

β particles are much smaller than α particles and can penetrate and harm the
skin. More shielding, for example a thin sheet of aluminum, is required to
protect from β irradiation.

Finally, γ radiation is highly energetic EM radiation that can be emitted from
an energetic nucleus. It does not change the chemical nature of the atom.
Typically, the decaying atom is denoted with an asterisk (∗) to indicate it is
unstable. γ radiation is most penetrating and requires shielding with thick
sheets of lead.

1.1.3 The working principles of nuclear reactors

The information in this section is based on the introductory chapters of
Stacey [21] and Judd [22]. All current nuclear reactors are based on nuclear
fission reactions. A fission reaction is a reaction in which a large and unstable
nucleus (the fissile nucleus) splits into smaller nuclei (the fission products),
and in the process releases a large amount of energy and possibly excess neu-
trons. The origin of this energy release lies in the binding energy per nucleon
(protons and neutrons), which is lower in the fissile nucleus than in the fis-
sion products; the excess energy is released as γ radiation and kinetic energy
of the fission products. Rarely does fission happen spontaneously; most of-
ten fission happens in a nucleus that has absorbed an extra neutron, forming
an excited nucleus which will easily disintegrate. This process is termed neu-
tron induced fission.

The most well known fissile isotopes are 235U, 239Pu and 233U. Only 235U is
found in nature as a 0.7 wt% fraction in natural uranium; the majority frac-
tion of natural uranium is 238U. Therefore, most reactors are based on the
fission processes of 235U. An example fission reaction is shown in equation
1.3. The fission products chosen in this equation are arbitrary; generally, a
light nucleus in the range 90 < A < 100 and a heavy nucleus in the range
135 < A < 145 are produced, where A is the atomic mass. The distribu-
tion of fission products depends on the energy of the incoming neutron. The
number of excess neutrons produced can be between 2 to 5. On average,
2.5 neutrons per fission of a 235U nucleus are produced, though this also de-
pends on the incoming neutron’s energy. Fission neutrons are expelled with
an energy on a spectrum from 0-5 MeV, with an average around 2 MeV.
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235
92 U + 1

0n→ 236
92 U∗ → 92

36Kr + 141
56 Ba + 31

0n + γ (1.3)

Each reactions produces on average 200 MeV of energy, the bulk of which
is in the kinetic energy of the fission products. This energy is transfered by
conduction to the reactor’s primary cooling. A nuclear reactor that is used
for power generation then transfers this heat to a secondary cooling circuit
(and potentially a third) which then drives a turbine to convert the energy to
electricity. We are further only concerned with the processes in the reactor
core.

For a reactor to work, a fission chain reaction must be sustained in the core:
the neutrons produced by one reaction are used to start another reaction. Not
all neutrons are absorbed by a fissile nucleus: some escape the core of the
reactor, some are absorbed by non-fissile nuclei such as 238U and the atoms
in the structural materials of the reactor. This means that for the reaction
to be sustained, some critical density of fissile atoms must be attained so
that on average one fission reaction results in another fission reaction. If
one fission reaction results in more fission reactions, there is an uncontrolled
chain reaction that grows exponentially. Hence the task of a reactor designer
is to carefully balance neutron economy such that the chain reaction is self-
sustaining but also controlled.

How neutrons interact with certain nuclei is described by various cross sec-
tions. A cross section has units of area (for nuclear cross sections typically in
units of barns = 10−28 m2) and conceptually describes how strongly a flux of
particles, in this case neutrons, interacts with the material it passes through.
In effect, it describes a kind of interaction probability. Nuclei have absorp-
tion cross sections, fission cross sections, and scattering cross sections. These
cross sections depend strongly on the isotope that interacts with the neutron
and on the energy of incoming neutrons. 235U has a very high fission cross
section for low energy neutrons (on the order 103 barns), while 238U has a
negligible fission cross section at these energies.

However, 238U can still capture some neutrons, but the atom does not fission.
Instead, it transmutes into 239Pu according to the reaction chain in equation
1.4. 239Pu is fissile like 235U, and in power reactors this fissioning contributes
significantly to the power output. Therefore, 238U is called a fertile isotope,
because it can be used to breed fissile isotopes.

238
92 U + 1

0n→ 239
92 U

β−
23.5 min

→ 239
93 Np

β−
2.35 days

→ 239
94 Pu (1.4)

The fission cross section of 235U decreases nearly exponentially with neutron
energy: slow neutrons have a much higher probability of being captured and
fissioning the nucleus than fast neutrons. The 2 MeV fission neutrons are too
high in energy to sustain a chain reaction in natural uranium. To ensure a
sustained chain reaction therefore, the amount of 235U must to be increased
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relative to 238U (enrichment) and/or the fission neutrons must be slowed
down (moderation or thermalisation).

Thermalisation can be achieved by introducing atoms into the core that have
a high scattering cross section and a very low capture cross section. Typically
these are low mass atoms; moderators most often used are graphite (C) and
water (where H atoms act as moderating species). As the neutrons are made
to bounce around the core, they lose their energy until they are in thermal
equilibrium with their surroundings. These neutrons, which end up with a
kinetic energy around 0.025 eV, are termed thermal neutrons. By contrast,
unmoderated neutrons with kinetic energy > 1 MeV are called fast neutrons.

Currently, the vast majority of commercial reactors in operation are pres-
surized water reactors (PWR), which fall in the class of light water reactors
(LWR). The fuel is slightly enriched uranium that is fissioned by a thermal
neutron spectrum thanks to the pressurized water which acts as moderator
as well as coolant.

The downside to using a thermal spectrum is that eventually the fissile ma-
terial in the fuel runs out, even when accounting for breeding of the 238U.
When the fuel is spent, it must be taken out of the reactor and replaced. The
spent fuel is a toxic mixture of radioactive isotopes that must be stored safely.
In this mixture, most fission products have a reasonably short half-life. 137Cs
is one of the longest lived fission product, with a half life of 30 years. A
typical rule of thumb is that ten half-lives must pass until a species no longer
shows radioactive activity above background levels. The biggest problem for
the long term storage of the fuel are the actinides that are present due to the
various neutron capture reactions. The isotopes 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Am, 243Am,
245Cm, and 246Cm have half lives between 500-24000 years. Fuel could be re-
processed to extract and recycle certain fissile isotopes such as 239Pu, which
can again be used in making new fuel elements. For example, mixed oxide
(MOX) fuel blends plutonium with natural uranium as an alternative to en-
riching uranium. In the past however, fuel reprocessing was mostly applied
for making bombs, so proliferation can be a concern with these processes.
The low price of mined uranium means that a single cycle often turns out to
be more economical than fuel reprocessing. Even if reprocessing takes care of
some Pu, Am and Cm are still problematic as they do not fission in thermal
neutron spectra.

A proposed solution to ’closing’ the nuclear fuel cycle are fast spectrum reac-
tors, or fast reactors in short. These do not use a moderator to slow down the
neutrons in the core, which means that the fuel needs to be enriched more
than in thermal reactors in order to sustain the chain reaction. The potential
benefit is that isotopes that do not fission under a thermal spectrum can fis-
sion in a fast spectrum; even 238U can fission in a fast spectrum. In addition,
fast reactor neutron economy allows for breeding in such a way that more
fissile material is produced than is consumed to sustain the reaction, which
could increase the utilization of uranium by multiple orders of magnitude.
Breeding in this way with a thermal spectrum is also possible, but only in
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the thorium fuel cycle, not uranium. Hence, fast reactors offer a solution to
the long term waste storage problem. They also address the sustainability
question if they are designed as breeders. If reactor safety and proliferation
resistance can be guaranteed, commercial LWRs combined with fast reactors
to close the fuel cycle could provide another answer to sustainable low car-
bon energy production.

1.1.4 Liquid metal cooled reactors and MYRRHA

The idea of liquid metal cooled fast (breeder) reactors (LMF(B)R) long pre-
dates the Gen IV International Forum; the first breeders and liquid cooled
reactors already went into operation in the late 1950’s and early 60’s. A his-
tory of various LMFR developments all over the world can be found in In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reports, e.g. ref [23]. As the name
suggests, liquid metals are used to cool the reactor because these do not mod-
erate the neutrons. Hg, Na, mixtures of Na and K, and Pb have all been
used as coolant due to their low melting point, each having their advantages
and disadvantages. Most operational experience has been with Na-cooled
reactors, with the Phénix and Superphénix reactors in France operational be-
tween 1973-2010 and 1986-1997 respectively. The Russian Na-cooled BOR-60
fast reactor was commissioned in 1969 and is still in operation today produc-
ing 60 MW of electricity. The SFR FBTR in India has been operational since
1985 and the country is constructing PFBR, a new SFR. China’s SFR CEFR
went in operation in 2010 and CFR-600 is under construction.

Interest in LMFBR technology declined in the 1980’s and 90’s due to a combi-
nation of factors: public opposition to nuclear power grew in the aftermath
of the Chernobyl disaster, accidents such as Na coolant leaks and fires stalled
progress, projects went massively over budget and experienced long delays,
and breeding stopped making economic sense in the face of the plummet-
ing price of mined Uranium. The GIF initiative has been trying to rekindle
the research and development of these advanced nuclear systems, with an
additional focus on safety, anti-proliferation and economics.

In the spirit of the GIF intiative, the Belgian SCK•CEN is developing the
lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) cooled Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor
for High-tech Applications (MYRRHA) [24]. A diagram of the reactor part
of MYRRHA is shown in figure 1.1. Not shown in the figure is a 600 MeV,
2-4 mA p+ linear accelerator that feeds into the reactor from the top, mak-
ing MYRRHA an accelerator driven system (ADS). The high energy proton
beam bombards the lead and bismuth coolant, resulting in the ejection of nu-
clear fragments including neutrons (a process known as spallation). These
spallation neutrons contribute to the neutron economy to keep the reactor
core critical. Hence, the accelerator provides a hard manual ’off’ switch to
the reactor making it inherently safe. The neutron economy must also be
controlled by the accelerator because fewer delayed neutrons are produced
during fissioning of minor actinides, which are intended to be ’burned’ in
MYRRHA. Delayed neutrons are produced by decay of the fission products
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after the fissioning (as opposed to prompt neutrons emitted by the fission
event), and they help to control the chain reaction. Hence, in LWR operation
they act as a passive safety feature; this will not be available in MYRRHA.

FIGURE 1.1: A diagram of the reactor part of MYRRHA (source:
SCK•CEN website)

MYRRHA will operate with a fast neutron spectrum and coolant tempera-
tures between 200-450 ◦C. LBE was selected as cooling because of its excel-
lent neutronic properties, low melting point, high boiling point, low vapor
pressure, and excellent γ-radiation shielding properties. In addition, LBE is
inert in air and does not react with water, which is a big advantage over Na
cooling in case of leaks. MYRRHA will be a research reactor that will produce
only 100 MW thermal power and no electricity. The primary goals are, first,
to demonstrate the fissioning (’burning’) of long lived actinides in order to
reduce radiotoxicity of nuclear waste, and, second, to demonstrate the ADS
concept. The reactor will also be used for materials irradiation programs, Si
doping, and medical isotope production. Some of the knowledge and expe-
rience gained from MYRRHA may also be transferable to future LFRs that
will be used to produce electricity. More information on the specifications
and status of MYRRHA can be found on the SCK•CEN website.

Of course, in the development of any new reactor concept, there are chal-
lenges to be overcome. 209Bi in the cooling can be transmuted to 210Po which
is volatile and extraordinarily radiotoxic for humans; it must never be al-
lowed to escape from the reactor. In addition, LBE is very corrosive to the
structural steels from which the core internals and reactor vessel will be
made. At the time of writing, the MYRRHA mitigation strategy to deal with
coolant corrosion is controlling the coolant’s dissolved oxygen concentration;
an oxide layer on the structural steels could delay corrosive attack by the
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coolant. On the other hand, too high of an oxygen concentration may oxi-
dize the Pb. PbO particles that circulate in the coolant may cause blockages
and erosion to the reactor internals. Different research and Ph.D. works are
devoted to these matters. This work is concerned with a problem not unique
to MYRRHA, but one that has been a concern since the beginning of fast re-
actors: the deleterious effect of radiation on the properties of nuclear fuel
cladding.

1.2 Nuclear fuel for fast reactors

The information from this section is based on ref [25]. Nuclear fuel generally
refers to the entire fuel assembly. This comprises the fissile material as well
as the materials that provide its primary support structure. A diagram of a
fuel assembly and its components are shown in figure 1.2.

FIGURE 1.2: A diagram of the basic component structure of nuclear fuel
elements: the fuel pin and the fuel bundle. Components are not to scale,

and the fuel bundle usually contains over 200 pins. After ref. [26].

Fissile material, usually in the form of sintered uranium or mixed oxide
(U+Pu) oxide pellets, is stacked up inside a fuel pin. The fuel pin is made
from a seamless cladding tube (referred to as ’the cladding’), a spring and
insulating spacers to keep the pellets in place, and two welded end caps or
plugs. A gas plenum accommodates the pressure build up from gaseous fis-
sion products such as Kr. In fresh fuel, there is a gap between the cladding
and the fuel pellets to accommodate for the thermal expansion of the pellets
during operation. The pins are also pressurized with He gas to facilitate heat
transfer between the fuel and the cladding.
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The fuel pins are arranged in a regular array (a bundle) and are separated
by spacer grids or wires. The geometry of the array is square in PWR fuel,
but will be hexagonal for MYRRHA. MYRRHA fuel bundles will also be en-
closed by a metallic sheet: the wrapper. This was also the case for fuel in
historical SFRs such as Superphénix. Multiple bundles together make up the
core of a reactor. The precise geometries of these components depend on re-
actor specifications and design. Fuel pins are a few meters long and have a
diameter on the order of a few mm to tens of mm. One fuel bundle contains
a few hundred pins, and a reactor is loaded with a few hundred bundles.

In this work, the focus is entirely on the cladding. Cladding is an essen-
tial component of fuel as it must separate the radioactive fuel and fission
products from the coolant and the rest of the reactor; this makes it the first
containment barrier, and key for safe reactor operation. The cladding also
serves to transfer the heat from fuel to the coolant. It must withstand the
harsh conditions inside the core including:

• A high flux of fast neutrons

• Elevated temperature and temperature gradients

• Potentially corrosive coolant on the outer surface

• Potentially corrosive fission products on the inner surface

These conditions degrade the material over time and may limit the lifetime of
the fuel assembly. For economic reasons, a long lifetime and high fuel usage
(burnup) are highly desireable. Hence, the integrity of the cladding for the
desired duration of the fuel lifetime must be demonstrated.

For PWRs, a key design consideration is having a very low loss of thermal
neutrons due to absorption by structural elements in the core. For this rea-
son, all modern PWRs use zirconium based alloys (also known as Zircalloy),
which have a very low neutron absorption cross section. In LMFRs, this is
not such an important consideration, and the key design consideration is
mechanical stability at elevated temperatures and up to high neutron doses.
Historically, austenitic stainless steels have been chosen for this purpose, and
this is also the type of material chosen for the MYRRHA cladding.

1.3 Metallurgy of austenitic stainless steel

Austenitic steels were the first materials selected to serve as cladding in fast
reactors [27] and LWRs [28] due to a combination of excellent corrosion resis-
tance and mechanical properties at elevated temperatures. In addition, their
fabrication technology is well established and there is abundant experience
with these materials in nuclear applications [29].
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1.3.1 Crystallography and chemistry

Most of the information in this section can be found in general books on
steel and steelmaking, e.g. ref [30]. Steel is defined as an alloy of iron and
carbon, and may also contain many other elements. At room temperature,
pure Fe has the body-centered-cubic (BCC) structure, also called the ferrite
or α phase. Above 910 ◦C, the α phase transforms into a face-centered-cubic
(FCC) structure, also called the austenite or γ phase. Above 1400 ◦C, γ con-
verts back into a BCC structure identical to α. The FCC and BCC unit cells
are shown in figure 1.3.

FIGURE 1.3: The BCC and FCC unit cells corresponding to the α ferrite
and γ austenite phase respectively. Approximate lattice parameters are

indicated. Each ball represents an Fe atom.

Austenitic steels generally contain high levels of alloying additions that sta-
bilize the γ phase down to room temperature. Ni and Mn are austenite stabi-
lizers. Other additions like Cr are added to make the steel corrosion resistant
in aqueous media; Cr forms a highly protective oxide on the surface and on
grain boundaries that protects the underlying metal from attack. However,
Cr is a ferrite stabilizer, counteracting the austenite stabilizing effect of Ni.
Whether a steel is ferritic or austenitic can be deduced from the composi-
tion using a Schaeffler diagram [31], shown in figure 1.4. The composition
is reduced to ’equivalent’ Ni and Cr concentrations and plot in a 2D phase
map. High equivalent Ni stabilizes austenite, while high equivalent Cr sta-
bilizes ferrite. Other metastable phases commonly encountered in steel are
martensites, which may form by a displacive transformation from quenched
austenite. Two kinds of martensite can form in steel: α′- and ε-martensite [32,
33]. α′-martensite has a body-centered tetragonal unit cell, which is only a
very slightly distorted BCC cell. ε-martensite has a hexagonal unit cell.

To distinguish between different kinds of steel, different standardizing bod-
ies have tried to classify grades by composition ranges and application. The
numbering system of the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), a partner-
ship of steel manufacturers, has been widely adopted. The AISI 3XX series is
reserved for Ni and Cr containing austenitic stainless steels. The 304 and 316
grades have both been used for fast reactor cladding [27]. Their approximate
position in the Schaeffler diagram is shown according to their compositional
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FIGURE 1.4: The Schaeffler diagram showing the stability domains of
different phases in steel according to equivalent Cr and Ni content. The
DIN 1.4970 steel used in this study is plot together with the composition

ranges of the common AISI 316 and 304 steels. After refs. [31, 34, 35].

ranges (see standards e.g. AMS 5507 and AMS 5511). The German Insti-
tute for Standardization (Deutsches Institut für Normung or DIN) denotes steel
grades by DIN numbers, which are entirely different from the AISI number-
ing system and use different compositional ranges. The DIN 1.4XXX series
is equivalent the AISI 3XX series, but multiple DIN numbers may fit into the
same AISI number. The European Committee for Standardization adopted
some of the DIN numbering system and added conventions for naming the
chemical composition. The composition of the material used in this investi-
gation is in accordance with the German DIN Werkstoff nr. 1.4970 standard
(or EN X 10 NiCrMoTiB 15 15); here, the material is named DIN 1.4970 for
convenience. It is also shown in the Schaeffler diagram. There is no require-
ment on the Ti content in 316 steel, though small purposeful Ti additions can
drastically change its behavior. Therefore, Ti doped 316 variants are often
named 316-Ti, and they are distinguished from 15-15Ti steels primarily by Cr
and Ni content.
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The key chemical differences between the grades marked on the Schaeffler
diagram are:

• Differences between Cr and Ni ranges, with AISI 304 containing 18-20
wt%Cr and 8-10.5 wt% Ni, AISI 316 containing 16-18 wt% Cr and 10-14
wt% Ni, and DIN 1.4970 containing 15 wt% Cr and 15 wt% Ni.

• AISI 316 contains additions of Mo to improve pitting corrosion resis-
tance by chloride ions. DIN 1.4970 also contain Mo additions.

• DIN 1.4970 contains additions of Ti, which so called ’stabilizes’ the
steel. This is a key difference which drastically changes precipitation
phenomena, as discussed further.

In terms of phase stability, an important difference between the DIN 1.4970
on the one hand and the 316 and 304 grades on the other is that DIN 1.4970
lies much deeper into the austenite region. The other steels may cross into
the γ + α region, which means that 316 and 304 grades usually contain some
amount of ferrite (often called δ-ferrite) [33], while the DIN 1.4970 grade does
not [36]. Austenite can also be destabilized by strain and stress, which may
result in the formation of α′ and ε martensite when the material is deformed.
These phases have not been found in the DIN 1.4970 alloy [33, 37, 38].

1.3.2 Lattice defects

The general information in this section can be found with more detail in ref-
erence [39].

Dislocations, partials and stacking faults

A dislocation is a line defect in a crystal where one part of the crystal is off-
set by one atomic step with respect to the rest of the crystal. Two extreme
cases are the edge and the screw dislocation, shown in figure 1.5. An edge
dislocation can be viewed as the insertion of an additional atomic plane with
the dislocation line at the end, whereas a screw dislocation can be viewed
as a shearing of the lattice by one step with the dislocation line where the
shear starts. The diagrams of the two types of dislocations look very differ-
ent, but this is because the edge dislocation is most easily visualized using a
cross-section atomistic representation, whereas the screw dislocation is most
easily represented using a continuum representation. The displacement of
the crystal is described by the Burgers vector

−→
b . The Burgers vector is de-

fined by a Burgers circuit. To construct a Burgers circuit, any closed path is
drawn around the defect. The lattice is then deformed to remove the defect
and recreate a perfect lattice, which will cause a small step to stick out from
the path. This step is the Burgers vector.

For an edge dislocation, the Burgers vector is perpendicular to the vector
along the dislocation line. For a screw dislocation, the Burgers vector is par-
allel to the dislocation line. Most dislocations are of mixed edge and screw
character.
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FIGURE 1.5: Diagram of a pure (a) edge and (b) screw dislocation. The
burgers vector b and the line vector l are indicated.

In FCC metals, perfect dislocations have a Burgers vector of a/2〈110〉. Perfect
dislocations are so called because the Burgers vector is also a lattice vector.
Dislocation are glissile when they can ’glide’ or move due to applied stress.
For example, glide of the edge dislocation in figure 1.5 a) would result in its
movement in the direction of

−→
b . The plane on which a dislocation resides

(found by
−→
b ×
−→
l ) is called the glide plane; screw dislocations can have mul-

tiple glide planes. In FCC metals, only dislocations on the close packed {111}
planes are glissile. Dislocations that can not move due to applied stresses are
called sessile dislocations. For example, a Lomer lock dislocation has a Burg-
ers vector a/2〈110〉 but sits on a {100} plane and is therefore sessile. Such a
dislocation can form via the interaction of two glissile dislocations e.g. via
the reaction a/2[1̄10] + a/2[101]→ a/2[011] [39].

In many FCC metals like stainless steels, perfect glissile dislocations tend to
dissociate into two so called Shockley partial dislocations with a different
Burgers vector according to reaction 1.5. These partial dislocations are also
glissile.

a/2[1̄10]→ a/6[2̄11] + a/6[1̄21̄] (1.5)

Partial dislocations have a Burgers vector that is not a lattice vector. Shock-
ley partials bound a stacking fault in the glide plane because locally the
normal ABCABC stacking of {111} planes is disturbed to ABCBCA, where
the bold text indicates the stacking fault. The crystal above and below the
stacking fault are offset by a/6〈112〉 from each other. Another way to look
at a stacking fault is four layers of hexagonal close packed (HCP) stacking,
in the example the sequence BCBC. Whether perfect dislocations dissociate
into Shockley partials depends on the stacking fault energy (SFE, γ or γSFE),
which represents the energy required to create 1 m2 of stacking fault. This
value depends strongly on composition and even local composition [40–43].
The equilibrium spacing of the Shockley partials is the result of a balance be-
tween the elastic repulsion between the partials and the SFE which acts to
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minimize the surface area of the fault between the partials. Austenitic stain-
less steels have a low SFE (on the order 10-50 mJ/m2) [40, 44], so dissociation
tends to be on the order of tens of nm.

Just like glissile perfect dislocations can form Lomer locks, partial disloca-
tions on different slip planes also interact to form sessile dislocations. For
example, the Shockley partials a/6[1̄21] on the (1̄1̄1) plane and a/6[21̄1̄] on
the (111) plane can react to form a Lomer-Cottrell lock on the (001) plane
with Burgers vector a/6[110].

Dislocations and their mutual interactions are for a very large part respon-
sible for the mechanical properties of steels. Glissile dislocation slip accom-
modates the plastic deformation of the metal at low temperatures. At high
temperatures, dislocations can absorb thermal vacancies and move perpen-
dicular to their slip plane. This is called climb. Sessile dislocations can also
move by climb. The material can be made more resilient to deformation by
introducing obstacles that hinder the glide or climb of dislocations. Such ob-
stacles include precipitates, solute atoms and other dislocations.

Climb and thermal motion of dislocations may result in recovery. Disloca-
tions arrange themselves into energetically more stable configurations, such
as dislocation cells. Dislocations with opposite sign Burgers vectors may also
annihilate, reducing the overall dislocation density. These processes result in
a softening of the material at elevated temperatures.

For all the complicated interactions between dislocations, we refer to other
sources, e.g. refs. [39, 45, 46].

Grains and grain boundaries

The steel matrix is usually polycrystalline, which means it is composed of
multiple austenite grains that meet at grain boundaries. A grain is a single
crystal, where atoms are stacked according to repetitions of the unit cell in
3 dimensions. Each grain has a particular orientation, and adjacent grains
have different orientations. Grain boundary characteristics are defined by
the orientations of the two adjacent grains and by the parameters that define
the plane on which the grains meet; this means that a general grain bound-
ary has 5 degrees of freedom. Grains in austenitic steel are typically on the
order of tens to hundreds of µm. Grain orientations may not be random; the
distribution of grain orientations is called the texture.

Grains form when the melt solidifies, but this is usually not the final grain
structure of the steel product. During manufacturing of the final product
(tubes, rolled sheets, etc.) the material is subjected to a number of defor-
mation and heating steps. By deforming the metal, energy is stored in the
material in the form of defects such as dislocations. Upon sufficient heating,
new grains will be able to nucleate and grow due to this stored energy; this
process is called recrystallization. Recrystallized grains tend to have a very
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low concentration of defects. Careful selection of heating and deforming pa-
rameters allows the manufacturer to control grain size distributions. Deform-
ing while recrystallization is also occurring is called hot working; deforming
below the recrystallization temperature is cold working. Industrially, cold
working often takes the form of rolling or drawing. In the rolling process, a
sheet of metal is passed through two heavy rolls to reduce the sheet thick-
ness. In drawing processes, a tube or wire is passed through a die to reduce
cross-sectional area. Cold working introduces plastic strain into the mate-
rial, which is accommodated by the formation and slip of dislocations. Cold
work level is usually expressed in terms of a percentage that indicates the
reduction in cross-sectional area.

Ageing heat treatments used to form secondary phases in the material (see
section 1.3.3) may induce unwanted recrystallization. In 15% cold worked
(c.w.) DIN 1.4970, the microstructure was completely recrystallized after
3000 hours at 850 ◦C and after 100 hours at 900 ◦C [36, 47]. These values
are about 150 ◦C higher than for 316 steel [48]. A review of general recrystal-
lization phenomena can be found in ref. [49].

Twins

A special kind of grain boundary in FCC crystals is the twin boundary. The
geometry of twinned crystals is shown in figure 1.6. A twinned crystal in
FCC can be thought of in a number of equivalent ways:

• as a mirror reflection of the parent crystal over a {111} mirror plane; the
{111} plane stacking order is mirrored.

• as a crystal rotated by 60◦ (equivalent to 180◦) on a {111} plane with
respect to the parent crystal.

• as a crystal tilted by about 70.53◦ over a 〈110〉 direction with respect to
a parent crystal.

• as an array of stacking faults on consecutive {111} planes.

Figure 1.6 shows an example where the twinned crystals are separated by a
{111} plane, which is termed a coherent twin boundary because the atoms
in the bounding plane match for both crystals. Locations where twinned
crystals do not meet at a {111} planes are incoherent twin boundaries, because
atoms of the two crystals will not match.

Stress and strain, applied for example during cold working, can induce twin-
ning to occur; these types of twins are called mechanical or deformation
twins. It is thought these form by the glide of packets of Shockley partial
dislocations on consecutive {111} planes. This means that twins are related to
stacking faults and SFE; lower SFE metals can twin more easily [32]. Mechan-
ical twins typically form in packets of very thin twinned plates (on the order
of 100 nm). They may extend from one side of the grain to the other. Another
type of twin is called an annealing twin. These form during the growth of
grains (e.g. during recrystallization or solidification) due to faulted stacking
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FIGURE 1.6: The geometry of a coherent twin boundary dividing
twinned crystals

growth [50, 51]. These are typically larger than mechanical twins. The for-
mation mechanisms of twins are quite unique. Therefore, twinned crystals
are usually not counted as separate grains and often considered to be defects
in the parent grain.

1.3.3 Secondary phases and thermal precipitation

One of the final steps in the production process of an austenitic stainless steel
is annealing at high temperature (>1000 ◦C), which removes most lattice de-
fects and aims to distribute alloying elements homogeneously. After rapid
cooling to room temperature, small alloying additions are typically supersat-
urated in the austenite matrix. At room temperature, diffusion is too slow
to allow these elements to come out of solid solution. Ageing heat treatment
(<1000 ◦C) may allow atoms to become mobile enough to cluster and form
phases different from the austenite phase, without destroying the rest of the
microstructure such as the grain structure.

Such precipitation behavior depends on thermodynamic as well as kinetic
factors; different steels precipitate different phases at different tempera-
tures and after different ageing times. It may also depend on the thermo-
mechanical state of the material before ageing. Therefore, we limit ourselves
here to secondary phases found in the 15-15Ti alloys. A good overview of the
known precipitating phases in all austenitic stainless steels can be found in
ref. [52].

Precipitation in the DIN 1.4970 alloys was extensively investigated by
Padilha et al. [36–38, 47, 53] and Kesternich et al. [54, 55]. Padilha et al.
showed that nearly all secondary phases that form in the material are metal
carbides. Intermetallic phases that may appear in 316 and 304 steels, such
as σ-phase, Laves-phase and χ-phase were not observed despite long age-
ing times. Combined with the absence of martensite and ferrite, this was
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attributed to the superior austenite stability. Ti was observed to be a very
strong carbide and nitride former owing to the high stability of TiN, TiC and
Ti(N,C) phases. Even at high temperature annealing and in the melt, these
carbides and nitrides do not fully dissolve in the matrix. Hence, large in-
clusions of these phases are present in the material prior to any ageing heat
treatment. Padilha termed these ’primary precipitates’, and we will continue
to use this terminology. The primary precipitates found by Padilha are sum-
marized in table 1.1.

TABLE 1.1: Primary precipitates found in DIN 1.4970 according to
Padilha et al. [36, 38]. Optical microscope images from [38].

Phase Ti(N,C) (Ti,Mo)C Ti2(S,C)
Stoichiometry (Ti0.92Mo0.08)C

Optical appearance

Color Yellow, pink Light gray Reddish gray
Crystal structure Cubic Cubic Hexagonal
Space group Fm3̄m Fm3̄m P3̄m1
Lattice parameters (Å) a0 = 4.2− 4.25 a0 = 4.29− 4.33 a0 = 3.397

c0 = 5.691
Reference [56] [56] [57]
Frequency Frequent Very frequent Rare
Distribution Random Stringers Stringers
Size 10-15 µm 3-10 µm 2-5 µm

The primary precipitates consist primarily of three phases: the cubic Ti(N,C)
and (Ti,Mo)C and the hexagonal Ti2(S,C). Nitrides and carbides are common
but the sulfides are rare. Nitrides and sulfides are extremely stable as they
do not dissolve by annealing heat treatment. Therefore, they are probably
already present in the melt. Padilha postulated that all N and S in the steel
is captured in these particles. (Ti,Mo)C is less stable, as it partially dissolves
upon annealing; Padilha described the solubility product of the phase with
equation 1.6. A higher annealing temperature is therefore expected to in-
crease the amount of Ti and C in solid solution.

log10[Ti wt%][C wt%] =
−11513

T (K)
+ 5.83 (1.6)

Primary precipitates are randomly oriented with respect to the surrounding
matrix grains. Due to differences in thermal expansion coefficient, the ma-
trix around primary precipitates is deformed, evidenced by a ’spider-web’ of
dislocations surrounding the particles.
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After ageing between 600 and 1000 ◦C, three additional precipitating phases
were identified by Padilha; they are summarized in table 1.2. These precipi-
tates were termed secondary precipitates.

TABLE 1.2: Secondary precipitates found after ageing in DIN 1.4970 ac-
cording to Padilha et al. [36, 38, 58]. Precipitate images from [38].

Phase MC M23C6 M2B
Stoichiometry (Ti,Mo)C (Cr13Fe7Mo2Ni1)C6 (Cr1.65Fe0.35)B0.96

Appearance

Crystal structure Cubic Cubic Orthorhombic
Space group Fm3̄m Fm3̄m Fddd
Lattice 4.25 < a0 < 4.29 a0 = 10.65 a0 = 14.58
parameters (Å) b0 = 7.38

c0 = 4.25
Reference [56] [59] [60]
O.R. cube-on-cube cube-on-cube
Nucl. sites Dislocations G.B. G.B.

G.B. Triple points
Incoherent T.B.

Size <100 nm <1 µm 0.5-5 µm

The supersaturated Ti can reprecipitate as (Ti, Mo)C on most lattice de-
fects including dislocations, grain boundaries and incoherent twin bound-
aries. Small, secondary carbides of this kind with the NaCl structure are
often referred to as MC precipitates. Padilha determined that this secondary
(Ti,Mo)C is richer in Mo and has a smaller lattice parameter than the primary
(Ti,Mo)C precipitates. The secondary precipitates are also much smaller than
the primary precipitates. The phase precipitates in the cube-on-cube orienta-
tion relationship with respect to the matrix [61–63]:

(111)γ||(111)(Ti,Mo)C, [11̄0]γ||[11̄0](Ti,Mo)C

(Ti,Mo)C that nucleates on boundaries grows preferentially into the grain
with which it shares the cube-on-cube orientation relationship [55]. The
growth kinetics of the intragranular (Ti,Mo)C were studied by Kesternich
and coworkers [54, 55]. They reported an average particle diameter between
6-7 nm and a number density between 1.2 − 1.3 × 1022 m−3 after ageing a
15% cold worked specimen for 24 hours at 800 ◦C [64]. Padilha reported
that the secondary (Ti,Mo)C remained below 100 nm in diameter after any
heat treatment. The precipitates are very resistant to Ostwald ripening. Ost-
wald ripening occurs in the later stages of precipitation processes, and is the
growth of larger particles and the dissolution of smaller particles. The driv-
ing force for this process is the reduction of total interfacial energy. If bulk
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diffusion limits this process, then the average diameter D evolves with time
t according to D ∝ t1/3; Kesternich reported a D ∝ t1/10 growth law [55].
Lower cold work levels result in larger particles. Creep deformation (see sec-
tion 1.3.4) enhances the nucleation of MC [38, 64].

The unique growth and coarsening behavior of secondary MC has led to
many authors proposing different formation mechanisms. Padilha [36] sug-
gested the low diffusivity of Ti in austenite [65, 66] might explain slow coars-
ening. Kesternich noted that precipitation only occured during recovery.
Therefore, he proposed a "solute sweeping" mechanism [55]: as dislocations
move and rearrange during recovery, their cores become enriched in Ti be-
cause dislocation cores have a high affinity for Ti [67]. When dislocations
interact, a local supersaturation may result in the formation of a particle. The
dislocations are pinned by the particle and the growth ceases. Silcock and co-
workers [68, 69] identified an entirely different mechanism of NbC precipita-
tion in austenite, whereby a sessile dislocation splits into a Shockley partial
and a Frank partial which has a Burgers vector a/3〈111〉. Precipitation oc-
curred only on the Frank partial, which grew past the particles to create an
extended stacking fault. More recently, Wang et al. [62, 70, 71] confirmed
the slow growth kinetics of (Ti,Mo)C in a micro-alloyed steel and suggested
this may be due to an Mo enriched shell surrounding the particles. The shell
reduces the interfacial energy, thereby reducing the driving force for coarsen-
ing. They report a multi-stage growth law, with D ∝ t1/2 in rapid stages and
D ∝ t1/15 in slow stages. At temperatures high enough for recrystallization,
rapid coarsening of particles was observed. This has been explained on the
basis of more rapid surface diffusion on the recrystallization front compared
to bulk diffusion [54].

The formation of M23C6 is widely reported in most stainless steels [52, 72].
The phase grows mainly on grain boundaries under thermal conditions,
though it is also found on dislocations and twin boundaries in some steels
[73]. The orientation relationship with the matrix is also cube-on-cube, and
growth seems to start from a {111} matrix plane [73, 74]. In contrast to the
(Ti,Mo)C phase, M23C6 preferentially grows away from the grain with which
it shares the orientation relationship. The phase can accommodate many dif-
ferent elements on the M sub-lattice, and the composition depends on the
steel composition as well as the ageing conditions [36]. B can also substitute
for C [38, 75]. The phase tends to grow early on during heat treatments and
competes for carbon with other phases. One of the reasons steels are stabi-
lized with Ti or Nb is to delay or prevent M23C6 formation, as it depletes
grain boundaries of Cr. This increases the steel’s susceptibility to intergranu-
lar corrosion in aqueous media (sensitization) [76]. For application in LMFRs,
this effect may not be so critical. On the other hand, M23C6 may be benefi-
cial for grain boundary strength and cohesion [77]. The relative stability of
M23C6 versus MC is somewhat contested in literature: some authors find that
TiC presence is transient and replaced with M23C6 after long ageing [78–80],
while other authors find the reverse [81, 82].

Finally, the M2B phase was observed by Padilha in the form of large but
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rare particles on grain boundaries. Borides are rarely reported on in stain-
less steels, because boron contents tend to be very low. The phase has a
complex orthorhombic structure [60]. To our knowledge, the orientation re-
lationship with steel is unknown; in an FCC Ni super alloy, the orientation
[114]matrix||[121]boride, (311)matrix||(101)boride was reported [83].

The kinetics of formation of these different secondary precipitates in the DIN
1.4970 alloy were mapped in time-temperature-precipitation (TTP) diagrams,
shown in figure 1.7. These maps show which phases are present after ageing
for a certain amount of time at a constant temperature. Padilha performed
the phase analysis for an annealed steel, shown in (a), and a 15% cold worked
(CW) steel, shown in (b). The different thermo-mechanical states show the
same phases but with different kinetics. The high density of dislocations
in the CW material accelerates the formation of all phases, because disloca-
tions are preferred diffusion paths and accelerate diffusion towards nucle-
ation sites (so called pipe diffusion). In both materials, (Ti,Mo)C and M2B are
generally favored at high ageing temperatures, whereas M23C6 is favored at
lower ageing temperatures. At intermediate ageing temperatures, M23C6 is
formed initially but redissolves after extended ageing.

FIGURE 1.7: TTP diagrams for the DIN 1.4970 alloy with different pre-
treatments: (a) 25% CW + 1130 ◦C/ 30 min and (b) annealed + 15% CW.

After ref. [36]

Other secondary precipitating phases discussed in literature that are not in-
cluded in table 1.2 are phosphides and other carbides. M6C and Fe3C were
observed very rarely by Kesternich [54] in DIN 1.4970, whereas Padilha [36]
does not mention them. In some grades of 15-15Ti with moderate phospho-
rus contents of >0.04 wt% such as the French AIM1 grade [84], nanometer-
sized needle-shaped (Fe,Ti)2P precipitates can form. The steel under investi-
gation in the present study contains <.015 wt% P; at this concentration level,
no phosphides are expected to precipitate thermally [85].

1.3.4 Mechanical properties

Tensile properties

The most commonly used mechanical properties of materials by engineers
are tensile properties, which are defined by the result from a tensile test.
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Hence, to discuss tensile properties, we must first briefly discuss the ten-
sile test. These tests are described by a number of standards, including ISO
6892 [86] and ASTM E8 [87]. The geometry of a flat tensile test specimen is
shown in figure 1.8 (a). A gauged specimen with gauge length L and cross
sectional area A is deformed at a constant rate and the force F required to
deform the specimen is recorded over the course of the test. The geometry
of tensile specimens is such that nearly all of the deformation happens in the
gauge. The engineering stress σ in the gauge is calculated with equation 1.7a
where A0 is the initial cross sectional area, while the engineering strain ε is
calculated with equation 1.7b where L0 is the initial gauge length.

σ =
F

A0
(1.7a)

ε =
L− L0

L0
(1.7b)

The σ-ε tensile curve is nearly independent of sample geometry, allowing the
extraction of material parameters. A typical tensile curve for austenitic stain-
less steels is shown in figure 1.8 (b). The four key parameters drawn from
the curve are the Young’s modulus E, the yield stress σy, the ultimate tensile
stress UTS, and the fracture strain or ductility ε f . There are some correlations
between these values and what happens during deformation at the micro-
and nano scale. The first segment of the tensile curve tends to be linear and
deformation is primarily elastic (reversible). The slope of this curve is the E
modulus. At the yield stress, plastic (irreversible) deformation begins, which
is due to dislocation slip and mechanical twinning. These processes harden
the material, so the stress required for further deformation increases. De-
formation happens more or less uniformly throughout the gauge up until
the UTS. At the UTS, a plastic instability sets in resulting in ’necking’: a re-
gion with reduced cross sectional area where stress concentrates. All further
deformation happens in the necking region until the specimen breaks. The
plastic strain until the UTS (onset of necking) is called the uniform elonga-
tion εp. Plastic strain is calculated by subtracting the elastic strain from the
total strain. Similarly, ε f is the amount of plastic strain the material can ac-
commodate until it fails.

The E-modulus of most steels is between 180− 200 GPa. The yield stress and
ductility are strongly influenced by the microstructure. In general, more ob-
stacles to dislocation glide in the microstructure, such as a high dislocation
density or high number density of small precipitates, mean a higher yield
stress and UTS but a lower ductility. Yield stress and ductility can both be
increased by decreasing the grain size, up to a certain point. Smaller grains
make it harder for dislocations to pile up on the boundaries, making it harder
for deformation to be initiated in adjacent grains. This increases σy with de-
creasing grain size. When grains become smaller than a few nm, deforma-
tion happens via grain boundary sliding and σy decreases with decreasing
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FIGURE 1.8: (a) The geometry of a flat tensile test specimen and (b) the
general shape of a tensile curve of austenitic stainless steel. F is the
load applied, A represents the cross sectional area of the gauge, L is
the gauge length, E is the Young’s modulus, σy is the yield stress, εp is
the plastic strain until the maximum stress, UTS is the ultimate tensile

stress, ε f is the plastic fracture strain.

grain size. For austenitic steels, yield stress and UTS all decrease with in-
creasing temperature. Ductility tends to decrease from room temperature
to about 550-600 ◦C, then increase again [88]. The properties also depend
on the strain rate at elevated temperature, due to an effect called dynamic
strain ageing [32, 89]. Tensile properties of 316 and Ti-stabilized steels are
very similar at all temperatures [90], and depend mostly on cold work level
and thermo-mechanical history. Yield stresses and UTS can range between
200-1000 MPa, while ductility is usually in the range of 10-50 %.

Thermal creep

Thermal creep is deformation of a material at a constant stress, and is typ-
ically only significant at temperatures where climb of dislocations is im-
portant. After the load is applied during a creep test, strain shows a short
transient period with a fast rate, then a very long steady state regime, then
another short creep rate acceleration before fracture. Only the steady state
regime is well understood, and is usually described by variations on equa-
tion 1.8, where ε̇ is the creep rate, C is a constant, σ is the stress, n is the stress
exponent (usually 1 for diffusion creep and between 3-5 for diffusion creep),
E is the activation energy for dislocation climb, R is the ideal gas constant
and T is the temperature [91].

ε̇ = Cσn exp
(
−E
RT

)
(1.8)

We published a review of historical creep data with new correlations on pres-
surized DIN 1.4970 tubes [92] and found that creep resistance is an order of
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magnitude better than typical 316 grades. This is confirmed by other au-
thors [90]. The higher creep resistance of stabilized steels is attributed to
the pinning action of secondary MC precipitates that grow on dislocations
during the test, preventing them from climbing. Thermal creep is only ex-
pected to be significant above 600 ◦C, therefore it will not be that significant
for MYRRHA. For SFRs where the cladding is expected to operate at higher
temperatures (400-700 ◦C [35, 93]), creep is a much more important consid-
eration. Consequently, improved creep resistance was one of the primary
reasons why B was added to the steel, as B at grain boundaries was found to
increase creep strength [38, 64, 77].

1.4 Effect of radiation on materials

In this section, the theory behind the interaction of radiation with solids is re-
viewed, with some accents on stainless steels. This section is based primarily
on the treatment by Was [94].

1.4.1 The damage cascade and irradiation dose

When energetic particles collide with a solid lattice atom, they may trans-
fer enough energy to displace the atom from its lattice position and eject it
deeper into the material. The displaced atom, which is known as the primary
knock on atom (PKA), may receive enough energy to displace more atoms on
its path. This process is called the damage cascade. Displaced atoms come to
rest in interstitial positions and are further considered self-interstitial atoms
(SIA). They leave behind vacancies, so a cascade results in the creation of
a collection of Frenkel pairs. It is these point defects that form the basis of
microstructural changes under irradiation. A diagram of the damage cas-
cade is shown in figure 1.9. The vacancies are mostly clustered in a depleted
zone, where the PKA has converted most of its energy into displacement col-
lisions. SIAs are usually not isolated point defects in interstitial sites; due
to crystallinity, they interact with the rest of the lattice to form more stable
configurations, such as dumbbells [95].

To measure how radiation affects the material, a metric is needed to quantify
the radiation dose the material was exposed to. Fluence (flux of particles in-
tegrated over time) is usually not a very useful measure of dose, because dif-
ferent projectile types and energies result in different cascades. Hence, radi-
ation dose for structural materials is usually expressed in how many atomic
displacements have occurred in the material. This is expressed in units of
displacements per atom or dpa; 1 dpa means that on average each atom in
the lattice has been displaced once. Comparison of irradiations in different
reactors with different neutron spectra shows that the evolution of properties
are best correlated on the basis of dpa [97].

Unfortunately dpa can not be directly measured, so there exist multiple ways
to calculate it. The general expression for the damage at time t is given by
equation 1.9.
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FIGURE 1.9: A diagram of the damage cascade. After ref. [96].

dpa(t) =
∫ t

0

∫ Emax

Emin

∫ Tmax

Tmin

φ(Ei)σ(Ei, T)ν(T)dTdEidt (1.9)

In the equation, Ei is the incoming particle energy, T is the PKA energy, φ is
the flux of particles with energy Ei, σ is the cross section for events whereby a
particle of energy Ei results in a PKA of energy T, and ν is the number of dis-
placements that a PKA of energy T makes. Hence, the integral is interpreted
as the sum of all displacements that occur over time due to all possible col-
lisions. The key to calculating dpa are models for σ(Ei, T) and ν(T); φ(Ei) is
characteristic of the radiation source and assumed to be known.

The cross section for a particular collision event σ(Ei, T) is calculated on the
basis of the potential between the projectile particle and target atoms. This
depends on the forces with which they interact. A neutron does not expe-
rience Coulomb forces, hence its interaction with a nucleus is modeled as
hard spheres exchanging momentum (i.e. billiard balls). Because neutrons
and atomic nuclei are so small, these cross sections are extremely small and
the mean free path of neutrons (∝ 1/σ) is very long. This means that even
with high neutron fluxes, damage rates tend to be very small because most
neutrons pass through the material without interacting. By contrast, ions,
which we use for irradiations in chapter 5, do experience strong Coulomb
forces from both the nuclei and electron cloud of the target atoms. The same
goes for atoms that traverse the lattice after being displaced. Hence, they
have a much higher collision cross section and a much lower mean free path.
Expressions for σ(Ei, T) for different types of projectiles can be found in the
first chapters of ref. [94].

For the number of displaced atoms ν(T) by a PKA of energy T, the model
by Kinchin and Pease (K-P) [98] is usually used. The K-P model is given by
equation 1.10 and diagram in figure 1.10.
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νK−P(T) =


0 T < Ed

1 Ed ≤ T < 2Ed
T

2Ed
2Ed ≤ T < Ec

Ec
2Ed

Ec ≤ T

(1.10)

FIGURE 1.10: Diagram of the Kinchin and Pease (K-P) [98] model for
the number of displacements for a PKA of energy T. After ref. [94].

The model assumes that the cascade is the result of a sequence of elastic hard
sphere collisions between two atoms. Crystallinity is ignored; atoms are as-
sumed to be randomly distributed throughout the volume. Above a certain
threshold displacement energy Ed on the order of 10-100 eV, the PKA gains
enough energy to escape its lattice position. The model assumes this hap-
pens with a probability 1. If T is below 2Ed, the PKA has enough energy to
displace one atom, but in the collision it will lose energy and be stuck in the
position of the atom it displaced. This results in net 1 displaced atom. Above
a certain threshold energy Ec it is assumed all extra energy is lost to inelas-
tic electronic excitations which does not contribute to more displacements.
From these assumptions, the linear evolution of ν with T between 2Ed and Ec
can be derived. The model is very simple and multiple improvements that
relax some of the assumptions have been proposed [99–103]. Particularly the
Norgett, Robinson and Torrens (NRT) model [103] is popular because it has
been adopted by a number of ASTM standards [104, 105]; damage calculated
using this model is referred to as dpaNRT.

Using the basic K-P model, the expected damage for neutron irradiation can
be calculated using equation 1.11 with M the atomic mass of the target atoms
in atomic mass units, Ēi the average neutron energy, φ the total neutron flux,
and σs the average scattering cross section for the target atom (usually tab-
ulated). In practice, neutron damage rates in steels are between 10−8 dpa/s
(0.3 dpa/year) for thermal reactors and 10−6 dpa/s (30 dpa/year) for fast re-
actors. The BR2 reactor on the site of SCK•CEN can reach around 3 dpa/year.
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d(dpa)
dt

= σs

(
MĒi

(M + 1)2Ed

)
φ (1.11)

During ion irradiation, the projectile interacts both with the nuclei of the tar-
get and with the electron cloud, making the calculation of the damage less
straightforward. The cross sections for these interactions are dependent on
the ion energy, and this affects how the ion loses energy as it penetrates into
the material. The loss of energy over a distance dE

dx is called the stopping
power, and can be calculated from the cross sections. A diagram of the nu-
clear and electronic stopping power plot versus the square root of the ion
energy is shown in figure 1.11(a). At high energies, the ion loses energy
primarily due to electronic stopping. At low energies, the nuclear stopping
is dominant. Therefore, as an ion traverses a material, it will first enter at
high energy and be slowed down primarily by electronic interaction. As
the ion slows down, nuclear elastic interactions take over as shown in figure
1.11(b). Nuclear interactions are primarily responsible for atomic displace-
ments, therefore the dose profile with ion irradiation will look like figure
1.11(c).

FIGURE 1.11: (a) Evolution of nuclear and electronic stopping power
with ion energy E. (b) Evolution of ion energy with implantation depth
x. (c) Dose profile shape due to the combination of electronic and nu-

clear stopping. After ref. [94].

Using higher energy particles pushes the dose profile to larger distances, but
the dose at the surface decreases because there electronic stopping is dom-
inant. Different ion types have different cross sections for different targets,
and this also influences the dose profile. In general, heavy ions have shorter
ranges than light ions and hence introduce higher damage over a shorter dis-
tance. Ions with Z > 20 with ∼5 MeV have a range of 1-2 µm, while protons
of ∼1 MeV can typically penetrate tens of µm.

In practice, for ion irradiation, the local damage is often calculated with the
Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter or SRIM software [106, 107]. The free pro-
gram runs Monte Carlo simulations of flight paths of energetic ions through
an amorphous target. The program calculates for each ion how much energy
it loses due to electronic stopping and nuclear stopping along the flight path.
From this, the concentration of implanted ions, as well as the damage can
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be calculated versus depth. Full details on how to calculate dpa from the
SRIM output files can be found in ref. [106]. With modest ion energies (1-10
MeV), dose rates between 10−4 − 10−2 dpa/s can be achieved at the surface
where the ions enter the material. This makes ion irradiation a very attractive
technique for simulating irradiation phenomena at an accelerated pace.

While the total number of displacements is a useful metric, not all Frenkel
pairs survive the cascade. Some vacancies and SIAs can immediately recom-
bine, which annihilates some of the damage. The fraction of surviving defects
is called the cascade efficiency ε. Cascade evolution is generally studied with
molecular dynamics simulation. Generally, neutrons and heavy ions show a
very large cascade but low ε ∼2-4 %; light ions such as protons show very
small cascades with high ε ∼25 % [108].

1.4.2 Transmutation and He production

A unique effect of neutron irradiation is that, in addition to displacements,
some atoms absorb neutrons and transmute to other elements. This can
change the chemical composition and phase stability of the material [109].
Fast neutrons can also cause spallation on the material atoms, with (n◦, α)
and (n◦, p) reactions being most important. (n◦, α) reactions result in the
ejection of an α-particle (= He nucleus), whereas (n◦, p) result in the ejection
of a proton (= H nucleus) [110]. These pile up in the material as undissolved
gases and affect the further evolution of the microstructure [111].

Quasi-(n◦, α) reactions can also occur via absorption of a thermal neutron by
an atom, which is transmuted to an unstable isotope that α decays. The main
contributor to this form of He production in steels is 58Ni via the reaction 1.12
[112]. Another important element that contributes to He production via ther-
mal neutrons is B. These reactions are why He production rates in stainless
steels are higher in mixed spectrum (thermal+fast) reactors than pure fast re-
actors. Helium increases more or less linearly with time as does dose. Hence,
the rate of He production in a material is usually expressed in terms of (ppm
He)/dpa or He/dpa.

58Ni + n◦ → 59Ni + n◦ → 54Fe + α (1.12)

1.4.3 Point defect migration and reactions

The cascades during irradiation are responsible for generating non-
equilibrium SIAs and vacancies. Evolution of the microstructure happens
due to the thermal migration of these point defects. These processes happen
on timescales many orders of magnitude longer than the cascade. They are
usually described by rate equations, analogous to chemical reaction rate the-
ory. In the general case, the evolution over time t of the concentrations C of
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point defects is described by coupled differential equations 1.13a and 1.13b,
where the subscripts v and i stand for vacancies and interstitials respectively.

∂Cv

∂t
= K0 − KivCiCv −∑

k
Kvs,kCvCs,k +∇ · Dv∇Cv (1.13a)

∂Ci

∂t
= K0 − KivCiCv −∑

k
Kis,kCiCs,k +∇ · Di∇Ci (1.13b)

In the equations, K0 is the production rate of Frenkel pairs (dependent on the
dose rate and cascade efficiency), Kiv is the rate coefficient of mutual recom-
bination when interstitials and vacancies find each other, Kvs and Kis are the
rate coefficients with which point defects interact with so called ’sinks’. Sinks
are defects in the material such as grain boundaries, dislocations and particle
interfaces where the defect can be accommodated back into the regular lat-
tice and annihilate. Cs,k is a measure for the concentration of sink of type k.
The final term is Fick’s second law where Di,v are the diffusion coefficients.
It accounts for local point defect concentration variations, but for simplicity
it is often dropped and only a mean field concentration is assumed.

Analytical solutions to these equations in some idealized situations are dis-
cussed in ref. [113]. The evolution of Cv,i with time depends strongly on
temperature and sink concentrations. In most situations the transient nature
of the point defects is only important on the order of one second; after that,
steady state concentrations are reached. Hence, when processes are of inter-
est that occur over long timescales, the steady-state concentrations of point
defects is sufficiently informative. These are found by solving the system
∂Cv
∂t = 0 and ∂Ci

∂t = 0. Ignoring the gradient term, subtracting the rate equa-
tions from each other yields equation 1.14.

Cv ∑
k

Kvs,kCs,k = Ci ∑
k

Kis,kCs,k (1.14)

In general, the formalism for K(i,v)s is expressed as = azi,vDi,v, with a some
geometrical factor dependent on the type of sink and zi,v a bias factor that ex-
presses the preferential absorption of one type of point defect. For example,
dislocations preferentially absorb interstitials, so zi > zv. Since the difference
between zi and zv is very small, equation 1.14 approximates to DvCv ≈ DiCi
as the condition for steady state. Since usually Di >> Dv, Cv >> Ci at
steady state. Expressions for different sink rate coefficients can be found in
literature [114].

Basic rate theory assumes a static microstructure, that is Cs,k does not change
with time and sinks can never be saturated. More complicated models [115,
116] include the transient nature of the microstructure itself.
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1.4.4 Radiation enhanced diffusion

Diffusion happens by atoms exchanging with point defects. The rate at
which these exchanges happen depend on thermal fluctuations (the jump fre-
quency) but also on the concentration of point defects. Thermal fluctuations
and thus the jump frequency are increased at higher temperatures; higher
point defect concentrations increase the probability of any atom to exchange
with a defect. Hence, at temperatures where point defects are mobile, dif-
fusion rates increase by orders of magnitude under irradiation. If the point
defects are not mobile (i.e. the jump frequency ≈ 0), increased concentra-
tions of them will not affect diffusion. At very high temperatures, thermal
vacancies dominate over irradiation induced vacancies. Hence, effects of ir-
radiation in general are strongest at homologous temperatures 0.3 − 0.5Tm
with Tm the melting temperature.

Without radiation, diffusion happens only via vacancies. These form ther-
mally in any material for entropic reasons. The formation energy of SIAs is
too high for them to form under thermal conditions [95, 115, 117]. Under ir-
radiation, SIAs provide an important additional diffusion mechanism. SIAs
have a much lower migration energy than vacancies [115, 118], meaning that
diffusion via interstitials can take place at lower temperatures. Typically, the
total diffusion coefficient of a species k is expressed as in equation 1.15, where
dk(i,v) are coefficients proportional to the jump frequency between species k
and the point defects, and N(i,v) represent the atomic fraction of interstitials
and vacancies.

Dk = dkvNv + dkiNi (1.15)

1.5 Microstructural and property evolution of
austenitic steel under irradiation

Due to the supersaturation of vacancies and interstitials, a number of non-
equilibrium processes occur in the material which drastically change the evo-
lution of the microstructure and subsequently the mechanical behavior. This
section reviews the current understanding of these processes and the trends
in austenitic steel.

1.5.1 Radiation induced segregation

Radiation induced segregation (RIS) is the phenomenon whereby under in-
fluence of irradiation some alloying elements segregate towards sinks, while
others segregate away from sinks. Point defects annihilate at sinks, resulting
in a concentration gradient of both vacancies and interstitials in the vicinity.
A concentration gradient results in a flux of point defects towards the sink
in accordance with Fick’s first law of diffusion. The concentration profiles of
point defects near a sink is illustrated in figure 1.12 (a). The concentration of
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vacancies and interstitials in the bulk is calculated using the simplified rate
equations (see section 1.4.3). In a complex alloy, different elemental species
preferentially exchange (couple) with point defects, resulting in differences in
dk(v,i). The result is that elements that couple preferentially with interstitials
are enriched near sinks (atom fluxes are in the same direction as interstitial
fluxes since interstitials are atoms), whereas elements that couple preferen-
tially with vacancies are depleted near sinks (atom fluxes are in the oppo-
site direction of vacancy fluxes). This is illustrated in figure 1.12 (b), where
species k is enriched near the sink and species j is depleted. k could be en-
riched because it couples more strongly to the interstitials than j, or because
it couples more weakly to vacancies than j, or because of a combination of
both. When differences between vacancy coupling dominate the segregation
behavior, it is called inverse Kirkendall diffusion.

FIGURE 1.12: Illustration of RIS. (a) The expected point defect concen-
tration profiles near sinks with the direction of the fluxes J indicated.
(b) Elements k and j which are enriched or depleted near the sink due

to preferential coupling with the point defects.

The effective ’size’ of an atom is an important factor in how it interacts with
point defects: undersize atoms will tend to preferentially exchange with in-
terstitials, while oversize atoms will preferentially exchange with vacancies.
However, this simple rule of thumb is often insufficient to predict RIS behav-
ior in complex alloys. RIS behavior depends on all other alloying elements as
well as on which point defect dominates the flux of that particular element.

The severity of RIS, measured as the difference between bulk and sink con-
centrations, depends on the dose rate and temperature. At low tempera-
tures, point defects are not very mobile resulting in limited RIS. At high
temperatures, recombination is easier lowering the average point defect con-
centrations. In addition, thermal vacancies become more important relative
to the irradiation induced defects. Both these effects reduce the gradient of
point defects near sinks and thus RIS. Hence, RIS is most pronounced at in-
termediate temperatures. Increasing the dose rate has the effect of shifting
the RIS maximum to higher temperatures. Higher defect production rates
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increases the overall defect concentration, which promotes recombination.
Hence, higher temperatures are required to speed up diffusion in order for
sinks to have a comparable effect as at low dose rates. RIS will reach a steady
state after a certain dose; as the concentration near sinks increases, so does
the concentration gradient that promotes diffusion away from the sink. In
austenitic steels, the saturation dose tends to be around 10 dpa [119].

In austenitic steels, the elements that tend to enrich at sinks are Ni, Si, P,
and the elements that are depleted at sinks are Fe, Cr, Mn, Mo [120–123].
Most investigations of RIS have focused on 304 and 316 steels in the frame-
work of stress corrosion cracking in light water reactors. With regard to RIS,
stabilized variants has been studied less, but for the mentioned elements be-
havior is similar [124]. Minor and trace elements are less well studied; most
studies in the past were conducted with X-ray spectroscopy inside an elec-
tron microscope, which is not very sensitive to trace elements (see chapter
2). More recently, with atom probe tomography becoming more mainstream
(see chapter 2), minor elements such as C, B, Cu, and Ti have also been stud-
ied. C was reported to deplete while B was reported to enrich near sinks in
316 steel [120, 122], but to our knowledge their behavior in stabilized vari-
ants has not been reported. Cu depletes near sinks in 316 steel, but forms
separate nanoclusters under irradiation [120]. Ti is an oversized solute in
austenitic steel which may reduce RIS when these atoms are present in solid
solution as they trap vacancies [125]. Oversized atoms tend to deplete near
sinks [126], however some authors [61, 127, 128] note that Ti is enriched in
certain radiation induced phases that form due to RIS (see next section). For
some trace elements, such as Co, there exist no reports about their RIS behav-
ior to our knowledge. The RIS behavior of elements in stabilized austenitic
steel is summarized in table 1.3.

TABLE 1.3: Summary of the RIS behavior of different chemical species
in Ti-stabilized austenitic stainless steels

Species
Enriched Ni, Si, P
Depleted Fe, Cr, Mn, Mo
Uncertain C, Ti, B, Co, Cu, V

1.5.2 Secondary phases and precipitation

There are multiple ways in which radiation can influence phase stability;
good reviews of the different processes can be found in refs. [129, 130]. As it
is currently understood, the most important effects that change precipitation
behavior are:

• Radiation enhanced diffusion

• RIS induced phases

• Recoil dissolution
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• Radiation disordering

• Vacancy supersaturation

RIS can be so dominant that local concentrations exceed solubility limits.
Near sinks, enrichments can result in the formation of precipitated phases
which would not form under thermal conditions. In the matrix, the deple-
tion of certain elements can jeopardize the stability of the matrix. In austenitic
stainless steel, sinks are enriched with Ni and Si and under some conditions
nickel silicide phases form there [61, 85, 110, 131]. Since the rest of the matrix
is depleted in Ni, the austenite may destabilize and transform to ferrite [132–
134] or martensite [135]. Some thermally precipitated phases may be desta-
bilized due to RIS. For example, it has been suggested that MC precipitates
may be destabilized because Cr tends to diffuse away due to RIS [94, 110],
although the opposite has also been suggested [136]. On the other hand, ra-
diation enhanced diffusion may promote the growth of thermal phases such
as MC [94].

Recoil resolution happens when the cascade directly impacts the precipitate,
redissolving some of the atoms in the matrix. Radiation enhanced diffusion
results in the re-forming of the precipitates. If diffusion is too slow, the en-
tire precipitate will dissolve over time. The model by Nelson, Hudson and
Mazey (NHM) [137] describes this dynamic equilibrium between recoil reso-
lution and diffusive re-formation. Their model is described by equation 1.16,
where rp is the radius of the particle, ζK0 is the flux of atoms out of the par-
ticle by recoil, with ζ ≈ 1018 m−2 [129], K0 the displacement rate in dpa/s,
and Vat the atomic volume, D is the radiation enhanced diffusion coefficient
of the rate limiting species in the precipitate≈ DvCvVat, C is the total concen-
tration of this species in the material, Cp is the concentration of the species in
the precipitates, and ρ is the number density of the precipitates.

drp

dt
= −ζK0Vat +

3DC
4πrpCp

− r2
pDρ (1.16)

The model predicts an inverse Ostwald ripening: smaller particles grow,
while larger particles dissolve, until one stable particle size is reached. How-
ever, the model requires input from experiment, as the equation can not pre-
dict particle number density ρ. More advanced models have been developed
to model recoil resolution and re-precipitation, taking into consideration con-
centration gradients near precipitates [138, 139].

Radiation disordering is related to resolution: atoms in ordered phases may
be displaced by the cascade into sublattices where they are not stable. Over
time, this may destabilize or amorphize the phase. This effect is most im-
portant for ordered intermetallic phases, which are not much of a concern in
austenitic steel.
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Finally, the presence of non-equilibrium point defects can stabilize or desta-
bilize certain phases. Russell’s model [140] predicts that in Al-Ge alloys, in-
creasing the supersaturation of vacancies by two orders of magnitude in-
creases the nucleation rate of Ge precipitates by twenty orders of magnitude.
Interstitials barely have any effect. The model predicts that all phases with
a positive misfit are promoted by irradiation because they require vacancies
for growth, while negative misfit phases are destabilized. MC precipitates
have a large positive misfit, and thus would benefit from the vacancy super-
saturation under irradiation.

All these effects combined, make predictions about phase evolution under
irradiation very complex, as it will depend strongly on the material and all
irradiation parameters. Here, we briefly discuss the observations that have
been made on precipitation in 15-15Ti type steels. More information on pre-
cipitation behavior under irradiation in other austenitic steels, mainly 316,
can be found in refs. [61, 85, 90, 110, 128, 141, 142].

The RIS induced phases that have been observed in DIN 1.4970 alloy are
the γ’ and G-phase, both nickel silicides that form due to Ni and Si enrich-
ment near sinks [35, 143, 144]. Both are cubic crystals, but G-phase has a
much more complex unit cell [145]. γ’ tends to have the Ni3Si stoichiome-
try, while G-phase has the stoichiometry M6Ni16Si7 with M many possible
elements including Ti and Mn. γ’ is generally found as small particles with
spherical morphology in the cube-on-cube orientation relationship. G-phase
is often found as large particles attached to a void. Older literature suggests
G-phase is randomly oriented and incoherent with the matrix [143]; more
recently it has been suggested G-phase can form as small particles with a
Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship ({111}γ||{110}G, 〈011〉γ||〈110〉G)
[146]. A summary of these phases is given in table 1.4.

MxP phases with x ≥ 2 have also been found in irradiated Ti stabilized steels,
even with minor P contents. These are present as small needle like precipi-
tates. They constituted a minor precipitate fraction in SA material but were
not found in CW variants unless additional P was added [85].

The conditions under which these phases form depends strongly on irradia-
tion conditions, alloy composition and initial state of the microstructure. The
phase stability diagram for the DIN 1.4970 alloy under neutron irradiation
is shown in figure 1.13. Cold worked (15%) and cold worked (15%) + aged
(800 ◦C/23 h) materials both showed stable MC precipitates above ∼525 ◦C,
whereas these were replaced by G-phase and γ’ below this temperature. The
neutron spectrum used was not specified, but it is likely that the data stems
from the PFR-M2 irradiation experiment in the fast-spectrum Dounreay re-
actor [144]. It has been shown that high He/dpa generally suppresses RIS
induced phases [85, 111], so this map may be unique to the dose rate and
He/dpa characteristic of that reactor. Maziasz [85] notes that γ’ and G-phase
have been reported in different steels after neutron irradiations between 400-
650 ◦C. Under Ni ion irradiation, only G-phase was found to be stable be-
tween 500-750 ◦C [128]. In Ti stabilized steels, G-phase tends to dominate
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TABLE 1.4: Radiation induced precipitates found in DIN 1.4970 after
neutron irradiation according to Ehrlich [143] and some information

from Lee et al. [61, 128]. Precipitate example images from [85].

Phase γ’ G-phase
Stoichiometry (Ni, Fe, Ti, Mo)3Si (Ti, Mn, Cr, Mo, Fe)6Ni16Si7

Appearance

Crystal structure Cubic Cubic
Space group Pm3̄m Fm3̄m
Lattice a0 = 3.5 a0 = 11.2
parameters (Å)
Reference [147] [145]
O.R. cube-on-cube Random, KS
Nucl. sites Frank loops Associated with voids

Center of Frank loops
Size 5-50 nm 20-250 nm

over γ’ in a fast neutron spectrum with low He/dpa [127, 148–151].

FIGURE 1.13: Irradiation temperature/dose diagram indicating the
phases present in the microstructure of neutron irradiated DIN 1.4970

alloy. After refs. [35, 143]

The stability regime of thermal phases such as TiC also depends strongly on
irradiation conditions. Lee et al. [128, 152] showed that in a 316-Ti steel,
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the phase is stable between 500-750 ◦C in a fast reactor (EBR-II) and between
280-750 ◦C in a mixed spectrum reactor (HFIR). Under ion irradiation, the
phase was only found between 700-750 ◦C and competed strongly with G-
phase. Lee et al. confirmed that if precipitates are nucleated by ageing before
irradiation, they are redissolved by irradiation at temperatures where they
are not stable. Suzuki et al. [136] also found that TiC forms in the Japanese 15-
15Ti variant JPCA when irradiated at 300 ◦C in HFIR, but suggests that after
high doses they are slowly re-dissolved. Finally, some unique observations
have been made by Kesternich [63], indicating that irradiation may cause
MC precipitates to nucleate with needle or star-shaped morphologies. In
addition, facetted M23C6 phase growing around pre-existing TiC particles
after irradiation have been reported [153].

1.5.3 Frank loops and dislocation structure evolution

SIAs are surrounded by a strong compressive elastic strain field, because sur-
rounding atoms have to be pushed aside to accommodate them. To reduce
this stored energy, the SIAs will organize in energetically more favorable con-
figurations. In FCC lattices SIAs tend to cluster together in circular discs on
{111} lattice planes. These discs disrupt the ABC stacking order of the {111}
planes. Figure 1.14 (a) shows a diagram of a SIA loop; the result is an extra C
plane wedged between A and B planes. Locally, the stacking is ’faulted’ with
the pattern altered to ABCACBCAB. These loops are referred to as Frank
loops and this type of stacking is an extrinsic stacking fault.

FIGURE 1.14: Diagrams of Frank loops on {111} planes of (a) interstitial
(SIA) and (b) vacancy nature. After ref. [154].

Frank loops can also be of the vacancy type, as shown in figure 1.14 (b).
Such a loop is also faulted but shows stacking order ABCBCAB. This type
of stacking is called an intrinsic stacking fault, and is the same stacking order
as when dislocations dissociate into Shockley partials. Binding energies of
vacancies are much smaller than those of interstitials [115, 117, 155], because
the strains around vacancies is not so strong. Hence, vacancy type Frank
loops are more rare in stainless steels [156].

In FCC metals, alternative vacancy clusters are more favorable than loops.
In some irradiated metals, stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) are a prevalent va-
cancy defect. These are tetrahedra formed by faces of faulted {111} planes.
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SFTs are also found in quenched gold due to the supersaturation of thermal
vacancies [157]. In stainless steel, SFTs are rare because voids (see next sec-
tion) are a more stable configuration for vacancies [94, 131, 156, 158, 159].

Faulted loops are a 2D defect and hence have an associated surface energy:
the stacking fault energy. The perimeter of the loop can also be consid-
ered a line defect; in this case, it is a partial dislocation with Burgers vector
a/3〈111〉. As Frank loops grow larger, they may unfault, either by interac-
tion with a matrix dislocation or by thermally nucleating a partial Shockley
dislocation inside the loop. What remains is an unfaulted prismatic dislo-
cation loop with Burgers vector a/2〈110〉; these can join the dislocation net-
work. Due to irradiation enhanced diffusion, recovery of dislocations is also
enhanced.

In austenitic stainless steels, the irradiation induced dislocation structure
tends to reach a steady state after about 5-10 dpa [156, 159]. After this dose,
a dynamic equilibrium is established between loop nucleation, growth, un-
faulting and recovery. The results of Maziasz [156] and Zinkle [159] con-
cerning this steady state are summarized in figure 1.15. The data is from the
American PCA alloy (in the 15-15Ti family) in the solution annealed and 25%
cw condition, irradiated in two different reactors HFIR and EBR-II.

FIGURE 1.15: Steady state trends in the irradiation induced dislocation
structure in the American PCA alloy. (a) Number density of Frank loops
versus irradiation temperature. After ref. [159]. The lines in the plots
are hand-drawn best guess fits by Zinkle et al. to describe the trend in
the data. Because the loops below 300 ◦C are small, counting is inaccu-
rate and Zinkle was unsure whether the trend is a decrease (solid line)
or a plateau (dashed line). (b) Dislocation density versus irradiation
temperature. Up to 400 ◦C, the total dislocation density is split between

loops and dislocation network. After refs. [156, 159].

The total dislocation density, consisting of loops and network dislocations,
tends to be independent of the initial microstructure and only depends on
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the irradiation conditions: highly cold worked material will experience net
recovery during irradiation and tend to develop the same dislocation density
as irradiated solution annealed material [156], except possibly at the lowest
temperatures where neither interstitials nor vacancies are mobile. Higher ir-
radiation temperatures favor loop growth, unfaulting and recovery, all due
to increased defect mobility. Hence, the faulted loop density decreases ex-
ponentially past 300 ◦C, as seen in figure 1.15 (a). Below 300 ◦C most Frank
loops are very small, making counts inaccurate. Figure 1.15 (b) shows that at
low irradiation temperatures, most of the dislocation density is represented
by small ’black dot’ contrast, which most likely represent very small Frank
loops [110]; they are classified as a separate defect class for historical rea-
sons. As the irradiation temperature is increased, the loops grow larger and
become the most significant contributor to the total dislocation density. The
network dislocations are the largest contributor to the dislocation density
above 500 ◦C.

The literature is not very clear on how the dose rate influences the steady
state. A lot of different studies exist on sizing and number densities of Frank
loops in different stainless steels after ion irradiation, e.g. refs. [115, 121, 160–
164], but they tend to be concentrated on LWR relevant conditions with irra-
diation temperatures <400 ◦C. These studies showed that very different dose
rates produce very comparable steady-state dislocation structures. Rouxel
[165] investigated higher irradiation temperatures at high dose rates, but did
not benchmark his results to literature.

1.5.4 Void swelling

Void swelling was first reported in 1967 by Cawthorne and Fulton [166] and
is still considered one of the biggest challenges for core materials in fast reac-
tor and fusion environments. According to Was [94], void swelling set back
the US breeder development program by about a decade.

In stainless steel, excess vacancies tend to cluster in nearly spherical 3D
voids. At some point, voids start growing uncontrollably, reaching sizes in
the tens to hundreds of nm. These large voids result in macroscopic vol-
umetric expansion of the material, hence the name void swelling. Only a
small amount of volumetric expansion of the reactor internals can be accom-
modate. After critical levels of swelling, the material starts pushing against
other components and buckles, deforms, or fractures. In addition, once
austenitic stainless steel reaches ∼6 vol% swelling, the material becomes a
brittle sponge with both reduced strength and negligible ductility [141, 167,
168]. From the viewpoint of safe reactor operation this is completely unac-
ceptable. It is critical to suppress and delay swelling; typically the maximum
allowable swelling is set at 3 vol% for reasons of embrittlement [84, 93].

Void swelling is typically described with similar formalisms as a nucleation
and growth process. Nucleation of voids is treated according to principles
[169, 170] similar to classical nucleation theory used to describe thermal pre-
cipitation [171, 172]; the main difference is that activation energy formalisms
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contain kinetic contributions, indicating void nucleation is not an equilib-
rium thermodynamic process. The driving force for void nucleation is the
large supersaturation of vacancies; it is energetically favorable to ’condense’
the vacancies in clusters. However, a void also creates a free surface, which
’costs’ energy. A critical void embryo size exists where these energetic con-
siderations are balanced; above this critical size the growth of the void be-
comes energetically favorable. The critical void size can be reduced by gas
atoms that are insoluble in the lattice, such as He produced by transmutation.
In fact, many sources suggest that void swelling is always initiated by gases
[169, 170, 173, 174]. A smaller critical size results in an increased nucleation
rate.

Void growth is due to preferential arrival of vacancies to voids over intersti-
tials; if interstitials arrived at voids in equal numbers, the void would not
grow. Since interstitials and vacancies are produced in equal numbers, inter-
stitials must be preferentially absorbed at other sinks. Due to strong elastic
interactions between SIAs and dislocations, dislocations preferentially ab-
sorb them [175, 176]. Hence, the main driving force for void growth is the
dislocation bias for interstitials, because it results in a net vacancy flux to-
wards voids. It appears somewhat contradictory then that a higher density
of dislocations delays void swelling. This is because the difference between
zi and zv is small and so dislocations still reduce the overall point defect su-
persaturation. Different in-depth theoretical treatments on void growth can
be found in refs. [94, 177–180].

In practice, void swelling is generally divided into three stages: first the in-
cubation stage, or transient stage, followed by the so called ’steady-state’
regime, and ending with the saturation regime [181]. This is illustrated in
figure 1.16. In stainless steels, saturation is expected at such high swelling
levels that it will never be reached in practice [182]. The transient stage
corresponds to the void nucleation stage, whereas the steady-state regime
corresponds to the stage where voids have reached critical sizes and grow
uncontrollably. It has been shown that the steady-state regime is nearly inde-
pendent on composition, thermo-mechanical history, and irradiation param-
eters, with all austenitic stainless swelling at a rate of around 1 %/dpa [181,
183, 184], though not all authors agree with this number [127, 149]. However,
the duration of the transient regime is highly dependent on all these param-
eters. Hence, developments in steels for improved swelling resistance have
nearly all been focused on extending the transient stage. These efforts are
reviewed in section 1.6.

Swelling shows a similar temperature and dose rate dependence as RIS, fol-
lowing similar arguments. At low irradiation temperatures, vacancies lack
the mobility to cluster and there is a high probability they recombine with
the much more mobile interstitials. At very high temperatures, vacancies
have a very high mobility, low probability of clustering, and a high probabil-
ity of being thermally emitted from voids. In addition, they diffuse to sinks
faster, resulting in a lower vacancy supersaturation. Hence, swelling is most
important at intermediate irradiation temperatures 0.3Tm < T < 0.5Tm, with
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FIGURE 1.16: Diagram of the different stages in swelling. All austenitic
stainless steels show a steady state swelling rate of about 1% per dpa.

After ref. [181].

peak swelling somewhere halfway this range [93]. Increasing dose rate shifts
the peak swelling to higher temperatures for similar reasons as was the case
for RIS.

A number of factors are known to worsen swelling. RIS can accelerate void
swelling by coating the void and changing the void’s point defect capture
rates [185, 186]. In addition, voids that form in association with radiation
induced precipitates grow faster, thereby enhancing swelling [187]. This is
why G-phase particles associated with voids are generally undesirable. Me-
chanical stress is known to substantially accelerate swelling at temperatures
above peak swelling [188]; this process is related to irradiation creep, which
will be discussed in section 1.5.5.

General strategies to delay swelling are discussed by Zinkle [189] and
Mansur [177]. For materials to be radiation resistant, the overall concen-
tration of sinks should be high (dislocations, grain boundaries, precipitate
interfaces, ...) and the mobility of vacancies should be minimized. Cold
worked [184] and nanocrystalline steels [190, 191] have demonstrated su-
perior swelling resistance than large grained solution annealed steel, be-
cause the overall supersaturation of point defects is reduced [168]. Optimal
cold work levels were demonstrated to be between 20 and 30% for different
grades [131]. Oversized solutes added to the matrix, such as Ti, is also ben-
eficial because these trap vacancies [192]. This reduces average defect mo-
bility, increases recombination, and hence decreases overall supersaturation.
Mansur suggests that to delay the void growth stage, the material should be
designed such that the critical radius for void growth is as large as possible.
This depends on alloy composition; Ni addition to steel increases the critical
radius, and thereby delays void swelling [168, 193].

Fine precipitates such as MC and γ’ may be beneficial for acting both like
traps and sinks [177]. When very small, these phases are coherent with the
matrix, but due to elastic stresses they act as point defect traps (i.e. variable
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bias sinks) and increase recombination. Larger particles must be accommo-
dated by misfit dislocations and are semi-coherent. How such semi-coherent
interfaces interact with point defects is little investigated, but they are likely
to show characteristics between coherent and incoherent interfaces. Incoher-
ent interfaces are known to be relatively unbiased sinks, which also act to
reduce point defect concentrations. This delays the time for voids to reach a
critical size. Finally, these small precipitates nucleate on dislocations, which
may help stabilize the dislocation structure; this also reduces overall point
defect saturation. Neklyudov et al. [194] demonstrated that the stability of a
large number of small precipitates correlates with improved swelling resis-
tance; once the particles grow and number density decreases, swelling accel-
erates. Coarse precipitating phases like G-phase are generally deleterious to
swelling resistance.

Mansur [111, 177] investigated the role of He in void growth. To delay void
growth, He should be dispersed as widely as possible by tailoring the mi-
crostructure. A finer distribution of bubbles and voids results in a slower
accumulation of gas in each bubble, meaning that it takes longer for a critical
size to be reached. A very fine distribution of He bubbles nucleated by pre-
implantation was demonstrated to delay uncontrolled void swelling [111,
195]; these bubbles act in a similar way as small precipitates. Small MC pre-
cipitates [196–198] can also trap helium, which automatically disperses the
gas throughout the microstructure.

1.5.5 Effects on mechanical properties

Hardening and embrittlement

Precipitates, dislocations, dislocation loops, point defect clusters, bubbles
and voids all increase the hardness and yield stress of a material because
they present obstacles to the flow of dislocations. Yield stress may increase
to 800-900 MPa at low (∼300 ◦C) irradiation temperatures [182]. However,
these defects also make the material much more brittle, which may lead to
unexpected sudden fracture; the uniform elongation may drop from 15-20%
to below 1% [93, 94, 199]. This is highly undesireable from a safety stand-
point. Hardening due to dislocation structure evolution under irradiation is
inevitable and rapidly reaches a steady state after ∼5 dpa [93] together with
the steady state dislocation structure. Hence, reactor designers must take this
loss of ductility into consideration. Higher irradiation temperatures show re-
duced radiation hardening due to effects like recovery. For LMFRs operating
at lower temperatures such as MYRRHA, radiation hardening may be an im-
portant consideration for the cladding.

Two special forms of irradiation embrittlement must be distinguished from
normal irradiation hardening. Firstly, there is the embrittlement due to ex-
cessive swelling, which was discussed in a previous paragraph. Secondly,
high temperature (T > 0.45Tm) helium embrittlement happens when helium
produced under irradiation is mobile enough to diffuse to grain boundaries,
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where it coalesces into bubbles. This results in the material losing cohe-
sion at grain boundaries, which may result in brittle intergranular fracture
[200, 201]. In SFR development, helium embrittlement was a critical concern
due to high coolant temperatures. The issue was partially resolved by the
presence of MC precipitates, since He is trapped at the precipitate interface
[196–198]. This reduces the amount of gas build-up on grain boundaries. In
MYRRHA relevant temperatures, helium will not be mobile, so helium em-
brittlement should not be a big concern.

Irradiation creep

Irradiation creep is in many ways similar to thermal creep, with the key dif-
ference that SIAs are present in addition to vacancies. These point defects
interact with dislocations, and hence irradiation creep manifests at temper-
atures where thermal creep is negligible. Deformation rates may be orders
of magnitude higher than thermal creep [94, 141]. Stress applied to the ma-
terial during irradiation may changes how the microstructure evolves: some
faulted loops with burgers vector best aligned to the direction of stress grow
preferentially over unfavorably oriented loops. Since dislocations have a
bias for interstitials over vacancies, irradiation creep is a shadow process to
swelling: when large amounts of vacancies are absorbed by voids during
steady state swelling, interstitial absorption on dislocations is also increased.
The result is that swelling rates are reflected in creep rate curves. Irradiation
creep may not be entirely bad, as it could help relieve some of the stress that
arises in reactor components due to swelling. For more detailed mechanistic
understandings of irradiation creep we refer to ref. [94] and for irradiation
creep data on the DIN 1.4970 alloy to refs. [141, 144, 202].

1.6 Developments in cladding materials for LMFR
applications

In the previous paragraphs we outlined the properties of austenitic steels,
and how radiation changes the behavior of the material. Critical to the ap-
plication of these materials as LMFR cladding is their swelling behavior; it
is one of the main factors that limits the economic viability of these reactors.
Since it has been shown that only the transient regime can be extended in
austenitic steels, one might consider switching to an entirely different class
of materials.

Ni-based alloys (Inconels) also have excellent mechanical properties, and
show superior swelling resistance to austenitic steels [25, 203]. The main
problem is an unacceptable level of irradiation embrittlement. BCC ferritic
and ferritic/martensitic (FM) steels have also been explored because they
show much higher swelling resistance than austenitic steels [184, 204]; it
is believed that the BCC lattice is inherently more radiation resistant than
FCC [189]. However, they suffer from unacceptable thermal creep resistance
in SFR environments (>550 ◦C) [205]. For MYRRHA, this is not so critical.
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However, ferritic steels are fundamentally incompatible with liquid lead and
LBE because the material becomes embrittled when in contact with these liq-
uids (liquid metal embrittlement or LME) [206–208]. Recently, there has been
much research interest going towards more exotic materials for cladding ap-
plications in Gen IV reactors, including MAX-phases, bulk metallic glasses,
high entropy alloys, and SiC-SiC composites [189]. However, research on
these advanced materials will take several more decades before they see in-
dustrial application.

By lack of a decent alternative, the path chosen by most countries including
the USA [209], Japan [210, 211], Germany [212], India [213] and France [214–
216] has been to further develop swelling resistant austenitic grades for SFRs.
A brief historical overview of efforts around the world is given by Séran and
Le Flem [93]. The first reference material was 316 steel. The beneficial effects
of cold work and Ti addition to swelling were quickly realized, leading the
French to select 316-Ti as their first reference alloy [214]. After some years of
development, the German-Belgian-Dutch (DeBeNe) program [212] arrived
at the DIN 1.4970 alloy as prime candidate material. Compared to the 316-
Ti alloy, the Ni content was increased and Cr was decreased. The material
was also Ti stabilized. Also Nb stabilized steels were investigated but these
showed inferior swelling behavior. The material performed substantially bet-
ter in terms of swelling, so 15-15Ti was adopted as the new reference. It has
been demonstrated that increased Ni content increases swelling resistance
while Cr acts in the opposite way [193]. Figure 1.17 shows how the swelling
resistance of austenitic grades improved gradually over the years. The figure
also shows that FM steels showed negligible swelling in the same dose range.
The embrittlement limit of 3% is also indicated.

FIGURE 1.17: Swelling rates of different cladding materials tested in the
French SFR Phénix. After ref. [84].

After the German SNR-300 program was canceled in 1991 in the aftermath
of Chernobyl, DeBeNe stopped development on the alloys. Mosts of the ef-
fort of further improving austenitic alloys continued (and continues to this
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day) at the French Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives
(CEA) in the framework of their new SFR, ASTRID. From the 15-15Ti grade,
the AIM1 grade was developed. Compared to the DIN 1.4970 specification,
the steels Si and P contents were increased as these have been demonstrated
to significantly delay swelling [192, 215, 217, 218]. Qualification of the AIM1
material is still an ongoing effort; as recently as 2016 characterization was
still ongoing on material that was manufactured in 1981 and irradiated up to
130 dpa in Phénix [219]. AIM1 reaches the embrittlement limit after around
130 dpa, but the goal is to extend this to 200 dpa. Recently, the develop-
ment of the next iteration AIM2 was started. The focus is on further opti-
mization of the composition. The steel will most likely have a higher nickel
content ∼25 wt%. In addition, the goal is to optimize Si and P contents fur-
ther, and possibly to improve performance with multi-element stabilization
(Ti+Nb+V) [165].

1.7 The MYRRHA cladding and this work

SCK•CEN decided to select the original DIN 1.4970 for the MYRRHA
cladding. Though AIM1 has demonstrated improved swelling resistance,
the material has not yet been approved by regulators. The DIN 1.4970 was
qualified by regulators for use as cladding in the SNR-300, which means that
the existing database can be directly used for its licensing in MYRRHA. Even
making small compositional changes to a material might require re-doing a
lot of very expensive experimental work.

One of the concerns for MYRRHA is that the reactor will operate at lower
temperatures than SFRs. While the material was approved for use in the
SNR-300 temperature regime, the material may behave differently in this
lower temperature regime. A key difference between these temperature
regimes, is that at high temperatures a large number of small MC precipitates
are expected to nucleate in pile, while at low temperatures MC precipitates
may be unstable (see section 1.5.2). Since these MC precipitates may con-
tribute to the swelling resistance, this might be bad for MYRRHA cladding
because the edge of the temperature operating window is right at the ex-
pected swelling peak around 450 ◦C. The role of these MC precipitates is
somewhat dubious however. The original DIN 1.4970 alloy reference state
was cold worked + aged [212], so it already contained MC precipitates from
the beginning. Later, the reference state was changed to just cold worked,
since improved swelling resistance was observed for this condition. Some
suggest that MC precipitates may not be that important; there are many the-
ories on the role of dissolved Ti in inhibiting swelling [93]. However, the
reduced swelling resistance of aged material might also be the result of a
reduced dislocation density. Separate from the swelling issue, the lower tem-
perature range of MYRRHA may result in problematic radiation hardening,
which would not have been a problem for the SFRs. These concerns and
questions provide the backdrop to this work.
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A new heat of DIN 1.4970 was manufactured in 2014 [220]. The overarching
goal of SCK•CEN is to qualify this material for use in their MYRRHA reac-
tor, which means demonstrating to safety authorities that the material will
perform adequately as cladding within the window of operating conditions.
My goal with this work was to shed new light on the role of MC precipitates
with respect to radiation stability and gauge how thermo-mechanical treat-
ments, particularly ageing, can influence the evolution of the microstructure
under irradiation.
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2 Methods

2.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The transmission electron microscope or TEM is one of the primary tools
for microstructural characterization used throughout this investigation. On
the most basic level, the TEM uses the wave properties of high energy elec-
trons to image a sample. Due to the wave-particle duality, electrons have an
associated wavelength λ via de Broglie’s equation; for 300 kV electrons, this
works out to∼1.9 pm. The extremely short wavelength is ideally suited to re-
solve features on the order of a few nm, something which is impossible with
visible light which has wavelengths of a few hundred nm. TEM is therefore
the perfect technique to image features such as nanoprecipitates, dislocations
and even individual atomic columns. The information in this section can be
found in text books such as Williams and Carter [221].

2.1.1 Instrument fundamentals

A very basic diagram of a TEM is shown in figure 2.1 a). From top to bottom,
the system components are:

• The electron source.

• The condenser lens system

• The objective lens and sample stage

• The imaging and projector lenses

• The detector

The electron source and condenser lens system make up the illumination sys-
tem, which determines the shape of the beam that will hit the sample. At
the source, electrons are released by a heated filament (thermionic emission)
or extracted from a very sharp tip (field emission gun or FEG) and acceler-
ated by a high voltage. TEMs usually operate in the range 80-1000 kV. The
electron beam then feeds into and is ’shaped’ by the condenser lens system,
which comprises a number of (electro)magnetic lenses and apertures. A mag-
netic lens is essentially a big coil of copper wiring through which an electric
current runs. The current induces a magnetic field that focuses the beam of
electrons moving down the column to the center of the column (the optical
axis). Changing the current changes the strength and thus the focal point
of the lens. All magnetic lenses act to converge the beam, none can diverge
the beam. In order to eliminate stray electrons traveling at high angles with
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FIGURE 2.1: a) A diagram of a TEM showing the source, magnetic
lenses, the sample and key apertures. After EMAT workshop slides. b)
Diagrams of the illumination system producing the parallel beam and
converged beam illumination modes. After a diagram the Jeol 3000F
manufacturer’s manual. c) Diagrams of the projector system imaging
the image plane or the back focal plane on the screen. Angles are highly

exaggerated and distances are not to scale. After ref. [221].

the optical axis and to control the electron dose at the sample, various aper-
tures are included in the system. The C2 aperture on the second condenser
lens is usually movable and interchangeable, thus it can be used to tailor the
beam divergence angle. Not shown in the image are the deflector coils that
allow the operator to tilt and shift the beam with respect to the optical axis.
For this work, we make the distinction between two illumination modes:
parallel beam and converged beam shown in figure 2.1 b). A parallel beam
samples a relatively large area and is used for most conventional TEM work
and imaging modes (discussed in section 2.1.2). A converged beam samples
a very small volume, and is also called a probe. Usually this probe is scanned
over the sample using scanning coils in the illumination system; this is called
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). A small probe is also
used for convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED), which we return to in
section 2.1.2.

The beam of electrons passes through the sample and interacts with it in
various ways. The transmitted electrons will be scattered elastically and in-
elastically due to the potential they experienced inside the sample. The result
is that their energy and momentum may be altered. Collecting and detecting
the electrons that have interacted with the sample in a certain way allows us
to study the potential inside the sample, or in other words, its structure.

The projector system serves to transform and filter the signals in the beam of
electrons exiting the sample to capture the appropriate information; it also
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consists of magnetic lenses and apertures. Figure 2.1 c) shows for parallel
illumination how the projector system can be used to visualize the electrons
exiting in two different ways on the screen. Six rays representing possible
traveling paths of electrons are drawn. Full lines originate from the same
point on the specimen, dotted lines originate from another point. Lines of
the same color exit the specimen at the same angles. Interaction with the
lenses changes the path of the electrons. If all lenses are approximated as
perfect thin lenses, they all have a focal plane at some distance from the lens
where initially parallel rays converge. For the objective lens, this is called the
back focal plane (BFP). In the BFP, electrons exiting the sample with the same
wave vector are focused to the same point, no matter where in the sample
they originated; what we would see is the diffraction pattern. Below the BFP,
rays originating from the same location in the sample converge again; this is
the image plane; we would see a magnified representation of the sample. The
projector system can be configured to either project a magnified image of the
BFP or of the image plane onto the viewing screen or detector, representing
diffraction mode or imaging mode respectively. Usually, the projector and
objective lenses keep a constant focus; the focus of the intermediate lenses
is changed to switch between diffraction and image mode as well as change
magnification. In the image, the focal points of the lenses are indicated with
a dot. The only difference between the two diagrams is that the focal point
of the intermediate lens has changed.

Two important apertures serve to filter the signal that reaches the detector.
The objective aperture is located in the BFP and can be used to transmit only
electrons that were scattered in particular directions. The image plane con-
tains the selected area diffraction (SAD or SAED) aperture. It serves to trans-
mit only those electrons originating from a particular area in the sample.

In convergent beam illumination, the projector system can also be configured
to image either a diffraction pattern (CBED) or the probe onto the screen.
Usually the latter is only used to align the microscope, the CBED signal is
used by various detectors.

Because most of the phenomena that happen inside the TEM are related to
the wave nature of the electrons, we briefly highlight the important features
of this wave. After the electrons have been accelerated to relativistic speeds
at the source, they travel down the column at constant potential. Their wave
function is found by solving the Dirac equation. However, for simplicity,
the solution to the time independent Schrödinger equation with relativistic
corrections is often used instead. This results in equation 2.1, where i is the
imaginary unit, −→r is a point on the wavefront,

−→
k is the wave vector per-

pendicular to the wavefronts and ‖
−→
k ‖ = 1/λ with λ the relativistically cor-

rected wavelength of the electrons.

ψ = A exp
(

2πi
−→
k · −→r

)
(2.1)
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In parallel beam illumination, this equation becomes a plane wave with flat
wavefronts and ψ dependent on only the coordinate in which the wave trav-
els.

2.1.2 Techniques

Selected area diffraction (SAED)

In order to understand a diffraction pattern in the TEM, we must cover the
basics of diffraction. The high energy electrons are scattered by the atoms
and electrons that are in the sample. The scattering from an isolated atom
is described with the atomic scattering factor f (θ): when a plane wave of
the form 2.1 impinges on an atom, it emits an outgoing spherical wave of
the form 2.2. Hence, f (θ) represents the amplitude of the scattered wave at
scattering angle θ, and is closely related to the scattering cross section. f (θ)
increases with atomic number Z (heavier atoms scatter more strongly), de-
creases with θ (electrons are strongly forward scattered), and increases with
electron wavelength (higher energy electrons are scattered less).

ψsc = ψ0 f (θ)
exp

(
2πi
−→
k · −→r

)
r

(2.2)

In a regular crystal lattice, each atom produces these scattered spherical
waves, and these interfere with each other. Von Laue and Bragg showed
with different mathematical formalisms that when the path length difference
is an integer multiple of the wavelength, the scattered waves are in phase
(and thus a maximum in scattering intensity is obtained). This is illustrated
for two scattering centers in figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.2: Geometry for the path length difference for incoming and
scattered waves. After ref. [221].

Suppose the incoming wave is propagating along
−→
k0 and the atoms scatter

in the direction of
−→
ks . The vector from one scattering center to the other is

−→r . The path length difference is marked in red. The Laue criterion to obtain
constructive interference is then expressed as in equation 2.3, where n is an
integer.
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−→
ks · −→r
‖
−→
ks ‖

−
−→
k0 · −→r
‖
−→
k0 ‖

= nλ

−→r ·
(−→

ks −
−→
k0

)
= n

(2.3)

Hence, only at specific
−→
ks −

−→
k0 will there be constructive interference. It can

be demonstrated that this analysis is valid not only for two scattering centers
but also for a 3D lattice. The positions of the lattice points can be described
with real space vectors−→r = x

−→
b1 + y

−→
b2 + z

−→
b3 with x, y and z integers and

−→
bi

the basis vectors. From the real space basis, a reciprocal space basis
−→
bi
∗ can

be constructed that satisfies equation 2.4 where δij is the Kronecker delta.

−→
bi
∗ ·
−→
bj = δij (2.4)

A reciprocal lattice can thus be constructed as −→g = h
−→
b1
∗ + k

−→
b2
∗ + l
−→
b3
∗ with

h, k, and l integers. Note that −→g · −→r = hx + ky + lz due to the definition
of reciprocal space. The result is an integer. Therefore, when equation 2.5 is
satisfied the Laue condition is also satisfied.

−→
ks −

−→
k0 = −→g (2.5)

This can be represented visually with the Ewald sphere construction, shown
in figure 2.3 a). A sphere with radius ‖

−→
k0 ‖ is constructed so that its surface

always goes through the origin of reciprocal space. The relative orientation
of reciprocal space can be changed by tilting the sample or the beam. If −→g
also lies on the Ewald sphere, there will be scattering in the direction of

−→
ks

because equation 2.5 is satisfied.

There is a geometrically equivalent way to interpret diffraction, using the
Bragg equation which can be derived from the Laue formalism; in fact,
usually we speak of Bragg conditions when the Laue condition is satis-
fied. It can be shown that reciprocal space vectors are perpendicular to real
space lattice planes, and that the distance between these planes is given by
dhkl = 1/‖−→g ‖. From the geometry of the Ewald construction, equation 2.6,
known as Bragg’s law, follows.

2dhkl sin θ = λ (2.6)

In the equation, θ is the half angle between the incoming and the diffracted
beam. Bragg’s law can be interpreted as

−→
ks being the reflection of

−→
k0 on

the lattice planes spaced apart dhkl, as shown in figure 2.3 b). Only if the path
length difference of reflections on consecutive planes (2dhkl sin θ) is an integer
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FIGURE 2.3: Two ways of visualizing constructive interference. a) The
Ewald sphere construction. Each point represents a reciprocal lattice
point. When a point lies on the surface, the Laue condition is satisfied.
b) The Bragg model of diffraction. Each point represents an atom. The
Bragg condition is satisfied when the path difference between reflec-
tions (marked) on consecutive planes is en integer multiple of λ. This is

geometrically equivalent to the Ewald sphere construction.

multiple of λ is Bragg’s law satisfied. This is why scattered beams are usually
called reflections.

Only in the case of a perfect infinite crystal at absolute zero are reciprocal
lattice points true mathematical points. Due to the finite size of the crys-
tal, thermal vibrations and defects, the reciprocal lattice points have a finite
size. Because the TEM sample is usually very thin, the reciprocal lattice point
is most strongly extended in this direction; the lattice points are usually re-
ferred to as rel-rods. Therefore reflections can be active despite not perfectly
satisfying Bragg’s law. As a general rule, large dimensions in real space re-
sult in small dimensions in reciprocal space and vice versa (hence the name
’reciprocal space’).

In the previous treatment we made abstraction of non-primitive unit cells. It
is the unit cell and not necessarily a single atom sitting on real space lattice
points. The scattering amplitude from a unit cell A0 is described using the
structure factor F(θ) as shown in equations 2.7. ri are the position vectors
(xi, yi, zi) of each atom in the unit cell and fi is the corresponding atomic
scattering factor. K represents the reciprocal space vector (h, k, l).

A0 = F(θ)
exp

(
2πi
−→
k · −→r

)
r

(2.7a)

F(θ) = ∑
i

fi(θ)e2πiK·ri (2.7b)
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For simple FCC lattices such as austenite (assuming only one type of atom in
the lattice), the structure factor is expressed as in equation 2.8.

F = f
(

1 + eπi(h+k) + eπi(h+l) + eπi(k+l)
)

(2.8)

If h, k and l are all even or all odd then F = 4 f , if they are mixed F = 0
meaning that no reflection appears there. Hence for austenite, the diffraction
pattern will only contain reflections for all odd or all even hkl indices, e.g.
111, 002, 022.

In practice, this diffraction behavior of crystals is extremely useful because
it can be directly visualized in the TEM. In the TEM, λ is very small so the
radius of the Ewald sphere

−→
k0 is very large. This makes the curvature small,

meaning that it appears nearly flat for the reciprocal lattice points near the
origin. It means that the Bragg condition is almost satisfied when −→g ⊥

−→
k0 .

It also means that θ is usually very small so that sin θ ≈ θ. From Bragg’s
law then ‖−→g ‖ ∝ θ. Under parallel beam illumination conditions, electrons
that are scattered in the same direction are focused to the same spot in the
BFP of the objective lens; the direct beam will be focused to the focal point.
Hence, the BFP will contain spots of intensity corresponding to Bragg reflec-
tions. Due to the properties of lenses, at small angles these spots represent a
linearly scaled version of a cross section of reciprocal space perpendicular to
−→
k0 . Imaging the BFP is therefore a way to directly probe reciprocal space.

Since the reciprocal lattice is a representation of the crystal, diffraction pat-
terns can be used to study the crystal structure of the sample. For the ma-
terials used in this investigation, crystal structures are well known. Hence,
we use diffraction patterns mainly as a way to study how the sample is ori-
ented with respect to the beam and how different features in real space (in
the image) are oriented. When visualizing the crystal in a direction so that
many low index −→g are perpendicular to

−→
k0 , we say we are in a zone axis

(ZA) diffracting condition. The zone axis is defined by the real space vector
〈uvw〉 parallel to

−→
k0 . The diffraction pattern looks like a 2D array of spots,

with each spot corresponding to some −→g = (hkl). The definition of recipro-
cal space dictates that hu + kv + wl = n with n an integer. An example of an
indexed ZA DP is shown in figure 2.4 a).

In some cases, it is desirable to only have one active reflection, the so called
two-beam or 2-beam condition. An example is shown in figure 2.4 b). Due
to the flatness of the Ewald sphere and the proximity of diffraction spots, the
best real approximation we can make to a two-beam condition is a row of
reflections being excited with one spot in Bragg orientation.

Usually we want to study the diffraction pattern of only a small volume of
material. This can be accomplished by inserting a selected area aperture in
the image plane of the objective lens, which allows only signal from a small
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FIGURE 2.4: Examples of selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) of
FCC austenite. a) A zone axis diffraction pattern with the (hkl) reflec-
tions indexed. The strong direct beam is blocked with the beam stopper.

b) A 2-beam diffraction pattern with g indexed.

area to pass and contribute to the diffraction pattern. Hence the name, se-
lected area electron diffraction or SAED.

Convergent beam electron diffraction

Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) is the diffraction pattern that
arises under converged beam illumination. Instead of spots, reflections are
smeared out to discs, because the beam sent into the sample contains multi-
ple
−→
k0 vectors. CBED patterns are extremely rich in information and probe

only a very small volume.

In this work we used CBED mainly for estimating the sample thickness [222].
In a two-beam condition, the 0 and g CBED discs contain rocking curve
fringes as shown in figure 2.5. The number of these fringes relates to the
thickness t of the sample via the extinction distance ξg according to equation
2.9. In the equation, k is an integer with k = i + j with j another integer,
∆θi is the spacing between the middle of the central fringe and consecutive
intensity minima, θB is the Bragg angle.

s2
i

k2 +
1

ξ2k2 =
1
t2

si = λ
∆θi

2θBd2
hkl

(2.9)

To determine the thickness, (si/k)2 is plot versus (1/k)2. j needs to be
guessed iteratively. The line through this data has 1/t2 as an intercept and
−1/ξ2

g as slope. We return to the rocking curve and ξg later.
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FIGURE 2.5: Example of a CBED pattern from austenite showing the
rocking curve in a 113 reflection from which the thickness may be deter-
mined. The direct beam contains a negative image but is overexposed

in this example.

Kikuchi diffraction

Kikuchi diffraction is best interpreted using the Bragg law. When the beam
enters the specimen, some electrons are incoherently and possibly inelasti-
cally scattered. These electrons spread out from the incoming beam as shown
in figure 2.6 a). Some of these incoherently scattered electrons may have just
the right orientation to Bragg reflect from certain crystal planes, and create
diffraction intensities at ±θB from the diffracting planes. In 3D, this Bragg
condition translates into two cones, so called Kossel cones, emanating from
the diffracting planes. In the BFP, these cones show up as curves; because
of the small angles involved they are approximately linear. These lines are
called Kikuchi lines, and the distance between the (hkl) and (h̄k̄l̄) lines relates
to the Bragg angle θB. The geometry is shown in figure 2.6 b)

By their geometry, Kossel cones are rigidly fixed to the crystal. Hence, the
positioning of Kikuchi lines in the DP is very sensitive to sample orientation.
Therefore, they are especially well suited to perfectly orient a crystal. Kikuchi
lines are usually used as ’roads’ to tilt from one ZA to another. For example,
the (200) Kikuchi lines connect the 〈011〉 and 〈001〉 zones. They can also be
used to precisely set up 2-beam and weak-beam conditions (see next section).

Diffraction contrast

We can use Bragg diffraction to obtain contrast in images. The basic idea is
that an objective aperture is placed into the BFP of the objective lens, while
the projector system is set to image mode. Only electrons scattered to a par-
ticular angle will pass through the objective aperture and contribute to the
image. We usually distinguish between bright field (BF) and dark field (DF)
images. In BF, we use the direct beam (000) to create an image, in DF we use
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FIGURE 2.6: a) The origin of Kikuchi diffraction. Some electrons are in-
coherently scattered inside the specimen. Some of these electrons may
scatter at the right angle to be Bragg diffracted from a certain set of crys-
tal planes. b) In 3D, this Bragg condition translates into a cone. These

cones result in lines in the BFP. After ref. [221].

any other Bragg beam. To be able to unambiguously interpret the images,
BF/DF imaging is done in a 2-beam condition. In this case, it can be assumed
only the direct beam and one Bragg beam are important to the contrast.

If all points on the sample scatter identically onto −→g , then BF and DF im-
ages will show no contrast at all. Contrast in an image can only result
when different locations on the sample −→r = (x, y) scatter differently. The
Howie-Whelan equations can be used to calculate the intensity of the Bragg-
diffracted and direct beams, Ig and I0. In a defect-free crystal, this results in
equation 2.10.

Ig =

(
πt
ξg

)2
sin2(πtse f f )

(πtse f f )2 = 1− I0 (2.10a)

se f f =

√
s2 +

1
ξ2

g
(2.10b)

The direct and Bragg-diffracted beams are thus described as coupled oscilla-
tions. The rocking curve that was discussed in CBED is related to this oscil-
lation of intensity between the direct and diffracted beam. In the equations,
t is the sample thickness, ξg is the extinction distance, and s is the excitation
error. The extinction distance can be interpreted as the depth where the oscil-
lation repeats. The excitation error is a measure for the deviation from exact
Bragg condition: the distance between the Ewald sphere and g. It is defined
as positive when g is inside the Ewald sphere and negative when g is outside;
in perfect Bragg orientation, s = 0.

Equation 2.10 shows that when there are local differences between t and s,
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there will be contrast in the BF and DF images (which image Ig(x, y) and
I0(x, y), respectively). Gradual thickness variations, for example in wedge-
shaped specimens, will give rise to thickness fringes. The spacing between
the fringes depends on the extinction distance, the wedge opening angle,
and s; a larger s results in a reduced period. If a sample is bent, then different
parts of the sample will have a slightly different s. This gives rise to bending
contours. Usually both types of contrast happen simultaneously as samples
are both bent and not uniformly thick.

Defects, such as dislocations, stacking faults, twin and grain boundaries, also
give rise to diffraction contrast, because diffracting conditions change locally.
For an inclined 2D defect such as boundaries and stacking faults, the upper
and lower part of the crystal are translated by some vector R and possibly ro-
tated relative to each other. The solution to the Howie-Whelan equation with
the presence of such a defect shows that fringes are expected to reveal the
defect. The periodicity of the contrast depends on the defect characteristics
such as the translation and rotation, but also on the foil thickness, the defect’s
positioning in the foil, and s. In addition, there are specific combinations of g
and defect characteristics where the defect is expected to be invisible. For ex-
ample, stacking faults in FCC materials are invisible when g · R = 0. This is
referred to as the extinction condition. In Frank loops R = 1/3〈111〉, whereas
in stacking faults bound by Shockleys R = 1/6〈112〉.

Dislocations are imaged by their strain field. Conceptually, the lattice planes
close to a dislocation are bent, so locally there may be more scattering away
from the direct beam. Hence, dark lines are visible in BF and bright lines
in DF. A more detailed analysis with the Howie-Whelan equations reveals
that the contrast from dislocations is also due to some local translation R.
The contrast will not coincide with the projected position of the dislocation
core; exact contrast depends on many factors as is the case for planar defects.
Dislocations tend to be invisible when (−→g ·

−→
b ) = 0 where

−→
b is the Burgers

vector. However, they may still be visible when −→g · (
−→
b ×−→u ) > 0.64 with

−→u the dislocation line vector.

The contrast of dislocations is strongly improved when making DF images
with s >> 0 (usually s ≈ 0.2 nm−1), which results in se f f ≈ s. This is
called imaging under kinematical (vs. dynamical) conditions and is also
called weak-beam dark field or WBDF. The reflection used for imaging −→g
is not very strong when s >> 0, and it couples only weakly with the direct
beam. Usually the imaging condition is expressed as g(ng) where g is the
imaging reflection and ng is the reflection that is strongly excited (s ≈ 0).
However, n must not necessarily be an integer [223]; it just expresses where
the Ewald sphere cuts the line that passes through 0 and g. In WBDF with
sufficiently large s, the apparent width of dislocations is strongly reduced. In
addition, closely spaced individual partial dislocations may be revealed with
the WBDF technique.

Examples of various forms of diffraction contrast are shown in figure 2.7.
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Thickness fringes, bending contours, dislocations and planar defects are in-
dicated.

FIGURE 2.7: Examples of diffraction contrast features in a) BF and b)
WBDF in a sample of annealed austenite. Examples of bending con-
tours, thickness fringes, dislocations and planar defects are indicated.

When multiple phases or crystallites are present under the beam, each makes
a different contribution to the diffraction pattern. That is to say, some spots
in the diffraction pattern may be uniquely associated with one (set of) crys-
tallite(s). A DF image using such a spot will reveal with bright contrast only
the crystallites that scatter onto that spot. This can be used for selectively
visualizing one grain, twin, or precipitates phase. Features down to about 1
nm can be imaged with this technique, and we use it extensively to visualize
the nanoprecipitates.

When multiple overlapping crystallites contribute to the diffraction pattern,
one should be wary of double or multiple diffraction. This is when, under
the right conditions, extra spots in the diffraction pattern appear because a
Bragg scattered beam from one crystallite is Bragg scattered again by another
crystallite. These spots only appear in the diffraction pattern when both crys-
tallites contribute, not in the diffraction patterns from either crystallite indi-
vidually.

Phase contrast and HRTEM

Phase contrast is often used synonymously with high resolution TEM
(HRTEM). Roughly speaking, phase contrast occurs when multiple diffracted
beams contribute simultaneously to the image. It can be shown that when
both direct and diffracted beams are selected by the objective aperture, the
image intensity will be a sinusoidal function with the same periodicity as
the lattice spacings. This is because there is interference between the direct
and diffracted beams. A high resolution image along a zone axis will reveal
the 2D periodicity of the lattice, but fringes can also be observed when only
one g vector is active. While lattice fringes along a ZA appear very similar
to atomic columns, they may not be interpreted as such. Atomic columns
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can appear both dark and bright; the precise contrast depends strongly on
instrument parameters, such as the focus.

To explain the relationship between focus and contrast in an HRTEM image,
the sample is modeled as a thin weak phase object (WPO), that says that
the amplitude of the transmitted wave depends linearly on the projected po-
tential. If the exit wave could be directly observed, it could be interpreted
unambiguously. However, what is actually seen on the detector depends on
the properties of the lenses, most importantly the objective lens. So far, we
have only considered perfect lenses. Real magnetic lenses show deviations
from this ideal behavior, most importantly via spherical aberration. Rays
that enter the lens further from the optical axis are focused to a point closer
to the lens than rays that enter closer to the optical axis. This means that focal
points are actually spread out to discs in the focal plane. The diameter of this
disc is related to the spherical aberration constant Cs. Hence, the image that
is actually observed in HRTEM is a convolution of the exit wave with some
function that describes the spreading of points to discs due to the instrument.
The Fourier transform of this function is called the transfer function H, and
is expressed as in equation 2.11, where u is the spatial frequency vector, A is
a function depending on apertures, E is the envelope function, and ∆ f is the
defocus.

H(u) = A(u)E(u)ei(π∆ f λu2+0.5πCsλ3u4) (2.11)

This equation shows that the contrast will depend both on the focus setting
as on the spherical aberration, as they change the phase of the exit wave. The
spherical aberration also determines the resolution of the microscope: at high
spatial frequencies u (small features), the Cs term in the exponent dominates.
The resolution can be optimized by choosing a defocus that maximally off-
sets the spherical aberration; this is called the Scherzer defocus is given by
equation 2.12. We attempted to take our HRTEM images at Scherzer defocus
(∼ 50 nm for Cs ≈ 1 mm and λ = 0.00197 nm) because with these settings,
the image can still be interpreted rather intuitively.

∆ fSch = −1.2(Csλ)
0.5 (2.12)

Recent developments in TEM instrumentation have focused on correcting
these lens aberrations with special sets of lenses before and after the objec-
tive lens. These microscopes can achieve much better resolutions than non-
corrected microscopes.

Phase contrast also occurs when different phases overlap and diffraction
spots from the phases are used simultaneously for making an image. This
is the origin of Moiré fringes. Crystals that share the same crystal structure
and orientation (for example cube-on-cube) but have a different lattice pa-
rameter will show additional fringes with a spacing dMoiré given by equation
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2.13, where d1 and d2 are the spacings of the lattice planes of the two over-
lapping phases.

dMoiré =
d2d1

d1 − d2
(2.13)

HAADF-STEM

High angle annular dark field (HAADF) is an imaging mode that can only be
used in STEM. The detector is a donut shape that captures only the electrons
scattered to very large angles (>50 mrad), usually by incoherent Rutherford
(nuclear) scattering. A diagram is shown in figure 2.8. At each beam scan po-
sition, these high angle scattered electrons are captured on the donut and in-
tegrated; image intensity at each pixel is hence related to how many electrons
were scattered to high angles. These scattering events relate to scattering by
individual atoms and thus the atomic scattering factor. The atomic scattering
factor is a linear function of atomic number Z, so the intensity received by
the detector varies with ∼ Z2. If the hole in the donut does not capture any
Bragg diffracted beams, diffraction contrast is eliminated and only Z-contrast
contributes to the image. Hence, HAADF allows one to distinguish between
different phases based on their chemical differences, with lighter regions con-
taining heavier atoms and darker regions containing lighter atoms.

FIGURE 2.8: A diagram of the signal captured by an HAADF detector.
After ref. [221].

Contrast also varies with thickness because more material in the path of the
beam increases the scattering probability. This is especially important for
atomic resolution HAADF, where intensity can be correlated to the number
of atoms in an atomic column. The contrast in atomic resolution HAADF
is also more easily interpretable than HRTEM contrast, because it does not
depend strongly on the focus.

EDX

Some electrons are scattered inelastically, meaning they lose energy in the
process. This energy may be lost by transferring energy to electrons in the
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material; this may excite them to a higher energy level or allow them to es-
cape the atomic energy levels entirely. Since a hole is created in this event,
an electron from a higher energy level may drop down and in the process re-
lease an X-ray with an energy equivalent to the difference in energy between
the states. This process is illustrated in figure 2.9 a). Hence, the energies (or
frequency) of these X-rays are characteristic of the electronic energy states in
the material. Transitions between outer and inner shells produce the highest
energy X-rays, on the order of a few keV. Since inner shells are not strongly
affected by bonding, the energy of these X-rays can be used to identify and
quantify the atomic species in the sample.

FIGURE 2.9: a) A diagram of an inner shell ionization event and a sub-
sequent decay and release of a characteristic X-ray. The possible X-ray
transitions are depicted with arrows. b) A diagram of the X-ray spec-

trum corresponding to the atom in (a). After ref. [221].

Measuring the chemical composition of the sample is the main goal of en-
ergy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX). The detector captures the elec-
tronic transition X-rays and determines their energy. The spectrum (an en-
ergy histogram), contains peaks that are unique to certain elements. A dia-
gram of such a spectrum is shown in figure 2.9 b). From the peak position
and heights, the species present and their relative composition can be de-
termined. To quantify the TEM EDX spectra, in this work we use the Cliff-
Lorimer method [224] given by equation 2.14. The ratio of concentrations C
of elements A and B are related to the ratio of peak intensities I via a k fac-
tor. This factor depends on the two materials and the detector configuration;
expressions for k factors are implemented in the commercial software accom-
panying the detector. Without standards, an accuracy of around ±20% can
be expected.

CA

CB
= kAB

IA

IB
(2.14)
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X-rays radiate out from the sample in a spherically uniform manner, so only
a very small fraction of them can be captured by a detector. Space around
the sample and objective lens pole pieces is limited, and so is the detector’s
approach to the sample. The thin sample also results in a low yield of X-rays.
Hence, to collect sufficient signal, acquisition times may need to be quite
long. A recent development to increase the signal has been to introduce four
detectors that operate simultaneously around the sample, such as the Bruker
SuperX system.

EDX is well suited for studying high Z elements but not for light elements
such as carbon. Light elements have a very low X-ray yield. The detection
limit in EDX is around 0.1 wt%. EDX tends to be performed with converged
probe illumination. This can be either in spot mode to quickly check the
composition of a feature, or by STEM scanning to obtain composition maps.

EELS and EFTEM

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy filtered TEM (EFTEM)
are the spectroscopy and imaging of electrons that were scattered inelasti-
cally. These are also depicted in figure 2.9 a). Hence, EELS is complementary
to EDX. Electrons that lose energy but pass through the sample may be col-
lected into a spectrometer installed below the column of the microscope as
shown in figure 2.10 a). A special curved magnetic prism causes the electrons
to follow a curved path due to the Lorentz force. Higher energy electrons de-
viate less than electrons that lost energy. Due to the special geometry of the
prism, there is a special ’dispersion’ plane where electrons of the same energy
are focused. By imaging this dispersion plane on the detector, intensities can
be integrated and a loss spectrum is obtained.

A diagram of an EELS spectrum is shown in figure 2.10 b). The highest inten-
sity feature is the zero-loss peak (ZLP), representing the electrons that did not
lose any energy. The second most intense feature is the plasmon peak, due
to the low energy loss interaction of the electrons with plasmons. Finally, at
higher energies, features that correspond to ionization events appear. These
so called core-loss edges can be used also to estimate composition, but it is
generally much harder to do than with EDX. A diagram of a core-loss edge is
shown in 2.10 c). To estimate composition, the edge is fit with an idealized H-
edge and the intensity of this edge above the background is integrated. Then,
a similar procedure can be used as in EDX, using ratios of cross sections.

A core-loss edge contains much more information than an EDX peak because
EELS has a much higher energy resolution. The fine structure in the edge
within about 50 eV of the edge onset is called ELNES or Energy-Loss Near-
Edge Structure. ELNES is related to the unfilled density of states and re-
veals information on bonding. Beyond 50 eV is the extended energy-loss fine
structure or EXELFS, which reveals information on the local environment of
atoms, i.e. neighboring atoms and their distances.
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FIGURE 2.10: a) Diagram of a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) type EELS
spectrometer. b) Diagram of an EELS spectrum. c) Diagram of a core-

loss edge. After ref. [221].

The advantage of EELS over EDX is the much higher signal to noise ratio
because nearly all electrons can be captured. However, EELS has a very high
background and samples must be very thin for signal to remain appreciably
above the background. Another difficulty is that the intensity of the spec-
trum decreases exponentially with increasing energy, making it difficult to
capture the entire spectrum with the same acquisition parameters. EELS is
only useful up to about 2000 eV energy loss; beyond that the signal is too low.
One of the main advantages of EELS is its high sensitivity to light elements
such as C and N; TEM EDX is very inaccurate to quantify these elements.

We used EELS primarily to measure sample thickness from the low-loss spec-
trum, according to the method in ref. [225]. The thickness is calculated using
equation 2.15, where λp is the inelastic scattering cross section dependent on
convergence and collection semi-angles α and β (see figure 2.10 a)), I is the
total integrated intensity of the low-loss spectrum, and I0 is the integrated
intensity of the ZLP.

t = λp ln
(

I
I0

)
(2.15)

We also used EELS for qualitative investigations on the presence of carbon
and to quantify carbon in primary TiC precipitates.

EFTEM is to EELS what imaging is to diffraction: an additional set of lenses
converts the spectrum back into an image. A slit can be inserted into the
dispersion plane and allows only specific energies to be converted back to
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an image. This is analogous to using an objective aperture to filter scat-
tered electrons. Placing the slit over the ZLP will remove inelastic scatter-
ing contributions to the image. For example, it may make CBED patterns
more crisp. Placing the slit over core-loss features reveals where these excita-
tions originate. The distribution of a particular element can be revealed with
the 3-window technique. The slit is placed at two energy locations before a
core-loss edge of the element of interest and the EFTEM images are recorded.
From the intensities in these images, the background is estimated. Then the
slit is placed right after the edge. The background is then subtracted from
this image, which should reveal where the signal from the edge came from,
giving a kind of elemental map.

We used EFTEM mainly to visualize carbon. With the configuration of our
microscope and spectrometer, the magnification on the spectrometer CCD
was too high to do useful ZL TEM imaging.

2.1.3 Sample preparation

The most important criterion for TEM samples is that they are electron trans-
parent (<∼ 100 nm). For our material, we employed two sample preparation
techniques.

From bulk material, we prepared samples by grinding sections of material
to a thickness of around 100-200 µm (final grit size:2000). From these plates,
3 mm diameter discs were punched out and twin-jet electropolishing in a
Struers Tenupol-3. Initially we used a mixture of 5 vol% stock perchloric
acid in methanol as an electrolyte at a temperature between -30 and -20 ◦C,
voltage between 25-30 V, and a current of 0.2-0.25 A. Later, the Struers A2
electrolyte proved somewhat more stable, but needed to be used between
-20 and -10 ◦C. High flow rates which produced large holes on the side of
specimens were generally preferable to more mild conditions. Medium flow
rates resulted in preferential etching near primary precipitates, which pro-
duced holes with non-electron-transparent edges. This was less of an issue
with high flow rates. However, these samples had a large wedge opening
angle.

From ion irradiated material with a shallow irradiation layer (see chapter 5),
samples were made by FIB (see section 2.3). The procedure for making a
lamella is shown in figure 2.11. A Pt layer 15 µm wide and 1-2 µm thick is
deposited onto the sample surface to protect the part underneath from the
ion beam. Usign a high ion current, two trenches are dug on opposite sides
of the layer. After tilting the sample this reveals a slice, typically 10-15 µm
wide, 1 µm thick and 5-8 µm high. The slice is cut out along the dotted line
seen in figure 2.11 (b). The slice is attached to the micromanipulator with a
Pt weld and lifted from the trench. It is placed and welded fixed on a Cu grid
as shown in figure 2.11 (c). The slice is then thinned to electron transparency
by bombarding the two faces with ions at a grazing angle. This is done in
multiple steps with decreasing voltage and ion current between steps. The
full details of the FIB recipe can be found in appendix C.
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FIGURE 2.11: The preparation method followed for preparing FIB TEM
lamella. (a) A Pt layer is deposited to protect the sample. (b) Two
trenches are dug on either side. The slice is attached to the microma-
nipulator and cut loose over the dashed line. (c) The slice is transfered
and welded to a Cu grid, then cut loose from the micromanipulator.
The slice is thinned to electron transparency using multiple steps of ion

bombardment at a grazing angle.

2.1.4 Instrumentation

In this work, results from four different TEMs are presented. Most results are
from two microscopes: a Jeol 3010 with LaB6 filament source operating at 300
kV and situated at SCK•CEN, a Jeol 3000F with a Schottky FEG source also
operating at 300 kV and situated at the University of Antwerp. The Jeol 3000F
is equipped with a Gatan GIF-2000 spectrometer for EELS and EFTEM. In one
session, some images were made on a double corrected FEI (Thermo-Fischer)
Titan microscope, situated at the University of Antwerp. The operators were
T. Altantzis and H. Heidari. Finally, a ThermoFisher (FEI) Osiris microscope
equipped with a Bruker SuperX detector system, also at the University of
Antwerp, was used specifically for some EDX mappings.

2.2 LOM

2.2.1 Technique fundamentals

Light optical microscopy (LOM) is usually the first tool used to investigate
the microstructure of materials, as it’s fast, provides an overview of the ma-
terial, and yields easy to interpret images. Due to the long wavelength of
visible light, the resolution limit is around 0.1-0.2 µm. Optics of LOM is anal-
ogous to TEM, but the lenses are made from glass or another transparent
refracting material and are not tune-able like magnetic lenses in the TEM.
Therefore, to change magnification the objective lens is changed; different
magnification objective lenses are usually mounted on a swiveling wheel. A
basic ray diagram of a LOM for metallurgical applications is shown in figure
2.12. Light enters the microscope from the side and is deflected by a partially
transparent mirror towards the sample. The sample usually reflects light and
this light travels back up the microscope towards the eye.

Three main operational methods were used in this work: bright field, dark
field and differential interference contrast (DIC). Contrast in bright field im-
ages results from differences in light absorption, for example black inclusions
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FIGURE 2.12: A diagram of a LOM for studying metallurgical samples.

in steel. Contrast in dark field comes from light that is scattered by the sam-
ple instead of reflected, and is obtained by blocking the light traveling up
the column at small angles. Dark field is better suited to visualize scratches
and inclusions. DIC contrast results from interference between rays of po-
larized light and reveals small height differences on the sample surface. It is
obtained by inserting a polarizer and a special prism into the column.

2.2.2 Sample preparation

Metallurgical specimens need to have a flat surface for LOM, so they are often
embedded in resin, ground and polished. If inclusions are of interest, then
polishing to a mirror finish is the final step. The samples in this work were
prepared by conductive hot resin embedding, grinding (500, 1200, 2000, 4000
grits), and polishing (steps: 3 µm, 1 µm, OP-S colloidal silica). The OP-S step
could take up to an hour to produce a good specimen. The surface can also
be intentionally etched by an acidic solution to reveal certain microstructural
features such as grain boundaries and twins. For etching in this work, a
solution was prepared by mixing 10 ml (12M) HCl, 10 ml water and 1 ml
(16M) HNO3. The etchant was heated to 50 ◦C and the sample was etched by
submerging for 60-180 s, until a yellow ooze could be seen coming from the
specimen.

2.2.3 Instrumentation

The LOM instrument used was a Zeiss Axioscope A1.
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2.3 Scanning electron microscopy / Focused ion
beam (SEM/FIB)

2.3.1 Instrument fundamentals

SEM is in many ways similar to TEM, particularly STEM. A focused probe
of electrons is scanned across a sample and this generates multiple signals
which can be reconstructed into an image. However, there are many differ-
ences. The primary difference is that SEM is used to study bulk samples and
their surface. The electrons that are used for imaging are not transmitted,
but back-scattered or otherwise emitted from the surface. EDX is also imple-
mented on most SEMs, but there are some important differences with TEM
EDX. The SEM also uses much lower acceleration voltages, usually between
5-30 kV. Hence, while the physics of the electron-sample interaction is the
same as in TEM, the relative strengths of resulting signals differ. The interac-
tion of the electron beam in the SEM with the sample is usually represented
by the interaction volume, as shown in figure 2.13 a). The interaction volume
shows different kinds of signals originating from different depths. The size of
the interaction volume depends primarily on the acceleration voltage: larger
voltages result in larger volumes and thus a lower spatial resolution. The
size of the interaction volume is roughly on the order of 1-3 µm, which limits
the spatial resolution especially for X-rays. Lower kV also implies larger λ,
which reduces the resolution compared to TEM.

FIGURE 2.13: a) A diagram of the beam interaction volume in SEM. b)
A diagram of a SEM column. After ref. [226].

A diagram of the lenses and detectors inside a standard SEM is shown in
figure 2.13 b). SEMs are very flexible in the number of capabilities that can
be added onto the instrument, because the specimen chamber is large and
access to the sample is not restricted by objective lens pole-pieces like in the
TEM. This has made the addition of focused ion beams (FIB) and electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detectors very popular. Detailed information
on SEM and SEM-EDX can be found in ref. [226].
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2.3.2 Techniques

SE/BSE

Secondary electrons (SE) are the primary signal for investigating the sur-
face topology at high resolution. These electrons are produced by ionization
events, and typically have a low energy (< 50 nm). They escape from the top
few nm at the surface as indicated by the interaction volume. The detector
used for SE is an Everhart-Thornley detector. It sits at the side of the column
and uses a slightly positively biased mesh to attract the SE towards it.

Back scattered electrons (BSE) are analogous to HAADF in TEM. Some elec-
trons are incoherently scattered at large angles by nuclear interaction; some
are scattered back in the direction from where they came. These electrons are
detected by a donut shaped detector. As in HAADF, BSE reveals Z-contrast,
as heavier elements scatter more strongly and appear brighter. BSE has a
lower spatial resolution than SE, because of the larger interaction volume.

EDX

The fundamental principles of EDX in the SEM are the same as in the TEM.
There are a few differences. The energy limit of the spectrum is limited by
the acceleration voltage; if 15 kV is used then 15 keV is the highest energy
X-ray that can be generated. In practice, the X-ray yield at the end of the
range is limited, so the spectrum may be useful up to 10-12 keV. Due to the
larger interaction volume of the e-beam in SEM compared to TEM, there is
a much higher background of continuous so called "Bremsstrahlung". This
results from incoming electrons slowing down in the sample without produc-
ing ionizations. In addition, absorption and fluorescensce play a much more
important role, so quantification uses more advanced methods than the Cliff-
Lorimer method such as the P/B-ZAF method [226] which is implemented
in the software accompanying the detector.

EBSD

Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is a relatively novel technique and
is still gaining in popularity with the advent of FEG sources on SEMs. The
technique is related to Kikuchi diffraction in the TEM. Some electrons that
enter the specimen are incoherently scattered. Some of these electrons may
Bragg diffract, giving rise to Kossel cones. The intersection of these cones
with an imaging plane results in a Kikuchi line image. The EBSD detector is
brought in from the side of the column and records these Kikuchi maps.

Kikuchi lines are fixed to the sample, so they reveal local orientation. Ras-
tering the beam across the sample and indexing the Kikuchi lines at each
position results in an orientation map. These days, built in software auto-
matically performs the indexation. Local orientation maps can be used for
multiple different analyses, such as texture analysis, orientation relationship
analysis, and local deformation/misorientation analysis.
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To perform EBSD, the sample surface is tilted 70◦ relative to the horizontal
towards the detector. This increases the intensity of the Kikuchi lines. The
sample-detector distance must be known very accurately in order to correctly
index the Kikuchi lines, because the band width and distance between inter-
secting points depend on this distance. More information on EBSD can be
found in ref. [227].

FIB/SEM dual beam

A focused ion beam (FIB) is an instrument that can produce a beam of fo-
cused ions. This beam of high energy ions, usually Ga+, also generates an
SE signal when rastered across a sample; hence, ions can be used for imaging
like electrons in SEM.

However, the main application for FIB is altering samples by high precision
ion milling. The high energy ions (in the range 2 − 30 keV) sputter mate-
rial from the surface (milling), and very detailed patterns with features in
the hundreds of nm range can be created by controlled rastering. Modern
FIBs are equipped with an electron column (dual beam systems), giving the
instrument all the functionality of a SEM and more. A modern FIB has a mi-
cromanipulator and gas injection systems (GIS). The micromanipulator is a
fine tungsten needle that can be moved in three dimensions with an accuracy
down to tens of nm. The GIS can feed a volatile metal-organic compound
(usually of Pt) into the system, which will deposit a layer of metal on the
surface under influence of the ion or electron beam. Milling, deposition and
manipulation steps can be combined to extract very small specimens from
the bulk material. TEM and APT samples (see sections 2.5.4 and 2.1.3) can
both be prepared by FIB. This was the main application of FIB in this thesis.
The geometry of a FIB is shown in figure 2.14. There is a 52◦ angle between
the ion and electron beams, so to mill, deposit, manipulate and visualize the
sample properly, the sample tilt and positioning must be properly controlled.

FIGURE 2.14: Diagram of a FIB/SEM dual instrument including key
attachments
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2.3.3 Sample preparation

Sample preparation depends on the desired application. To study polished
surfaces, the same sample preparation techniques for embedded samples
could be used as in LOM (see section 2.2.2). For EBSD, surface quality was ex-
tremely important, so the sample had to be either electropolished or mechan-
ically polished with colloidal silica (OPS) for over an hour. Some samples
don’t require any sample preparation, for example fracture surfaces from
tensile tests. Important for all samples is that the entire surface is conduc-
tive so that electrons can flow to ground. For embedded samples, either a
conductive resin had to be used or the sample had to be coated with a thin
conductive layer of C or Au. However, even a thin coating on the surface
prevents EBSD measurements, so for EBSD samples only conductive resins
were used.

2.3.4 Instrumentation

For basic SEM work we used a JEOL JSM-6610LV with a tungsten filament
source operating between 10-30 kV. The instrument was also used for EBSD
as it was retrofitted with a Bruker e−Flash detector. For APT and TEM sam-
ple preparation (see sections 2.5.4 and 2.1.3), we used a ThermoFisher (FEI)
DualBeam Scios at SCK•CEN and an FEI Quanta at CAES in Idaho Falls.

2.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

XRD was employed in this work mainly to investigate phase fractions of sec-
ondary phases that could be extracted chemically from the steel. This limited
the analysis to particles larger than 50 µm, because the particles needed to be
filtered from a solution after dissolution of the matrix phase. XRD was also
employed to measure the lattice parameter of the steel.

2.4.1 Technique fundamentals

The principles of diffraction are discussed in section 2.1.2 and are identical
for XRD and electron diffraction. In fact, the theory was initially developed
for XRD. However, the geometry of the sample and instrument are different.
First of all, the Ewald sphere is a lot smaller for XRD than in ED. Secondly,
the sample tends to be a powder with randomly oriented crystallites. Hence,
the Ewald sphere construction will look like figure 2.15 a). In the ideal case,
the reciprocal lattice points are spread out to spheres of radius ‖−→g ‖ due to
the randomly oriented crystallites. The incoming beam will scatter to all the
directions that correspond to the intersecting circles of the Ewald sphere and
the reflection spheres. If a large dome shaped or curved detector would be
used, all these circular reflections would be captured simultaneously. In prac-
tice, a diffractometer is often constructed with the X-ray source and the de-
tector moving across an arc over the sample, as shown in figure 2.15 b). The
geometry lends itself well to the Bragg interpretation of diffraction. When
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the angles match a Bragg condition, the detector registers a peak in intensity.
The diffractogram is then an intensity-θ plot or via Bragg’s law an intensity-
1/d plot.

FIGURE 2.15: The working principle of XRD powder diffraction illus-
trated with (a) the Ewald construction and (b) a diagram of a diffrac-

tometer.

2.4.2 Sample preparation

Secondary phase samples

In order to quantify precipitates phases by XRD and gravimetry, the matrix
had to be dissolved selectively and the secondary phases separated. This
method was reconstructed from various references [36, 38, 228], where cru-
cial details for implementation were missing. The steps were as follows:

• Prepare a Berzelius solution by adding 320 g CuCl2 · 2H2O, 280 g KCl,
20 g Tartaric acid and 150 ml HCl (12M) to 1.85 L of water.

• Add the pieces of steel to be dissolved and use continuous stirring. We
determined experimentally that to completely dissolve 1 g of steel, at
least 50 ml of Berzelius solution was required. Bulk pieces were used in
this study, so dissolution rate was generally slow ( 100-200 mg/h), even
when the mixture was continuously stirred with a magnetic stirring
rod. When no continuous stirring was employed, the dissolution rate
slowed down by more than a factor 10.

• After dissolution, vacuum filter the solution through a nitrocellulose
filter with the smallest available pore size (0.22 µm) to collect most pri-
mary precipitates. To obtain the maximum yield, the solution can be
pulled through the filter a second time. Nitrocellulose is important be-
cause it is hydrophilic and thermally degradable.

• When the entire solution is pulled through the filter, wash with dilute
HCl and pure H2O to prevent crystallization of dissolved salts on the
filter.
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• Let the filter dry.

• The filter was found the produce no XRD peaks and only slightly in-
creased the background. Therefore in this work, most XRD measure-
ments were performed with the material on the filter.

• For gravimetry, the filter was decomposed by heating it in a platinum
crucible with a lid at 300 °C. The residue can then be weighed by weigh-
ing the crucible and subtracting the weight of the empty crucible. The
filters were found to be nearly ash-less. Residues can be transfered from
the platinum crucible to the specimen stage for XRD measurement.

While the measurement uncertainty of weighing the residue fraction is neg-
ligible (±0.0001 wt%), uncertainty stems from some precipitates that could
have passed through the filter, as some were smaller than 0.22 micron. Still,
the loss of precipitated fraction is expected to be minor. As the solution with
the dissolved steel is passed through the filter, pores quickly become clogged
with larger precipitates. This causes the filtration to slow down within the
first few minutes and results in a better retention of smaller precipitates than
the pore size. Still, the value is a lower bound estimate for the primary pre-
cipitate weight fraction.

Steel sample

For measuring the lattice parameter, a specimen of annealed steel polished
to mirror finish was used.

2.4.3 Instrumentation

X-ray diffraction (XRD) investigations were performed using a Philips X’Pert
Pro diffractometer using the Bragg-Brentano parafocusing geometry and a θ-
θ configuration. The residues of heat treated specimens were put together
with the filter on a zero background holder to maximize the signal to back-
ground ratio. It was verified that the filter itself did not introduce spurious
peaks.

In the XRD set-up, an LFF X-ray tube (Cu Kα1 = 1.5405929 Å[229]) was used
as radiation source. A fixed divergence slit, 0.02 rad Soller slits and a copper
beam mask were used for low axial divergence. The diffracted beam path
was foreseen with 0.02 rad Soller slits and a Ni filter. Detection was done
with a position-sensitive detector (PANalytical X’Celerator). This detector
operated in scanning mode with an active length of 2.122 ◦ (2θ). All diffrac-
tograms were recorded with a continuous scan in the range 20-120 ◦ (2θ),
using a step size of 0.017 ◦. The total measuring time was 74.5 min.

2.4.4 Rietveld refinement

Because X-rays suffer far less from double and multiple diffraction than elec-
trons, peak intensities can be interpreted in a quantitative way. Generally,
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a model is used to describe how the material should diffract. The parame-
ters of this model are then refined by trying to reach a least-squares fit with
the experimental profile. This is the Rietveld refinement method [230]. The
fitted parameters in the model can be related to physically significant quan-
tities, meaning that a lot of quantitative information can be extracted from
XRD: lattice parameters and other crystal structure refinements, crystallite
sizes, and phase fractions.

In this work, phase fractions were estimated by full profile quantitative
Rietveld refinement using the PANalytical X’Pert Highscore Plus semi-
automatic algorithm. Specimen displacement, scale factors, lattice param-
eters and Cagliotti parameters U, V and W (that relate to peak width) were
refined. Relative phase fractions were calculated from scale factors using
equation 2.16 as described in reference [231]. Here Wp is the weight fraction
of phase p, Sp is the scale factor of phase p, Z is the number of formula units
per unit cell (e.g. 4 in TiC), M is the mass of one formula unit, and V is the
volume of the unit cell. The denominator represents a summation over all
the phases included in the refinement.

Wp =
Sp(ZMV)p

∑i Si(ZMV)i
(2.16)

Uncertainties on Wp were calculated by propagating the standard deviation
of the scale factor and uncertainty on formula unit weight as errors. This
calculation yields errors on weight percentages on the order of ±2 wt%.

2.5 Atom probe tomography (APT)

Atom probe tomography (APT) is a technique that has made remarkable
progress in the last 10-15 years, going from scientific curiosity to routine
characterization method [232]. Atoms from a fine needle shaped specimen
are ionized by a very strong electric field and accelerated towards a detec-
tor. From the atom’s (X,Y) hit position on the detector and the flight time,
the mass-to-charge ratio (m/q) and original 3D position (x, y, z) of the atom
can be calculated. This allows for a chemically representative 3D reconstruc-
tion of a small volume of material. The technique is nicely complementary to
TEM, especially to study the chemistry of small precipitates, segregation of
elements, and small scale clustering.

2.5.1 Technique fundamentals

APT is based on the principle of field evaporation of atoms. The theory be-
hind this principle is described in detail by Gomer [233] and by Miller and
Forbes [234]; figure 2.16 shows the highly simplified version based on atomic
potential (energy) diagrams. Neutral atoms that are bound in a solid sit in
a potential well at a distance d from each other due to equilibrium between
Pauli repulsion and long range attractive van der Waals forces. Applying an
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electric field results in the polarization of the atoms, with the nuclei experi-
encing a force in the direction of the field and the electrons in the opposite
direction. Atoms are still sitting in a potential well, but if an atom were to
ionize it could reduce its potential energy by moving in the direction of the
electric field. Generally, an energy barrier still needs to be overcome to strip
the electrons from the atoms; this happens to some surface atoms by ther-
mal activation. The goal of atom probe is to control the number of atoms that
make it over the potential barrier, either by briefly increasing the temperature
or by briefly lowering the potential barrier with a voltage pulse.

FIGURE 2.16: The principle behind field evaporation of atoms. After
Miller and Forbes [234].

In practice, a modern atom probe set-up is described by the diagram in fig-
ure 2.17. The diagram and explanation of the instrument was adapted from
Larson et al [232]. A reflectron is included in the diagram because all the in-
struments used in this work had this set-up, but straight flight set-ups (with
the sample, counter electrode and detector aligned) were the norm in the past
and retain some advantages.

A very sharp tipped sample (tip radius of curvature R ≈ 50 nm) is brought
close to a counter electrode and positively biased to about V = 5− 10 kV.
The sample is held at cryogenic temperatures between 20-60 K to minimize
uncontrolled ionization by thermal activation. If the tip were a biased sphere
in isolation, then the electric field at the surface would be E = V

R ≈ 1011 V/m.
It is often assumed that the sample shape can be approximated by a partially
spherical tip sitting on a truncated cone, with the electric field E at the tip
described by equation 2.17.

E =
V
kR

(2.17)

k is the ’field factor’ which describes the deviation from the isolated sphere
situation. It normally varies between 2-5 and depends on sample and instru-
ment geometry.
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FIGURE 2.17: A diagram of the modern atom probe with a reflectron,
such as the LEAP 3000 and 4000 HR models. After ref. [232].

Atoms are evaporated in a controlled way by either applying a negative volt-
age pulse to the counter electrode (voltage mode) or by very briefly heating
the tip by about 250 K with a laser pulse (laser mode). Both pulses hap-
pen on the timescale of a nanosecond. Ions then travel through the 40 µm
diameter aperture in the counter electrode (called the local electrode in the
CAMECA LEAP systems) towards the detector. In reflectron systems, the
ion flight paths are bent by an electrostatic mirror. Ideally, all ions leaving
the specimen have energy E = qeV, where q is the charge number, e is the
elementary charge, and V is the high tension. However, especially in voltage
mode, there is some spread in the ion energy, which blurs the time of flight
(TOF) for identical ions. The reflectron focuses ions of different energy on
the same arrival time at the detector, strongly improving the mass resolving
power (i.e. decreasing the peak width of TOF peaks). In laser mode there is
less spread on the energy, but the reflectron ensures a long flight path which
improves energy resolution. The detector is made up of two main compo-
nents: the microchannel plates and the delay line array. Ions impinging on
the microchannel plates create an electron cascade, and so in effect amplify
the signal. The electron cascade causes a signal to travel along delay lines,
which are two or three overlapping arrays of wire wound in a zig-zag pat-
tern. The time and X-Y position of the atom’s arrival is calculated from the
times the signal is received at the ends of all delay lines. The TOF is then
the time between the detector event and the time the voltage or laser pulse
was sent (t0). As a first approximation, the mass-to-charge ratio can be calcu-
lated from conservation of energy considerations assuming the ion has con-
verted all potential energy to kinetic energy by the time it hits the detector:
E = qeV = 1

2 mv2 = 1
2 m(L f /TOF)2, with m the ion mass, v the speed with
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which it arrives at the detector, and L f the flight path length. Additional cor-
rections are applied to correct for the curved paths of ions and the bias on the
microchannel plates.

The whole analysis chamber is under ultra high vacuum (UHV), typically
10−8 Pa. The vacuum is limited by the chamber material, usually stainless
steel which continuously leaks H2. This is because H is present in the mate-
rial from the production process.

Because the microchannel plates are not 100% transparent, the straight path
APT has a detection efficiency around 60%, meaning that 40% of the atoms
are not recorded. In a reflectron system, because the ions move through var-
ious meshes, the detection efficiency is lower at around 37 %. At present, a
trade-off must be made between high mass resolving power and detection
efficiency. Developments for an entirely different class of detectors is under-
way, which in the future might lead to 100% detection efficiency [235].

2.5.2 Reconstruction

From the detector X-Y positions (Xd and Yd) and the time at which differ-
ent atoms arrived, a reconstruction of the initial atomic configuration can be
calculated, assuming a particular geometry of the tip. There exist multiple
schemes for reconstruction [236–239], but all share the same basic principle.
For simplicity, the explanation is given for a straight flight path set-up, but
the same principles can be extended to a reflectron set-up.

The geometry is illustrated in figure 2.18. It is assumed that the tip is a par-
tial sphere with a certain radius of curvature R, and ions originate from this
surface. It is assumed that what is received on the detector is a strongly mag-
nified ’image’ from this surface with magnification factor M, so that x = Xd

M
and y = Yd

M . If all the ions followed a straight path perpendicular to the sam-
ple surface, then M ≈ L

R , with L the distance from the tip of the sample to the
detector. However, the flight paths are curved, which results in a lower mag-
nification. Still, it is assumed that a straight line could be drawn from a focus
point ξR away from the tip through the center of curvature towards all detec-
tor events, as if atoms followed a straight path from the focus. ξ is the image
compression factor and like the field factor k it depends on both the sam-
ple and instrument geometry; values around 1.7 are often quoted [232, 237].
The image compression means that the magnification factor is expressed as
in equation 2.18.

M =
L

ξR
(2.18)

To calculate the z coordinate of each atom, the tip of the sample is set at
z = 0. The radius of curvature is estimated from the voltage history accord-
ing to equation 2.19, which increases over time as more of the needle evapo-
rates and becomes thicker. Equation 2.19 is derived from 2.17 assuming field
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FIGURE 2.18: Assumed geometry of the APT experiment for reconstruc-
tion purposes. After refs. [232, 237].

evaporation happens at some critical field value E f called the evaporation
field of the material. E f is assumed to be a material constant.

R =
V

kE f
(2.19)

The z of atoms is calculated sequentially starting from the first atom, with
the difference in z between atoms, ∆z, given by equation 2.20, where Vat is
the atomic volume, η is the effective detector efficiency and Sd is the detec-
tor area. The equation is derived from the progressive material volume loss,
which is a function of R and time [237]. Additional corrections to z are ap-
plied to account for the atom’s x-y position on the apex.

∆z =
VatL2k2E2

f

ηSdξ2V2 (2.20)

Standard reconstruction algorithms as described are widely accepted and
give strong indications about distributions and relative positioning of differ-
ent elements. With properly calibrated parameters on single phase materials,
the resolution is estimated at 0.15 nm in the x and y direction and 0.06 nm
in the z direction [232]. However, in more complex materials, many artifacts
can be introduced that result in distorted shapes and sizes of features. For
example, different phases in the same sample can have different E f , which
results in local magnification or shrinkage of features. In addition, the op-
timal reconstruction parameters can often times not be determined on real
specimens because it requires that poles be visible on the desorption map (a
plot of Yd versus Xd for a large collection of sequentially evaporated atoms).
In ideal samples such as single crystal pure metals, the desorption map will
look somewhat like a Kikuchi map; the poles represent low index crystal-
lographic directions that are visible on the detector as areas with very few
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detector events. In the material investigated in this work, desorption maps
never revealed crystallography.

In this work, we use standard reconstruction routines available in the IVAS
software from CAMECA, and use k and ξ as ’fudge’-factors to obtain reason-
able looking reconstructions. This is the methodology employed by most
contemporary APT users. The quality of the reconstructions was judged
mainly based on the shapes of clusters, as suggested by Larson et al [232].
Development of improved reconstruction algorithms is an area of active re-
search, and center around atomic scale modeling of field effects and better
descriptions of tip shape evolution [235, 240–243].

2.5.3 Analyzing the data

Reconstruction produced a 3D point cloud, with each point representing a
detector event and the data structured as a long list of (x, y, z, m/q). Typi-
cally, a good measurement on a reflectron instrument contains 1-10M atoms.
This point cloud can be subjected to multiple different analyses. The most
common methods used throughout this work are briefly described here.

Mass spectrum analysis and composition estimation

A histogram can be created from the m/q array, which represents a mass
spectrum. Because of excellent mass resolving power of current instruments,
different peaks in this spectrum can be assigned to specific ions. For exam-
ple, a peak at m/q = 28 Dalton corresponds to the 56Fe2+ ion. Heights of
peaks corresponding to isotopes of an element will generally correspond to
natural abundances. Once the different peaks are assigned to an element, the
process of which is called ranging, the composition of the sample can be de-
termined. Since the m/q values are attached to specific points in the point
cloud, the points are also categorized by the ranges. The composition of spe-
cific features in the sample can therefore be estimated by selecting only the
points that correspond to the feature and constructing the mass spectrum.
APT has a very high signal-to-background ratio, allowing the identification
of elements in the ppm range.

Some ions can not be differentiated from other ions because they have the
same m/q, for example 54Fe2+ and 54Cr2+. A range can only be assigned
to one element, meaning that some ions are misidentified. Peak decomposi-
tion can be performed on mass spectra, which will perform a least squares
fit on the spectra based on the natural abundance of the different identi-
fied elements. In this way, it can be estimated how much different elements
contribute to overlap peaks. However, an individual detector event with
m/q = 27 Dalton can not be identified as either 54Fe2+ or 54Cr2+ with cer-
tainty.
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Voxelization, isosurfaces and proxigrams

Voxelization is done by overlaying a regular 3D grid over the point cloud, of-
ten with spacing around 2× 2× 2 nm. Each node on the grid can be assigned
different values, such as concentration of a particular element in each voxel,
ratio of one element to another element in a voxel, total number of atoms per
voxel, etc. The result is a 3D discrete scalar field which is derived from the
point cloud. Voxelisation allows one to draw 3D heat maps, which are often
employed in this work to illustrate where different elements are enriched.

From the voxelisation, isosurfaces can be constructed which defines the sur-
face at which the scalar field has a certain value. Height lines on a 2D map
are a common 2D analogy. The isosurfaces are calculated by interpolating
between the voxels and drawing triangles between different interpolation
points [244, 245]. The surfaces are oriented: one side has lower scalar values
while the other contains higher scalar values. Isosurfaces are very convenient
for quickly visualizing precipitates or regions of enrichment. They can also
be used to select and separate part of the ions from the rest of the data in
order to perform compositional analysis.

A proxigram or proximity histogram is a very useful technique to estimate
the compositional evolution across an isosurface. The technique works by
computing the minimum distance from each point in the point cloud to the
surface [244, 245]. Points on the lower concentration side of the isosurface
have negative distances, positive distances for atoms on the higher concen-
tration side. Points are then binned according to their distance from the sur-
face, and a concentration profile is established. Proxigrams are very useful to
visualize segregation at non-planar interfaces, such as at interfaces of small
precipitates.

KNN clustering

Sometimes voxelization is too coarse to study some very small clusterings.
Voxel based analysis may also lead to artifacts especially at the edges of the
point cloud. K-th nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithms are another tool to
analyze clustering, and are widely used not only in APT analysis but also
in the data science community. Various clustering algorithms for APT are
described by Marquis and Hyde [246]. In this work, the core-linkage method
implemented in the 3Depict software [247] was used. The basic principle is
illustrated in figure 2.19.

The atoms are divided into two categories: core and bulk ions. The core
ions are the species for which clustering takes place, bulk ions are all the
other atoms. In figure 2.19 a), the core atoms are colored red. Some of the
core atoms are clustered, some are not. In the first step, the clustered atoms
are identified by checking for each of the core atoms whether its kth nearest
neighboring core atom is within a certain distance (the core classify distance).
If this is the true, the atom is assumed to belong to a cluster, otherwise it is
not. In the figure, the core atoms identified as clustered are colored dark
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FIGURE 2.19: The 4 step clustering algorithm implemented in 3Depict
by Haley [247]. The steps are: a) classification of clustered and non-
clustered core ions by distance from kth nearest neighbor, b) identifying
which core ions belong to the same cluster, c) adding neighboring bulk

ions to the cluster, and d) eroding bulk ions.

blue. In the second step, all the core atoms that were identified as belonging
to a cluster are grouped into clusters by finding all the atoms that are within
some distance (the core linking distance) of each other. This is illustrated in
b), where all the blue atoms belong to the same cluster. Clusters may also
contain bulk atoms. Therefore, in the third step, all atoms within some dis-
tance (the bulk linking distance) of the clustered ions are added to the cluster.
This is illustrated in c), with the clustered bulk atoms in green. However, this
overestimates the number of bulk atoms in the clusters. Therefore, in the last
step, all clustered bulk atoms within a distance (erosion distance) of unclus-
tered bulk atoms are stripped from the clusters. This is illustrated in d) and
yields the final clustering result. An additional filtering can be performed,
where clusters that contain less than a threshold number of atoms are dis-
carded. Once clustered atoms are identified, they can be separated from the
rest of the data and processed separately. Optimizing these parameters is
often done by comparing the results to those obtained from a randomized
dataset; only clusters that are not expected to appear due to random chance
are retained.

2.5.4 Sample preparation

In this work, APT needle specimens were all prepared by FIB (see section
2.3). The procedure is outlined in figure 2.20.

A bar of material is lifted from the surface in a similar fashion to the TEM
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FIGURE 2.20: The preparation method followed for preparing APT
samples with FIB. Sites of milling are indicated by yellow arrows, sites
of Pt deposition by green arrows. (a) First a Pt layer is deposited to
protect the sample. Two trenches are dug on either side with the sam-
ple tilted such that the trenches intersect at a 60◦ angle below the sur-
face. The cross section of the bar is indicated by the diagram (b) The bar
is welded on a maneuverable needle and cut loose from the bulk. (c)
Small chunks are cut from the bar and (d) are welded on both sides on
the support posts on an Sb-doped Si Microtip ® coupon. (e) The pieces
on the posts are milled and (f) sharpened to a fine needle with an annu-
lar ring pattern in multiple steps of decreasing ion voltage and current.

The bright parts in the BSE image (e) indicate the presence of Pt.

samples (see section 2.1.3). Multiple small pieces are then cut from this lift-
out bar and mounted on a special Sb doped Si coupon that contains pre-
manufactured posts. The pieces are then sharpened to a very fine needle
by applying annular milling patterns. The coupon is then shipped to and
mounted in an APT instrument for conducting the measurements. A de-
tailed recipe that produced good APT samples for this material is included
in appendix C.

2.5.5 Instrumentation and settings

In this work, measurements were conducted on two CAMECA (IMAGO)
LEAP-4000 HR instruments (CAES, Idaho falls, USA and FAU, Erlangen,
Germany) and one CAMECA (IMAGO) LEAP-3000 HR (MU Leoben, Aus-
tria). Most measurements were conducted in laser mode with laser energy
40-60 pJ on the LEAP 4000 HR and between 0.2-0.6 nJ on the LEAP 3000 HR
instrument. Base temperature was between 40-70K. Pulse frequency was be-
tween 200-250 kHz. The evaporation rate was set between 0.5-1% of the pulse
frequency, meaning that one detector event occurs per 100-200 pulses on av-
erage. A few measurements were conducted in voltage mode with the same
detection efficiency, base temperature and pulse frequency. A range file we
used is given in appendix D.
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2.6 Tensile testing

Tensile testing and tensile properties were discussed in chapter 1. Here we
want to mention some experimental specifics. Tensile tests were performed
on an INSTRON 8801 instrument. Tensile samples from tubes were prepared
by electrical discharge machining (EDM); diagrams of their geometry are
shown in figure 2.21.

FIGURE 2.21: Geometries of tensile specimens manufactured from
tubes. All measurements in mm.

Initially, a large gauge geometry was used inspired by the test specimens
used by CEA [214] and slightly modified to satisfy ISO 6892 [248]. The sam-
ple geometry was changed to a smaller and thinner gauge once we observed
significant deformation around the pin holes, but the L0/A0 ratio was made
to still satisfy the ISO norm. Tests with both geometries showed very com-
parable results. The cross sectional area A0 to calculate stress is given by
equation 2.21, where Rout and Rin are the outer and inner radius of the tube
(3.275 and 2.825 mm respectively for our material) and h is the width of the
gauge.

A0 =
∫ h/2

−h/2

√
R2

out − s2 −
√

R2
in − s2 ds (2.21)

Tensile tests were conducted at strain rates of 2.5× 10−4 s−1: 0.2 mm/min
for the large gauge geometry and 0.07 mm/min for the small gauge. In the
framework of the master thesis of A. Youssef, we also looked into hoop test-
ing and testing at elevated temperatures; these details are not discussed fur-
ther in this text.

We also want to point out that instead of engineering stress and strain as dis-
cussed in chapter 1, we tended to use true stress/true strain curves. These
curves look qualitatively similar, but they can be used to calculate plastic
strain hardening exponents, which features somewhat in the work of A.
Youssef. Engineering (σ − ε) and true (σT − εT) stress/strain are related via
equations 2.22.
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σT =
F
A

= σ(1 + ε) (2.22a)

εT =
∫ l

l0

ds
s

= ln(1 + ε) (2.22b)

2.7 Hardness testing

2.7.1 Technique fundamentals

Hardness is the resistance to local plastic deformation. The type of hardness
we test in this work is indentation hardness: a diamond tip is pressed into the
surface at a certain force and the hardness denotes how resilient the material
is to the deformation. These techniques provide a way to gauge mechani-
cal properties very quickly in a relatively non-destructive manner, requiring
only a small sample. However, the test results are not as rich as tensile tests.

How hardness is defined and quantified depends on the geometry of the in-
denter. In this work we used Vickers hardness measured [249] on a microin-
dentation apparatus; a Berkovich tip [250] was used for nanoindentation.
The geometry of these tips is shown in figure 2.22; the Vickers indenter is a
square based pyramid, the Berkovich tip is a triangular pyramid.

FIGURE 2.22: The hardness indenter geometries used in this work. a)
Vickers indenter. b) Berkovich indenter.

For these tips, the indentation hardness H is defined as in equation 2.23,
where Fmax is the maximum force applied on the indenter and Aresid is the
contact area of the indent after removing the indenter (which depends on in-
dentation depth and indenter shape). Hence the units of H are pressure units,
and a harder material will for the same Fmax show a smaller indent. Hard-
ness values with different indenters and up to different loads are generally
not mutually comparable. This is why the load and type of test are specified,
for example HV1 is the Vickers hardness with the force of 1 kg resting on the
indenter.

H =
Fmax

Aresid
(2.23)
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Fmax is the maximal force applied and is set by the user. The size of the indent
Aresid can be measured in two different ways: direct size measurement via
microscopy or via accurate measurement of the indenter displacement via
piezo sensors. In the second method, the size function (contact area as a
function of depth) must be known very accurately. In microhardness with
modest loads (>100 g), the indents are large enough to be measured via LOM.
In nanoindentation, the forces and indents are far too small, and indent areas
were measured by the second method. Some indents were visualized with
AFM (see section 2.8).

The advantage of accurately measuring indenter displacement during the
test is that a load-displacement curve, a so called compliance curve, can be
measured. A typical curve looks like 2.23. After retracting the indenter, the
deformation is partially restored because part of the deformation is elastic.
This stiffness can be measured from the slope of the tangent line dF

dh . Sub-
tracting this elastic contribution to the deformation yields hc, which is used
to calculate Aresid.

FIGURE 2.23: A compliance curve in a typical nanoindentation experi-
ment. After ref. [251].

We performed nanoindentation in continuous stiffness mode (CSM) [252]. In
this mode, a very small sinusoidal vibration is superimposed on the increas-
ing load. From the response in the curve, the stiffness can be measured as a
continuous function of indentation depth, instead of only on release. From
this, hc can also be calculated in a continuous manner, so the hardness can
be measured versus depth. Hardness vs. depth information was desirable in
our case because we wanted to measure the hardness of a shallow irradiated
layer.

More information on standard hardness testing can be found in refs. [253,
254]; more details on nanoindentation can be found in ref. [251].
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2.7.2 Sample preparation

The key constraints for hardness measurement is that the sample is flat and
polished, and that it sits on a stiff support. For microindentation, the same
embedded and polished samples were used as in LOM and SEM. For nanoin-
dentation, we used 3 mm diameter discs that were electropolished on one
side; these were the samples we used for ion irradiation as well (see chapter
5). The samples were glued on stainless steel support pucks before measure-
ment.

2.7.3 Instrumentation

For microhardness indentation, we used the highly automated Struers
Durascan 50. Size of indents was measured automatically by optical mi-
croscopy implemented on the instrument. Each sample was indented 10-20
times.

The nanoindentation experiments were conducted on a Hysitron TI 950 Tri-
boIndenter at U.C. Berkeley thanks to NSUF-RTE funding. The instrument
operator was Bruker employee S. Vachhanni. Between 15-30 indentations
were made per sample in different grains up to the maximum load of the
indenter. The indentor tip shape function was calibrated with a fused silica
sample which has an extremely high stiffness. Dr. Vachhanni pre-processed
the raw compliance curves to yield hardness and stiffness versus depth in-
formation; it is from this stage we begin our analysis in chapter 5.

2.8 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy features only very briefly in this work and hence
we only give a small note on use and working principle. A very fine needle
on a cantilever is tapped across a surface to ’feel’ the surface morphology.
The deflections of the cantilever are measured by a laser and converted to a
depth map that can resolve features down to the nm scale. We used AFM to
obtain depth profiles of a few nanoindents. A custom made non-commercial
instrument was used at U.C. Berkeley and the operator was M. Balooch.

2.9 Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA)

EPMA was used to verify the composition of our steel. EPMA is very similar
to SEM, but specifically made for X-ray spectroscopy, not imaging. The elec-
tron probe bombards a bulk sample as in SEM and the generated X-rays are
analyzed by wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDX). WDX com-
bines the principle of XRD with EDX: a rotating crystal directs specific wave-
lengths of X-rays into a detector sequentially to analyze their intensity. WDX
tends to be slower but much more accurate for quantification than EDX. We
used a CAMECA SX100 operating at 20 kV and 200 nA, and the instrument
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was operated by B. Vos. Quantification was also performed by B. Vos using
pure element standards.

2.10 Software

In this section we wanted to recognize the software packages used in the
analysis of our data, apart from software already mentioned or included
with instruments. For microscopy image analysis in general, we used the
open source software ImageJ [255]. For TEM specifically, we used Gatan’s
Digital Micrograph Suite (GMS) and to a lesser extent FEI’s TIA and ES vi-
sion. For data manipulation, analysis and plotting we used common Python
3.6 libraries numpy [256], pandas [257], matplotlib [258] and Hyperspy [259].
For EBSD analysis and plotting, we used the Matlab library MTEX [260]. For
AFM visualization we used Gwyddion [261].
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3 Tailoring the microstructure by
heat treatment

3.1 Justification

The material used in this work was the DIN 1.4970 alloy made according
to custom specifications and modeled after the cladding material that was
used during the German SNR-300 program. As mentioned in chapter 1, the
purpose of the material is to serve as MYRRHA cladding material at tem-
peratures between 200-450 ◦C. However, the material was initially designed
to serve at higher temperatures in SFRs (the targeted cladding operating
temperature for SNR-300 was between 500-600 ◦C [35]). Lower irradiation
temperatures may negate one of the primary advantages of using this mate-
rial: the formation of TiC nanoprecipitates during reactor operation (in pile).
However, these nanoprecipitates can also be formed by thermal ageing [36,
38]. Hence, one of the research questions explored in this work was whether
such a heat treatment could be a useful strategy for improving the behavior
of the material under MYRRHA relevant conditions.

Aged material was also the subject of investigation under the SNR-300 pro-
gram as well [35], and the first core of the reactor was intended to be made
from aged material. For the second core this was changed to the cold worked
condition, as this material showed improved swelling resistance over the
aged condition [262, 263]. The reasons for this behavior are not really ex-
plained in the old reports and data; the approach was rather engineering
oriented and focused on direct comparison of relevant properties in differ-
ent materials. The explanation might be that ageing results in recovery and
hence a reduction in dislocation density. Dislocations act as important point
defect sinks, and the TiC precipitates that are formed might not be able to
offset the loss of dislocations in order to deal with irradiation induced point
defects. The heat treatments applied to the cladding materials in the past
were conducted at high temperature (800 ◦C) and for long ageing times
(∼24 hours), which both promote recovery. Using different heat treatment
conditions may optimize TiC formation while minimizing recovery.

As mentioned in chapter 1, the effect of different heat treatments on the mi-
crostructure of DIN 1.4970 was already extensively investigated by Padilha
[36, 38] and Kesternich [54]. However, the material studied here was of a
higher cold work level than that of Padilha and Kesternich, which may re-
sult in different behavior. In addition, key data to evaluate the effectiveness
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of heat treatments were lacking, e.g. estimates of number densities of TiC
precipitates and size distributions at different temperatures.

Therefore, this chapter looks at the what extent the microstructure of our spe-
cific material can be tailored by different heat treatments. In order to study
effects of heat treatment, first we characterize the material as it was received
from the manufacturer. Then we look at the evolution of the microstruc-
ture after different agings between 500-1000 ◦, with a focus on precipitated
phases. We also performed a detailed study on the TiC nanoprecipitates1. Fi-
nally, some preliminary mechanical test results are discussed. We combined
novel advanced characterization tools such as HR STEM and APT with clas-
sical techniques, in order to provide a more complete framework in which to
understand thermal evolution of the material.

This chapter is based on two papers we published: one in the Journal of
Nuclear Materials [264] and one in Acta Materialia [265].

3.2 Characterizing the as-received material

The DIN 1.4970 alloy used in this study was re-engineered, since the original
manufacturer SANDVIK (Sweden) had not made a melt of this material in
a long time. Over the course of multiple years, R. Delville with the help
of W. Dietz and in collaboration with SANDVIK (Sweden) produced a new
heat of this niche material [220]. This heat, produced in 2014, is the starting
material for this thesis that started in the fall of 2015. More details on the
manufacturing of the material can be found in reference [220], full details
can be found in restricted SCK•CEN reports (R-5728).

The material produced by SANDVIK included different geometries and
thermo-mechanical conditions, but all produced from the same melt:

• 24% cold worked tubes with outer diameter 6.55 mm and wall thickness
of 450 µm (approximately 95% of the production).

• 46% cold worked tubes with outer diameter 6.55 mm and wall thickness
of 450 µm (made from the same hollows as the 24% cw tubes).

• 15% cold worked cylindrical bars with diameter 14.5 mm.

• Solution annealed cylindrical bars with diameter 14.5 mm.

Percentage of cold work (cw) in this case refers to the percentage reduction
in cross sectional area, measured from the final annealing step to the final
product geometry. In the very beginning of this Ph.D. work, different heat
treatments and characterizations were performed on all these materials. As
the work progressed, the focus shifted entirely onto the 24% cw tube since
these represented actual cladding tubes. The 46% cw tubes were also used
for recrystallization studies in the master thesis of R. Wuyts [266]. Samples

1The nanoprecipitates are not stoichiometric TiC phase, but for simplicity we refer to
them as such. In some of our work we also referred to them as Ti-C precipitates.
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from the other materials after different heat treatments exist in storage, but
all results from here on are from the 24% cw tube material.

The overall chemical composition was given by the manufacturer and is
shown in table 3.1. Before being cold-drawn by 24%, the tube material was
subjected to a solution heat treatment between 1100-1140 °C for 4 minutes.

TABLE 3.1: Chemical composition and measurement uncertainties of
DIN 1.4970 cladding tubes as given by the manufacturer SANDVIK.
Concentrations were measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) unless an-

other technique is indicated in brackets.

Element wt. % at. %
C (HFIR1) 0.10± 0.01 0.46± 0.05
Cr 15.08± 0.08 16.04± 0.09
Ni 15.04± 0.15 14.17± 0.14
Mn 1.83± 0.03 1.84± 0.03
Mo 1.21± 0.01 0.698± 0.006
Ti 0.49± 0.02 0.57± 0.02
Si 0.56± 0.06 1.1± 0.1
B (ICP-MS2) 0.0028± 0.0005 0.014± 0.003
P 0.013± 0.001 0.023± 0.002
N (EXTR3) 0.011± 0.001 0.043± 0.004
S (HFIR1) <0.001
V 0.034± 0.005 0.037± 0.005
Ta <0.005
Cu 0.026± 0.001 0.023± 0.001
Co 0.020± 0.002 0.019± 0.002
Ca (OESG4) <0.001
Fe Bal.
1HFIR: combustion technique, see ASTM E1019 [267]
2ICP-MS: inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
3EXTR: combustion technique, see ASTM E1019 [267]
4OESG: optical emission spectrometry, see ASTM E1086 [268]

Figure 3.1 shows the grain structure of the tubes as seen in an etched transver-
sal and longitudinal section. The grain size is around ASTM 9-10 as mea-
sured by the comparison method [269], yielding an average grain size be-
tween 10-15 µm. The grains appear slightly elongated in the deformation
(axial) direction as seen in figure 3.1 (b). The inset in figure 3.1 (a) is an orien-
tation mapping from an EBSD measurement on a transversal section, which
reveals that the material is highly textured, with most grains having 〈111〉
and 〈100〉 crystal directions parallel to the axial direction. This is typical of
cold drawn wires and rolled sheets of steel.

The bright field optical micrographs of non-etched sections in figure 3.1 (c)
and figure 3.1 (d) reveal an abundance of inclusions, or primary precipitates.
The precipitates are not randomly distributed: in the longitudinal section,
long stringers exceeding 200 µm in length can be observed originating from
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FIGURE 3.1: Differential interference contrast (DIC) micrographs of an
etched a) transversal and b) longitudinal section revealing the grain
morphology. The inset EBSD result in a) shows that the material is sig-
nificantly textured with most grains having a 〈100〉 or 〈111〉 crystallo-
graphic direction aligned with the tube axis. Bright field micrographs
of a polished c) transversal and d) longitudinal section showing the dis-
tribution of primary precipitates. In d) stringers are indicated with an

arrow.

large particles that were pulverized and aligned with the deformation di-
rection during the manufacturing process. The transversal section does not
show any structures that could be related to the stringers, indicating the
structures are approximately one-dimensional.

By combining XRD, SEM-EDX, and EDX and EELS in the TEM, it was con-
cluded that the primary precipitates were composed primarily of two phases:
Ti(N,C) and (Ti,Mo)C. Ti(N,C) precipitates were found to be between 1-10 µm
in diameter and cuboidal in shape. They could easily be distinguished in the
optical microscope and the SEM, as can be seen in figure 3.2 (a). The precip-
itates of this phase did not contain Mo, as evidenced by the EDX spectrum
shown in the inset of figure 3.2 (a). The observed carbon signal indicates that
some carbon is substituting for nitrogen. The stoichiometry was estimated to
be between Ti(N0.6C0.4) and Ti(N0.8C0.2) by the P/B-ZAF method [226].

(Ti,Mo)C precipitates are rounded in shape and smaller in size (between
0.05–1 µm). A TEM HAADF image of such a precipitate can be seen in
figure 3.2(b). In the EDX (TEM) spectrum of the particle, the Ti and Mo
peaks are clearly visible. Small K peaks from Cr, Fe, Ni (from the surround-
ing matrix) and Cu (from the microscope internals) are also visible. The
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FIGURE 3.2: a) a large Ti(N,C) primary precipitate as seen in SEM and its
corresponding EDX spectrum showing Ti, N and C presence b) a small
(Ti,Mo)C primary precipitate as seen in a thin foil by HAADF Z-contrast
and its corresponding EDX and EELS spectra (diffraction mode, semi-
convergence angle: 4.2 mrad, semi-collection angle: 1.1 mrad) show-
ing the presence of Ti, Mo and C c) XRD diffractogram showing that
the primary precipitates are dominated by a (Ti,Mo)C phase with lattice

parameter 4.32 Å and a Ti(N,C) phase with lattice parameter 4.25 Å.

Ti to Mo ratio in the (Ti,Mo)C particles was found using the Cliff-Lorimer
method [224] which showed compositions ranging between (Ti0.9Mo0.1)Cx
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and (Ti0.8Mo0.2)Cx. EELS core loss spectra further confirmed that the parti-
cles are carbides and not nitrides. Quantification of the carbon i.e. finding x
based on this EELS spectrum is very complex, because the C-K edge overlaps
with the Mo-M4,5 edge and because M edges can not be handled by most
EELS quantification tools. Ignoring Mo and fitting the background over it
yields a minimum C/Ti ratio of 0.5. As a very safe estimate therefore, it is
assumed that 0.5 < x < 1.

Applying the selective dissolution and gravimetry technique to the as-
received material (see section 2.4.2), it was found that it contained 0.47 ±
0.01 wt% of primary precipitates. The diffractogram in figure 3.2 (c) shows
peaks consistent with TiN and TiC, two cubic phases differing only in lattice
parameter. Using Rietveld refinement and assuming the phases had the av-
erage composition as described earlier, Ti(N,C) was found to have a lattice
parameter of 4.25 Å while (Ti,Mo)C had a lattice parameter of 4.32 Å. The
Ti(N,C) phase represented 11 ± 2 % of the primary precipitates by weight,
(Ti,Mo)C represented 89± 2 %. Table 3.2 summarizes the analyses on the pri-
mary precipitates, including their measured composition, weight fractions
and size ranges. In brackets are the techniques used to obtain the results.

TABLE 3.2: Summary of analysis of the primary precipitate fraction

Ti(N,C) (Ti, Mo)C
Stoichiometry
(EELS +EDX)

Ti(N0.7±0.3C0.3±0.1) (Ti0.85±0.05Mo0.15±0.05)C0.75±0.25

(Weight) fraction of
primary precipitates
(XRD + Rietveld)

11± 2 % 89± 2 %

Wt% in steel
(Gravimetry + XRD
+ Rietveld)

0.05± 0.01 % 0.42± 0.01 %

Size range
(SEM + TEM)

1-10 µm 0.05-1 µm

The Ti, Mo, N and C already bound in primary precipitates are out of solution
and unavailable for forming secondary precipitates during heat treatments.
To estimate the content of these elements leftover in the matrix, EPMA and
APT were employed.

Quantitative EPMA was employed to estimate the composition at 200 ran-
dom points. The measured compositions are plotted as dots for the different
elements in figure 3.3. The x-axes are shifted for each element but the scaling
is the same. The spread on Ti is large and has a large upper tail. This is due
to small primary (Ti,Mo)C precipitates, which cannot be seen in the instru-
ment, randomly lying inside the interaction volume of the beam. When no
particles are inside the interaction volume, the Ti and Mo content is minimal.
Therefore, the minimum of all measurements is taken as the amount of Ti
and Mo in solid solution: about 0.19 wt% and 1.1 wt% respectively.
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The large lower tail for other elements (mainly Ni, Mn and Cr) could be ex-
plained by the same effect: (Ti,Mo)C particles inside the interaction volume
means less matrix in the same volume. Indeed Ni and Mn concentrations
correlated negatively with Ti concentration. Because of their low X-ray yield,
C and N concentrations were not measured by EPMA. C is also difficult to
measure accurately with EPMA due to contamination of the surface by the
electron beam.

FIGURE 3.3: Composition as measured by EPMA of about 200 points
plotted by element. Upper or lower tails in different elements can be ex-
plained by the presence of (Ti,Mo)C primary precipitates in the e-beam

interaction volume.

The composition of the matrix was also investigated by APT. The technique is
equally sensitive to low mass elements as it is to high mass elements allowing
C content to be estimated. However, a much smaller volume of material is
sampled. Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) show APT ion maps of the precipitate forming
elements C, Ti and Mo in samples of the as-manufactured material. One
needle was taken from an intragranular region, while one needle contained
a boundary, likely a grain boundary. In both figures, the C maps depict both
C (6 and 12 Da) and C3 (36 Da) ions.
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FIGURE 3.4: Ion maps of precipitate forming elements C, Ti and Mo
in the as-manufactured material sampled a) in the bulk and b) on a
boundary, presumably a grain boundary. Segregation can be seen on

the boundary.

In the intragranular sample, no clustering was detected; nearest neighbor
statistics were in line with those of a random solid solution. Using the peak
decomposition algorithm available in IVAS [232], the bulk composition was
estimated from two different intragranular needles (the other needle’s ion
maps are not shown). The average composition is shown in table 3.3. The
error represents either the deviation of the measurements to the average of
the two or the counting statistics error [270], whichever was larger. Elements
that have no value assigned to them were not included in the analysis, either
because their presence was not detected (S, Ca, Ta), or because they showed
major overlaps with other more abundant elements (N overlaps with Ni and
Si, Cu overlaps partially with Ni and Mo) making accurate quantification un-
feasible. In a separate column, the difference ∆at. % between the measured
values and the values given by the manufacturer are given. A higher content
of Mn, V and Co was measured by APT because some of the peaks are on the
tails of major alloying elements Fe, Cr and Ni. The solid solution concentra-
tion of C, Ti and Mo is lower than the composition given by the manufacturer
due to the presence of these elements in the primary precipitates and segre-
gation to grain boundaries.

The sample containing the grain boundary (figure 3.4 (b)) showed evidence
of enrichment of some elements on the boundary. A concentration profile
plot shown in figure 3.5 demonstrates that the boundary is enriched in C, Ti,
Mo, Cr, B, P and somewhat in Si and depleted in Fe and Ni. This shows that
even when accounting for primary precipitates, the alloying elements are not
homogeneously distributed throughout the as-manufactured material.

Given all this information on the matrix composition and the primary pre-
cipitates, the partitioning of Ti, Mo, N and C to the different phases in the
as-received material was estimated and summarized in table 3.4. To aid the
reader, the method by which each value was obtained is indicated by table
footnotes.

Within the uncertainty, the results from the different methods are consistent
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TABLE 3.3: Chemical composition of DIN 1.4970 cladding tubes as mea-
sured from two APT samples. The difference between the measured

value and the manufacturer’s composition (table 3.1) is indicated.

Element at. % ∆at. %
C 0.194± 0.009 −0.26
Cr 16.3± 0.1 +0.24
Ni 13.95± 0.09 −0.22
Mn 1.97± 0.01 +0.13
Mo 0.546± 0.005 −0.15
Ti 0.28± 0.01 −0.29
Si 1.24± 0.08 +0.14
B 0.012± 0.002 −0.002
P 0.009± 0.002 −0.014
N
S
V 0.081± 0.008 +0.045
Ta
Cu
Co 0.067± 0.004 +0.047
Ca
Fe 65.3± 0.1 +0.4

FIGURE 3.5: Concentration profile of (a) minor and (b) major alloying
elements across the boundary shown in the ion map of figure 3.4 (b).
The estimated boundary position was centered on 0. The boundary is

enriched in C, Ti, Mo, Cr, B, P and Si, but depleted in Ni and Fe.

for Ti and C. For Mo, a slightly lower content was measured in solid solution
by APT, which is likely due to sampling. The data shows that 50-60 % of Ti
and C and 10-20 % of Mo are bound in primary precipitates. Almost all N
appears to be bound in the primary precipitates.

A final check on consistency can be obtained via Padilha’s [36, 38] solubility
product for (Ti,Mo)C, given by equation 1.6. Assuming a solution-annealing
temperature of 1140 ◦C, the equation predicts [Ti wt%][C wt%]= 0.005,
whereas the APT values in table 3.4 show [Ti wt%][C wt%]= 0.01. To achieve
this solute level, Padilha’s equation predicts annealing at ∼1200 ◦C is re-
quired. This suggests the (Ti,Mo)C in this study is slightly more soluble than
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TABLE 3.4: Partitioning of selected elements in the solid solution versus
precipitated phases in the as-received material

Ti C N Mo Primary
precipitates

(wt%) (wt%) (wt%) (wt%) (wt%)

Total wt% in steel 0.49± 0.02a 0.10± 0.01a 0.011± 0.001a 1.21± 0.01a 0.47± 0.01b

Primary Ti(N,C)
precipitate (Ti,Mo)C
content (wt%) Total

0.040± 0.008c 0.002± 0.0006c 0.008± 0.003c 0 0.05± 0.01b

0.26± 0.05c 0.06± 0.03c 0 0.10± 0.04c 0.42± 0.01b

0.30± 0.06c 0.06± 0.03c 0.008± 0.003c 0.10± 0.04c 0.47± 0.01b

Solid Mass Balance
solution EPMA
content (wt%) APT

0.19± 0.08d 0.04± 0.04d 0.003± 0.004d 1.11± 0.05d

0.19e - - 1.11e

0.238± 0.009 f 0.042± 0.002 f - 0.946± 0.009 f

a Given by manufacturer (see table 3.1), b Measured by gravimetry and quantitative Rietveld refinement,
c Calculated from EDX and EELS, d Calculated from mass balance, e Measured by EPMA, f Measured by APT

in Padilha’s material, since the annealing temperature during the manufac-
turing was well controlled.

Besides primary precipitates, the main microstructural features in the as-
received material were mechanical twins and dislocations, both introduced
by the final cold working step. Inside the grains, a dense network of dislo-
cations was observed (figure 3.6(a)). The dislocations were arranged in cells
with diameters estimated from 50 till 200 nm. Since the dislocations were ar-
ranged in a dense network, an estimate of the dislocation density could not
be determined because individual dislocations could not be resolved. Many
grains, but not all, were heavily twinned as in figure 3.6(b). Before heat treat-
ment, intragranular nanoprecipitates were not observed.

FIGURE 3.6: a) Weak beam dark field (WBDF) image using g(ng) with
g=(002) and n ≥ 3 showing the dislocation network forming cell bound-
aries. Some of these dislocation cells are marked with a dotted line. The
arrow points out a twin boundary. Exact determination of n is difficult
and can vary over the field of view due to the highly deformed and bent
sample. b) Bright field (BF) image showing multiple mechanical twins

as pointed out by arrows.
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3.3 The conducted heat treatments

The heat treatments that were conducted for this investigation are shown in
figure 3.7 as square markers superimposed on the TTP diagram from figure
1.7 (b). They were conducted in air using a Naberterm muffle furnace. The
temperature was monitored by a calibrated thermocouple in contact with the
sample. The furnace was first brought to the correct temperature before in-
troducing the specimens. After heat treatment, samples were taken out and
quenched in water. The heat treatments were selected with two considera-
tions in mind: firstly, to test the boundaries given by the literature TTP di-
agram. Secondly, to compare microstructural evolution after ageing at low
temperature (600 ◦C) where no TiC precipitation was reported, with the evo-
lution at high temperature (800 ◦C) where TiC precipitation was expected.

FIGURE 3.7: Heat treatments conducted for this investigation as marked
by squares. No ageing experiments other than those at 800 ◦C were
expected to result in the formation of nanoprecipitates. After Padilha’s

TTP diagram for cold-worked DIN 1.4970 steel [36].
.

Higher temperature heat treatments were also performed to study static re-
crystallization behavior in the framework of R. Wuyts’ master thesis [266];
full details can be found in that thesis.

Heat treatments were performed in non-protective atmospheres because ox-
ide layers were observed to remain very thin and because large volumes of
material were needed in order to make mechanical test specimens. For all
microscopy work, these heat treatments were fine. However, for the XRD
secondary phase analysis it would have been preferable to have sealed sam-
ples in vacuum quartz ampules prior to heat treatment. The selective dis-
solution did not dissolve the oxide scale, which resulted in extra peaks in
the diffractogram. The mass of the oxide prevented accurate gravimetry of
secondary phases after heat treatment. Sealing samples in ampules was a
technique not readily available at the institute at the time, and so it was not
actively pursued.
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3.4 Microstructural evolution (500 - 800 ◦C)

3.4.1 Intragranular TiC nanoprecipitates

The main aim of the ageing heat treatments at 800 ◦C was to nucleate and
follow the evolution of the intragranular TiC nanoprecipitates population.
According to the TTP diagram in figure 3.7, a fine TiC distribution was ex-
pected to evolve at 800 ◦C but not at 600 ◦C. Contrary to expectation, TiC
nanoprecipitates were found after all conducted heat treatments, except after
ageing at 500 ◦C.

Imaging the nanoprecipitates

In order to best image the nanoprecipitates for sizing and counting, different
imaging modes were compared: HAADF-STEM imaging, EFTEM imaging,
dark field imaging and Moiré contrast imaging.

Whereas HAADF Z-contrast imaging was successful in detecting the large
primary TiC precipitates, nanoprecipitates could only be detected by Z-
contrast adjacent to the edge of the sample, as in figure 3.8. While HAADF
imaging has the advantage that the sample does not need to be tilted to a
particular orientation, the edges of the precipitates are not well delineated so
counting and especially sizing is not convenient in this mode.

FIGURE 3.8: HAADF-STEM Z-contrast image with locations of TiC
nanoprecipitates indicated

EFTEM 3-window imaging (figure 3.9) also only worked right next to the
edge. Going deeper into the material strongly increases the tail of the plas-
mon peak, wiping out differences between post- and pre-ionization edge
windows. EFTEM maps were generally of very low resolution because hard-
ware binning was required to obtain enough signal in reasonable time. For
these reasons, EFTEM imaging was also not suited for counting and sizing
the precipitates. On the other hand, EFTEM imaging provided the first direct
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evidence that the features giving rise to Moiré fringes do indeed contain C
and Ti. The presence of Mo could not be ascertained using EFTEM on the
M2,3 edge because of the low signal.

FIGURE 3.9: a) Moiré fringes showing the location of TiC nanoprecipi-
tates b) Ti-L edge 3-window EFTEM map c) C-K 3-window EFTEM map

Dark field imaging and Moiré fringe imaging can be compared in figure 3.10.
The sample was always tilted into a g=(002) two-beam condition close to a
〈110〉 zone axis (see inset in (a)). Because of the material texture and method
of producing the samples, most grains were oriented close to a 〈110〉 zone. In
theory, since TiC nanoprecipitates grow with the cube-on-cube orientation re-
lationship with respect to the matrix, any reflection where the TiC and matrix
reflection fit into the objective aperture would work for Moiré imaging, and
any TiC reflection would work for dark field imaging. The (002) reflection
was chosen because the structure factor of TiC is maximum at (002) result-
ing in the brightest diffraction spots and because the distance between the
austenite (002) reflection and the TiC (002) reflection is still large enough to
center an aperture solely over the latter.

FIGURE 3.10: a) DF image (using g=(002)TiC) of nanoprecipitates, b) the
corresponding BF Moiré image, and the corresponding diffraction pat-

tern in the inset showing the matrix and TiC (002) reflections.
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Both Moiré and DF imaging were reliable in revealing nanoprecipitates even
in thicker regions of the sample. The advantage of DF imaging is that the
simple white and black contrast means the particles can easily be counted
and sized by automated image processing software. The drawback is that
due to the heavily deformed matrix and thus strongly varying diffraction
conditions, the apparent size and ’brightness’ of the particles could vary a
lot. This can be seen in particle 2 imaged in figure 3.10 a). In addition, the
measured feature size depends on the accuracy of the detector calibration.

Moiré fringe contrast was somewhat dependent on focus and depth of the
nanoprecipitate within the sample and generally only visible at high magnifi-
cations. The Moiré fringe images do not always reveal all precipitates equally
clearly. However, they are a reliable indicator of size; the fringes can’t occur
if there is no particle present. In addition, given the lattice parameters the
Moiré fringe spacing is known a priori, meaning the sizing is independent
from the detector calibration. To estimate the size of the particles with Moiré
fringes, equation 3.1 was used. In the equation, s is the estimated particle
diameter in nm, m200 is the calculated spacing of (200) dark Moiré fringes in
nm ≈ 1.1 nm, and n is the number of dark Moiré fringes.

s = m200(n− 0.5) (3.1)

Images with Moiré fringes to size the nanoprecipitates were made in bright
field, so only dark Moiré fringes could be unequivocally distinguished from
the background. On some samples, counting was also tried using bright
Moiré fringes in dark field; nearly identical size distributions were obtained.
The philosphy behind the equation is as follows: two Moiré fringes could
represent a particle that is barely 1.1 nm or it could be just smaller than
2.2 nm. Therefore, particles that are two Moiré fringes wide have on aver-
age a diameter of 1.5m200 = 1.6 nm. The particles are binned by number of
Moiré fringes and the detection limit established here is at least two Moiré
fringes; if there is only one fringe it is not always clear whether the contrast
is a particle or another feature.

Here it should be noted that both DF and Moiré sizing methods suffer from
projection ambiguity; since precipitates tend to cluster because they nucleate
on dislocations, multiple particles could be (partially) overlapping, possibly
giving rise to an underestimated count and overestimated sizing.

Sizing and counting

Figure 3.11 shows representative DF overview images of the TiC nanoprecip-
itate distribution after different heat treatments. They are closely grouped on
dislocation cell walls. The inner regions of the cells contained almost no pre-
cipitates; this is very apparent in the image for the 600 ◦C, 100 h heat treated
sample.
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FIGURE 3.11: DF images showing the nanoprecipitate distribution after
the various heat treatments

After most heat treatments, the number density of the precipitates was
(4± 1) × 1022 m−3. Only the 800 ◦C, 66 h heat treatment showed a signif-
icantly lower number density at (8± 2)× 1021 m−3. Number densities were
estimated by measuring the sample thickness and counting the number of
particles in an area that was deemed representative of a whole grain. To
measure thickness, EELS was used on all samples and CBED on some, but
the high dislocation density in some samples made the latter an unreliable
technique. Uncertainty in the number density resulted from inhomogeneous
distribution of particles, the wedge shape of the specimen and the inherent
uncertainty of the thickness measuring methods which can be up to ±20%
[271].

Qualitatively, the number of particles that appear to be connected by a com-
mon dislocation line was compared. After ageing at 600 ◦C, the pearl strings
of particles became apparent after 4 h (shorter times were not investigated)
and remained so until after 500 h. While a clear growth of TiC particles oc-
curred between 4 and 8 h, change occurs slowly upon further ageing. A slow
Ostwald ripening process leads to the decrease of the density of particles con-
nected along dislocations lines while slightly increasing particle average size
(most visible between 100 and 500 h).

At 800 ◦C, nucleation and growth appeared complete after 10 min (0.17 h).
Fewer particles nucleated than at 600 ◦C, and the nanoprecipitate population
looked very similar to the 600 ◦C, 2868 h case. The same was true after 2 h
of ageing. However, there was a clear difference after ageing for 66 h; the
smallest particles disappeared, and the pearl string appearance was gone.

One 2 h heat treatment at 700 ◦C was investigated; the nanoprecipitate pop-
ulation in this sample looked very similar to the population after the 2 h
heat treatment at 800 ◦C. No nanoprecipitates were detected after ageing at
500 ◦C. This implies that either the threshold temperature for TiC precipi-
tation is between 500 and 600 ◦C or that insufficiently long ageing times at
500 ◦C were explored.
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The precipitates were sized both by counting Moiré fringes and by gray value
thresholding dark field images in ImageJ. Figure 3.12 shows normalized par-
ticle size distributions for the TiC nanoprecipitate diameters. The histograms
show that both the Moiré and DF sizing methods yield similar distributions
and average particle diameters; the estimated mean x̄ and sample standard
deviation s of each distribution are given in the legend.

FIGURE 3.12: TiC nanoprecipitate size distribution for different heat
treatments as measured by counting Moiré fringes and alternatively
by thresholding of DF images. In brackets is the number of particles
counted. The mean x̄ and sample standard deviation s are also given in

the legend.

There was no systematic difference between the DF and Moiré distributions;
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the observed differences are likely due to limited statistics. A systematic dif-
ference in the means could be the result of an erroneous detector calibration,
which does not seem to be significant in this case. Since the Moiré sizing
method does not depend strongly on perfect diffraction conditions nor on
detector calibration, it is probably the more accurate sizing method. How-
ever, dark field sizing is much faster and has hereby been demonstrated to
yield a reasonable estimate of the distribution.

Using the average particle diameter and the number density estimated by
TEM from mature populations of nanoprecipitates (so ignoring heat treat-
ments 600 ◦C, 4 and 8 h), the nanoprecipitates represent 0.08± 0.04 wt% in
the steel.

The sizing and counting of the nanoprecipitates were in line with the litera-
ture on similar steels. Rouxel [272] found by SANS and TEM that 20 % cold
worked AIM1 heat treated for 50 h at 650 ◦C showed a TiC nanoprecipitate
number density of 5.9× 1022 m−3 and an average precipitate diameter of 4-
4.8 nm. Kesternich and Meertens [54] found in 15% cold worked DIN 1.4970
average diameters of 4, 7.2 and 7.4 nm for the heat treatments 650 ◦C, 100 h,
800 ◦C, 24 h and 800 ◦C and 100 h respectively. The precipitates from the
literature were larger because a lower level of cold work results in fewer nu-
cleation sites which promotes growth in favor of nucleation. This observation
was already made by Kesternich [55].

The different heat treatments were not designed in such a way to system-
atically study coarsening kinetics as was the case in Kesternich’s work [55];
precipitation of TiC was unexpected at 600 ◦C after all. Still, to compare the
data with literature, the average particle diameters (estimated with both the
Moiré and DF methods) from the heat treatments at 600 and 800 ◦C con-
ducted in this work are plot together with Kesternich’s data in figure 3.13
(a) on a log-log scale. Classical coarsening theory [171, 172] states that the
average particle diameter d evolves with time t according to equation 3.2a,
with d0 the particle diameter at the start of coarsening, n an exponent depen-
dent on the diffusion/growth mechanism, and C a constant dependent on
the material and temperature. In the case of bulk diffusion, n = 3 and C is
described by equation 3.2b where DTi is the diffusion coefficient of Ti, γ is the
interfacial energy, c0 is the equilibrium atom fraction of Ti in solid solution,
R is the ideal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.

dn − dn
0 = Ct (3.2a)

C =
64DTiγc0

9RT
(3.2b)

Certain linear portions can be recognized in all the data with approximately
the same slope matching Kesternich’s data. These linear sections exclude the
800 ◦C/0.17 h and 600 ◦C/2868 h conditions, as well as the two longest heat
treatments from Kesternich. Fitting the equation ln d = 1/n ln(Ct) to these
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FIGURE 3.13: (a) Average precipitate diameter (estimated by the Moiré
and DF methods) as a function of ageing time for the 600 and 800 ◦C heat
treatments plotted on log-log scales. Kesternich’s [55] series of measure-
ments for heat treatments conducted at 750 ◦C are also plotted. There
are linear sections to the data showing similar slopes, which were fit
by equation 3.2a with d0 = 0 and plotted as continuous lines. The 800
◦C/0.17 h and 600 ◦C/2868 h, as well as the two longest heat treatments
from Kesternich were excluded from the fittings. The best fit values for
n and C are indicated in the legend. (b) The parameter C from equation
3.2a extracted from the linear fit (Measured) compared to C as predicted
by equation 3.2b (Predicted). The values γ = 1 J/m2 and c0 = 0.1 at%

Ti were assumed. DTi was taken from Swisher [65].

linear sections shows that approximately d ∝ t1/8. The solid lines in the fig-
ure show these linear fits. Hence our results are in line with literature [55, 62]
that shows demonstrates the high coarsening resistance of these precipitates.

For additional comparison, figure 3.13 (b) shows how well equation 3.2b pre-
dicts the fitted value of C. For the calculation, γ = 1 J/m2 (see next section)
and c0 = 0.1 at% Ti (see section 3.4.3) were assumed. DTi was calculated with
equation 3.3 taken from ref. [65]. The match is not very good as the difference
for 800 ◦C exceeds two orders of magnitude; there is a large uncertainty on γ,
c0 and D and the model is highly simplistic. In addition, the error on the fit-
ted value for C, as estimated from the covariance matrix, was very large (on
the order of 1-1.5×C) because it appears in a logarithm in the fitting equa-
tion. The general trend for C is to increase with T due to its dependence on
DTi.

DTi(m2/s) = 0.85 exp
(
−45292

T(K)

)
(3.3)

In the linear fittings, data points that do not appear to follow the same gen-
eral slope were excluded. For the points that represent long ageings, the data
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deviates from the linear fit possibly because TiC competes for carbon with
M23C6 and because coarsening may be happening preferentially to the larger
TiC particles on the grain and twin boundaries. Larger intergranular pre-
cipitates were not taken into consideration in the sizing; they are the topic
of section 3.4.2. The shortest ageing at 800 ◦C was also excluded from the
fitting because of its significant deviation from the linear trend; possibly the
precipitates experience a very fast growth stage but an extremely sluggish
coarsening beyond this point. However, it would have been desirable to ver-
ify the linear trend with a few more heat treatments at 800 ◦C. To correctly
describe the size evolution of the precipitates over the whole duration of the
heat treatment, more advanced models should be adopted.

Detailed study of the nanoprecipitates

In the pursuit of a greater understanding of the nanoprecipitate behavior,
they were studied in greater detail using high resolution imaging modes,
spectroscopy and APT. The goals were to derive the precipitate shape, study
the composition, and gather more information on the matrix-precipitate in-
terface. Eventually, we want to understand how these precipitates interact
with radiation induced point defects, and this likely depends on the struc-
ture of the interface.

The first column of figure 3.14 shows representative HRTEM images of the
precipitates found in material treated for 66 h at 800 ◦C. The precipitates in
figure 3.14 (a) and (b) were viewed along the [011] zone, while the precipi-
tate in figure 3.14 (c) was imaged along the [001] zones. The second column
shows the corresponding FFT patterns of the images in the first column, with
the relevant reflections marked. The third column shows IFFT images after
masking everything in the FFT except the frequencies corresponding to the
TiC lattice. The fourth column shows the geometric phase analysis (GPA)
[273, 274] mean dilatation strain map using the matrix reflections as the ref-
erence.

The images confirm that the orientation relationship between the TiC nano-
precipitates and the matrix is the cube-on-cube orientation relationship. This
is demonstrated by the FFTs in both zones, which show that the TiC reflec-
tions are oriented in the same way as those of the austenite. Also, the Moiré
patterns in the HRTEM images of figure 3.14 (b) and (c) confirm this orienta-
tion relationship.

From the IFFT images, the bounding planes were estimated and shape of the
particles were derived via a process of elimination. In order to determine
the facet planes of a precipitate or particle using 2D TEM images, the same
precipitate should be observed from different angles. For very small precip-
itates as is the case here, this may prove very challenging. The more con-
ventional approach is to observe the shapes of multiple precipitates along
different zones and try to reconstruct a 3D shape of which the projections
would explain all the 2D observations. Along the [011] ZA (figure 3.14 (a)
and (b)), the projections of the TiC precipitates look like parallelograms or
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FIGURE 3.14: HRTEM images of nanoprecipitates are shown in the first column,
the corresponding FFT with relevant reflections marked are shown in the second
column, the IFFTs of the filtered FFT with only the frequencies of TiC allowed to
pass are shown in the third column, the geometrical phase analysis (GPA) mean
dilatation maps [273, 274] are shown in the fourth column. In the IFFT images, the
estimated bounding planes are marked. In the GPA maps, the spots used to generate
the maps are marked in the power spectrum inset; only the matrix reflections were
used. a) A parallelogram shaped particle which nearly entirely sticks through the
foil, as evidenced by the absence of Moiré contrast. The acute angle corners of the
precipitate, marked with arrows, show some Moiré contrast. The arrow in the mean
dilatation map shows the strain field due to interface dislocations in a location where
the strain is least influenced by the Moiré contrast. b) A hexagonally shaped particle
in a thicker region of the foil showing clear Moiré contrast due to the overlap of
matrix and precipitate. The strain map is unreliable due to the Moiré contrast. c)
A precipitate that resembles a square as viewed along the [001] direction. Near the
edges, there is Moiré contrast as pointed out by the arrow, which disappears near
the center of the particle. This indicates the particle is thicker near the center where
it spans the entire foil thickness. In the GPA map, the strain field from the inclined
stacking fault on which the precipitate grows is pointed out. The shapes of all the

particles can be explained by {111} bounding planes.

hexagons, with apparent {111} and {100} bounding planes. Along the [001]
ZA (figure 3.14 (c)), the projection of the TiC particles looked like squares and
rectangles bound by {110} planes.

To derive the 3D shape from examples of 2D projections, one should note
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that the edges of the observed 2D shapes correspond to either a bounding
plane of the precipitate, or they can correspond to an edge of the precipitate
projected on the image plane. Solving the problem in the general case can be
very challenging, so as a first iteration it was assumed that the precipitates
prefer facets on low index planes, such as {111}, {100} and {110} planes.

(A) Viewed along 〈100〉 zones.

(B) Viewed along 〈110〉 zones.

FIGURE 3.15: All possible ways {111}, {100} and {110} planes can intersect as viewed
along different main zones. Given are the lattice vectors parallel to the lines where
the planes intersect. If a faceted precipitate has an edge with such lattice vector being
parallel to it and if the edge is visible in projection, then in projection this edge could
be interpreted as a bounding plane of the particle. Underneath each edge vector are
the possible planes the vector could be interpreted as when projected along the zone

direction. A corresponding illustrative diagram for each case is also given.

To systematically discriminate between bounding planes and edges, figure
3.15 shows all possible ways {111}, {100} and {110} planes can intersect on a
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line, and how such an intersecting line would be interpreted as a plane when
projected along a 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 zone. The cases where the intersecting line
is parallel to the zone axis is not considered, because this would be observed
as a vertex in the image. The tables are symmetric, so the area below the
diagonal is left blank.

Each row in the last column of figure 3.15b, concerning intersections of {110}
planes with other planes, results in some apparent {110} planes along the
〈110〉 zones. Since {110} bounding planes were not observed along 〈110〉
zones, the last column can be eliminated: there are no {110} bounding planes.
The apparent {110} bounding planes along the 〈100〉 zones must then be
bounding edges. {100} facets intersecting with {100} facets produce edges
that would be interpreted as {110} planes along the 〈110〉 zones (figure 3.15b
row 1, column 1), which was not observed. Therefore the option of cubic
particles can also be eliminated.

The remaining options are {111} planes intersecting with {111} or {100} planes.
Just based on apparent bounding planes, it is not possible to distinguish be-
tween these cases since the options in 3.15a and 3.15b are identical. However,
the correct solution can be derived by looking at the overall shapes. If only
{111} planes are bounding planes, the precipitates can be octahedra or elon-
gated octahedra. Tetrahedra can also be constructed from {111} planes, but
this shape has a surface area/volume ratio ∼25% larger than that of an oc-
tahedron of the same volume and is thus energetically less favorable. Ad-
ditionally, in projection along the 〈100〉 zones tetrahedra would look like
squares bound by apparent {100} planes, which was not observed. If {111}
and {100} planes are facets, precipitates would be truncated (elongated) octa-
hedra. Truncated octahedra would appear as octagons in the 〈100〉 zones. No
octagons were observed along the [100] zone and all observations could be
explained by octahedra and elongated octahedra. Therefore it is reasonable
to assume the precipitates only had {111} bounding facets.

Figure 3.16 shows an elongated octahedron as precipitate prototype, together
with projections along different 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 directions. The projections
are the shapes of the precipitates expected to be observed in TEM. Also
shown in the image are matching example precipitates discernible by their
Moiré fringe contrast. The images were made not far from a 〈110〉 or 〈100〉
zone, but such that a (002) reflection was excited (so only the (002) fringes are
visible). The projections of the prototype precipitate are consistent with the
experimentally observed shapes. All observations could be explained by pre-
cipitates shaped like regular or elongated octahedra bound by {111} planes.
In this interpretation, apparent {100} bounding planes along 〈110〉 zones are
bounding edges.

Due to the high lattice mismatch between the matrix and precipitating phase,
the lattice surrounding the precipitate is deformed which results in blurry
edges in the IFFT images in figure 3.14. To improve the resolution and ver-
ify whether the conclusions hold for even the smallest particles, images of
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FIGURE 3.16: Model of an elongated tetrahedron formed by eight {111}
facets, showing various projections along different zone axes. Exper-
imentally observed precipitates with matching shapes are shown for

comparison.

FIGURE 3.17: a-d) aberration corrected HAADF-STEM images along
[011] zone of TiC precipitates at the foil edge. A particle near an inclined
stacking fault can be seen in a). A particle on the boundary of a nano-
sized twin can be seen in c). Precipitate boundaries were marked and

labeled.
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the precipitates under aberration-corrected HAADF STEM conditions were
acquired.

Figure 3.17 shows several nanoprecipitates at the edge of the sample, viewed
along the [011] zone axis. They can be distinguished by Z-contrast. Having
the precipitates at the edge of the thin foil reduces or removes overlap with
the matrix, allowing the facets to be directly observed. The images show that
even these small particles are facetted, and the facets appear to be primar-
ily of the {111} type and {100} type, the latter of which can be interpreted
as edges. This supports the conclusions from the previous HRTEM images.
Some particles have jagged sections on the interface, which were interpreted
as steps on the faces of the particles.

To measure the composition of the particles, EELS and EDX were originally
considered before we had access to APT. The EELS spectra for a primary
precipitate, a large secondary precipitate on a twin boundary and an intra-
granular nanoprecipitate are shown in figure 3.18. As the precipitates be-
came smaller, it became more and more difficult to achieve adequate signal;
it is evident from the Ti-L edge that the signal becomes noisier. Therefore,
a longer acquisition time was required for the smaller precipitates, which
resulted in the deposition of amorphous carbon on the surface due to the
stationary beam. This completely overpowered the C signal from the nano-
precipitate, making any type of quantification or qualitative comparison of
the ELNES structure impossible.

FIGURE 3.18: EELS spectra (convergence semi-angle = 3.5 mrad, collec-
tion semi-angle = 1.6 mrad) from a large (Ti,Mo)C primary precipitate,
a secondary TiC precipitate on a twin boundary, and a nanoprecipitate
on a dislocation. The C-K and Ti-L edges are plot after background
subtraction and deconvolution of the low loss spectrum by the Fourrier
ratio method [275]. The corresponding HAADF image is shown on the
left, the dark regions representing the secondary precipitates. The Ti-L
edges look nearly identical although with more noise when moving to
smaller precipitates. The C-K edges look different because a longer ex-
posure time was required for the smaller precipitates which promoted
build-up of amorphous carbon contamination; fine structure informa-

tion on the carbon in the precipitate was lost.
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APT proved to be the more appropriate technique to estimate the precipitate
composition. However, we only managed to obtain one successful measure-
ment on a heat treated sample (800 ◦C / 2 h). Figure 3.19 shows clusters
in the ion maps of the precipitate forming elements C, Ti and Mo in a heat
treated sample.

FIGURE 3.19: Ion maps of precipitate forming elements C, Ti and Mo
in a 800 ◦C/2 h heat treated specimen that reveals ten Ti-Mo-C clusters.

The estimated composition of these clusters is given in table 3.5.

The composition of the clusters was estimated by defining an isosurface for
Ti, C and C3 ions which encompassed the clusters, then analyzing the ions
contained by each surface individually using a peak decomposition algo-
rithm [232]. Adjustment of the isosurface parameters was done by plotting
proxigrams. The proxigram shown in figure 3.20 (a) resulted from setting the
isosurface parameters so that the composition inflexion point was centered
on 0. The left-hand side of the proxigram represents the matrix side of the
isosurfaces, while the right hand side represents the precipitate side of the
isosurfaces. The precipitates contain almost no Fe, which is consistent with
earlier reports [276]. Hence, to estimate the precipitate composition, the iso-
surfaces were adjusted such that Fe content contained within was minimized.
The mass spectrum from all ions inside the clusters combined is shown in
figure 3.20 (b). The composition of the different clusters (isolated via an iso-
surface) was estimated individually using the peak decomposition algorithm
available in IVAS. The average composition of the clusters (weighted by clus-
ter size) with the sample standard deviation is shown in table 3.5.

The results suggest that the precipitates are deficient in carbon (a stoichiome-
try of MC0.5±0.1 can be inferred from the composition) and that they contain a
large fraction of carbide formers other than Ti such as Cr, Mo and V. Contrary
to earlier reports [277], no correlation was found between composition and
the size of clusters, though the number of investigated clusters was small.
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FIGURE 3.20: a) A proxigram obtained from (Ti, C, C3) isosurfaces such
that the interface composition inflexion point is centered on zero. In
the plot on the left are alloying elements that constitute a major fraction
of either the matrix or precipitating phase. On the right are alloying
elements that constitute a minor fraction in both phases, separated from
the plot on the left for visibility. b) A mass spectrum obtained from the
ions inside isosurfaces constructed such that a minimum in Fe content
was obtained. The spectrum includes all 10 detected precipitates. Both
figures demonstrate that besides Ti, the precipitates contain Cr, Mo and

V and traces of Ni as metallic elements.

TABLE 3.5: Composition of nanoprecipitates as estimated by the peak
decomposition algorithm. The 10 visible clusters were isolated with an
isosurface and analyzed individually. Here, the mean and sample stan-

dard deviation of the composition of the clusters is reported.

Heat treatment 800 ◦C / 2 h
Number of clusters 10
Total number of ions 3124

Composition (at %)

Ti
Mo
Cr
V
Ni
C

42± 5
13± 2
10± 3

0.9± 0.3
Trace
34± 6

One should be careful however in interpreting the carbon content in a quan-
titative way, as a number of artifacts can be at play related to a high number
of multiple events (multiple evaporations during one pulse which can not be
resolved by the detector) that tend to occur in these phases. Thuvander et al.
[278] found that by using these standard methods, the C content in Ti(C,N)
was underestimated by about 20% of the expected carbon content in at% due
to these artifacts. Since the carbon content measured here is 30% lower than
expected, it is very likely the phase is truly deficient in carbon.

It was also tried to estimate the composition of the TiC clusters with the KNN
algorithm. The C, Ti and C3 ions were defined as the ’core’ ions, the other
ions as ’bulk’. In the core classification step of the algorithm, a maximum
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distance of 2 nm for the 10th nearest neighbor between core ions was chosen
based on a radial distance distribution. A maximum distance of 1.5 nm was
used for cluster linking. The bulk linking distance was chosen to be 0.5 nm.
However, it was found that no appropriate parameters for the erosion dis-
tance could be chosen. Since the precipitating phase had a higher evapo-
ration field than the matrix (in the detector histogram, a lot fewer detector
events were seen in places where there were precipitates), the precipitates
were artificially magnified and overlapped significantly with the matrix in
the reconstruction. A large erosion distance was required to remove the ma-
trix/precipitate overlap ’shell’. However, this also resulted in a large fraction
of Cr and Mo which should have been counted as part of the precipitate to
be eroded away, yielding an artificially high Ti content. Multiple erosion
distances were tried and essentially any composition values for the cluster
could be achieved by changing this parameter. A trade-off always had to be
made between including matrix (and hence Fe) in the cluster composition, or
eroding too much Cr and Mo which belonged to the cluster. Therefore, we
did not proceed with this method and chose to pursue the isosurface method
instead.

The octahedral shape of the MX nanoprecipitates was demonstrated in a
few studies in the past for Ti(N,C) in microalloyed austenitic steel by Liu
et al. [11,31,32] [279–281] and in a Mo containing austenitic steel by Wang
et al. [62, 71]. However, after prolonged ageing at higher temperatures (900
◦C), MX precipitates became larger (50-70 nm) and transformed to truncated
tetrahedral/tetra-kai-decahedral shapes with {100} and {111} facets [71, 282].

Yang et al. [283] showed that the chemical bonding energy between the ma-
trix and the precipitates determines the shape of the precipitates, not the
strain energy arising from the large misfit between the phases. They treated
the interfacial energy γ as the sum of a chemical contribution γchem, calcu-
lated from nearest neighbor geometry and bonding energies, and a strain
contribution γstrain, from a correlation by van der Merwe [284]. γchem was
highly orientation and composition dependent, whereas the anisotropy of
γstrain was negligible. γchem + γstrain for the lowest index planes as a function
of C content, calculated with the correlation and bonding energies from Yang
et al. [283], are plot in figure 3.21. The figure shows that over the whole com-
position range γ{111}−Ti < γ{100} < γ{110} < γ{111}−C. Odd-index planes
such as {111} will be either Ti or C terminating, so two cases must be con-
sidered. Hence, the model predicts precipitates to be bound primarily by
Ti-terminating {111} facets.

The equilibrium shape of the particle can be calculated using a Wulff con-
struction [285], whereby the distance from the center of the particle to the
facet plane is proportional to the interfacial energy of the facet. Such a con-
struction using the γ values for TiC0.5 is shown in 3.22. It is assumed a {111}Ti
facet does not need to be compensated for by a {111}C facet: all {111} planes
are Ti terminated. The model predicts small {100} facets when the C con-
tent is low, resulting in slightly truncated octahedral shapes. Hence, the
low C-content in the precipitates measured in this study should give rise to
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FIGURE 3.21: Interfacial energy between TiCx and austenitic Fe in func-
tion of carbon content for different bounding planes (after the model

and bounding energies given by Yang et al. [283])

{100} facets but convincing evidence for such facets were not observed. The
large precipitates from earlier studies did show convincing evidence for {100}
facets [71, 282], which may indicate a critical particle size must be surpassed
before {100} facets become stable.

FIGURE 3.22: Wulff construction [285] along a 〈110〉 zone showing the
equilibrium shape of the precipitate assuming the interfacial energy
model of Yang et al. [283] and a stoichoimetry of TiC0.5. The values
of γ are given on the facet normal (in J/m2). Green represents the {110}

planes, which are too high in energy to intersect the shape.

In order for the particles to grow, {111} layers of C and Ti must be added al-
ternatingly, but {111} C layers are high energy. A simple growth mechanism
that avoids the creation of a Fe-C {111} layer is proposed for the nanoprecip-
itates, and is shown pictorially in figure 3.23. A new {111} layer could nucle-
ate by first growing a new {111} layer of Ti on top of the TiC. The underlying
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{111} C layer can be filled up afterwards, either by diffusion of C from the
matrix or by redistribution of the C inside the TiC particle. This would cir-
cumvent building the high energy C layer between the austenite matrix and
the TiC precipitate. Given that the nanoprecipitates were shown to be signifi-
cantly hypostoichiometric with respect to C, a hypostoichiometric layer of Ti
could potentially exist on top of the TiC without first forming a complete C
layer. Also, the diffusion of C inside TiC is very rapid as compared to almost
non-existent diffusion on the M lattice [286], and is even accelerated when
impurities are introduced [287].

FIGURE 3.23: Proposed growth mechanism of TiC nanoprecipitates in
austenite as seen from a 〈110〉 ZA. Gray spheres represent matrix atoms
which are mostly Fe, blue sphere represent the M sublattice in TiC so
mostly Ti, and the small black spheres represent C. a) The Ti terminating
{111} interface has the lowest interfacial energy with austenite. b) The
precipitate grows by first adding an island of Ti atoms onto the surface.
c) The island grows and the underlying C layer is filled up. d) The

precipitate has grown in the {111} direction.

The model only applies to cube-on-cube oriented MX precipitates. The
shapes of the large incoherent primary precipitates that grew during the melt
or high temperature annealing stages (figure 3.2) are governed by different
energy considerations.

Since it has been derived that the precipitates are bound by {111} facets, we
wanted to study the interface structure more in detail, particularly the mis-
fit dislocations. Since the nanoprecipitates have a large mismatch with the
austenite and share the cube-on-cube orientation relationship, a network of
misfit dislocations must accommodate the difference in lattice spacing. The
most efficient way to achieve this is with an array of pure edge dislocations
in the interface plane. Unfortunately, the network of interface dislocations
cannot be imaged by diffraction contrast imaging as was done by Weath-
erly et al. on various interfaces [288], because the dislocations are too closely
spaced.

Misfit dislocations can be observed edge-on in HRTEM or HR STEM by find-
ing lattice plane discontinuities. However, this makes the Burgers vector and
line direction identification ambiguous. Since both phases have the same
crystal structure and share the cube-on-cube orientation relationship, any set
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of lattice planes can be selected to find the spacing between lattice plane dis-
continuities. Figure 3.24 shows three images from figure 3.17 but overlaid
with an IFFT using only the (022̄) planes from both phases. Yellow markers
are placed on discontinuities between the planes near the matrix-precipitate
interface, indicating the positions of misfit dislocations. The dislocations
are spaced between 5 and 7 atomic planes apart, with one outlier at nine
atomic planes at the edge of the precipitate and the sample. The same treat-
ment was performed on the HRTEM images from figure 3.14, with similar
results. The average dislocation spacing was 6.3± 0.1 lattice planes, the error
accounting for the differences between particles. Using the lattice param-
eters aTiC = 4.326± 0.002 Å [289] and amatrix = 3.589± 0.001 Å (measured
by XRD and Rietveld refinement), an average spacing of 5.87 matrix planes is
required between dislocations for complete relief of stress. The misfit disloca-
tions are on average slightly more widely spaced, so the stress at the interface
may not be completely relieved or the lattice parameter of the nanoprecipi-
tates is less than that of pure TiC. If it is assumed the stress is completely
relieved by the observed misfit dislocation spacing, the TiC precipitates have
a lattice parameter of 4.26± 0.07 Å. From the GPA maps in the last column of
figure 3.14, the TiC lattice corresponds to the Fe lattice dilated by +16± 2 %,
which corresponds to a lattice parameter of 4.16± 0.07 Å.

FIGURE 3.24: Misfit dislocations revealed in 3 of the precipitates shown
in figure 3.17, by finding discontinuities on the (022̄) planes between
the matrix and the precipitates. For easier viewing, the (022̄) planes
were highlighted by overlaying the images with a partially transpar-
ent IFFT for which only the (022̄) reflections were selected. The IFFT
was colorized red, resulting in faint red lines. The misfit dislocations
are indicated by yellow markers. The number of planes between misfit
dislocations are indicated and varied between 5-7 with one outlier at 9.

The lattice parameter is thus reduced compared to the literature value. This
is consistent with the measured composition of the precipitates. The carbon
deficiency of the phase reduces the lattice parameter and thereby the misfit
strain energy [277, 290]. As shown by ab initio calculation, the increase in for-
mation energy of TiC by the incorporation of Cr and Mo on the M sublattice
is sufficiently compensated for by the decrease in strain energy due to further
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lattice parameter reduction [290]. The two effects strengthen each other, be-
cause C vacancy stability is enhanced by the introduction of other elements
on the M lattice [287].

The burgers and line vectors of the interface dislocations cannot be directly
measured from the images in figures 3.14, 3.17 or 3.24. In the literature [283,
291], it was assumed that the interface dislocations between TiC and austen-
ite formed a network of edge dislocations with the shortest lattice vector in
the lowest energy arrangement. On a 111 plane, this would be a hexagonal
network with

−→
b = a/2〈110〉 and line vectors along 〈112〉 directions, as is ob-

served on low angle grain boundaries in FCC and BCC crystals [39] as well
as on large FCC precipitates with small mismatch [288]. However, such a
network is highly unlikely in the highly misfitting TiC/austenite interface.
Figure 3.25 a) and b) shows two (111) layers of the Ti M-sublattice of a hypo-
thetical precipitate on top of a non-relaxed (111) layer of steel matrix (Fe for
simplicity). The two Ti layers are shown in different colors so that the differ-
ent types of stacking in the Fe layer are highlighted. In the non-relaxed layer
of Fe, there are regions of good fit where the Fe continues the FCC stacking
(ABC) of the underlying Ti layers (inside the blue circles), regions of faulted
fit (ABA) where the Fe is stacked directly above the first Ti layer (inside the
green circles), and regions of bad fit (ABB) where the Fe is stacked directly
above the second Ti layer (inside the red circles).

Molecular dynamics simulations in the context of FCC bi-metal {111} inter-
faces have shown that the atoms at the interface relax to maximize areas
with ABC and ABA stacking, while minimizing the area of ABB stacking
[292–294]. The result is that interface dislocations form to divide the regions
of ABC and ABA stacking along 〈110〉 directions and with burgers vector
a/6〈211〉. The dislocations intersect on nodes located on the centers of worst
fit. While we consider a metal-ceramic interface here, we postulate that the
principles from the metal-metal interfaces should remain valid. Figure 3.25
(c) shows this network together with the hexagonal network. The hexagonal
network is very unlikely because regions of bad fit and regions of faulted fit
are treated identically, whereas ABA stacking must be a significantly lower
energy configuration than ABB [292].

Direct observation of this network is not possible because the interface is
buried, but an indirect confirmation was obtained from the GPA strain field
near the experimentally observed misfit dislocations. This strain field was
compared to an analytical model by van der Merwe [284] describing the
strain field of an infinite array of pure edge dislocations on the interface be-
tween two semi-infinite misfitting lattices. The experimental mean dilatation
map overlaid on the HRTEM image is shown in figure 3.26 (a); it is an en-
largement of part of the image in the last column of figure 3.14 (a) marked
with an arrow. A different color map was used than in figure 3.14. The mean
dilatation according to the model is shown in figure 3.26 (b). Inputs to the
equations are the lattice parameters, the burgers vector and elastic constants
(which are assumed equal for both materials). The burgers vector in the
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FIGURE 3.25: The model of the interface dislocation network on the
(111) interface between Fe and TiC. The C sublattice is ignored for sim-
plicity. a) Two (111) Ti planes (given a different color to see the type
of stacking) and one (111) Fe plane stacked without any relaxation as
viewed from the [1̄01] direction. b) The stacked structure as viewed
from the [111] direction. Some areas of the Fe layer continue the FCC
stacking (ABC, marked by a blue circle), other areas stack in a faulted
way (ABA, marked by a green circle) and some areas stack badly as
they are directly above atoms of the previous layer (ABB, red circle).
c) The Fe layer will be relaxed by minimizing the area of ABB stack-
ing. This will result in a triangulated dislocation array with burgers
vectors a/6〈112〉 shown in black. This network also appears in metal-
metal junctions on 111 planes as demonstrated with molecular dynam-
ics simulations by Shao et al [292–294]. Also shown for comparison is

the hexagonal network proposed by Yang et al. [283].

model was assumed to be of the a/6〈211〉 type. Since GPA can not detect
when the matrix ends and TiC begins, it assumes only one lattice type in the
strain calculation. Therefore, the larger lattice parameter of TiC compared
to austenite manifests itself as a region under tension. To facilitate compar-
ison with the experiment, 0.16 dilatation was added to the TiC half of the
model image; this accounts for the difference in lattice parameter across the
boundary which can not be automatically detected by GPA.

Despite the simplicity of the model, the match with the experiment is good,
both showing similar features and feature sizes. Near the misfit dislocations
the matrix is severely compressed while the TiC is under tension. Between
the misfit dislocations, the matrix is slightly under tension, while the TiC is
slightly under compression. The good match between model and experiment
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FIGURE 3.26: a) GPA mean dilatation map with the matrix as reference
overlaid on the HRTEM image. This is an enlarged view of the region
near the arrow in the last column of figure 3.14(a) using a different col-
oring scheme b) mean dilatation map of an array of dislocations on a
planar interface calculated using the model by van der Merwe [284] as-

suming a a/6〈112〉 burgers vector.

suggests that the interface dislocations likely have burgers vector a/6〈211〉.
Full details on the van der Merwe model can be found in appendix B.1.

The structure of the nodes cannot be resolved by microscopy, but their role
can be especially important in the interaction of point defects with the inter-
face [295]. Shao et al. have shown that the structure of nodes on the {111}
interface between two dissimilar FCC metals can be especially complex and
varied [292–294]. In general, a reduction in distance between nodes below
2 nm resulted in compact nodes leading to local high stress concentrations.
The node distance for the austenite TiC case is around 1.5 nm. How well this
model for the nodes extends to metal-carbide interfaces remains speculative.

3.4.2 Intergranular precipitation

The intragranular TiC nanoprecipitates on the dislocations are expected to be
most significant for improving properties under irradiation. However, the
phase can also nucleate at other sites in the material. Prior to ageing, only
large (>100 nm) primary precipitates were found in the material and some-
times concentrated on GB as can be seen in figure 3.27 (a). After ageing, fine
secondary precipitates were found decorating multiple GB, as illustrated in
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figure 3.27 (b) and (c), as well as on coherent and incoherent twin boundaries,
as illustrated in figure 3.27 (d). The inset of figure 3.27 (b) demonstrates with
an EDX linescan that some of the precipitates on the GB are Ti and Mo rich,
pointing to the (Ti, Mo)C phase, whereas other precipitates are enriched in
Cr and Mo, pointing to M23C6 phase. The Moiré fringe spacing in figure 3.27
(d) confirms this precipitate is the TiC phase.

FIGURE 3.27: Images of intergranular precipitates. (a) BSE image made
from an electropolished specimen of the as-received material in the
SEM. Primary precipitates can be seen as dark spots. Some primary
precipitates concentrate on GB. (b) BSE image from a heat treated spec-
imen showing significant GB decoration. The inset EDX linescan shows
that a lot of the decorating precipitates are (Ti,Mo)C, while some M23C6
precipitates enriched in Mo and Cr are also detected (c) A TEM DF mi-
crograph using the gTiC,002 reflection showing the decoration of a GB.
The precipitates on the grain boundary grew with the cube-on-cube ori-
entation relationship with the matrix grain just like the intragranular
nanoprecipitates. (d) An incoherent twin boundary with some TiC pre-
cipitates that grew on it. (e) Three adjacent M23C6 precipitates (marked
by a dotted line) at the sample edge as viewed along the [01-1] zone.
The phase identity was confirmed by EDX and by measuring the lattice

fringe spacing.

Figure 3.27 (a) and (b) reveal that secondary precipitates that nucleate at grain
and twin boundaries are smaller than primary precipitates (<100 nm). How-
ever, they are larger than intragranular secondary precipitates (>10 nm) on
the dislocations as can be seen in figure 3.27 (c) and (d). The secondary pre-
cipitates on grain and twin boundaries were not considered for the size distri-
butions in the previous section of this work. Not all GB are equally decorated
by precipitates, indicating that the GB character is an important determinant
of precipitate prevalence.

M23C6 phase was observed to precipitate alongside TiC on grain boundaries,
especially at 600 ◦C. It was not observed on twin boundaries. The phase was
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detected by XRD in the selective dissolution residue and in thin TEM foils
by EDX and HRTEM. Figure 3.27 (e) shows some M23C6 precipitates sticking
out from the edge of a TEM specimen. TEM EDX showed the composition of
the precipitates to be around (Cr0.7Fe0.2Mo0.07Ni0.03)23C6 which is consistent
with literature observations [128]. The orientation relationship was found to
be cube-on-cube and the habit plane (111) both of which are consistent with
literature. The precipitates were on the order of 50-200 nm and quite rare in
TEM foils compared to the nanoprecipitates.

FIGURE 3.28: Background subtracted X-ray diffractograms of the pre-
cipitate fraction after different heat treatments. The curve below the
diffractograms shows the difference between the observed and the cal-

culated spectrum after Rietveld refinement.

The precipitates that nucleate on boundaries are large enough to be collected
by selective dissolution and filtration. Therefore, their evolution was inves-
tigated by quantitative Rietveld refinement applied to the XRD pattern ob-
tained from the filtration residue. Figure 3.28 compares diffractograms ob-
tained from filtration residue after various heat treatments; the diffractogram
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from the as-received material from figure 3.2 c) was repeated in this figure
for comparison purposes. Whereas the as-received material only showed
peaks indicative of the primary Ti(N,C) and (Ti,Mo)C precipitates, all the
heat treatments resulted in the formation of some M23C6. At 600 ◦C, the rela-
tive amount of M23C6 continued to grow with ageing time, whereas at 800 ◦C
there appeared to be less M23C6 after 66 h than after 2 h. There are some un-
labeled peaks in the diffractograms coming from parasitic phases (e.g., heat
treatment oxidation products).

The calculated absolute weight fractions of the (Ti,Mo)C, M23C6 and Ti(N,C)
phases are shown in figure 3.29. These results were obtained by Rietveld re-
finement of the diffractograms in figure 3.28 and assuming that the amount
of Ti(N,C) stays constant during heat treatment. Effectively, the results from
each Rietveld refinement were re-scaled such that the amount of Ti(N,C) re-
mained at 0.05± 0.01 wt% (see table 3.2). A lower error could be obtained if
gravimetry had been performed on the filter residue from heat treated sam-
ples, but as mentioned before the problem was the inclusion of oxide in the
residue.

FIGURE 3.29: Mass fraction of the different precipitated phases and
the total estimated precipitated fraction excluding the nanoprecipitates
after different heat treatments as calculated by quantitative Rietveld
refinement and subsequent rescaling assuming a constant fraction of
Ti(N,C) phase. The black continuous line is the sum of the three dotted
lines below it. For comparison purposes, the total precipitate weight
fraction as determined by gravimetry from Padilha [36, 38] is also

shown.

At 600 ◦C, the absolute amount of M23C6 continued to rise coming almost on
par with the amount of (Ti,Mo)C (0.42 wt.%), whereas M23C6 formed at an
earlier stage at 800 ◦C but quickly saturated below 0.2 wt.%. Also shown in
the figure is the total precipitate fraction as measured by Padilha [36]. His re-
sults at 600 ◦C showed a similar trend, but a consistently lower precipitated
fraction. Reasons could include the lower level of Ti in the steel Padilha stud-
ied, the longer ageing time, the lower level of cold work and the larger grain
size. At 800 ◦C the same trend held up to the 2 h heat treatment. After 2 h,
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the deviation of the trend could be attributed to recrystallization (discussed
further in section 3.5) which was observed after ageing for 66 h. Padilha did
not observe recrystallization at 800 ◦C.

The filtration method does not account for most of the TiC phase present
in the nanoprecipitates, since the filter pore size (0.22 µm) was too large to
capture them.

Compared to Padilha’s TTP diagram, the results in this work showed that for
the studied material the boundaries should be shifted. The new estimated
precipitation-start boundaries are indicated in figure 3.30. Since the chem-
istry of the studied steels and the solution-annealing temperatures were only
slightly different, the differences were mostly attributed to the different cold
work level (15% in Padilha’s work versus 24% in this work) and grain size.
The additional cold work increased the number of nucleation sites for TiC,
which decreased the distance Ti needed to diffuse to form a critical cluster.
This reduced the temperature at which the phase formed, which is what was
observed. At the same time, the formation of M23C6 was also accelerated be-
cause the smaller grain size in the material in this work increased the number
of nucleation sites and because more dislocations in the volume accelerated
diffusion.

FIGURE 3.30: Diagram showing the estimated shifted precipitation start
boundaries for the material in this work compared to Padilha’s original
TTP diagram. The squares represent the heat treatments performed in

this work.

3.4.3 Partitioning of alloying elements

One of the key issues in optimizing this material is how to maximize the
number density of nanoprecipitates. One potential strategy is increasing the
amount of Ti and C in solid solution by tailoring the annealing temperature.
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To see whether this is an effective strategy, we could use the previous results
to estimate the partitioning of Ti and C after heat treatment.

The partitioning of alloying elements in the as-received material was exten-
sively discussed in section 3.2. The composition, size and number density
of the nanoprecipitates was discussed in section 3.4.1. The other secondary
precipitates were analyzed in section 3.4.2. An additional piece of informa-
tion that we could estimate from the APT measurement in figure 3.19, was
the matrix composition after heat treatment. This was done by analyzing the
composition of three different volumes between the TiC clusters. For most
elements, composition values were similar to those before heat treatment (ta-
ble 3.1), except for C and Ti where 0.014± 0.004 and 0.090± 0.006 wt% were
measured, respectively.

Figure 3.31 shows for Ti, C and Mo the total composition as given by the man-
ufacturer, the partitioning of elements in the as-received material (before heat
treatment) as derived in table 3.4, and the estimated partitioning after heat
treatment. Before heat treatment, the primary precipitates account for about
2/3 of the total C and Ti content; the rest is in solid solution. It is assumed
the Ti, C and Mo in the primary precipitate fraction is unaffected by the heat
treatment, and that the rest partitions in the following fractions: secondary
intergranular (Ti,Mo)C with the same composition as the primary precipi-
tates, secondary M23C6 with the composition measured by EDX, intragranu-
lar TiC nanoprecipitates with the composition as given in table 3.5, and the
leftover fraction in solid solution. The secondary intergranular (Ti,Mo)C and
M23C6 fractions were calculated from the XRD rietveld refinement shown in
figure 3.29. Because there was already primary (Ti,Mo)C present, the esti-
mation of the secondary (Ti,Mo)C fraction involves a subtraction of similar
sized numbers and hence results in the large error bars on the purple sec-
tions. The nanoprecipitate fraction was calculated by estimating the volume
fraction of nanoprecipitates with TEM and converting to a weight fraction. It
is assumed the (Ti,Mo)C measured by XRD is completely independent from
the nanoprecipitates measured in TEM. Finally, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the composition of the matrix after heat treatment was estimated
from selected volumes between the nanoprecipitates in the APT measure-
ment. Oddly, slightly more Mo was measured in solid solution by APT after
heat treatment (gray bar compared to red bar) compared to before the heat
treatment. This could be an effect of the inhomogeneous distribution of Mo
before heat treatment. It could also be that the matrix near precipitates be-
comes more enriched in Mo due to diffusion during the heat treatment.

Despite the very large uncertainties, especially on the secondary intergran-
ular TiC, the sum of the different contributions is in each case quite compa-
rable (error within 20%) to the manufacturers composition suggesting these
are reasonable estimates. The results suggest that, for this particular heat
treatment, about 1/2 of the Ti that was left in solid solution before HT forms
precipitatates. Of this fraction, about half partitions to the nanoprecipitates,
with the rest forming coarser particles. For C, a similar picture emerges,
though an additional small fraction goes to M23C6. Mo is present in much
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FIGURE 3.31: Estimated distribution of Ti, C and Mo in the different
phases before and after heat treatment (HT) as expressed in wt% of the
steel. First, the composition as given by the manufacturer is plot in
order to have a means for comparison. The amount in primary pre-
cipitates was calculated using a variety of techniques discussed in sec-
tion 3.2. The matrix composition before HT was measured by EPMA
and APT (see table 3.4). After HT, the elements further partition to sec-
ondary intergranular (Ti,Mo)C, M23C6, and intragranular TiC nanopre-
cipitates. Partitioning to intergranular (Ti,Mo)C and M23C6 was esti-
mated via XRD rietveld refinement combined with EDX composition
measurements. Partitioning to nanoprecipitates was estimated by com-
bining TEM and APT measurements (see text). The matrix composition
after heat treatment was estimated from regions of matrix between the

nanoprecipitates in the APT experiments.

TABLE 3.6: Partitioning of selected elements in the various precipitated
phases after the 800 ◦C / 2 h heat treatment.

Ti C Mo
(wt%) (wt%) (wt%)

Total wt% in steela 0.49± 0.02 0.10± 0.01 1.21± 0.01
Primary precipitatesb 0.30± 0.06 0.06± 0.03 0.10± 0.04
Secondary intergranular TiCc 0.06± 0.14 0.02± 0.05 0.04± 0.08
M23C6

b 0 0.008± 0.003 0.018± 0.006
TiC nanoprecipitatesd 0.05± 0.03 0.011± 0.006 0.02± 0.01
Solid solutione 0.090± 0.006 0.014± 0.004 1.09± 0.02
a Given by manufacturer (see table 3.1)
b Estimated with gravimetry + quantitative Rietveld refinement + EDX + EELS
c Same as b but subtracting the content in primary (Ti,Mo)C
d Estimated from TEM volume fraction + APT composition
e Measured by APT in between TiC clusters

higher quantities, so the majority remains in solid solution also after heat
treatment. Since the nanoprecipitate populations were very comparable af-
ter the different heat treatments, these findings suggest that the precipitation
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of intragranular nanoprecipitates is limited by the number of available nu-
cleation sites, not by how much Ti and C are in solution in the as-received
material. It is also likely that relative partitioning will appear similar after
most heat treatments, though the fraction partitioning to M23C6 may vary. A
summary of the estimated element partitioning after heat treatment is given
in table 3.6.

3.4.4 Precipitate growth kinetics

The trends in growth kinetics of the precipitates and nanoprecipitates are
consistent with a simple diffusion distance model. The diffusion distance
< x >=

√
6Dt of Ti and C for different temperatures over time are plotted

in figure 3.32. D is the diffusion coefficient of the element in austenite and
t is the time. The diffusion coefficients DTi and DC were adopted from ref.
[65] and ref. [296] respectively. The conducted heat treatments are indicated
with markers on the plot. The diffusion distance of C is about three orders
of magnitude larger than that of Ti, so as a first approximation TiC formation
was assumed to be a Ti diffusion controlled process. In the plot of the Ti
diffusion distance, the shaded area represents the dislocation cell radius (25-
100 nm), which is a measure for the maximum distance Ti needs to diffuse
to reach a TiC nucleation site. On the C plot, the shaded area represents
the average grain radius (5 - 7.5 µm), which is a measure for the maximum
distance C needs to diffuse to reach an M23C6 nucleation site.

After the heat treatments in the shaded band and above, enough time passed
for most of the Ti in solution to reach a dislocation cell wall and form clusters.
Therefore these heat treatments (800 ◦C / 0.17 h, 700 ◦C / 2 h, 600 ◦C / 100 h)
mark the end of the nucleation and growth stage which was confirmed ex-
perimentally, since the volume fraction of nanoprecipitates stabilizes. Below
the band, the TiC nanoprecipitates are expected to nucleate and grow as Ti is
still diffusing to the cell walls. Above the band, coarsening is the dominat-
ing mechanism of precipitate growth, but this does not change the volume
fraction. Lower ageing temperatures promote nucleation over growth, but
the number and size of nanoprecipitates between the heat treatments in the
band were very similar, which again suggests that the number of eligible nu-
cleation sites is the factor limiting nanoprecipitate formation.

The 500 ◦C, 300 h heat treatment did not show any TiC precipitation despite
having an equivalent diffusion distance to the short heat treatments (4 and
8 h) at 600 ◦C. During the heat treatment at 500 ◦C, carbon achieved a longer
diffusion distance than the short heat treatments at 600 ◦C. This means that
when Ti had an equivalent amount of time to form critical clusters at 500 ◦C,
carbon already had time to diffuse much further (e.g. to GB) at 500 ◦C than
at 600 ◦C. Coupled with the increased thermodynamic stability of M23C6 at
lower temperatures, the formation of TiC is inhibited.

M23C6 has a significant influence on how much TiC can precipitate. Only
5% of the mass of M23C6 is carbon, but at 0.4 wt% of M23C6 in the steel (af-
ter the 600 ◦C, 2868 h heat treatment) this represents 0.02 wt% C, which is a
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FIGURE 3.32: Diffusion distance of Ti (in nm) and of C (in µm) over
time for the different ageing temperatures. Diffusion coefficients were
adapted from reference coefficients [65] and [296] for Ti and C respec-
tively. Markers along the lines indicate the conducted heat treatments.
In the left plot, the shaded area represents the estimated radii of dislo-
cation cells. On the right, the shaded area represents the estimated radii

of grains. The legend applies to both plots.

significant fraction of the available carbon (see table 3.4). M23C6 thus com-
petes for C with TiC, but it takes C longer to reach the former because M23C6
only forms at grain boundaries. TiC forms first when Ti forms critical clus-
ters before all C has had time to migrate to GB. Longer ageing may make TiC
nanoprecipitates dissolve again if M23C6 is thermodynamically more stable
at the ageing temperature, which could potentially explain the smaller pre-
cipitate size after the 600 ◦C, 2868 h heat treatment. Several authors have
made similar observations [78, 297]. At higher temperatures, TiC is more sta-
ble as was evidenced by the redissolution of M23C6 in Padilha’s TTP diagram
[36]. The heat treatment 800 ◦C, 66 h from this work also showed a decrease
in M23C6 as compared to the 2 h heat treatment. In addition to intergranular
TiC, superior stability of M23C6 could also help explain the apparent slowing
or reversal of coarsening of the nanoprecipitates (discussed in section 3.4.1).

3.4.5 Dislocation structure evolution

Ageing at elevated temperature may reduce the dislocation density by recov-
ery. This reduces the strength as well as the swelling resistance of the steel.
Therefore, the evolution of the dislocation structure after heat treatment was
studied by WBDF imaging in the TEM.

Due to the very high dislocation density in the as-received material, the
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networked structure and the variable sample thickness, an accurate esti-
mate of dislocation density could not be achieved based on TEM micro-
graphs. A qualitative comparison is made in figure 3.33. Heat treatments
at 500 ◦C hardly influence the dislocation structure besides minor rearrange-
ment. Heat treatments at higher temperatures showed a different dislocation
structure characterized by their dissociation evidenced by the fringe contrast.
Ageing condition specifics did not affect the dissociation distance signifi-
cantly. Only in the 600 ◦C/ 2868 h heat treatment, quite a few extended
stacking faults were observed. These were not observed in the other heat
treatments nor in the as-received material. Some dislocation dissociation
could also be found in the as-received material but to a far lesser degree than
after heat treatment.

FIGURE 3.33: WBDF images using diffraction condition g(ng) with g =
(200) with n ≥ 3. Exact determination of n is difficult and can vary over
the field of view due to the highly deformed and bent sample. Bright
contrast reveals the presence of dislocations. In the as-received material
a high density dislocation network can be observed. After heat treat-
ment at 500 ◦C the dislocation network shows signs of minor recov-
ery. All other heat treatments show a significant change in dislocation
structure: many dislocations are dissociated which can be seen from the
fringe contrast. After ageing at 600 ◦C for 2868 h, extended stacking
faults were observed. One such stacking fault is pointed out with an

arrow in the image.

Heat treatments after which significant dissociation was observed also
showed nanoprecipitates. Hence, there seems to be a link between heat treat-
ment and dislocation dissociation. Dissociation of dislocations in highly cold
worked material coinciding with nanoprecipate formation was not reported
before for this material; previous authors [54, 55, 68, 69] only mentioned pre-
cipitation on full dislocations. Probably the dissociation was not detected,
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because in those studies only conventional BF and DF imaging were applied
to image the dislocations; in these modes, the contrast of the fault or the in-
dividual partials can not be resolved.

Dissociation solely due to temperature can not explain the phenomenon:
stacking fault energy (SFE) increases with increasing temperature in austen-
ite [32, 298, 299] which would decrease dissociation width. The effect can also
not be attributed to dissociation to the equilibrium distance, because ageing
at 500 ◦C should already achieve this: partials are more mobile than solute
atoms [41, 300] as previous authors have observed significant changes in dis-
sociation width in the temperature range 250-400 ◦C [300]. The dislocations
in the as-received condition and after ageing at 500 ◦C observed in figure 3.33
could be slightly dissociated, but the individual partials were not resolved.
Still, ageing at higher temperatures resulted in a lot more dissociation.

Hence, we considered the mechanism of NbC precipitation on stacking faults
proposed by Silcock and Tunstall [68] to explain the findings. TiC and NbC
are both MX type phases and should behave similarly. The mechanism re-
lies on the dissociation of a particular type of sessile b = 〈110〉 disloca-
tion into a Frank and Shockley partial according to the reaction a/2[110] →
a/3[111] + a/6[112̄] whereby nucleation of NbC happens only on the Frank
partial. The ageings performed by Silcock et al. resulted in nearly unlimited
growth of the stacking faults. In the present study, the dissociation distance
was stable for long ageings. Silcock et al. investigated steels with very low
dislocation densities, so limited nucleation sites meant that Nb solute was
available for precipitation and growth of the stacking fault up to very long
ageing times. By contrast, the material in this study had a high level of cold
work and many more nucleation sites, which would inhibit the growth of
the stacking faults. The nature of the partials or the stacking fault could not
be verified from the micrographs of figure 3.33, but it is unlikely that all the
observed dissociated dislocations originated according to Silcock’s reaction.
The Shockley dissociation reaction a/2[110]→ a/6[211] + a/6[121̄] of glissile
dislocations is much more common.

An alternative explanation for the dissociation could lie in Suzuki segrega-
tion [41] of Ti. The forming of Cottrell atmospheres around dislocations of
certain solute elements can locally decrease the stacking fault energy (SFE),
promoting dissociation. To the knowledge of the authors no studies have
been performed on the effect of Ti content on the SFE of austenite. How-
ever, since elemental Ti has a hexagonally close packed (HCP) structure, it
might stabilize a stacking fault which is two layers of HCP in FCC. After the
formation of TiC, the partials would be pinned by the precipitates. How-
ever, Ti segregation to the dislocations should also happen at 500 ◦C, where
significant dissociation was not observed. Alternatively, the dissociation of
dislocations could be the effect of the C content in solution decreasing in the
vicinity of dislocations because it is used to form precipitates. This would
decrease the SFE [32, 44].
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To investigate the relationship between the matrix dislocations and precip-
itates further, we employed HR HAADF STEM. Figure 3.34 shows an HR
HAADF STEM image of a nanoprecipitate sitting on a partial dislocation.
The Burgers circuit shows that there is a stacking fault on the right of the
precipitate but not on the left. The stacking order of the fault shows it to be
intrinsic in nature. Together with Burgers circuit analysis, the partial dislo-
cation must be of the Shockley type

−→
b = a/6〈211〉. This is consistent with

regular dissociation of glissile
−→
b = a/2〈110〉 dislocations into Shockleys

and subsequent precipitation on the partials. Similar images were obtained
for other precipitates. No evidence was found for extrinsic stacking faults or
for Frank partials.

FIGURE 3.34: HR HAADF STEM image showing a nanoprecipitate
growing on a partial dislocation. The presence of the nanoprecipitate
is verified by the TiC reflections in the FFT in the inset and the IFFT
using the TiC reflections. On the right of the precipitate, an intrinsic
stacking fault can be observed. On the left of the particle, the stacking
fault is gone. This is strong evidence that the precipitate is on the par-
tial dislocation. The stacking and Burgers circuit analysis show that the

partial dislocation is of the Shockley type.

These findings contradict both Silcock’s growth mechanism and Kestern-
ich’s. In the Silcock model [68, 69], MC precipitates grew only from Frank
partials. Though they studied NbC, this phase has a similar lattice parame-
ter and should behave similarly to TiC in austenite. In the Kesternich model
[55], TiC nanoprecipitates grew on perfect dislocations when climbing dislo-
cations interact causing local supersaturations. The fact that the nanoprecipi-
tates are located on partial dislocations makes this mechanism very unlikely,
because dissociated dislocations are much less mobile than perfect disloca-
tions.
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Hence, an explanation for the dislocation dissociation may be found in
Suzuki segregation: ageing inducing local chemistry changes around dislo-
cations that lower the SFE, thereby promoting dislocation dissociation into
two Shockley partials. The effect of local C and Ti concentration on dissocia-
tion might be investigated by ab initio methods.

An entirely different explanation is that increased dislocation dissociation is
not related to precipitation but simply the result of recovery. As dislocations
are annealed out, longer segments of dislocations will be free to dissociate
to equilibrium length. In the tight dislocation network of the as-received
material, the dislocations are more constrained. Because recovery and pre-
cipitation happen in the same temperature/time window, it is not possible to
deconvolute the factors contributing to dissociation. After dissociation, the
precipitates grow on the partial dislocations, thereby pinning them.

3.5 Recrystallization (800 - 1000 ◦C)

Recrystallization was observed after the 800 ◦C, 66 h heat treatment. Figure
3.35 shows a recrystallization front with a recrystallized grain on the left-
hand side that grew into a deformed grain on the right-hand side. Evidence
that the left-hand side grain did indeed grow is evidenced in figure 3.35 (c)
by the bending of the boundary around the large primary precipitate, which
acts as an obstacle to the moving boundary through Zener pinning. Recrys-
tallization involves the migration of high-angle grain boundaries. We did not
verify the angle of the boundary, but we did not find any obvious small index
orientations shared between the grains. The recrystallized grain can be rec-
ognized by the smoothly varying contrast, as opposed to the rapidly varying
contrast in the non-recrystallized grain. DF imaging showed that the recrys-
tallized grain is not only void of a dense dislocation network, it also does not
contain a TiC nanoprecipitate population. This suggests that as the recrystal-
lization front crosses into the other grain, it dissolves the nanoprecipitates.

Recrystallization was not observed after ageing for 2 h at 800 ◦C, indicating
that the incubation time for recrystallization at 800 ◦C is somewhere between
these ageing times. Since recrystallization removes most lattice defects and
the possibly beneficial TiC nanoprecipitates, this process is highly undesir-
able and should be avoided if an ageing heat treatment were to be considered
during manufacturing.

The dissolution of the nanoprecipitates with recrystallization contrasts the
findings of Padilha et al. [36] who found that precipitates had coarsened past
the recrystallization front. Precipitates may need to be of a critical size to be
able to exist in a grain with which it is not semi-coherent. The new grain en-
gulfing the precipitate has a random orientation with respect to the particle.
This increases the interfacial energy, which increases the critical radius for
growth. Most precipitates in this study may have been too small to be stable
and redissolved. The precipitates in Padilha’s material were larger, owing to
the lower cold work level and thus dislocation density. Padilha also observed
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FIGURE 3.35: Recrystallization front imaged in a) BF with the deformed
grain on the right tilted to (200) 2-beam condition b) DF using the
(200)TiC reflection. c) a large (Ti,Mo)C primary precipitate acts as an

obstacle to the recrystallization front

recrystallization only at higher temperatures (900 ◦C), which can again be at-
tributed to a lower dislocation density. Hence, Padilha’s observations stem
from higher temperature heat treatments where precipitates are expected to
be larger.

After discovering the rather early onset of recrystallization, a master the-
sis was defined to investigate the phenomenon further in the temperature
regime of 800 - 1000 ◦C, at temperature intervals of 50 ◦C. This work was
done by R. Wuyts, and his full work can be accessed online [266]. Here, only
the most important conclusions are summarized.

The initial aim of the investigation was to measure recrystallization kinetics
at the different temperatures so that an empirical model could be established.
After heat treatment, the microstructures were investigated primarily with
EBSD and microhardness measurement. From EBSD statistics such as grain
orientation spread (GOS), one could evaluate the volume fraction of recrys-
tallized grains versus non-recrystallized grains. Hardness would provide an
extra qualitative measure for the softening that accompanies recrystalliza-
tion. For these heat treatments, both 24% and 46% cw tubes were investi-
gated, so that the effect of cold work level could also be evaluated.

This initial aim proved to be too simplistic. Most heat treatments were per-
formed in the 800 ◦C regime, but results seemed to be inconsistent between
different samples and different ageings. Some samples that were annealed
for a long time sometimes showed less recrystallization than samples an-
nealed for a much shorter time. This puzzling result was somewhat ex-
plained away when we discovered the inhomogeneous distribution of re-
crystallization, as demonstrated by figure 3.36. It shows grain orientation
spread (GOS) maps, calculated from EBSD data obtained on material for dif-
ferent heat treatments, as well as on the pristine material. GOS is calculated
by first grouping EBSD pixels into grains (we define neighboring pixels to
belong to different grains when the misorientation between them is >15◦

[301]), calculating the average orientation of each grain based on the pixels
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they contain, and then calculating the standard deviation of the misorienta-
tions of the all the pixels compared with the average. Low misorientation
(and thus GOS) is expected in recrystallized grains, high misorientation in
the non-recrystallized and deformed grains. If the sample contains recrystal-
lized grains, GOS histograms are typically bimodal, with first a very narrow
peak below 1◦ (representing the recrystallized grains) and the second peak
between 5-7◦. In the figure, blue represents the recrystallized grains with
GOS≤ 1◦. Yellow and red represent non-recrystallized grains, with yellow
representing grains with 1◦ <GOS≤ 5◦ and red anything beyond. In some
literature [301], low GOS grains (yellow) are considered ’recovered’. How-
ever, we also observed low GOS grains in the pristine material, where no
recovery took place. While the distinction between red and yellow grains
is to a large extent arbitrary, the distinction with the recrystallized grains is
very clear. In most of the EBSD measurements, the recrystallized grains tend
to cluster in bands.

FIGURE 3.36: Grain orientation spread (GOS) maps calculated from
EBSD data from 24% cw material subjected to different heat treatments.
A measurement on the pristine material is also shown, but unfortu-
nately only captured part of the tube wall thickness. Blue represents
recrystallized grains with GOS≤ 1◦, red and yellow represent non-
recrystallized grains. Grain boundaries are defined when there is at

least 15◦ misorientation between neighboring pixels.

Many heat treatments, especially those at 800 ◦C, showed bands in which re-
crystallization occurred preferentially and other bands where it did not. In
addition, there was no perfect axial symmetry, so measurements on the same
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heat treatment showed substantial variation. Hence, describing static recrys-
tallization kinetics for the material as a whole did not make sense. Instead,
the recrystallized zones probably reflect regions of slightly higher stored en-
ergy which were introduced by the manufacturing process. Microhardness
indentation on the as-received material performed in rows across the wall
thickness did not show significant radial hardness variations. Hence, the ef-
fect must either be very sensitive to slight variations in dislocation density
or rather it is related to other factors such as grain boundary characteristics
in the different parts of the material. The strong inhomogeneity was quite
remarkable considering the very thin wall of the tube. At higher tempera-
tures, the banding was less pronounced. This is shown for the 900 ◦C heat
treatments in figure 3.36. In the 46% cw material, recrystallization was quite
homogeneous.

Other things that were investigated because they could be derived directly
from the EBSD results were the grain size of the recrystallized material, the
annealing twin density, and the texture of the recrystallized material. The
grain size (excluding annealing twins) was quite independent of heat treat-
ment conditions and seemed to depend only on the cold work level. The
46% cw material showed recrystallized grains about half the size of those in
the 24% cw material. This suggests that once recrystallization nuclei are ac-
tivated, they grow until they touch each other and then the process stops.
Grain growth requires longer ageing or more elevated temperature, but this
was only observed in one long heat treatment. Annealing twin density in-
creased with decreasing annealing temperature in both materials. This ob-
servation is consistent with the model of Gleiter [51] that describes the for-
mation of annealing twins as a nucleation and growth process. The texture of
the recrystallized material was a lot less well defined than the texture of the
cold worked material. The cold worked materials showed strong Goss ({110}
parallel to the radial direction and 〈001〉 parallel to the axial direction) and
Copper ({112} parallel to the radial direction and 〈111〉 parallel to the axial di-
rection) texture components. Recrystallized grains tended to show the same
texture components, but much weaker (recrystallized grains were split from
non-recrystallized grains via criterion GOS<1◦). This suggests that the orien-
tation of recrystallized grains was not entirely random, which would be the
case when large particles are the primary nucleation sites for new grains. In-
stead, most new grains seem to originate from other nucleation sites includ-
ing grain boundaries, which may result in distinct recrystallization textures.
Full details can be found in the thesis of R. Wuyts [266].

3.6 Mechanical properties

Heat treated materials were subjected to a limited number of mechanical tests
which supplement and support the microstructural characterizations.
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3.6.1 Microhardness

Figure 3.37 shows the Vickers (1 kg) hardness evolution of the material for the
different ageing heat treatments. The hardness is plot as a box-plot, where the
low tail represents the minimum, the lower box bound the 25th percentile,
the red line the median, the upper box bound the 75th percentile, and the
upper tail the maximum. For comparison, the hardness evolution measured
by Padilha [36] is also plot.

FIGURE 3.37: Vickers 1 kg hardness after the various heat treatments
at 600 and 800 ◦C. The hardness was measured with 10-20 indentations
for each condition, and is represented on the plot with a (min, 25%, 50%,
75%, max) boxplot. For comparison, the hardness values measured by

Padilha [36] are also plot.

Overall, the hardness of the material remains much higher than the material
that Padilha studied. This is explained by the smaller grain size and the
higher cold work level of the material in the present study. After ageing at
600 ◦C, the hardness barely shows any change except a slight softening. At
800 ◦C, the hardness shows a rapid dip, then stays stable for a while, then
dips again. These results suggest that at 600 ◦C, the increase in hardness due
to precipitation is negated by the decrease in hardness due to recovery. At
800 ◦C, the decrease in hardness due to recovery dominates the increase due
to precipitation. The major drop after 66 hours can be attributed to partial
recrystallization.

Because of the stark difference between hardness of the recrystallized and
non-recrystallized material, we considered using hardness as a proxy for
studying recrystallization kinetics for the work of R. Wuyts [266]. Figure 3.38
shows the hardness evolution after annealing between 800-1000 ◦C. When
the microstructure is fully recrystallized, the hardness stabilizes around 150-
160 HV1. Higher temperature increases the rate of hardness decrease expo-
nentially, which is why the data is plot twice using different time scales. The
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inhomogeneity of the microstructure can be recognized in the oscillations
and large data spread after extended annealing at 800 ◦C.

(A) Zoomed out (B) Zoomed in

FIGURE 3.38: Vickers 1 kg hardness after the various recrystallization
heat treatments. The hardness was measured with 10-20 indentations
for each condition, and is represented on the plot with a (min, 25%,
50%, 75%, max) boxplot. To better illustrate the difference between the

different temperatures, the data is plot on two different time scales.

3.6.2 Tensile testing

As mentioned in chapter 2, two tensile test geometries were designed to
gauge axial tensile properties of the tubes. Investigating these geometries
was the subject of A. Youssef’s master thesis (unpublished). A. Youssef per-
formed mainly tensile tests in different testing conditions on the as-received
materials (24 % and 46% cw), and we will not elaborate on those results here.

Near the end of his thesis, he performed a few axial tensile tests on leftover
heat treated material. These were tested at room temperature at a strain rate
of 0.03 %/s. The true stress - true strain plots are shown in figure 3.39. These
values were calculated from the engineering stress strain curves (see section
2.6). All values beyond the curve maximum are not physically significant,
as this is where necking begins and the assumption of uniform strain breaks
down.

Tests showed very good reproducibility: two different tests on the as-
received material and two different tests on material heat treated at 600 ◦C /
4 h are plot and the curves for the same materials fit nearly perfectly on top
of each other. To allow for a good comparison, a sample was also made from
an entirely recrystallized sample which we expected to be very soft and duc-
tile. All other heat treatments should show a curve with lower ductility and
higher strength. Aging for 4 hours at 600 ◦C resulted in a very minor reduc-
tion in yield stress but a significant increase in UTS and ductility. A 2 hour
heat treatment at 800 ◦C resulted in a more significant drop in yield stress (a
bit less than 200 MPa), indicating recovery is quite important in this condi-
tion. Ductility is increased compared to the as-received material, and it seems
the material can also reach a slightly higher UTS. Ductility is slightly higher
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FIGURE 3.39: True stress-true strain plots calculated from engineering
stress-strain curves of room temperature tensile tests conducted at a
strain rate of 0.03 %/s. Different curves represent samples with differ-
ent thermo-mechanical histories. Only up to the maximum of the curve

is the data reliable.

than after the 4 hours at 600 ◦C heat treatment, but UTS is lower. The age-
ing at 600 ◦C for 2868 hours resulted in slightly smaller drop in yield stress
compared to 800 ◦C/ 2 h, but significantly more than 600 ◦C / 4 h. In ad-
dition, the long ageing condition showed a lot less ductility than the 800 ◦C
heat treatment, evidenced by the lower uniform elongation. This indicates
that, while recovery also plays a big role in making the material softer and
decreasing the yield stress, the additional precipitation at grain boundaries
decreases ductility likely due to facilitation of dimple agglomeration. Inter-
estingly, after all heat treatments, the slope evolution of the plastic regime
looks similar, but different from the pristine material.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced the 24% cw tubes of DIN 1.4970 alloy that fea-
ture in the rest of this work. We performed extensive characterizations (selec-
tive dissolution, gravimetry, quantitative Rietveld refinement, EDX, EPMA
and APT) on the as-received material, and used this information to derive
the partitioning of key elements over the different phases.

Then we conducted a series of heat treatments in the 500-800 ◦C range to
test the boundaries of Padilha’s TTP diagram [36] and see whether the TiC
nanoprecipitate population could be properly tailored. The useful window
of ageing treatments for thermally nucleating TiC nanoprecipitates in 24%
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cold worked DIN 1.4970 was extended to be between 600 and 800 ◦C. Be-
low 600 ◦C no nanoprecipitates nucleated within reasonable time. Extended
ageing at 800 ◦C induced recrystallization which caused precipitates that nu-
cleated at dislocations to be redissolved in the matrix. Lower temperatures
promoted the M23C6 phase over TiC, which can result in a competition for
C between the phases. We attribute the differences between our results and
those of Padilha mainly to the difference in grain size and cold work level,
and explain them on the basis of the diffusion distance of Ti and C.

The nanoprecipitate populations were sized and counted and compared to
Kesternich’s data [55] and fitted to a basic coarsening model. Coarsening is
much slower than would be expected from bulk diffusion, which is in line
with observations described in the literature. We also derived partitioning
of Ti and C after heat treatments and showed that only about 25% of the
secondary TiC is in the intragranular nanoprecipitates. This suggests that the
number density of TiC precipitates is limited by the number of nucleation
sites. A higher dislocation density may thus promote the nanoprecipitate
number density more than changing the Ti and C in solid solution.

We performed a more detailed study of the nanoprecipitates themselves, and
rigorously derived shapes to be octahedra with {111} facet planes. This was
shown to be consistent with an interfacial energy model if the precipitates
grow by adding {111} layers of Ti to the surface with the C diffusing in to fill
the sub lattice afterwards. The network of misfit dislocations was proposed
to be triangulated, with dislocation lines along 〈110〉 directions and burg-
ers vectors a/6〈211〉. A simple model by van der Merwe [284] of the strain
field around an array of misfit dislocations with this burgers vector was con-
sistent with the measured strain field around misfit dislocations. The misfit
dislocations were spaced slightly more widely than expected from the lattice
parameters of the matrix and TiC. APT revealed the precipitates contained
about 25 at% of other carbide formers such as Mo, Cr and V. Also, the precip-
itates were hypostoichiometric with respect to C. These effects both reduce
the lattice parameter of the precipitate (in comparison with pure TiC) thus
yielding a smaller misfit and more widely spaced misfit dislocations.

Nucleation of TiC seemed to coincided with the dissociation of dislocations.
Various explanations from the literature were discussed as possible mech-
anisms, and it was shown that some are more likely than others because
precipitates were found on Shockley partials. It was suggested dissociation
could be promoted due to local chemistry changes near dislocations or due
to recovery. After dissociation, the partials are pinned by precipitates.

The results from R. Wuyts’ master thesis were briefly discussed, which
showed that some bands in the material recrystallize preferentially, espe-
cially at lower temperature. The results show that the microstructure is not
homogeneous throughout the tube wall thickness, even though no metric we
investigated showed substantial inhomogeneity in the as-received material.

Finally, some mechanical test results were presented from R. Wuyts’ and
A. Youssef’s master thesis. Hardness measurements were best suited for
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demonstrating recrystallization; other changes in the microstructure were
difficult to see reflected in the hardness data. Some preliminary tensile tests
showed that the yield stress decreased after most ageings, but ductility in-
creased. However, long ageing at low temperature decreased ductility, which
may be attributed to the presence of a large number of intergranular precipi-
tates.
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4 Development of tilting software
ALPHABETA and its applications

4.1 Justification

In the previous chapter, all TEM work was done on electropolished spec-
imens with large transparent areas. The texture of the material combined
with the way the samples were prepared meant that there was a high prob-
ability of finding areas oriented such that convenient 〈110〉 and 〈100〉 zones
aligned closely with the electron beam. Only minor tilting was necessary to
achieve the right diffraction conditions. Still, tilting the same area of inter-
est to different diffracting conditions was extremely challenging and rarely
done. The conventional strategy to tilting is following Kikuchi lines from
zone to zone. In the material studied here, this was nearly impossible due to
a combination of high levels of deformation in the material, sample bending,
and a high prevalence of twins. Hence, most tilting work was done blindly,
which was very inefficient.

In the next chapter, irradiated microstructures are studied. Samples from
these materials were prepared by FIB liftout. These samples had a much
smaller transparent area to work with, usually only one or two grains, and
the orientation was nearly random. Orientation of samples could be con-
trolled by prior EBSD mapping in the FIB, but this was time consuming and
usually not done. With small randomly oriented samples, sample tilting be-
came much more important for obtaining meaningful data. However, the
challenges related to the material remained the same, making tilting a very
frustrating and time consuming experience. As the operator tilts, the sam-
ple drifts and goes out of focus, causing the region of interest to stray from
the field of view. Tilting is hence a slow incremental process comprised of
switching between image mode (to correct drift and focus) and diffraction
mode (to follow the tilting direction).

In order to facilitate the work that needed to be done, a relatively simple
program was made that would calculate the stage tilt angles necessary to
set up any type of beam condition. This included tilting to different zones, 2-
beam and weak-beam conditions. The philosophy is that once the orientation
of the region of interest is determined, further tilting work is only a matter of
calculation. All other tilting work can then be performed nearly exclusively
in image mode, with fine adjustments made in diffraction mode.
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Facilitating tilting by computerization is not a new concept. Specialized
hardware and associated software that can perform automatic tilting and
drift correction is already available from different manufacturers under dif-
ferent modalities [302, 303]. The functionality of non-specialized holders can
be upgraded with KSpaceNavigator [304] and Crystbox [305]. KSpaceNav-
igator is specialized for tilting, and stages can be modified to be controlled
by the software. However, this is not free and may require specialized hard-
ware. Crystbox is freeware and provides many useful tools for microscopists.
It includes a tilt angle calculation tool for zone axes, but it lacks options that
were crucial to this work such as easily calculating orientations to 2-beam
and weak beam conditions, manipulating multiple regions of interest with
a different orientation and saving orientations. It is also not open source.
Therefore, a custom code was developed from scratch.

As the project evolved, it was realized that such a program could be of
value to others, such as researchers working on very small grained mate-
rials, nanoparticles, and beam sensitive materials. Therefore, the program
was extended with a user interface, stereographic visualization capabilities,
a basic indexation wizard, and generalized to any crystal structure. In addi-
tion, the program was made freely available on GIThub and given the name
ALPHABETA, after the common name of the tilt angles. The program can be
downloaded at:

http://github.com/din14970/ALPHABETA-TEM-tilting-suite/releases

This chapter is based on our paper published in the Journal of Microscopy
[306].

4.2 Working principles

Here, the basic philosophy behind the program is given. The full mathemat-
ical description is described in appendix A and in the Journal of Microscopy
paper [306].

The ultimate goal of tilting a crystal is to orient its real or reciprocal space
vectors in a particular way with respect to the electron beam. In order to
calculate the required tilt angles of the stage, the transformation between
vectors that the operator observes on the detector (in the form of a diffrac-
tion pattern or HRTEM image) and the actual crystal vectors must be fully
described by matrix operations. Most of these operations are rotations and
they are usually expressed by matrices. General expressions for rotation ma-
trices can be found in many sources, for example [307]. In ALPHABETA, the
multiple components that make up the entire transformation are described
in figure 4.1.

It is assumed there are five coordinate systems to describe vectors: the crystal
lattice, a Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the crystal, the stage coordinate
system to which the crystal is fixed, the absolute coordinate system to which
the stage is fixed, and the detector coordinate system. Coordinates in the

http://github.com/din14970/ALPHABETA-TEM-tilting-suite/releases
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FIGURE 4.1: Pictorial representation of the conventions adopted to rep-
resent vectors and orientations. The transformation from crystal vec-
tors, reciprocal (hkl) or real [uvw], to detector vectors that the operator
can measure happens through three intermediary frames of reference:
the Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the crystal, the stage coordi-
nate system fixed to the plane of the stage, and the ’absolute’ coordinate

system fixed to the microscope.

different systems are related by linear transformations, so by 3× 3 matrices.
The transformation between the crystal lattice and the Cartesian coordinate
system fixed to the crystal is defined by the crystal structure. The Cartesian
coordinate system is a useful intermediate, because transformations to all
other coordinate systems are rotations. The transformation from the Carte-
sian system to the stage system is determined by the orientation of the crystal
on the stage. The transformation from the stage coordinates to the absolute
coordinates is determined by the stage tilt angles. Finally, the detector coor-
dinates are linked to the absolute coordinates via some rotation around the
optical axis. This was implemented to account for image or diffraction pat-
tern rotations with different magnification and camera length settings.

The first step in using ALPHABETA is finding how the region of interest is
oriented with respect to the stage. In ALPHABETA, this matrix is calculated
from linking the known microscope settings to a known crystal orientation.
In the current implementation, the known crystal orientation is fixed by a
zone axis and the angle between a row of indexed reflections and the hori-
zontal on the detector. Alternative ways to find the orientation of the region
of interest would also be possible, such as automated orientation mapping,
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but not all users have access to these tools.

Once the orientation of the crystal with respect to the stage is determined,
the stage orientation required to align another crystal vector with the optical
axis can be calculated through the transformations between the various co-
ordinate systems. This orientation is a function of the tilt angles α and β. In
ALPHABETA, an ideal stage is assumed, where the α and β angles perfectly
describe the rotation angles over the long axis of the holder and a perpendic-
ular rotation axis respectively.

The only issue that remains is determining which crystal vector to align with
the optical axis. In the case of zone axes this is trivial: the zone axis is the
crystal vector. In the case of 2-beam and weak-beam conditions, the vector to
align with the optical axis is calculated via two transformations. Firstly, these
imaging conditions are usually 5-10◦ outside of zone axis, rotated over the
imaging g vector. Second, an additional rotation over an axis perpendicular
to g is required to align the row of reflections correctly with respect to the
Ewald sphere. These transformations are based on axis-angle formalisms of
rotation matrices. The angle in the second transformation is calculated from
2-D geometric considerations using a line to represent a row of reflections
and a circle to represent the Ewald sphere. Full details on the calculation
with explanatory figures are given in appendix A.

4.3 Implementation

ALPHABETA was implemented in Python using common linear algebra,
plotting and user interface libraries. An overview snapshot of the user inter-
face is shown in figure 4.2. The details of the user interface and working with
the program are described in the user manual, which can be downloaded
together with the program.

Different functionalities are grouped in different panes. The first pane con-
tains loading and saving capabilities, so that orientations of regions of in-
terest are saved and can be explored later when analyzing the images from
the TEM. The second pane represents the microscope settings, but only those
that are relevant to the tilting calculation: the high tension (for the Ewald
sphere radius), the stage tilt angles, and the detector calibration for different
magnification and camera length settings. The third pane allows one to build
a library of crystal structures, which serve as templates for regions of inter-
est. The crystal/grain pane is for the creation of a region of interest that has
a certain orientation on the stage. To facilitate the calibration of the orienta-
tion, a basic indexation wizard was implemented that takes as input angles
and lengths of reflections from a zone axis diffraction pattern and calculates
possible indexations. The fifth pane allows one to perform the various tilting
calculations, including tilting to another zone axis, tilting around a reflection,
tilting to a 2-beam condition, and tilting to a weak-beam condition. Finally,
the sixth pane allows one to visualize the crystal in stereographic projection
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FIGURE 4.2: ALPHABETA user interface overview

as it should be oriented with respect to the detector image. One has the op-
tion to also plot the stage tilt boundaries, so that it is immediately clear which
orientations are reachable and which are not.

The user interface is separated from the back-end calculation functionalities,
so the calculations could also be performed in an interactive Python session
by an experienced user.

Lacking in ALPHABETA is direct stage control. This is available in commer-
cial packages and was not necessary to reach the goals in this investigation.
Direct control of the microscope stage would require higher levels of sophisti-
cation and would need to be tailored and calibrated to each microscope stage.
The idea behind ALPHABETA was quick portability to any microscope.

4.4 Evaluation

The calculations performed by ALPHABETA are exact for a perfect crystal
and ideal stage. In this section, the validity of these assumptions were tested
to evaluate the usefulness of ALPHABETA. The tilting accuracy depends on
the accuracy of the initial calibration and on the stage tilting accuracy.

The initial calibration has the following uncertainties:

• Detector angle calibration uncertainty (θ ± δθ )
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• Crystal orientation angle uncertainty (φ± δφ)

• Stage tilt angle uncertainty at the calibration point due to stage backlash
and non-linearities (α± δα and β± δβ)

It is assumed that the operator can position the region of interest in a perfect
zone axis orientation. The influence of the different sources of uncertainty in
the initial crystal orientation on the error in the calculated result can be esti-
mated by propagating the errors and applying some simplifications. Here the
most simple case is assumed: a cubic crystal with lattice parameter 1 (such
that the crystal systems and the Cartesian systems are identical), sitting on
the stage at tilt angles α = 0 and β = 0 with the [001] zone axis aligned with
the electron beam and the [100] aligned with the α axis. It is also assumed the
detector coordinate system is perfectly aligned with the absolute coordinate
system, so the rotation over the z-axis is θ = 0. This represents the ground
truth, but the measurements of these starting angles are slightly perturbed
with a small angles δi. Using the sum of angle identities and the lineariza-
tion approximation for small angles, the sines and cosines in the matrix ex-
pressions can be simplified with expressions sin(θ ± δ) = sin θ ± δ cos θ and
cos(θ ± δ) = cos θ ∓ δ sin θ. This assumes the angles are expressed in radi-
ans. Terms with a higher order than 1 in errors are neglected. Under these
assumptions, the calculated orientation matrix of the crystal on the stage Rori
is given by equation 4.1. The ground truth in this situation would be the
identity matrix, but the errors result in small non-zero off-diagonal elements.

Rori =

 1 ±δφ ± δθ ±δβ

∓δφ ∓ δθ 1 ±δα

∓δβ ∓δα 1

 (4.1)

Because of these uncertainties, the calculated angles αc and βc to go to an-
other zone axis [uvw] will include errors ∆α and ∆β. Solving for αc and βc
using the perturbed orientation matrix and comparing it to the solution from
the unperturbed situation yields the errors ∆α and ∆β. They are expressed in
equation 4.2.

|∆α| =
∣∣∣±δα cos βc + (±δφ ± δθ) sin βc

∣∣∣ (4.2a)

|∆β| =
∣∣∣∣∣±δβ + (±δφ ± δθ)

tan αc

cos βc

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.2b)

These equations demonstrate that the errors on the calculated angles will
be approximately linear functions of the measurement uncertainties but also
functions of the tilt angles. If it is assumed that the crystal calibration angle
and the detector calibration are the main sources of uncertainty, the errors on
the calculated results increase the further the desired zone is from the current
zone. If it is assumed these errors combined are on the order of ±0.5− 1◦,
an error of ±0.25 − 0.5◦ is expected on both αc and βc at the extremes of
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holder tilt ranges (typically α = ±30◦ and β = ±20◦). A very simple starting
orientation was considered here and the expressions for the errors will be
different when non-zero starting angles are considered. However, the trends
and the magnitude on the errors should still hold.

To study the significance of stage non-linearities and decouple it from the
uncertainty in the crystal orientation, a [110] sample of silicon was studied.
The crystal orientation with respect to the stage is shown in figure 4.3. The
[11̄0] zone was found at tilt angles α = -0.9◦ and β = 1.8◦. The (002) reflection
was measured to be lying at -71◦ with respect to the detector X-axis. Tak-
ing an uncertainty on this measurement of ±0.5◦ and ignoring any detector
calibration error, two crystals were created in ALPHABETA representing the
uncertainty in the crystal calibration orientation. For these two crystals, the
tilt angles to a selection of zones was calculated. The zones are indicated by
arrows in figure 4.3. These zones were experimentally tilted to and the actual
tilt angles as given by the stage to reach perfect zone axis were recorded.

FIGURE 4.3: On the left, the orientation of the Si crystal plotted in stere-
ographic projection as determined in the experiment. The red and green
lines indicate the directions of the α and β axis respectively. The black
shape represents the boundary of stage tilting. The black arrows indi-
cate the zones used to test the influence of the stage nonlinearities. On
the right are the diffraction patterns taken in these zones. The angles
where perfect zone axis was achieved were recorded and compared to

the calculated values.

The difference between the calculated stage angles and the measured stage
angles at which zones were actually found are plot in figure 4.4 both ver-
sus the experimental α and β angle. The ends of the error bars represent
the calculations performed for the two ’crystals’ as described in the previ-
ous paragraph. Hence, the error bars represent the uncertainty on the crystal
orientation. The error bars widen slightly as tilt angles deviate more from
the original orientation, as predicted earlier. However, this uncertainty only
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represents a small amount of the error, otherwise the points would lie on
0 within the error. There is no clear link between the errors and the α tilt,
but there is a clear link between the error and the β tilt: as β deviates from
the starting position, the errors significantly deviate from 0◦. The error on
the α angle ∆α remained contained between ±1◦ within the tested range, but
the error on the β angle ∆β reached up to ±2◦. These errors could not be
corrected by adjusting the crystal orientation or detector calibration, which
indicates that there is a non-negligible non-linear component to the stage tilt,
especially when tilting far along the β axis. A total angular error was also
calculated, representing the angle between the ideal zone axis and the crys-
tal vector actually found at the calculated tilt angles. Since the error on α is
modest, this angle is dominated by the error on β.

FIGURE 4.4: Absolute error between calculated stage angles and exper-
imentally observed stage angles to reach the different zones indicated
in figure 4.3, plotted versus the experimentally determined α and β an-
gles. The total difference angle is the angle between the desired zone
axis and the vector that is expected to be on the optical axis according to
the calculations at the experimental tilt angles. The error bar represents

the error resulting from the uncertainty in calibration angle φ.

These results suggest that, for the stage used in this investigation (JEOL3000F
microscope), when tilting to any arbitrary zone, an accuracy of ±1◦ on α can
be expected, while the error on β can reach up to±2◦. These errors are mostly
due to stage non-linearity, particularly in β-tilting; the error due to uncer-
tainty of the crystal orientation contributes only slightly to the overall error.
To get the most accurate results for modest tilts to 2-beam and weak-beam
conditions, the user should tilt to the nearest zone and re-calibrate the crys-
tal orientation using the experimental stage angles. When major β tilts are
required to reach a new orientation, the user should be aware of associated
errors. Stage performance can also depend on the manufacturer, here it was
only tested for standard JEOL holders.
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4.5 Application to tilt series

Besides tilting to different zones, a potential application of ALPHABETA is
obtaining a 3D view of the sample in dark field or weak beam by tilting
around a particular row of reflections. An example where this might be valu-
able is gaining 3D insight in precipitate distributions (given the precipitates
have a systematic orientation relationship with the matrix) using any TEM
and any holder. This could be done through stereo pairs or extensive tilt
series.

In the material studied here, this was perfect for the fine distribution of TiC
nanoprecipitates as seen in figure 4.5, since the precipitates share the cube-
on-cube orientation relationship with the matrix.

FIGURE 4.5: a) A diffraction pattern showing the matrix reflection and
the TiC (200) reflection from the nanoprecipitates. Due to the cube on
cube orientation relationship, these reflections are aligned. b) The start-
ing situation in the region of interest illustrated with a diffraction pat-
tern and the stereographic projection. The grain was brought to the
[011] zone with a minor beta tilt. The tilt series was taken along the
dotted line, around the (200) reflection. c) The dark field images of ap-
proximately the same region at different tilt angles along this path. A
3D illusion can be obtained by looking at the image pairs slightly cross-
eyed such that they overlap midway. To provide another visualization
strategy for the 3D illusion, all images taken were put after each other
in a Graphics Interchange Formate (GIF) image. This GIF is available by

following the QR code in figure 4.6a.

A grain close to the [011] orientation was used to tilt in image mode by in-
crements of 2◦ around the (200) reflection using calculated α/β values (tilt
path shown by the dotted line in the stereographic projection generated by
ALPHABETA in figure 4.5 b)). This allowed keeping the (200) reflection
excited and obtaining successive dark field images from the nanoprecipi-
tates. Drift was corrected manually between each image by adjusting po-
sition shift and sample height. Some images from the tilt series are shown
in figure 4.5 c). The 3D effect is best appreciated when quickly flipping
through the images after a drift correction. Such a movie was made and
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can be found by following the QR code link in figure 4.6a or at the URL
https://tinyurl.com/y4zkwkjo. A 3D effect can also be obtained by visu-
ally merging the columns in figure 4.5 c) by looking at the images slightly
cross-eyed.

(A) The CDF animation
showing nanoprecipitates

(B) The WBDF animation
showing dislocations

FIGURE 4.6: Link to the tilt series animations

The same was attempted for WBDF images of dislocations. However, the
contrast was much more sensitive to very small changes in tilt angles. Also,
the series was made with a larger increment of 5◦ between the images.
This meant that the 3D effect was much less clear in the animation. It
can be found by following the QR code link in figure 4.6b or the URL
https://tinyurl.com/y5w3k5eq. BF STEM or ADF may be more appropri-
ate for imaging dislocations, because thickness fringes and bending contours
are less significant. ALPHABETA could also facilitate tilting in this case but
it was not tried. Recently, 3D reconstruction of dislocation structures from
stereo pairs of BF STEM images has been demonstrated [308]. However, the
authors used a special 3-axis tilt holder for their work.

4.6 Stereological microstructure reconstruction

4.6.1 Justification

We decided to take ALPHABETA tilt series to the next step: calculating 3D
positions of features. The 3D structure of nano-sized objects can be recon-
structed using electron tomography; a lot of research is currently ongoing in
this field [309–312]. However, for such techniques to be successful, tilt series
of ±70◦ at a sampling interval of 1-5◦ must be acquired using special hold-
ers. This is very time consuming, and not all imaging modes may be useful
in all types of holders. Most holders only tilt the sample around the α axis,
making them unsuitable for imaging modes in which Bragg conditions must
be maintained during the tilt series. For tomographic reconstruction of dis-
locations, special holders have been built with 3 independent tilt axes, as in
ref. [308].

https://tinyurl.com/y4zkwkjo
https://tinyurl.com/y5w3k5eq
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As was shown in the previous section, tilt series along one active Bragg con-
dition can also be made using a standard double tilt holder when calculat-
ing the tilt angles using ALPHABETA. The tilt range of such a holder will
never be large enough to allow tomographic reconstruction of complex fea-
tures and shapes. However, for objects that can be approximated by a simple
shape like a sphere, rod, or disc, only two images at different viewing angles
should be sufficient to derive their central (x, y, z) coordinates. A 3D point
cloud could be reconstructed from two images containing multiple simple
objects, provided there is a one-to-one correspondence between the objects
seen in the two images. Many of the features studied in this work can be ap-
proximated by a simple shape: TiC nanoprecipitates by a sphere and Frank
loops (which will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5) by a disc. In this
section, a simple 3D reconstruction method for a collection of such objects
from ALPHABETA stereographic pairs is demonstrated.

4.6.2 Aligning the tilt axis

For the correct interpretation of tilt series, the tilt axis should remain pointed
in the same direction in all the images. This will not be the case with a tilt
series made on a double-tilt stage. A rotation around a particular reflection
will always be accompanied by an additional (small) pivot around the z-axis
unless the rotation reflection is parallel to the α-axis. Hence, the images need
to be aligned by a compensating rotation around the z-axis.

The angular deviation between the rotation axes of two images can be cal-
culated as follows. Suppose the reflection (hkl) is used as rotation reflection
in the tilt series. After normalization, it is represented on the detector as the
vector

[
cos(θ), sin(θ), 0

]
, where θ represents the angle between the detector

x-axis and the reflection. Suppose the first image is acquired at (α1, β1) and
the second image at (α2, β2). If the rotation reflection remains in the x − y
plane in both images, equation 4.3 must hold.

RT
rot(α1, β1)

cos(θ1)
sin(θ1)

0

 = RT
rot(α2, β2)

cos(θ2)
sin(θ2)

0

 (4.3)

This represents a system of equations from which θ1 and θ2 can be calculated.
The difference θ2 − θ1 is the rotation the image has made around Z going
from tilt situation 1 to 2. Rotating image 2 back by this amount will align the
rotation reflection in the two images.

To further facilitate the calculations, images were rotated such that in each
image the rotation reflection was aligned with the image y-axis.

4.6.3 Pre-processing of the images

When a stereographic pair or tilt series is collected using ALPHABETA, the
following processing steps (using common image processors such as ImageJ)
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should be performed on the images:

1. Rotate the images such that the rotation reflection is aligned with the
image y-axis (as described in section 4.6.2)

2. Match contrast and brightness in the images using an ImageJ plugin
(see https://tinyurl.com/y5jqqwgd)

3. Align a clearly identifiable feature in the images

4. Measure position and size of features in the images (using thresholding
or more advanced techniques)

The contrast variation should be comparable in the two images to ensure the
one-to-one correspondence between features. The images are aligned based
on a feature that is clearly the same in the two images. Since this feature will
not move in the images, it defines the positioning of the tilt axis. Finally, a
thresholding or other technique to extract feature information from the im-
ages results in two

[
x, y, size

]
arrays.

Figure 4.7 shows an example stereo pair of a collection of Frank loops. The
rotation reflection was g=(113) and the images are separated by 5◦. The first
row shows the uncorrected images. The images in the second row were ro-
tated such that g became aligned with the image y-axis (AO: −3.2◦, AN:
−1.7◦). They were also contrast adjusted, and shifted such that the circled
feature had the same coordinates in the two images. The processed images
were thresholded to measure position and size of the features.

4.6.4 Calculating the z-coordinates

The main challenge to calculating the z-coordinates is linking the same fea-
tures in the two images. Manually this may be very cumbersome due to the
high number of features. To achieve automatic feature linking between the[
x, y, size

]
arrays, the method shown in figure 4.8 is followed.

In principle, when the rotation operation between the two images acts on the
feature coordinates in the first image, the projection of the new coordinates
onto the x-y plane should yield the coordinates in image 2. If the rotation axis
is parallel to the image y-axis and goes through the point −→p =

[
px, py, 0

]
where the images are aligned on the same feature, the transformation of the
points is described by equation 4.4, where θ is the angle between the two
images over the rotation axis.

x1,T
y1,T
z1,T

 = T
(
x1, y1, z1

)
=

 cos(θ) 0 sin(θ)
0 1 0

− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)



x1

y1
z1

−−→p
+−→p (4.4)

https://tinyurl.com/y5jqqwgd
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FIGURE 4.7: A stereographic pair of Frank loops imaged in an irradiated
sample. The two images are 5◦ apart around the (113) reflection.

FIGURE 4.8: A flowchart showing the different steps to calculating the
z-coordinates of the features in the image.
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The z1 coordinate is not known, so as a first iteration it must be guessed.
A very rough first estimate is that all features have z = 0, which is approxi-
mately valid if the images were taken near the neutral position of the stage. A
better guess of the height is that all the features lie on a plane going through
−→p tilted the same way as the sample. This plane is described by equation
4.5a with the plane normal −→n as described by equation 4.5b, where φ repre-
sents the angle between the holder α-axis and the image x-axis.


x1

y1
z1

−−→p
 · −→n = 0 (4.5a)

−→n = Rz(φ)Rrot(α1, β1)

0
0
1

 (4.5b)

To compare the transformed coordinates
[
x1,T, y1,T, z1,T, size1

]
to the coordi-

nates in the second image
[
x2, y2, size2

]
, a squared distance matrix is calcu-

lated that expresses the square of the ’distance’ between all the calculated
coordinates and the coordinates in the second image. The distance expres-
sion is given in equation 4.6, where w represents an adjustable weighting
parameter to include the size in the distance expression. Alternative met-
rics to include in the ’distance’ function could also be envisioned, including
measures as distances to nearest neighbors.

d2
ij = (x1,T,j − x2,i)

2 + (y1,T,j − y2,i)
2 + w(size1,j − size2,i)

2 (4.6)

The smallest distance represents the highest certainty that the two coordi-
nates represent the same feature. Hence, the smallest value in the matrix is
selected and the column and row are paired as being the same feature. The
row and column are removed and the next smallest distance in the new ma-
trix is chosen. The process is repeated until the matrix is empty and a list
of point pairs has been generated. A restriction on the maximum allowed
distance can also be imposed, to minimize the number of erroneous matches.
This method is robust even if the number of features found in the two images
is not the same. However, only the features matched in the two images can
be used in the subsequent calculations.

To calculate the final z coordinates, a least squares method can be used as
expressed in equation 4.7. The z1 vector that minimizes the total distance be-
tween the matched transformed points from image 1 and the points in image
2 is the solution.

min ∑ d2 (4.7)
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An analytical method can also be employed: since the tilt is over the image
y-axis, z can be calculated only from the difference in x-coordinates using
equation 4.8 which can be derived from equation 4.4. For two images, the re-
sult is identical to the least squares method. If the calculation were extended
to multiple images however, the least squares method offers the flexibility to
simultaneously optimize other parameters such as −→p and θ, as well as cor-
rect for any slight magnification differences due to sample height changes.
In the two image case, the θ optimization can not be decoupled from the z1
optimization.

z1 =
(x2 − px)− (x1 − px) cos(θ)

sin(θ)
(4.8)

The result of this calculation performed on the objects in figure 4.7 can be
seen in figure 4.9. The fitted features match very well with the features in
the second image, as evidenced by the overlap of the cyan circles and the
magenta squares.

FIGURE 4.9: The result of the analysis of the images in figure 4.7. The
cyan circles show the matched features in the two images. Matching
features have the same numerical identifier. Red circles show features
that were identified by the thresholding but that could not be matched
with enough accuracy in the second image. The magenta squares show

the [x1,T, y1,T] coordinates after z1 has been optimized.

The point cloud reconstruction is shown in figure 4.10. Aside from a few
outliers that were most likely incorrectly matched features, the points lie in a
"slab" with the same tilt as the sample. To illustrate this, two planes have been
drawn using equation 4.5a and shifted to above and below the point cloud.
Assuming features are homogeneously distributed through the thickness of
the slab, the point cloud can serve as an estimate of the sample thickness;
in this case around 100-120 nm. To verify that this result was not an artifact
from choosing the initial guess for z1 at the sample plane through −→p , the
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reconstruction was also performed with z1 = 0; the reconstructed point cloud
showed the same morphology, but fewer features could be matched by the
algorithm.

FIGURE 4.10: The [x1, y1, z1] coordinates of the features in figure 4.7
viewed from above and from the side. Most points fit inside a 100 nm
thick slab as shown by the two planes in the right hand side image. The
planes were calculated without using any information about the points.

4.6.5 Accuracy of the method

Assuming the images are perfectly aligned, the main sources of uncertainty
on z1 are the uncertainties on the measured

[
xi, yi

]
and on the angle between

the images. If these errors are independent, the standard deviation on z1, σz1

can be estimated with equation 4.9.

σ2
z1
≈
(

∂z1
∂x1

σx1

)2
+
(

∂z1
∂x2

σx2

)2
+
(

∂z1
∂θ σθ

)2

= cot2(θ)σx1 + csc2(θ)σx2

+
(
−(x2 − px) cot(θ) csc(θ) + (x1 − px) cot2(θ) + (x1 − px)

)2
σθ

(4.9)

If the rotation axis is aligned with the image y-axis, y2 − y1 serves as an esti-
mate on the measurement error of the coordinates. In practice, the standard
deviation σy2−y1 was found to be around 5 pixels in different situations. In
the example from above, y2 − y1 was found to be approximately normally
distributed with mean 0 (indicating good alignment) and not correlated to y1
(indicating no significant magnification change between the images). Hence
σx = σy = σy2−y1/

√
2 ≈ 3.5 pixels. The error on the tilt angle between the

images was estimated to be normally distributed with σθ = 1◦.

The uncertainty on the measured points is shown in figure 4.11. For most
of the points where |x2 − x1| is small, σz1 is between 35-40 nm; the error is
dominated by the uncertainty on the coordinate measurements. As |x2 − x1|
increases, the error increases due to the increased contribution of σθ. The
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accuracy can be improved by increasing the angle between images, which
reduces the effect of σx on the error; increasing the angle from 5 to 10◦ de-
creased the error by a factor of 2. A higher magnification also increases the
absolute accuracy, since the uncertainty on position is pixel dependent. Fi-
nally, performing the calculation on a series of images simultaneously with
a least squares approach would also drastically improve the accuracy, since
θ and other parameters could be simultaneously optimized between the im-
ages.

FIGURE 4.11: The standard deviation σz1 on the calculated z position of
the features in figure 4.7 as calculated by equation 4.9

.

4.6.6 Applications

3D reconstruction of point features in a sample allows for a much deeper
analysis of their positional information. For example, in the case of the nano-
precipitates, one might make statements about how far different particles are
spaced from each other, and how many particles are decorating a single dis-
location.

In addition, the point cloud yields a very direct way to estimate the thick-
ness of the sample from the distance between the planes as in figure 4.10.
Estimating the number density of features is highly relevant to the present
work. Often, the most significant contributor to uncertainty is the sample
thickness measurement. The material studied contains a high number den-
sity of defects making CBED thickness determination impractical and inac-
curate. EELS thickness determination is quick and easy, but also suffers from
a high uncertainty. Different correlations for λp give very different values de-
pending on collection and convergence angles. In the point cloud approach,
the uncertainty is not dependent on the thickness, which is an advantage for
thick specimens but a disadvantage for thin specimens. However, in order
to be able to use it, the sample needs to have a fine distribution of homoge-
neously distributed features.
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4.7 Conclusions

This chapter started with the justification and need for creating a program
that could calculate TEM holder tilt angles. First, the basic working princi-
ples were described. The program was named ALPHABETA and the func-
tionality was expanded to be useful to any microscopist that needs to per-
form tilting work on a standard double-tilt holder. We envision it may be use-
ful to people studying beam sensitive materials, nanoparticles, small grained
materials, and highly deformed materials. The accuracy of the calculation
was evaluated with a monocrystalline Si specimen. Errors increase with
larger tilt angles and were mainly attributed to non-linearity in the stage. α
tilts were accurate to within ±1◦ while β tilt errors could exceed ±2◦, at least
for the hardware used in this work. Additional functionality in the form of
dark field and WBDF tilt series was demonstrated. This idea was taken one
step further by developing a method to make a 3D reconstruction from image
pairs. The reconstruction was demonstrated for a pair of images showing a
collection of Frank loops. The sample slab orientation was consistent with
the data, and the sample thickness could be estimated. The method can be
further extended to include information from more than two images, but this
was not done. ALPHABETA proved immensely useful for the next chapter,
where tilting to multiple 2-beam conditions was required; nearly all TEM
work was done with the help of this software.
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5 Characterization of ion irradiated
material

5.1 Justification

In chapter 3, the steel was characterized in detail after heat treatment. Over a
large range of ageing temperatures, potentially useful nano-sized TiC precip-
itates formed intragranularly on dislocations. However, intergranular pre-
cipitation of TiC and M23C6, recovery and recrystallization can occur simul-
taneously; these are generally undesirable, so heat treatments should be tai-
lored to limit these factors. In the remaining time and temperature window,
it was shown that heat treatment conditions have only a modest effect on
the precipitate size distribution and number density, and that precipitation
appears limited by the number of available nucleation sites.

In this chapter, we want to address the question of whether optimizing an
ageing heat treatment is a useful pursuit at all. To investigate this matter,
the material should be subjected to an environment that mimics the intended
application, i.e. it should be irradiated at elevated temperature.

As mentioned in chapter 1, materials in the core of a reactor are subjected
to high fluxes of energetic neutrons. While fluxes are high, damage rates
are only on the order of 10−8 − 10−6 dpa/s depending on the reactor type;
this is quite low because the neutron cross-sections are small. This means
that very long irradiations are required to accumulate appreciable damage,
often spanning decades for testing cladding and fuel. Neutron irradiation
experiments can only be performed inside a nuclear reactor and are often
prohibitively expensive, ranging from a few 100K-1M euros for multi-year
irradiations. In addition, once a material has been irradiated with neutrons, it
becomes activated (i.e. radioactive) due to transmutation of certain isotopes;
special infrastructure with proper radiation shielding is required to perform
post irradiation examination (PIE). This also adds to the time and cost of the
work.

Short term neutron irradiations up to a few dpa can be done within the time-
frame of a Ph.D., but fuel relevant irradiations up to ∼100 dpa to see effects
such as swelling are out of reach. Alternatively, irradiations with other en-
ergetic particles (usually ions) can be performed at a fraction of the cost and
on a much more reasonable timescale. With heavy ions (Z>3), damage rates
are on the order of 10−4− 10−2 dpa/s, making high dose irradiations achiev-
able in a matter of hours or days. Even though they are not yet accepted for
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licensing purposes, such experiments could be viewed as an accelerated test-
ing technique and could yield important insights into how the material will
behave during service. Because experiments are relatively fast, a matrix of
different irradiation conditions can be explored. An additional advantage is
that heavy ion irradiation does not activate materials, making the PIE more
straightforward in terms of sample handling.

Whether such experiments will ever be able to substitute neutron irradiations
is debated. Research has already been ongoing for many decades in paral-
lel with fast reactor technology development, but many challenges remain
[313–315]. Not only the dose, but also the type of projectile, the projectile
energy, the dose rate and the temperature influence how the material mi-
crostructure develops. To correlate microstructures resulting from neutron
irradiation to those resulting from ion irradiation, different strategies have
been employed, most commonly in the form of a temperature shift to offset
the effects of a higher dose rate [178, 179, 185, 316]. The idea is that the mi-
crostructural evolution is a direct consequence of the concentration of point
defects. Hence, the same steady-state concentration of point defects can be
achieved in ion irradiation (high dose rate) as in neutron irradiation (low
dose rate) by increasing the temperature during ion irradiation with respect
to neutron irradiation (see the rate equations in section 1.4.3). Such strate-
gies are optimized for studying one particular change in the microstructure,
such as voids indicative of swelling; simultaneous simulation of other mi-
crostructural changes such as precipitation and dislocation structure evolu-
tion is often not possible. In addition, effects unique to neutron irradiation
such as transmutation and very deep penetration depths can not be recreated
with ions. At best, dual ion beam irradiation can be performed, whereby one
heavy-ion beam provides a high damage rate and another α-particle beam
simulates the production of helium in the material by (n◦, α) transmutation
reactions (see section 1.4.2).

With these considerations in mind, the approach taken in this work was to
perform ion irradiations within a broad range of temperatures without at-
tempting to simulate specific neutron irradiation conditions. The resulting
microstructures were characterized and to the best degree quantified. These
results were compared to slightly modified rate theory models adapted from
the literature. Finally, an assessment was made as to whether any conclu-
sions or extrapolations can be drawn for neutron irradiation, which could
contribute to defining follow-up neutron irradiation experiments.

5.2 Design of the experiments

One of the primary goals of the experiments is to elucidate whether a prior
ageing heat treatment, during which TiC nanoprecipitates are formed, could
be beneficial for the material in terms of radiation resistance. As was dis-
cussed in chapter 1, there exists contradictory information regarding the sta-
bility and benefit of TiC nanoprecipitates in these steels under irradiation.
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The starting point for defining the irradiation conditions is the precipitate sta-
bility diagram from Bergmann et al. [35] (discussed in section 1.5.2), shown
in figure 5.1. It appears that irradiation temperature is the defining param-
eter for whether the microstructure is dominated by TiC phase or by γ’ and
G-phase. Therefore, it was decided to study a temperature series at the same
dose: 300, 450 and 600 ◦C. The temperatures 300 and 450 ◦C were chosen due
to their link to the MYRRHA program (see chapter 1). The higher temper-
ature 600 ◦C was chosen for contrast. Because it lies in the blue regime, we
would expect a very different microstructure compared to the other condi-
tions. The diagram is only useful as a best guess, because the stability dia-
gram under ion irradiation probably looks different; a different dose rate and
impinging particle type will influence the microstructural evolution, even
when controlling for dose and temperature.

A constant dose of 40 dpa (at the surface) was selected. This was deemed to
be a high enough dose to observe significant changes in the microstructure,
but low enough that the desired number of irradiations could be performed
within the allotted beam-time; in the best scenario, 40 dpa at the surface of
the specimen corresponds to approximately 24 hours of irradiation on the
selected beamline. This can vary somewhat depending on the area that needs
to be irradiated.

FIGURE 5.1: Stability regimes of the different precipitatinG-phases un-
der neutron irradiation according to Bergmann et al. [35]. The con-
ditions chosen for the ion irradiation in this work are marked. Note
that neutron and ion irradiation conditions may not yield identical mi-

crostructures.

The ion selected was iron Fe2+ to minimize effects due to compositional
changes. Ion irradiation studies on stainless steel in the past were often con-
ducted with Ni2+ before it was realized that the increase in nickel content due
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to injected interstitials had a significant effect on the further evolution of the
microstructure, especially in terms of suppressing void swelling [314, 317].
Because Fe is the main alloying element in our material, Fe-ion irradiation is
often termed self-ion irradiation.

Energies between 3-5 MeV are most often used for self-ion irradiation studies
because an appreciable penetration depth (∼1-2 µm) can be achieved yet the
damage rate at the surface remains high. An increase in ion energy leads to
deeper penetration, following a ∼ E1/2

0 relationship due to electronic stop-
ping (see section 1.4.1). However, it leads to a lower damage rate at the
surface of the sample, because of lower nuclear stopping at higher energies.
For the present experiments, an ion energy of 4.5 MeV was selected. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows the damage profile resulting from a SRIM simulation of 5000
Fe2+ ions with energy 4.5 MeV impinging on an amorphous material with
the composition of our steel. A displacement threshold energy of Ed of 40 eV
was selected, as recommended for stainless steels [106]. The Kinchin and
Pease (K-P) model (see section 1.4.1) is used to calculate the number of dis-
placements. If it is assumed that consecutive cascades are independent, then
the height of the profile scales linearly with fluence. As a result, a total flu-
ence of 1.64× 1017 ions/cm2 was necessary to achieve 40 dpa at the surface.
The dose profile for heavy ion irradiation is typically strongly peaked; with
the conditions used here, 150 dpa is expected at a depth of around 1.25 µm.
Therefore, we really looked at material irradiated between 40-150 dpa. For-
tunately, in the features that we studied there was no strong evidence of gra-
dients throughout the irradiated layer.

FIGURE 5.2: The SRIM calculated dose and injected interstitials pro-
files in the irradiated steel after irradiation with a fluence of 1.64 ×
1017 ions/cm2 of 4.5 MeV Fe2+ ions. For the calculation, the Kinchin-

Pease model with Ed = 40 eV was used.
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Figure 5.2 also shows the implanted ion concentration as a function of depth.
Two scales are given: the number of ions implanted per volume and the
number of ions injected per lattice atom (as a percentage). The area under
this curve equals the fluence. Most ions come to rest around 1.5 µm, but a
significant number are already present at 1 µm. While there was no obvious
gradient due to differences in dose, we found that the implanted interstitials
did have an effect on the microstructural evolution (see further in section
5.5.1). Since implanted interstitials are unique to ion irradiation and not rep-
resentative of neutron irradiation, we focused only on the top ∼1 µm from
the irradiated surface.

The sample stage in the beamline was limited to six samples, which restricted
the number of materials that could be irradiated. Samples were 3 mm diam-
eter discs. Some redundancy was built into each run, in case a disc was lost.
Each irradiation included:

• 2 discs of the pristine 24% cw material, serving as a baseline.

• 2 discs of material heat treated at 800 ◦C / 2 h because of the mature
nanoprecipitate population and limited other microstructural changes.
Moreover, in the past, heat treatments at 800 ◦C were common on this
material and neutron irradiation data exists. This permits benchmark-
ing.

• 1 disc of material heat treated at 600 ◦C / 2868 h because it shows a
similar nanoprecipitate population to 800 ◦C / 2 h but also shows sub-
stantial M23C6 precipitation on grain boundaries. Thus the effect of this
phase and the further depletion of C in the matrix on irradiation prop-
erties can be deconvoluted.

• 1 disc of pristine AIM1 material. This is the material of choice for the
cladding of the French SFR named ASTRID currently in development.
The material contains a higher phosphorus and silicon content than the
steel investigated here; this is believed to result in improved swelling
resistance. Neutron irradiation and ion irradiation data on this material
also exists, permitting benchmarking.

The rest of this chapter focuses on comparing the irradiated microstructures
of the pristine condition and the 800 ◦C / 2 h condition, as this serves the
main interest of the work. The pristine condition is referred to as the non-
heat-treated or NHT condition and the 800 ◦C / 2 h heat-treated condition is
simply referred to as the heat treated or HT condition. The other irradiated
materials are mentioned here because they may be of interest for future work,
but these samples have not been characterized.

A summary of the selected irradiation conditions and materials are given in
table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1: Chosen irradiation test matrix

Parameter Value
Ion Fe2+

Energy (E0) 4.5 MeV
Fluence 1.64× 1017 ions/cm2

Dose (surface) 40 dpaK−P
Temperatures 300, 450, 600 ◦C
Materials P-24%, 800 ◦C/ 2 h, 600 ◦C/ 2868 h, AIM1

5.3 Execution of the irradiations

Heavy ion irradiation facilities are not widespread. The irradiations for this
work were performed in the Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory (MIBL) at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor (USA). They were funded through a
National Science User Facilities rapid turn-around experiment (NSUF RTE),
a competitive proposal system organized by the United States Department of
Energy (DOE). The director of MIBL is Prof. G. S. Was, who has conducted
research on irradiated microstructures in steels for many years.

Figure 5.3 (a) shows the control room diagram of the lab. The lab has two
accelerators, a number of different ion sources and multiple target beamlines.
The ion path used in this work is marked by the dashed line.

In the beamline, Fe− ions are produced by a Multi-Cathode Source of Neg-
ative Ions by Cesium Sputtering (MC-SNICS) (figure 5.3 (b)). This source is
very flexible because it can produce ions of nearly all elements on the peri-
odic table by choosing the right cathode. The negative ions are fed into a
1.7 MV tandem accelerator (figure 5.3 (c)) operating at 1.5 MV, which accel-
erates the Fe− ions, then strips them of three electrons to produce Fe2+ ions,
then accelerates them again. The resulting 4.5 MeV Fe2+ ion beam is de-
flected to the sample stage (figure 5.3 (d)) by passing through a tunable mag-
netic field generated by electromagnets. The alignment of the beam is done
by raising a small phosphorescent plate between the beam and the stage in-
side the target chamber; a purple hue on the plate indicates the impingement
of ions at that location. In this way, the beam scanning area can be adjusted.
A square adjustable aperture around the beam collects and measures some
of the ion current. In this way, the drift on the electromagnets can be continu-
ously corrected for. The whole system operates under high vacuum, between
10−10 and 10−7 Torr depending on the location in the beamline. Vacuum im-
purities near the sample are minimized with a liquid nitrogen cold trap.

The 3 mm diameter disc samples were mounted between two steel plates,
which constitutes the sample holder. A copper foil disc cut from a 100 µm
thick sheet was placed underneath each sample to ensure good thermal con-
tact between the backplate and the sample. A crushable tungsten washer
was placed between each sample and the top plate to ensure all samples re-
main fixed in place. A diagram of this holder (in cross section) is shown in
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FIGURE 5.3: (a) The layout of MIBL as projected in the control room.
The dashed line shows the ion path used from the irradiations in this
work. (b) The MC-SNICS source. (c) The 1.7 MV tandem accelerator. (d)
The sample stage chamber with the stage mounted. (e) The stage with
the samples and thermocouples mounted. (f) The samples mounted in
the bottom plate of the holder. (g) A diagram of the full sample holder

in cross section along the dashed line in (f).

figure 5.3 g). Figure 5.3 f) shows the bottom plate with the samples loaded;
the dashed line represents where the cross section would look like figure 5.3
g) when the holder is fully assembled. As mentioned in section 5.2, six sam-
ples were loaded for each irradiation condition; three sample positions were
reserved for dummy samples. Thermocouples were spot welded to these
dummies; their readings were used to calibrate an infrared camera, which
could then monitor the temperature of the actual samples during the irra-
diation. The heating of the samples is achieved through a copper heating
plate on which the sample holder is fixed, as shown in figure 5.3. The wires
that can be seen in the image are the thermocouples. The heating plate tem-
perature needs to be lower than the desired irradiation temperature, because
the ion beam results in an additional 10-20 ◦C heating on the surface of the
sample.

The ion current was measured by inserting a Faraday cup into the beam.
By periodically measuring the current and knowing the irradiation area,
the fluence was monitored. The sample received an average current of
around 0.4 µA or 1.25× 1012 Fe2+ ions/s. The total scan area was roughly
12 × 12 mm2, resulting in an average flux of 8.7 × 1011 Fe 2+ ions/s cm 2.
This meant that around 52 hours of irradiation were required to achieve the
desired fluence and dose.
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Mid-way the irradiations, it was discovered that some of the samples (450 ◦C)
had become contaminated on the surface by indium during the irradiation,
as can be seen in figure 5.4. Indium was often used by the lab instead of cop-
per sheet to ensure good thermal contact with the back-plate. Indium was
not used during our irradiations and the holder was cleaned by sandblasting
before re-use. However, enough was still present for traces to deposit on the
sample surface. We were concerned that the indium particles on the surface
could result in certain artifacts. The indium issue was resolved in subsequent
irradiations. For the characterizations in the 450 ◦C condition, we focused on
regions of the surface where contamination was minimal. Nonetheless, some
results were affected by the indium, such as the nanoindentation measure-
ments (see section 5.7).

FIGURE 5.4: (a) An overview SE image showing a contaminated surface
on an ion irradiated disc (b) A close-up SE image showing the morphol-
ogy of the contamination. (c) The EDX spectrum obtained from the large
particle with the cross in (b) shows that the contamination is primarily

In enriched in Ni

A full inventory of the available ion irradiated samples can be found at
https://tinyurl.com/y29ug3tg.

5.4 Sample preparation

Since ion irradiation only influences a very shallow surface layer of the mate-
rial, the preparation of the surface prior to irradiation is very important. Elec-
tropolishing introduces the least artefacts. The sample holder at the beamline
was fit for 3 mm diameter discs; these were prepared from the bulk in the
same way as described in section 2.1.3. They were also electropolished in
the Tenupol 3, but only on one side. This is because the samples should re-
tain some thickness before ion irradiation; the ion beam would destroy very
thin sections of the sample if it were electropolished to electron transparency.
One sided electropolishing was achieved by covering one hole of the Tenupol
holder with duct tape. In this way, only one side of the sample came in con-
tact with the electrolyte jet. The preparation steps are shown in figure 5.5.

The electropolishing was carefully timed because the process could not be
automatically stopped by the laser. The polishing rate was estimated to be
between 0.5-1 µm/s by electropolishing a few dummy discs with known
thickness on both sides under the same conditions until transparancy was

https://tinyurl.com/y29ug3tg
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FIGURE 5.5: The preparation method followed to produce samples for
ion irradiation. (a) A cross-section representation of a 3 mm diameter
disc prepared from the material by grinding and polishing. (b) One hole
in the Tenupol holder was taped off with duct tape, such that only one
surface could be electropolished (c) The electropolishing process was
timed such that the electropolishing dimple would reach about halfway

through the sample.

achieved. Using this rate, the electropolishing was timed to reach halfway
through the specimens. The electropolishing conditions used are summa-
rized in table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2: One sided electropolishing conditions used in a Tenupol 3.

Parameter Value
Electrolyte Struers A2

(5% perchloric acid in ethanol + a viscosity agent)
Temperature -20 ◦C
Voltage 20 V
Current 0.1 A
Flow rate 5-6

After irradiation, the samples must be made electron transparent for TEM
study without disturbing the irradiated layer. Initially we considered a back-
polishing procedure, but after a few unsuccessful trials with non-irradiated
materials we switched to sample preparation exclusively with FIB. APT sam-
ples needed to be prepared by FIB in any case. Information on the back-
polishing procedure can be found in appendix C, the FIB preparation of TEM
and APT samples was discussed in sections 2.1.3 and 2.5.4 with some extra
details in appendix C.

5.5 Irradiation defect structure evolution

In this section, the irradiation induced vacancy and interstitial clusters are
studied. Size and number densities are estimated and these values are com-
pared to literature where appropriate. Finally, some predictions are made
with regard to neutron irradiation. Irradiation induced defects like Frank
loops and voids form in any metal under irradiation, hence this section is
still not concerned with any local chemical changes. This is the topic of the
next section.
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5.5.1 Frank loop imaging

Irradiation of material results in the production of a high number of Frenkel
pairs, that may cluster over time into different kinds of defects. In stainless
steels, dislocation loops form the bulk of these defects early on during ir-
radiation. Their strain fields can only be imaged using BF, DF and WBDF
techniques. In the material studied here, these techniques are not effective
for any quantitative work; the high doses applied to an already highly cold
worked state results in a very high defect density. This is illustrated in fig-
ure 5.6, which shows a BF and WBDF image from the edge of the irradiated
layer. The difference between the irradiated layer and the non-irradiated
bulk is clear in both cases, but it is impossible to positively identify individ-
ual defects in the irradiated layer.

FIGURE 5.6: (a) BF (g = 002) and (b) WBDF images (g(3g) with g=002)
of the end of the irradiated zone in different samples. The contrast vari-
ation reveals a clear difference between the dislocation structures in the
irradiated layer and the non-irradiated bulk. However, distinguishing

individual defects is nearly impossible.

However, a special type of loop, the Frank loop, can be imaged nearly selec-
tively using the relrod technique. As explained in chapter 1, Frank loops in
stainless steel are faulted dislocation loops with Burgers vector 1/3〈111〉 that
occur due to SIA clustering. Since the loops encompass stacking faults, they
produce a clear streak in the diffraction pattern which can be selected with
the objective aperture for imaging them in DF. This is illustrated by figure 5.7.
By exciting a {113}γ reflection, a streak (or relrod) can be seen between the
{002}γ and {111}γ reflections in (a) and (c). The resulting DF images can
be seen in (b) and (d). From these images, the Frank loops can be differenti-
ated, counted and sized. They are only present in the first 1.5 µm below the
irradiated surface, which matches the theoretical dose profile from figure 5.2.

The most intuitive explanation for the relrod is that stacking faults can be
considered to be a twin of one layer. Twins produce mirrored reflections on
the other side of the reflection corresponding to the habit plane, as illustrated
in figure 5.7 (e). Hence, twins or loops on the (111̄) habit plane can be im-
aged with the ’mirrored’ (111) or (1̄1̄1̄) reflections. Because loops are ideally
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FIGURE 5.7: Frank loops imaged in the heat treated sample irradiated at
600 ◦C. (a) The diffraction pattern with g=(113) close to the [1̄10] zone.
Between (002) and (111), the streak from the loops on the (111̄) planes
can be seen, pointed out by green arrows. (b) The corresponding DF
image. The loops exist only in the top 1.5 µm from the irradiated sur-
face. The twins indicated by a red arrow appears loop free, but this is
due to the different orientation of this part of the crystal. (c) The diffrac-
tion pattern and (d) the DF image for the loops on the (111) planes. The
twins on (111) diffract in a similar way as the loops on this plane. (e)
This illustration shows where streaks are expected for loops on {111}
planes. Since a stacking fault can be considered as a single layer twin,
it will diffract in a similar way. The spot will be elongated like a rel-
rod perpendicular to the habit plane. (f) The orientation of the twin,

showing that the relrods are positioned elsewhere.

only one atomic layer thick, the ’mirrored’ reflection in reciprocal space is
elongated perpendicular to the habit plane. Twins with the same habit plane
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as loops will simultaneously be excited as seen in figure 5.7 (d). Because the
twinned crystal has a different orientation from the rest of the grain (illus-
trated in figure 5.7 (f)), the Frank loops in the twinned crystal diffract differ-
ently. Hence, the twins in figure 5.7 (b) appear void of loops.

Due to the low stacking fault energy of austenitic stainless steels, the faulted
loops are stable to large sizes, so they can be used as a proxy for quanti-
tatively studying the evolution of the dislocation structure after irradiation
in these materials. The limitation of the relrod technique is that the loop
nature (SIA vs. vacancy) can not be determined. The features can also be
confused with vacancy type stacking fault tetrahedra because they also com-
prise faulted faces. The assumption used here is that all observed features are
SIA loops. HRTEM was quite difficult on these samples, but we were able to
detect some Frank loops showing they are SIA in nature, as shown in figure
5.8.

FIGURE 5.8: On the left, an example of a SIA Frank loop imaged with
HRTEM (cropped from a larger image). On the right, the FFT of the full

image; the extra spots (marked) are due to Frank loops in the image.

Unfaulted loops and loops on habit planes inclined to the viewing direction
can not be viewed with the relrod DF technique.

5.5.2 Frank loop sizing and counting

Figure 5.9 shows a collection of representative DF images of the Frank loops
in the non heat-treated and the heat-treated material after the different con-
ditions of irradiation. The images were taken in the first 0.5 µm below the
irradiated surface, which represents a dose between 40-70 dpa (according to
figure 5.2). However, there was no clear difference between loops in the first
0.5 µm and those between 0.5 and 1 µm, despite the large differences in dose.
This supports the idea that the dislocation structure reaches a steady state
below 40 dpa, which was discussed in chapter 1. In general, it appears the
loops grow larger with increasing irradiation temperature. The NHT mate-
rial also appears to have smaller loops compared to the HT material for the
same irradiation conditions.
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FIGURE 5.9: An overview of Frank loop populations in the HT and NHT
materials after the different ion irradiations (see table 5.1)

The contrast and apparent size of most Frank loops remained constant when
slight changes were made to the diffracting conditions, therefore size distri-
butions and number densities were estimated. Frank loops were sized and
counted based on the thresholding of multiple images at the 80K magnifi-
cation setting. The smallest clearly identifiable features in the images were
around 4 nm. Going to higher magnifications did not improve the resolution
and only made images more noisy. Hence, all features that were detected by
thresholding that were below 4 nm in size were removed. No significant dif-
ferences were observed between populations of different variants of loops in
the same sample. If a material is irradiated while under elastic stress, some
sets of {111} planes may be energetically more favorable than others for the
nucleation of Frank loops. Since no stress was intentionally applied to the
samples during irradiation, this effect was found to be negligible. Therefore,
the sizing and counting was done by imaging one variant. To account for the
multiplicity of {111} planes, the number density was estimated by counting
the loops of this variant and then multiplying the result by 4.

The size distributions are shown in figure 5.10. For some conditions, the
loops were sized for two different FIB specimens in order to gauge how
representative one FIB specimen is for the irradiation condition. The size
distributions were represented by pyramids as an alternative to a box plot
because the distributions were highly asymmetric. The pyramids show the
25%, 50% and 75% percentiles, as well as the maximum loop size observed.
Most of the loops were very small and none of the distributions showed a
maximum >4 µm; the smallest size classes always contained the largest num-
ber of loops. Compared to the mean and median, there exist very large loops
in each distribution but only few of them. The qualitative trends observed
in figure 5.9 are confirmed by the size distributions in figure 5.10. Both the
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FIGURE 5.10: (a) The Frank loop size distributions for the different irra-
diation conditions, represented by a pyramid that shows the 25%, 50%
and 75% percentiles as well as the maximum loop size observed. The
number of loops counted and sized to arrive at the distribution is in-
dicated in brackets at the pyramid peak. For some conditions, the dis-
tribution was estimated twice from separate FIB specimens. The dots
mark the arithmetic mean of the distribution. (b) The arithmetic mean
of the different distributions plot again on separate axes. The error bars

represent ± the standard error on the mean.

irradiation temperature and the original state of the material have a signif-
icant impact on the size distribution. For the same original state, the irra-
diation temperature spreads out the distribution to larger sizes: the means,
the 75% percentiles and the maxima are consistently larger. For the same ir-
radiation temperature, the HT material shows distributions spread to larger
values compared to the NHT material. Lastly, different FIB lamella from the
same sample show somewhat different distributions and mean sizes. This
can be the result of differences in local sink densities (e.g. some regions con-
tain twin boundaries while others do not), differences in the orientation of
the investigated grain with respect to the ion beam, or simply due to limited
sampling.

For an accurate estimation of number density, an accurate estimate of the
sample thickness is required. Here, the sample thickness was estimated by
the EELS Log-Ratio method (see chapter 2). The λp was calculated both with
the correlation of Iakoubovskii et al. [225] and the DigitalMicrograph (DM)
EELS toolbox. The correlations differ by a factor of about 2, with the DM
EELS toolbox yielding a thickness value only half of the thickness predicted
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by Iakoubovskii et al.. Compared to the thickness estimated by stereo recon-
struction (see section 4.6), the Iakoubovskii correlation yields an overestima-
tion while the DM EELS toolbox yields an underestimation.

In order to obtain an accurate feature count, all the features must be visible in
the image. Due to the very high defect density, many Frank loops were not
visible despite the excitation of the relrod. By comparing two images of the
same area with slight differences in sample tilt settings (as was done in sec-
tion 4.6), we estimate that up to 20-30% of loops are not visible in any given
DF image. In the example, 140-150 features were visible in each image, of
which about 100 could be matched between both images, However, around
40-50 features are visible only in one of each of the two images. This means
there are at least around 180-200 features in the ROI, but only 70-80% of these
are visible in any one image.

FIGURE 5.11: The Frank loop number density for different irradiation
conditions. Only features larger than 4 nm were counted. A multiplic-
ity factor of 4 was also applied, assuming all {111} planes are equally
populated with loops. A lower boundary estimate was obtained using
Iakoubovskii’s thickness correlation. An upper boundary estimate was
obtained using the DM thickness correlation and an additional factor of

1.3 to account for invisible loops in an image.

The number density is shown in figure 5.11. The filled marker represents
a lower boundary estimate using Iakoubovskii’s thickness correlation and
the raw feature count. The empty marker represents an upper boundary
estimate using the DM thickness correlation and a multiplication factor of 1.3
to account for invisible loops. Even given the large uncertainty, the number
density of loops appears to decrease somewhat with temperature. However,
the dependence is not very strong. The NHT material shows a slightly higher
loop number density compared to the HT material, except for the 300 ◦C
condition. It is likely that in the 300 ◦C condition, many loops are simply too
small to be observed.
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Deeper than 1 µm into the material, the injected interstitials from the ion
beam appear to influence the Frank loop population. This was especially
apparent at irradiation temperature 300 ◦C, but not so much at higher tem-
peratures (see for example figure 5.7 (b) and (d)). Figure 5.12 shows that after
irradiation at 300 ◦C larger loops can be observed at a depth corresponding
to the peak of injected interstitials.

FIGURE 5.12: The Frank loop distribution in the HT sample irradiated at
300 ◦C over the full irradiated layer, compared to the dose and injected
interstitials profile. Near the expected peak of the injected interstitials,
the loops are larger and appear more numerous than in the rest of the

irradiated layer.

Two effects could explain this phenomenon. Firstly, at low irradiation tem-
peratures, recombination dominates the rate equations (see section 1.4.3),
meaning that interstitial and vacancy concentrations are high but almost
equal. The extra injection of atoms can thus substantially upset the balance in
favor of interstitials, promoting loop growth. At higher temperatures, vacan-
cies become mobile and sinks become more important, so Cv >> Ci. Hence,
an increased production of interstitials has less of an influence on the rate
equations. Secondly, the loops at higher irradiation temperature are larger.
The same amount of extra interstitials can grow the radius of larger loops
less than smaller loops.

5.5.3 Comparison with literature

Frank loop populations in stainless steels, particularly of the families 316 and
304, have been extensively studied in the framework of irradiation harden-
ing and embrittlement in LWR conditions. As such, a large set of data exists
in the literature on sizes, number densities and loop dislocation densities in
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similar steels (see [115, 160, 318–320]). Most studies focus on the lower tem-
perature range (<400 ◦C) but some studies on irradiations at higher temper-
atures exist [164, 272] as well as some very detailed reviews [156, 159]. This
section aims to frame the values from the previous section into a context of
this literature data. Different metrics can be used for comparison; the results
are shown in figure 5.13.

(A) The Frank loop number density at differ-
ent temperatures.

(B) The measured average Frank loop size at
different temperatures.

(C) The dislocation density due to Frank loop
line length at different temperatures.

(D) The fraction of interstitial atoms in loops
versus temperature.

FIGURE 5.13: Different metrics of the Frank loop populations plot ver-
sus temperature and compared against literature data. Plots 5.13a and
5.13c are superimposed on graphs from Zinkle et al. [159]. The lines in
the plots are various hand-drawn best guess fits to describe the trend
in the data (also see figure 1.15). Other data comes from Rouxel [272]
and Jiao et al. [164]. Points represent neutron and ion irradiations on
austenitic alloys. In each case, the equivalent dose was larger than
10 dpa, after which a steady-state is expected. Among the various ex-

periments, dose rates varied between 10−7 − 10−3 dpa/s.
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Figure 5.13a shows the Frank loop number density for the different tempera-
tures superimposed on a plot from Zinkle et al. [159], which shows compiled
data from various neutron irradiations. The literature data points all com-
prise irradiations where doses of more than 10 dpa were reached, after which
the Frank loop population tends to stabilize. Data from Jiao et al. [164], com-
prising both neutron and heavy ion irradiations on 304 and 316 steels, and
Rouxel [272], comprising 2 MeV Fe-ion irradiations at higher temperatures
on model alloys, are also plotted in figure 5.13a. At the lower temperature
end, the results are broadly in agreement with the literature considering the
scatter. However, at 600 ◦C, the difference between the number density mea-
sured here and literature values amounts to 1-2 orders of magnitude. Such a
difference can not be explained on the basis of uncertainties on sample thick-
ness. While we report a higher number density than Rouxel at high temper-
ature, Rouxel reports higher number densities than the correlation by Zinkle
et al.. This suggests that high dose rates during ion irradiation keep the Frank
loop number density high at high temperature.

Figure 5.13b shows the average Frank loop size for the different temperatures
compared to the data from [272] and [164]. At the lower temperature end, our
results are in the middle of the literature data. At 600 ◦C, the loops are much
smaller than those measured by Rouxel. The most likely explanation for this
discrepancy is that Rouxel used a higher size cut-off or that he measured the
loops at lower magnification. This would also explain why he measured a
lower number density compared to our data. However, since we don’t have
a size distribution of Rouxel’s data, this remains speculation.

The total dislocation density due to loops ρl was estimated with the formula
ρl = πD̄Nd where ρl is in units of m−2, D̄ is the mean loop diameter in m,
Nd is the loop number density in m−3. ρl is compared to literature values in
figure 5.13c. In all irradiations conducted here, the loop dislocation density
appears stable around 1015 m−2. At low temperatures, it appears our data
is somewhat lower than the literature values. This is likely because at low
temperature there were a lot of small loops which were not clearly visible
and hence not counted. In section 5.6, we show with APT that the number of
solute clusters is much higher than the Frank loop number density reported
here; it is likely some of these clusters are very small Frank loops not visible
by diffraction contrast. The other authors probably used a smaller size cut-
off, yielding a higher Nd. At higher temperatures, the dislocation density is
substantially higher than would be predicted by the trend from Zinkle et al.
as well as much higher than Rouxel’s data. Hence, Rouxel’s larger loops do
not compensate for the lower number density.

A final metric of comparison is the fraction of atoms in loops xi,l. This can
be calculated with the formula xi,l = π(D̄/2)2Ndb where b is the burger
vector length in m (≈ 2 × 10−10 m for Frank loops on {111} planes). This
metric for the different temperatures is shown in figure 5.13d compared to
literature data. In our data, the fraction of interstitials in loops is very similar
for all irradiations conducted here: about 0.02-0.1% of atoms are contained in
interstitial loops. The literature data points from Jiao et al. at 300 ◦C shows a
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higher fraction, again probably because they used a smaller size cut-off. The
data around 450 ◦C is consistent with neighboring data, while the cluster of
data from Rouxel is substantially lower than our data.

To conclude, literature data on Frank loop sizes and number densities con-
tains a large scatter, making useful comparison with other authors difficult.
There is no standardized way of imaging and measuring the features, so dif-
ferent authors may use different size cut-offs and different imaging magnifi-
cations. Combined with a distribution that is highly skewed to smaller loops,
such differences strongly affect both mean and number density. A size distri-
bution is a more direct representation of the data and would provide a better
basis for qualitative comparison between authors. However, it is much more
difficult to correlate a size distribution with changes in mechanical proper-
ties.

5.5.4 Study on potential voids

Voids were expected to be only a minor microstructural feature after the ion
irradiations performed in this work. Compared to neutron irradiation, void
nucleation during ion irradiation is suppressed due to the injection of self
interstitials [293, 317], the possible increase in carbon concentration by beam
entrainment [313, 321] and the absence of fission gases such as helium [111,
322–324]. To simulate swelling with ion irradiations, dual ion irradiations
(He+heavy ion) or He pre-implantation tend to be used [195, 325–327].

However, voids can still form in these materials without helium implanta-
tion [272]. Therefore, the presence of voids was checked using the under-
focus Fresnel fringe contrast method [221, 328, 329]. Non-pressurized voids
have a negligible strain field surrounding them and they behave similarly to
weak phase objects (see chapter 2). This can be seen in equation 5.1 that de-
scribes the wave function exiting a specimen with a void at the origin, where
ψ(−→r ) is the wave function at a point −→r = (x, y) on the bottom surface of
the specimen, ψ0 is the wave function exiting the sample in the absence of
the void and ∆i is a function that describes a phase shift due to the difference
in potential inside the material V0 and inside the void V0,c. ∆i varies linearly
with this difference and with the local thickness of the void zc(

−→r ), but also
depends on the extinction distance ξg of the active reflection, and the devia-
tion parameter s. E0 is the acceleration voltage and k is the wave number of
the electrons. The equation is valid for thick samples with small voids where
zc < 0.1ξg.

ψ(−→r ) = ψ0(1 + i∆i(
−→r )) (5.1a)

∆i = −πzc(
−→r )

(
2(V0,c −V0)k

E0
− 1

ξg
√

1 + sξg

)
(5.1b)
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When the defocus ∆ f = 0, the intensity φφ∗ is unaffected by the void and
it is invisible. The contrast on the detector will be influenced by the defocus
through the CTF of the microscope. Simulations [330] show that underfocus
(∆ f < 0) produces a light dot with a dark fringe, while overfocus (∆ f > 0) re-
sults in a dark dot surrounded by a light fringe. Experimentally, underfocus
produces the best contrast, with a defocus between -0.5 to -1 µm generally
used. The position of the fringe is not affected by defocus but is affected by
the diffracting conditions [331]. In bright field under kinematical diffraction
conditions with s >> 0 and no strong reflections active, the center of the
fringe corresponds best to its size. Such imaging conditions were chosen in
this work to minimize contrast from other sources such as dislocations and
precipitates. Using this method, it appeared we found small voids in some
samples. An example image is shown in figure 5.14.

FIGURE 5.14: Suspected voids seen (using the Fresnel defocus tech-
nique with ∆ f = −2 µm) in the NHT sample irradiated at 600 ◦C. The
red arrows point to examples of suspected voids. The yellow arrow
points to a surface crater made by condensing the electron beam on the
surface of the sample, which shows similar contrast to the suspected

voids.

However, these suspected voids could also be an artifact induced by the FIB
preparation method of the samples. Surface craters produce identical con-
trast to cavities, and ion bombardment can create such craters [332]. For
example, in the top-left corner of figure 5.14 a surface crater can be seen from
condensing the electron beam on the sample. The feature shows a similar
contrast to the suspected voids. Not all areas in the irradiated layer showed
evidence of these voids, but this could be due to the localized effect of void
formation. We never found features that could be interpreted as cavities in
the non-irradiated part of the specimen, suggesting the features were indeed
introduced by the ion irradiation.

To distinguish unambiguously between surface cavities and voids, stereo
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analysis was attempted. Stereo images (∼8◦ apart) of a region showing sus-
pected voids are shown in figure 5.15. Above the images, the stage angles at
which the images were taken are indicated. The images have been rotated
such that the rotation axis is aligned with the image y-axis (along the long
side of the page). In the row below the images, the voids are represented by
small circles, to facilitate 3D viewing. Relaxing the eyes so that the images
are merged halfway reveals the relative 3D positioning of the features. The
3D illusion shows that the features appear concentrated at roughly two lev-
els of height (blue features are lower than red). This would suggests they are
surface cavities on both sides of the lamellae.

FIGURE 5.15: Stereo images of suspected voids seen (using the Fresnel
defocus technique with ∆ f = −2 µm) in the NHT sample irradiated at
600 ◦C. A 3D view can be obtained by relaxing your eyes so that the

images overlap in the center of your view.

In summary, the suspected voids warrant further investigation by making
a few additional FIB lamellae from the same samples. The stereo imaging
suggests the features are surface cavities, since features appear at two distinct
apparent heights. Contradicting this is that the features were never observed
in the non-irradiated parts of samples. Perhaps the irradiated layer is more
prone to form craters under the ion beam.

In case the features are indeed voids, we performed a rough counting and
sizing, with the results summarized in table 5.3. This was done manually on
about 100 voids, because there was no convenient automated way to detect
them. Only the top 1000 nm of the irradiated layer was considered for the
distribution to minimize any effect of the injected interstitials. The smallest
clearly detectable suspected void was about 3 nm in diameter. No suspected
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voids were found in the 300 ◦C irradiation condition, nor in the 450 ◦C NHT
and 600 ◦C HT conditions.

TABLE 5.3: Summary of void distributions in ion irradiated layers. Only
the top 1000 nm of the material was considered.

Irradiation temperature (◦C) 450 600
Condition NHT HT NHT HT
Mean radius (nm) / 4.0 ± 0.2 6.5 ± 1 /
Number density (1021 m−3) / 1.4 ± 0.3 7 ± 2 /
Volume fraction (%) / 0.039 ± 0.008 0.11 ± 0.04 /

If the features are voids, the void fraction in all cases is very small compared
to the embrittlement limit (see chapter 1). There is no obvious trend in void
populations between the different samples.

5.5.5 Defect cluster modeling with cluster dynamics

Cluster dynamics (CD) modeling was attempted to obtain further insights
into the Frank loop data. Because nucleation and growth of loops and voids
depends both on two types of mobile point defects, heuristic arguments are
often insufficient to properly describe the evolution of these microstructural
features. This is in contrast to thermal precipitation, where general rules of
thumb are that low temperatures promote nucleation while high tempera-
tures promote growth and coarsening. CD modeling attempts to take all the
interactions of point defects into consideration to describe the dynamics of
the microstructure. The added benefit of such a model is that predictions can
be made on the behavior at other dose rates. Therefore, this section will also
aim to extrapolate a few conclusions to neutron irradiation in a fast reactor.

Description of the model

CD modeling has been very successful in modeling of radiation defects, to
the point where semi-quantitative comparisons can be made. The basic prin-
ciple is that one aims to find the "concentration" of different point defect
cluster size classes, in this case different sizes of interstitial Frank loops.
CD modeling is a mean field technique, meaning that local environments
are assumed identical everywhere in the material and microstructural fea-
tures are assumed to be ’smeared out’ homogeneously throughout the vol-
ume. However, there have been efforts to extend the CD approach to a non-
homogeneous spatial grid in order to better describe processes with non-
homogeneous damage rate fields as is the case during ion irradiation [116,
333].

Despite hundreds of references describing CD model equations as well as the
codes in which they are implemented, no open source code was available to
try a quick calculation. Hence a hybrid model was developed here by com-
bining and tweaking models from Pokor et al. [115] and Jourdan et al. [116,
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176, 334], and applying significant simplifications. The code was developed
in Python by the author of this text.

For example, a major assumption we made is that vacancies do not cluster.
Hence, only interstitial dislocation loops are described. Voids were not a ma-
jor microstructural feature in the experiments, but Frank loops were. In ad-
dition, when we did include vacancy clustering in a more complex iteration
of the model, the effects on the interstitial loop population was negligible.
This is because the formation and growth of vacancy clusters happens on a
very different timescale than the clustering of interstitials, and is not signif-
icant below 40 dpa. By excluding vacancy clustering, the calculation time
was increased at least four-fold and up to ten-fold. Hence it is assumed all
vacancies remain mobile and only interact with interstitials and interstitial
loops.

The model is represented graphically in figure 5.16 and described here on
a basic level. A more detailed description is given in appendix B, which
includes the equations, constants and specifics on the solver.

FIGURE 5.16: The scheme describing the hybrid CD model to simulate
interstitial and vacancy clusters.

The model is comprised of a list of coupled differential equations, each de-
scribing the evolution in time of the concentration of loops containing n in-
terstitials Cn. The change in these concentrations is due to ’fluxes’ into and
out of the size classes, represented by arrows in 5.16. Gi represents the direct
production of defects via the cascade, while Lr represents the loss of loops
due to unfaulting or incorporation into the dislocation network. The growth
and shrinkage of loops is expressed by their absorption β and emission α of
point defects. For example, absorption of an interstitial on a loop of size n
will increase the loop size to n + 1. The probability of this event is propor-
tional to the concentration of interstitials Ci. The ’reaction rate constant’ βii
is a function of the loop size. The absorption of a vacancy decreases the loop
size, and is described by reaction rate constant βiv. It is assumed an inter-
stitial loop can not emit vacancies, i.e. αiv = 0. Since the model does not
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describe individual loops but rather the aggregate of loops of size n, β and α
represent absorption and emission probabilities.

Since loops are to be described up to multiple nm in size, the number of
equations explodes if each size class n has to be described. Therefore, for
large loop sizes a continuum approach is followed where concentration is as-
sumed to be a function of a continuous size variable x. This continuum can
then be discretized again at specific values of x, yielding a lot fewer equa-
tions. The Fokker-Planck continuum approach was followed in line with ref.
[116].

The equations for the point defects (size class n = 1) include a few additional
terms. In the production term, I represents the implantation of interstitials
due to the ion beam and Kth represents thermal production of vacancies. For
all simulations here, Kth and I were neglected. Point defects can mutually
recombine, expressed by the Kiv term, and annihilate at sinks. The sinks are
expressed in the Ks term and includes ’static’ sinks such as grain boundaries,
as well as ’dynamic’ sinks such as the entire loop population and the dislo-
cation network.

In principle the network dislocation density can be described by another
coupled differential equation as was done by Jourdan [176]. This approach
was tried but the solver could not converge to a solution when this equation
was included. Therefore, the network dislocation density ρn was set to the
’steady-state’ network dislocation density estimated from data in refs. [94,
159].

To summarize, the assumptions of the model are:

• Only single vacancies and interstitials can diffuse and interact with
clusters.

• Interstitials only cluster into Frank loops.

• Vacancies do not cluster.

• Frank loops can not emit vacancies.

• Sinks such as grain boundaries and dislocations can not be saturated.

• Frank loops are "lost" to the network dislocations when they intersect
with the network or another loop. This is described in a loss term.

• The network dislocation density is constant and equal to the steady-
state network density.

Simulation results

To start, the model was run at six different conditions: at the three irradi-
ation temperatures 300 ◦C, 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C for the dose rates 2 × 10−4

and 1× 10−6 dpa/s (representing heavy ion and fast reactor irradiation, re-
spectively). Each was run up to 40 dpa, hence the high dose rate was run
up to 2 × 105 s while the low dose rate was run up to 4 × 107 s. For all
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conditions, a steady state network dislocation density was assumed, with a
density 6 × 1014 m−2. Even though the network dislocation density is ex-
pected to be lower at higher temperatures, we left this parameter constant
to facilitate comparison between irradiation conditions. The influence of the
network dislocation density was studied separately.

(A) Log-log plot showing the time evolution of the concentration of different cluster size
classes over time. Each line represents a size class. In the legend, ni stands for the cluster

class containing n interstitials. The dashed line represents the vacancy concentration.

(B) Log-log plot showing the evolution of the size distribution (histogram) over time. Each
line represents the value of all size classes at a particular time; lines more to the right repre-

sent longer times.

FIGURE 5.17: The solution to the CD model for the 300 ◦C, 2 ×
10−4 dpa/s condition.

The model yields as a solution a very large matrix with rows representing
the microstructure at different points in time and columns representing the
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concentration of each size class as it evolves over time. Two ways of repre-
senting this matrix are shown for one example (300 ◦C, 2× 10−4 dpa/s) in
figure 5.17b, where 5.17a shows the time evolution of different cluster classes
and 5.17b shows the size distribution (histogram) after different irradiation
times. Both plots are on log-log scales as this best illustrates how all the dif-
ferent size classes and the distribution evolve over time. Larger size classes
take more time to grow from smaller size classes, so the distribution spreads
out over time. In the example, the distribution reaches a steady-state rather
fast: already after∼1 s the concentration of clusters of 100 interstitials reaches
steady state, after 100 s there is no more noticeable difference between the en-
tire distribution compared to the distribution after 2× 105 s. Hence, for all
practical purposes, the population as a whole reaches a steady-state very fast.
This is because ever larger size classes grow to ever smaller steady-state con-
centrations, something that was common to all simulation conditions. The
kink in the curves of figure 5.17b reveals where the discrete description is
coupled to the continuum approximation. Similar plots can be made using
the loop size in units of nm instead of in number of interstitials. The number
of interstitials in a loop n is related to the loop radius r in nm via n ≈ 73r2.

FIGURE 5.18: Log-log size distributions (histograms) after 40 dpa for
the six irradiation conditions modeled by CD. A steady-state network
dislocation density of 6× 1014 m−2 is assumed for all conditions. Lower
temperatures show a larger number density of loops, and a lower dose

rate decreases decreases the number density.

Since a steady-state is reached very quickly, the different irradiation condi-
tions are best compared by this steady state. The log-log size distributions at
40 dpa for the different modeled conditions are shown in figure 5.18. All size
distributions are quite similar in shape, but with increasing temperature the
concentration of all loops drops dramatically. Except for in the very begin-
ning of the distribution, the size distributions uniformly decrease going to-
wards larger sizes, which was also observed experimentally. The lower dose
rate also shows decreased loop concentrations over the whole size range, and
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this effect seems more important at higher temperatures. The sharp drop in
concentration at higher temperatures, can be attributed to the increased net
flux to higher size classes due to changes in interstitial and vacancy mobility.
However, clusters at higher sizes have a higher probability of ’annihilating’
by interaction. Hence, overall the number density drops.

FIGURE 5.19: Log-log calculated size distributions (histograms) of
Frank loops after irradiation at 600 ◦C, 2 × 10−4 dpa/s up to 40 dpa
with different steady-state network dislocation densities. As the net-
work density is decreased, the loop sizes and concentrations increase.

The general shape and sharp drop of the curve for larger cluster sizes was
most influenced by the loss term and hence the network dislocation density.
Figure 5.19 shows the calculated steady state (40 dpa) size distribution af-
ter irradiation at 600 ◦C at 2× 10−4 dpa/s, calculated for different network
dislocation densities. As the dislocation density is decreased, the number of
loops tends to increase and they grow to larger sizes. Larger loops have a
much higher probability than small loops of interacting with dislocations or
other loops. As the network density is decreased, the loops are able to grow
longer unimpeded. Without any loss terms, ignoring all loop and dislocation
interaction, the simulation resulted in size distributions widened by several
orders of magnitude. Hence, the network dislocation density effectively lim-
its the achievable sizes and hence strongly defines the steady state.

From the distributions in figure 5.18, average size and total number density
were calculated assuming that only clusters larger than 4 nm in diameter
can be observed. These values are compared to the experimental values in
figure 5.20. The average sizes estimated by the model match reasonably well
with the data. All modeled conditions except one have the same average
diameter, which shows that the size distribution is most strongly defined by
the network dislocation density. However, the calculated number densities
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FIGURE 5.20: Mean size and total number density of interstitial Frank
loops larger than 4 nm in diameter after different irradiation conditions,
comparing experimental values measured by TEM and theoretical val-
ues calculated from the distributions in figure 5.18 (40 dpa simulated).
The steady-state mean size is reasonably well predicted, the total num-
ber density is strongly underestimated. The legend applies to both fig-

ures.

strongly underestimate the observed number densities by multiple orders of
magnitude

Hence, the predictive power of the model is very limited. While the network
dislocation density strongly influences the size distribution and thereby both
the total number density and average size, the experimental results could
not be matched only by changing this parameter. At 600 ◦C, decreasing ρn
results in the average loop size quickly exceeding the experimental value
while the number density remains a significant underestimation. Therefore,
other parameters in the model that influence absorption and emission rates
β and α, should be adjusted to achieve a better match with the experiments.

The model does illustrate some trends that can help to explain part of the ex-
perimental results. Higher temperatures promote recovery, which results in
a lower network density; this allows loops to grow to greater sizes. However,
at the high dose rates of ion irradiation loop creation rate is higher compared
to neutron irradiation, so the network dislocation density remains higher up
to higher temperatures from loops joining the network. Hence, we might
have a higher steady-state dislocation density at 600 ◦C compared to neutron
irradiation, which might explain why the differences between the Frank loop
populations at 600 ◦C and 450 ◦C are only very minor.

In the model, there is nothing that could explain the differences observed be-
tween the HT and NHT materials. The HT material generally showed larger
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loops and slightly decreased total number density compared to the NHT ma-
terial after all irradiations. Different mechanisms could be at play simultane-
ously.

First of all, the initial dislocation network structure could explain the differ-
ences in the size distributions. This is illustrated by the diagram in figure
5.21. After the initial heat treatment, the dislocation structure is less homoge-
neous compared to the network in the pristine material. Before irradiation,
the network in the NHT material is quite dense. Also, the dislocations are
probably quite mobile at elevated temperatures compared to the dislocations
in the HT material. In the HT material, the dislocations are less uniformly
distributed, they are pinned by TiC, and they may be dissociated. Hence the
dislocations are less mobile and more clustered. In addition, some recovery
has taken place and the overall density is decreased. These factors might
increase the probability of Frank loops to grow to larger sizes before they
encounter another dislocation and join the network. However, this does not
explain any differences in number density, because a lower network dislo-
cation density in the NHT material should result in a higher loop number
density.

FIGURE 5.21: Proposed effect of the heat treatment on the initial dislo-
cation structure, and the subsequent effect on the Frank loop population
after irradiation. There are larger ’gaps’ in the HT dislocation network,
permitting the formation of larger loops compared to the NHT material.

The loop population can also be affected by differences in sinks strengths
and biases in the material. Section 5.6 deals with precipitates and radiation
induced segregation, and it was found there are quite a few differences be-
tween the different samples in this regard. Precipitates are sinks but they
were ignored in the point defect balances of the CD model. These sinks could
influence the concentration of both vacancies and interstitials, which in turn
influences the entire clustering chain.
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The CD model comprises a large system of stiff coupled non-linear differ-
ential equations that require many input parameters of which many are not
well known. Slight changes to some of these parameters has a large influ-
ence on the evolution of the system. For the simulations here, values were
taken from literature and only general trends were interpreted. Further de-
velopment of the model could be envisioned by including vacancy clusters,
including additional sinks such as precipitates, and including mobile clus-
ters. Furthermore, for higher predictive power, sensitivity analyses on all
parameters should be performed and parameters should be tuned to the re-
sults.

5.6 Element redistribution and precipitation

As explained in chapter 1, irradiation of materials results in a multitude of co-
dependent microstructural and microchemical changes. This section focuses
on the redistribution of elements found in the samples due to irradiation in-
duced processes and the resulting formation of precipitated phases. The re-
sults in this section are split on the basis of microstructural similarity. First
we discuss the APT and TEM results from the 300 ◦C irradiation condition.
Then we discuss the results from the 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C conditions, with the
results for APT and TEM discussed separately. Size distributions, number
densities, and compositions of precipitated phases are estimated. The results
are compared with models from the literature.

5.6.1 Irradiation temperature: 300 ◦C

FIGURE 5.22: The irradiated layer in the HT sample irradiated at 300 ◦C,
imaged in DF with g = (200)TiC 10◦ away from the [011̄] zone axis,
shows a complete absence of TiC nanoprecipitates. The denuded zone
corresponds well with the predicted dose profile in figure 5.2. The sam-
ple also shows a primary TiC particle with a 200 nm diameter located
at the edge of the irradiated layer, with a nanoprecipitate denuded zone

of 70 nm surrounding it; this is due to the ageing, not the irradiation.
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After irradiation at the lowest temperature, the irradiated layer was void of
small precipitates both in the HT and NHT condition. Figure 5.22 shows a
composite DF image using the g002 of TiC in the HT sample. The irradiated
layer is deprived of any TiC precipitates, indicating that for these irradia-
tion conditions TiC is dissolved. In the NHT condition no precipitates were
present in the bulk nor in the irradiated layer, and the DF images do not
show any interesting contrast for these imaging conditions. Hence, under
irradiation at 300 ◦C TiC appears unstable. No evidence was found of other
precipitating phases in the irradiated layer.

FIGURE 5.23: Ion and voxel maps of C, Ti, Si and Ni in the HT and NHT
sample after irradiation at 300 ◦C. For better visibility of the Si and Ni
clusters, half of respective ion maps also show 4% and 25% isosurfaces.
In the NHT sample, an elongated cluster is pointed out by an arrow,

indicating the presence of a matrix dislocation.

Figure 5.23 shows overview ion and voxel maps of C, Ti, Si and Ni from two
APT measurements, one from the HT and one from the NHT material. The
microstructures in the HT and the NHT sample look very similar. The re-
sults confirm that there is no more obvious TiC clustering in the irradiated
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layer. Instead, correlated clustering is observed in the Ni and Si ion maps.
Some clusters are small and sphere or disc shaped, while other clusters are
more elongated and networked. The elongated features are indicative of seg-
regation to network dislocations, whereas the small clusters are indicative of
segregation to agglomerations of point defects formed under irradiation such
as dislocation loops. An example of a possible elongated cluster is pointed
out in figure 5.23, and more examples are shown further.

The behavior of Cr and Fe is best investigated using ion maps from a slice of
the samples, because in 3D there are too many ions to clearly show segrega-
tion. Figure 5.24 shows ion maps from a 5 nm slice of sample R33_06656; (a)
shows that where Si and Ni are enriched, Cr and Fe are depleted. This is in
line with the expected radiation induced segregation behavior in austenitic
stainless steels (see chapter 1). A detailed zoom of this slice showing only Ti,
C and Si is shown in figure 5.24 (b). It shows that Ti clusters do not appear
enriched in C, and that most Si clusters coincide with Ti clusters.

FIGURE 5.24: Ion maps from a 5 nm thick slice of sample R33_06656. (a)
Overview showing major elements Si, Ni, Cr and Fe. (b) Close up of a
few clusters showing Si, Ti and C. To show that the Ti clusters correlate
with the Si clusters, they are shown separately and circled. Ti clusters
do not appear strongly enriched with C. Not all Si clusters show strong

Ti enrichment.

Showing enrichment or depletion with ion maps for minor and trace ele-
ments that do not partition strongly is challenging. For this purpose, a quan-
tification of local composition was deemed more appropriate. The geome-
try of dislocations, loops and other point defect clusters yield cylindrical or
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spherical RIS composition profiles, so proxigrams were deemed most suit-
able to investigate the compositional variation across these features. The
proxigram in figure 5.25 was constructed from 4 at% Si isosurfaces in the
HT sample seen in figure 5.23. For this proxigram, all surfaces were taken
into consideration to minimize statistical noise, so the plot yields an average
over all features. We term these proxigrams over multiple features aggregate
proxigrams. Due to the various shapes and sizes of features, the composition
profiles can vary substantially between clusters. Therefore, this aggregate
proxigram should be considered rather as a qualitative indication of whether
certain elements enrich or deplete on average, not as a true composition pro-
file representative of any one feature. The figure shows that on average Ni,
Ti, P, C and B are co-enriched with Si, whereas Fe, Cr, Mn, Mo and V are
depleted. Hence, while not obvious from the ion maps, it appears on aver-
age C does enrich together with Ti inside the Si clusters. The composition
profiles do not level off at positive distance values, suggesting that these en-
richments do not contain a separate phase. However, the possibility that the
clusters are very small secondary phase particles that overlap with the matrix
due to trajectory aberrations can not be excluded.

FIGURE 5.25: Proxigram from all 4 at% Si isosurfaces in the R33_06656
measurement (HT material). The concentration at negative distances
tend towards the bulk composition: for comparison, the large mark-
ers show the bulk concentration measured by APT in the pristine non-
irradiated steel (see table 3.3). The positive distance values give an in-

dication of the compositional evolution inside the Si clusters.

Other APT measurements were treated the same way and the aggregate
proxigrams looked very similar. To illustrate the similarity, figure 5.26 shows
the average enrichment factors, or relative enrichment, estimated from the
proxigrams of these different measurements. The enrichment factor of an el-
ement represents the ratio between its concentration near a defect and its con-
centration in the bulk. For different elements, this enrichment factor varies by
multiple orders of magnitude, therefore the y-axis is logarithmic. An enrich-
ment factor of 1 indicates the concentration profile is flat, and there is neither
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enrichment nor depletion. An enrichment factor >1 indicates the element is
enriched while <1 indicates the element is depleted. On this scale, an element
that is enriched by a factor of 2 shows a bar the same height above 1 as a bar
below 1 for an element depleted by a factor of 0.5. Hence, the longest bars
represent the strongest relative segregation behavior. Since the proxigram
does not level off, the concentration at the defect, which we will also call the
sink concentration, was undefined. Therefore, it was somewhat arbitrarily
defined at the distance 1.5 nm to provide a consistent means of comparison.
In general, all measurements show the same trends in enrichment and there
is no clear distinction between the NHT and HT condition. This suggests the
preliminary heat treatment has little to no effect on the final microstructure
after irradiation at these conditions. Differences between measurements are
rather due to sampling. Si and P appear to segregate strongest, followed by
Ti and Ni.

FIGURE 5.26: Average enrichment factors, representing Ci,1.5 nm/Ci,bulk,
for different elements i estimated from the aggregate proxigrams con-
structed from 4 at% Si isosurfaces in different APT measurements (see
legend). Ci,1.5 nm was estimated from the aggregate proxigram compo-
sition at 1.5 nm. Diffferent samples are labeled with a unique identifier

given in the legend.

Compared to the other samples, sample R33_06703 showed some outliers
such as the very low Ti enrichment. This sample showed evidence of a large
boundary and a cluster depleted zone on both sides as can be seen in figure
5.27. As shown in (a), a network dislocation (evidenced by the cylindrical
enrichment) is aligned with the boundary, suggesting the boundary is likely a
twin on a {111} plane. In this case, the boundary should be flat, but it appears
distorted due to artifacts introduced by the reconstruction procedure; the
dislocation shows the same curvature when viewed sideways. Figure 5.27 (b)
shows a more detailed ion map of a slice through the boundary. Si and Ni are
strongly enriched but this does not appear to be the case for Ti. Because the Si
isosurface from the boundary is very large, it contributes disproportionately
to the aggregate proxigram for this sample, hence the Ti enrichment factor
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is low for this sample. A composition profile through the boundary, using
a cylindrical ROI, is shown in 5.27 (c). At the boundary, Si, Ni, and P are
enriched and Fe, Cr, Mn and Mo are depleted as is the case for intragranular
clusters. The opposite is true for Ti, suggesting Ti clustering is not purely
an effect of RIS. Using this line-profile approach, the counting statistics were
insufficient to draw strong conclusions on minor elements such as C, B and
V, although it did appear B was slightly enriched at the boundary.

FIGURE 5.27: (a) Sample R33_06703 Si ion map with 4% Si isosurface
showing a Si enriched boundary. Network dislocations lie parallel to
the boundary suggesting the boundary may be a mechanical twin. The
boundary shows a cluster depleted zone of about 20 nm, marked with
arrows. (b) A detailed ion map of a slice through the boundary, show-
ing Si and Ni enrichment but no Ti enrichment. (c) The composition
profile across the boundary. The large markers correspond to the bulk

concentration measured by APT in the pristine non-irradiated steel.

Proxigrams and line profiles of small individual Si clusters were also investi-
gated. In general, spherical clusters showed steeper profiles than cylindrical
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clusters, which is inherent to the respective geometries. No consistent differ-
ences were found between clusters in the NHT or HT materials. Some clus-
ters showed Ti enrichment, while others did not, and this seemed unrelated
to the cluster geometry.

The number density of the clusters, serving as a proxy for dislocation loop
number density, was estimated in two ways. In the first method, the num-
ber of volumes enclosed in the 4 at% Si isosurfaces were counted. Results
are summarized in table 5.4. Surfaces that did not encompass a closed vol-
ume define a cluster at the boundary of the sample and were counted as only
half a cluster. An approximate cluster volume fraction fv was also estimated
by counting all the atoms enclosed by the isosurfaces and dividing by the
total number of atoms in the measurement. The total volume of the needle
was estimated by the convex hull approach implemented in 3Depict. The
uncertainty on the volume was taken to be 10%, in line with the variation
in the number of atoms/volume between the different samples due to the
uncertainty in the reconstruction parameters. It is not always clear whether
a large cluster corresponds to a number of closely spaced isolated clusters
or whether it is an elongated dislocation part of the network dislocations.
All clusters were counted even though some correspond to network disloca-
tions, since there was no robust way of separating the different classes. This
method only captures the somewhat larger clusters of at least a few hundred
atoms.

TABLE 5.4: Si cluster number densities in material ion irradiated at
300 ◦C estimated from the 4% Si isosurfaces in different APT samples

Condition Sample Volume Si clusters Number density fv
105 nm3 1023 m−3 %

NHT R33_06702 5.1± 0.5 184 3.6± 0.4 3.4
R33_06703 1.7± 0.2 22.5 1.3± 0.1 5.0
R33_06998 1.3± 0.1 40 3.1± 0.3 4.5

HT R33_06656 4.1± 0.4 135 3.3± 0.3 3.5
R33_06640 0.8± 0.1 15 1.9± 0.2 1.9

The second method to estimate the number density was counting the number
of clusters found with the KNN clustering algorithm (see chapters 2 and 3).
In the clustering algorithm, Si was used as core element and a 10 atom cluster
size cut-off was used. To our knowledge, there is no standardized way of se-
lecting optimal parameters for the clustering algorithm. Here, we estimated
them from the nearest neighbor statistics as demonstrated in figure 5.28.

First, a subset of Si atoms are defined as clustered (core) when their 10th
nearest Si atom is within a certain distance. The histogram of the distance to
the 10th nearest Si atom from each Si atom is shown in figure 5.28(a). It is
calculated for the measurement and for a random solid solution. In the ran-
dom solid solution, a nearly Gaussian distribution of distances is expected
with a mean around 1.7 nm. The measurement shows a nearly bimodal dis-
tribution, with peaks on both sides of the Gaussian. This means that a subset
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FIGURE 5.28: Demonstration of the parameter estimation for the KNN
clustering algorithm in the R33_06702 sample. (a) The histogram and
(b) the cumulative histogram of distances from each Si atom to its 10th
nearest neighbor are used to determine the core classification distance.
(c) The histogram and (d) the cumulative histogram of distances from
each core atom to its nearest core atom are used to determine the core
linking distance. In a similar way the bulk link distance is chosen. (e)
The resulting ion map showing only the clusters each with a uniquely

identifying color.

of Si atoms is more closely spaced than expected in a random solid solution,
while the leftover Si is more widely spaced. The cumulative distributions
are shown in figure 5.28(b), and they express the probability that a Si atom
has a 10th nearest Si neighbor within a certain distance. Hence, to determine
whether an Si atom belongs to a cluster, a distance must be selected that min-
imizes detection of random clustering expected in solid solution, but maxi-
mizes the detection in the measurement. We set this classification distance
where the probability of finding a 10th nearest Si neighbor within this dis-
tance by chance is ∼5%. In this case, this distance is around 1.4-1.5 nm. A
slightly improved core classification can be obtained by doing this exercise
for a higher order neighbor than 10, but this also increases the calculation
time. The distance below which these core ions must be linked, or classified
into the same cluster, depends on their 1st nearest neighbor statistics. These
are shown in figures 5.28(c) and (d). Since all core ions should be part of a
cluster, we select the smallest distance where almost all core ions are linked
to their nearest neighbors, in this case ∼1 nm. Choosing larger link distances
will increase the probability that closely spaced clusters are grouped into one
cluster. Bulk link distance is chosen based on a similar argument as the core
link distance and 0.5 nm was selected. For the erosion distance, 0.4 nm was
selected. Figure 5.28(e) shows the result of the clustering algorithm with
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these parameters, with each cluster given a unique color. Unfortunately,
some clusters are closely spaced and are grouped into one cluster by core
linking. An additional disadvantage of the clustering routine we used is that
the clusters on the edge of the sample can not be distinguished from clusters
in the bulk of the sample. This leads to an overestimation of the number den-
sity. The main advantage of the method is that even the very small clusters
can be detected. Results for the KNN clustering in different needles are sum-
marized in table 5.5. The volume fraction of the clusters was estimated from
the ratio of atoms in the clusters and the total number of atoms in the sample.

TABLE 5.5: Si cluster number densities in material ion irradiated at
300 ◦C estimated from different APT samples using the KNN technique.
The parameters used were: core classify distance of 1.5 nm, core link dis-
tance of 1 nm, bulk link distance of 0.5 nm, erosion distance of 0.4 nm,

minimum cluster size of 10 atoms.

Condition Sample Volume Si clusters Number density fv
105 nm3 1023 m−3 %

NHT R33_06702 5.1± 0.5 293 5.7± 0.6 1.7
R33_06703 1.7± 0.2 56 3.3± 0.3 2.4
R33_06998 1.3± 0.1 88 6.8± 0.7 2.3

HT R33_06656 4.1± 0.4 231 5.6± 0.6 1.7
R33_06640 0.8± 0.1 41 5.1± 0.5 1.2

The results in table 5.5 and 5.4 are very similar. The number density tends
to be about two times higher in the KNN method due to the detection of
small clusters and the inability to detect whether clusters are on the edge of
the sample. Hence, we suspect the KNN method is an overestimation of the
cluster number density, while the isosurface method is an underestimation
of the true cluster density. Both methods show that there is no significant dif-
ference between the clusters in the NHT and HT condition; both conditions
show a cluster density around 3− 7× 1023 m−3. The volume fraction is larger
in the isosurface method, indicating more atoms were included in the clus-
ters. A larger core classification distance and a smaller erosion distance also
increases the number of atoms included in the clusters found by the KNN
method. Since the clusters likely don’t represent a separate phase, this met-
ric should only be interpreted as a qualitative means of comparison. Sample
R33_06703 is an outlier due to the included boundary and cluster depleted
zone.

Constructing size distributions of clusters was not attempted mostly due to
the uncertainty on the proper threshold for what constitutes the end of the
cluster, but some isolated features are in the same size range as the Frank
loops measured by TEM in section 5.5.1.

From these results, it can be concluded that for the chosen irradiation condi-
tions at 300 ◦C, TiC nanoprecipitates are not stable irrespective of the initial
microstructure. If they were initially present, they are redissolved. If they
were not present they do not form. The most prominent feature of the mi-
crostructure are clusters of Ni, Si, P, and B probably due to RIS near sinks such
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as dislocations. Fe, Cr, Mn, and Mo are depleted in these areas. The levels of
enrichment are insufficient to form other precipitating phases, though some
clusters approach the Ni3Si (γ′-phase) stoichiometry. However, no evidence
of this phase was found in TEM. Ti also clusters under these irradiation con-
ditions, but it appears to be a separate process from RIS as not all Si clusters
are enriched with Ti. A possible twin boundary was strongly enriched with
Ni and Si, but not Ti. The small Ti clusters could point to the first stages of
TiC nucleation, but growth is inhibited by cascade dissolution. Evidence for
this is that some clusters also appeared enriched with C from the proxigrams,
and all aggregate proxigrams showed a slight uptick in Cr at greater depth
(see figure 5.25). By RIS, these elements are expected to deplete, but they both
participate in the formation of TiC, which would explain their enrichment. A
very small nucleus of TiC could also act as a sink, which would explain the
co-clustering of Ti and Si.

5.6.2 Irradiation temperatures: 450 and 600 ◦C

Irradiation at 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C also leads to Ni and Si enrichment in parts
of the microstructure as was the case in 300 ◦C. The main difference with
irradiation at 300 ◦C, is that this leads to the formation of Ni-Si phases that
were detected both by APT and TEM. In addition, in all the samples TiC was
detected. The various samples irradiated at 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C differ mostly
by the size, number density and volume fraction of features. Hence they are
treated in the same section. First the APT results are discussed, then the TEM
results.

APT

Figure 5.29 shows ion and voxel maps for C, Ti, Si and Ni for the HT and NHT
condition after irradiation at 450 ◦C. Both the HT and NHT condition show
similar features but the NHT condition shows smaller and more numerous
features. Si and Ni are strongly clustered, but these clusters are larger than
at 300 ◦C. Ti also clusters with Ni and Si as pointed out by a few green ar-
rows. These clusters do not appear enriched in C. In contrast to the 300 ◦C
condition, there are Ti and C clusters present both in the HT and the NHT
condition, indicating that TiC is formed under irradiation. A few examples
are marked with red arrows. In the HT sample, the carbides tend to be rather
spherical and smaller than the Ni-Si clusters. The latter appear to be more ir-
regularly shaped and tend towards discs, suggesting they may have formed
on dislocation loops.

Figure 5.30 shows ion maps for a 5 nm cross section of sample R21_10355.
TiC clusters are circled with red, Ti-Ni-Si clusters are circled with green. Both
types of clusters appear depleted in Fe and Cr. Detailed ion maps of each
type of cluster are shown in the inset. As can be seen in the overview and
detail map, Si and Ni enrich mostly at the interface of the TiC clusters. The
Ni-Si-Ti cluster appears rather homogeneous, and shows an abrupt depletion
in Cr and Fe. This suggests these are a precipitated phase. The particles also
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FIGURE 5.29: Ion and voxel maps of C, Ti, Si and Ni in HT and NHT
samples after irradiation at 450 ◦C. The ion maps also show 4 at%, 2 at%,
4 at% and 25 at% isosurfaces, respectively. Two types of clusters are
observed, small C and Ti clusters (a few examples pointed out with red
arrows) and somewhat Ni-Si-Ti clusters (a few examples pointed out
with green arrows). The NHT microstructure appears finer, with more

but smaller features.

contain Mn, and show an Mn depleted layer around them as evidenced by
the ion map showing only Mn. The presence of Mn in the clusters suggests
these may be precipitates of G-phase (see chapter 1).
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FIGURE 5.30: Ion maps of a 5 nm section of sample R21_10355. The
Ti-C and Si-Ni-Ti clusters are circled with red and green respectively.
Two detailed ion maps are also shown of either type of cluster. The
TiC clusters are enriched with Si and Ni on the interface. The Si-Ni-Ti
clusters appear to be a separate phase containing Mn. The Mn ion map
of the precipitate shows enrichment inside the particle and a depleted
layer surrounding the particle. These features are marked with dashed

lines.

FIGURE 5.31: (a) Si segregation is associated with C clusters. There are
a few indications of individual Si clusters that can be associated with
dislocation structures. (b) Larger individual Si clusters are enriched in

Mn.

These conclusions are also illustrated by isosurfaces in 5.31. The 4 at% Si
surfaces are often attached to C isosurfaces, as shown in 5.31 (a), suggesting
Si enrichment in the vicinity. In fact, most Si enrichments appear associated
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with carbides, though some enrichments that can be attributed to network
dislocations are also indicated. The large Si-Ni-Ti clusters appear indepen-
dent of the TiC clusters. The 4 at% Mn isosurface in figure 5.31 (b) shows
that these clusters are indeed enriched in Mn. Large stand-alone Si-Ni clus-
ters were always enriched in Mn, indicative of G-phase. Mn enrichment is
somewhat remarkable, since Mn generally diffuses away from sinks due to
RIS.

FIGURE 5.32: Voxel maps of C, Ti, Cr, Si, Ni and Mn after irradia-
tion of the HT material at 600 ◦C. Results from four different samples
are presented, showing the microstructure is highly inhomogeneous.
Three main features are identified: C-Ti-Cr clusters corresponding to
TiC phase, Ti-Si-Ni-Mn clusters corresponding to G-phase, and Ti-Si-Ni
clusters which could be the beginning of G-phase. Each is labeled with

different colored arrows.
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Qualitatively, results for the 600 ◦C irradiation were similar, but features ap-
peared more coarse especially in the HT material. Figure 5.32 shows voxel
maps for different elements in different APT samples from the 600 ◦C HT
condition. Ti-C-Cr enrichments and Ti-Si-Ni-Mn enrichments can be ob-
served, corresponding to TiC and G-phase respectively. There are also Ti-
Ni-Si enrichments that do not appear enriched in Mn, which could be a sep-
arate Ni-Si phase or a G-phase nucleus. The different features are pointed
out by different colored arrows. Both the carbides and G-phase appear more
coarse and sparse than in the 450 ◦C irradiation condition. As before, TiC
particles are enriched with Si and Ni on the surface. At this temperature,
these enrichments can be sufficient to form G-phase evidenced by Mn en-
richment, as shown in figure 5.32 (d). As long as the enrichment of Ni and
Si stays below a certain level, Mn does not appear to co-enrich. An exam-
ple is the shell around the TiC particles in figure 5.32 (a). Some features that
look like dislocations also appear to be enriched in Si, as seen in figure 5.32
(b). In figure 5.32 (c) the carbides appear particularly large and aligned along
parallel planes, suggesting this sample captured a twin decorated with large
carbides. The boundary can also be noticed by the Cr and Mn depletion over
the whole width of the sample.

FIGURE 5.33: C, Ti, Si, Ni, Cr, Fe and Mn ion maps of a slice of a sample
from the 600 ◦C NHT condition. Ti-C clusters and Ti-Ni-Si clusters can

be observed, as well as one G-phase particle.

The ion maps of a slice from the 600 ◦C NHT condition are shown in fig-
ure 5.33. The same features as have been described before can be seen. In
this sample, only one small G-phase particle is present, pointed out with the
green arrow. The enrichment of Mn in the G-phase is very obvious in this
map.

It seems that G-phase particles have multiple formation mechanisms. Figure
5.34 shows some detailed ion maps of slices through G-phase and carbide
particles. Figure 5.34(a) shows a G-phase particle in the center which does
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FIGURE 5.34: Detailed ion maps of G-phase particles in cross section.
(a) In the center, a stand-alone G-phase particle not attached to any car-
bides. Yellow arrows point to TiC clusters that appear to have been
infiltrated by Si and Ni. These clusters could be in the process of con-
verting to G-phase. (b) G-phase particles growing on the interface of a

TiC particle.

not seem attached or otherwise associated with an carbide particle. Possi-
bly this particle grew on a dislocation loop. Alternatively, the yellow arrows
point to carbides that appear to be infiltrated by Si and Ni, clusters that could
potentially transform to G-phase. This looks as if G-phase forms by ’feeding’
on the TiC precipitates. On the other hand, some G-phase particles grow di-
rectly on TiC clusters without destroying the TiC, as shown in figure 5.34(b).
The Mn depleted layer around the G-phase cluster is also apparent in this
image.

Figures 5.35 and 5.36 show aggregate proxigrams from C and Si isosurfaces
respectively from different samples. A high concentration Si was selected so
that only the G-phase clusters are encompassed. The proxigrams are shifted
so that the inflexion point roughly aligns with 0, to provide for easier com-
parison. Qualitatively, the equivalent proxigrams in different samples look
similar. The plateau at distances > 0 suggests the clusters tend towards a
rather stable composition in their interior, indicating they are indeed precip-
itated phases. This was not the case for the clusters at dislocations in the
300 ◦C irradiated condition (see figure 5.25). The carbides are enriched in Cr,
Ti, Mo, V and B. The peak in the Si and Ni profiles show that the interface
of the carbides is enriched with these elements, as was shown in the ion and
voxel maps. Mn, Fe, and Cr are depleted near the surface. The proxigram
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(A) Proxigram from the 4 at% C iso-
surface in the 450 ◦C HT condition

(sample R21_10355).

(B) Proxigram from the 10 at% C iso-
surfaces in the 600 ◦C HT condition

(sample R33_06694).

FIGURE 5.35: Proxigrams from selected C isosurfaces in the 450 ◦C and
600 ◦C conditions. Plots are shifted such that the interface inflection

points are aligned with zero.

(A) Proxigram from the 20 at% Si
isosurface in the 450 ◦C HT condi-

tion (sample R21_10355).

(B) Proxigram from the 12 at% Si
isosurface in the 600 ◦C HT condi-

tion (sample R33_06695).

FIGURE 5.36: Proxigrams from selected Si isosurfaces in the 450 ◦C and
600 ◦C conditions. Plots are shifted such that the interface inflection

point is aligned with zero.

gives an average estimate of the enrichment near the carbides, but not the
entire surface of the carbides was equally enriched as shown in figure 5.31
(a). Figure 5.36 shows that the silicides are enriched in Ni, Si, Mn, Ti and
slightly in P. The Mn profile shows a dip, indicative of the depleted layer
shown in figure 5.30. Proxigrams from the NHT condition were not shown,
but they also look very similar in terms of trends in composition.

There are a few differences between the proxigrams from different condi-
tions in figures 5.35 and 5.36. For the carbides, RIS at the interface ap-
pears aggravated in the 600 ◦C condition, with higher increases of Ni and
Si, stronger depletion of Cr and Fe, and wider concentration profiles. For
the G-phase at 600 ◦C, the dip in Mn concentration near the surface appears
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deeper than after irradiation at 450 ◦C. In addition, the G-phase particle in
sample R33_06695 contains some Mo, and it also appears slightly enriched in
C though the C profile is not shown here.

In order to compare the severity of RIS to carbide interfaces, we estimate
what we will term here the excess of segregating elements in the different ir-
radiation conditions. The excess is the area under the proxigram curve above
the bulk composition and is expressed in at%·nm, as illustrated in figure 5.37.
These values were calculated for Ni and Si, and are summarized in table 5.6.

FIGURE 5.37: Illustration of excess solute segregated to interface. The
excess quantity we estimate is the red area under the proxigram curve

above the bulk composition.

TABLE 5.6: Excess of Ni and Si

Temperature Condition Sample Si excess Ni excess
(◦C) (at%·nm) (at%·nm)
450 NHT R21_10372 10 32

HT R21_10355 8 24
600 NHT R56_02293 10 31

HT R33_06694 21 65

The Si and Ni excess in all conditions have a ratio very close to 1:3. In most
of the samples, the excess is around 10 for Si and 30 for Ni. For the 600 ◦C HT
condition this is doubled, which is consistent with the coarser microstructure
in this sample.

The composition of carbides and silicides was estimated by analyzing the
composition of ions contained inside 10 at% C isosurfaces and 20 at% Si iso-
surfaces respectively. The results are shown in tables 5.7 and 5.8 for carbides
and silicides respectively. These high concentration isosurfaces capture only
the centers of clusters, in order to avoid the effect of matrix overlap by trajec-
tory aberrations. The mass spectrum of the captured ions was analyzed with
the peak decomposition algorithm implemented in IVAS. The reported val-
ues represent the composition of all ions in all precipitates, and were within
∼5% of the plateau on the right in the proxigrams of figures 5.35 and 5.36.
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The uncertainty was estimated by analyzing the composition of a few clus-
ters individually and calculating the standard error. For the 600 ◦C NHT
condition only one G-phase particle was detected (see figure 5.33), so we only
report the same number of significant figures as in the HT condition and no
error. Only components with a composition > 1 at% and components where
the uncertainty is smaller than the base value are shown. Some elements
that are clearly enriched as observed in proxigrams, but do not meet the 1%
threshold are indicated as trace components.

TABLE 5.7: Average composition of carbides in the 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C
irradiated conditions estimated from APT measurements.

450 ◦C 600 ◦C
HT NHT HT NHT

B (at%) trace trace trace trace
C (at%) 32± 6 30± 4 25± 2 27± 2
Si (at%) 1.4± 0.3 1.0± 0.1
P (at%) trace
Ti (at%) 24± 2 22± 2 30± 4 21.7± 0.8
V (at%) trace trace trace trace
Cr (at%) 31± 5 36± 3 27± 4 34± 1
Mn (at%) 1.0± 0.8
Fe (at%) 3± 1 5± 1 2.8± 0.4 4± 1
Ni (at%) 3± 1 3± 1 4.0± 0.8 4± 1
Mo (at%) 6± 1 4± 1 9.0± 0.5 7.3± 0.8

TABLE 5.8: Average composition of G-phase and Si clusters in the
450 ◦C and 600 ◦C irradiated conditions estimated from APT measure-

ments.

450 ◦C 600 ◦C Other Si clusters
HT NHT HT NHT

B (at%) trace trace trace
C (at%) trace trace trace
Si (at%) 26.6± 0.8 25± 1 23.5± 0.5 23.3 18− 23.5
P (at%) trace trace trace trace trace
Ti (at%) 3.9± 0.3 3.0± 0.6 5± 1 2.5 1− 7
V (at%)
Cr (at%) 4.5± 0.4 4.6± 0.8 5.3± 0.1 5.3 0− 5
Mn (at%) 5.4± 0.4 6.8± 0.6 3.8± 0.7 5.6 0− 3
Fe (at%) 5.8± 0.5 5.9± 0.7 6.5± 0.7 11.6 8− 16
Ni (at%) 53.8± 0.9 54± 2 54.0± 0.8 51 53− 68
Mo (at%) trace

Compared to the thermally formed carbides, the composition of the carbides
in these samples is substantially different: they contain about half the amount
of Ti and Mo and about three times more Cr. They may also contain slightly
less C (see chapter 3). Such high Cr compositions for an MC phase under
irradiation has not been reported to our knowledge. Between the different
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irradiation conditions, the average composition of the carbides is similar. At
higher temperature, it appears some Si is able to infiltrate the phase. Also, the
carbides in the 600 ◦C condition contain slightly more Ti and Mo and less Cr.
This seemed correlated with the size of the particles: larger particles showed
a slightly higher Ti content.

The composition of the G-phase is entirely consistent with the M6Ni16Si7 sto-
ichiometry reported in literature [85], with Mn, Cr, Fe and Ti filling the M
sublattice. Interestingly, while G-phase is known to be accommodating for
most M elements [128], Mo is nearly absent. G-phase particles were also
very uniform in composition and similar in composition between the irra-
diation conditions, though some variation exists in the M elements. It also
appears that G-phase contains slightly less Si in the 600 ◦C conditions and is
also slightly enriched with C compared to G-phase in the 450 ◦C conditions.
Some large Ni-Si clusters that were not enriched in Mn were also present in
some samples, especially in the 600 ◦C HT samples (see figure 5.32). The
composition of these clusters varied widely, so a range is given in table 5.8.
These clusters probably represent intermediate stages to the formation of G-
phase or possibly some γ′ phase.

It was also attempted to estimate the composition with the KNN clustering
algorithm, but depending on the selected erosion distance we could achieve
nearly any composition. The same problems surfaced as when trying to es-
timate the composition of TiC after heat treatment (see chapter 3): due to
differences in evaporation field between the phases, the precipitates overlap
with the matrix. The KNN clustering algorithm hence either overestimates
the content of core ions (C or Si), or includes a significant shell of surrounding
matrix.

Size and number density of precipitates was estimated using the isosurface
method as described in the previous section, since the clusters that qualified
as precipitates were generally large enough to be detected this way. Table 5.9
shows the results for the carbides and G-phase precipitates. The isoconcen-
tration value was chosen so that the proxigram inflection point was centered
on zero. To estimate the number density, open volumes (due to the precip-
itate being on the edge of the sample) were counted as half a cluster. The
volume of the entire sample was estimated with the convex hull method.
The radius of the clusters r was estimated from only the closed volumes V,
using equation 5.2 which assumes that each cluster can be approximated by
a sphere. The uncertainty represents the standard error. The volume frac-
tion was estimated two ways. The first method is described by equation 5.3,
where r is the radius and Nd is the number density. In the second method,
we use equation 5.4 where Np is the number of atoms enclosed by the iso-
surfaces, Ntot is the total number of atoms in the sample, ρp is the estimated
number atoms per unit volume in the precipitate and ρtot is the estimated
number of atoms per unit volume in the sample. We estimated that for the
carbides ρtot/ρp ≈ 3 and for the silicides ρtot/ρp ≈ 1. If multiple APT sam-
ples of the same condition were available, their information was combined
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(sum of volume, sum of atoms, sum of clusters). In each condition, the num-
ber of clusters counted for each phase varied between 5-60, the total number
of atoms was of the order of 1− 4× 107, and the sampled volume was of the
order of 4− 11× 105 nm3.

r =
(

3V
4π

) 1
3

(5.2)

Vf ,1 =
4
3

πr̄3Nd (5.3)

Vf ,2 =
Np

Ntot
× ρtot

ρp
(5.4)

TABLE 5.9: Summary of number density Nd, average radius r and vol-
ume fraction Vf of different clusters in material ion irradiated at 450 and
600 ◦C estimated from different APT samples. The volume fraction was

estimated using two methods (see text).

450 ◦C 600 ◦C
HT NHT HT NHT

TiC Nd (1022 m−3) 4.7± 0.5 14± 1 1.9± 0.2 4.8± 0.5
r̄ (nm) 2.1± 0.4 2.0± 0.1 3.3± 0.7 2.3± 0.2
Vf ,1 (%) 0.19± 0.02 0.46± 0.05 0.29± 0.03 0.26± 0.03
Vf ,2 (%) 0.19 0.49 0.45 0.11

G Nd (1022 m−3) 2.3± 0.2 1.7± 0.2 2.2± 0.2 0.60± 0.06
r̄ (nm) 5.1± 0.1 2.3± 0.7 7.5± 3 3.0± 0.5
Vf ,1 (%) 1.3± 0.1 0.09± 0.01 3.9± 0.4 0.066± 0.006
Vf ,2 (%) 1.0 0.3 1.9 0.22

The KNN clustering algorithm gave acceptable and similar results for the
carbide clusters but not for the G-phase. This is because also non-G-phase
Ni-Si clusters are found by the clustering algorithm. By post filtering based
on Mn content in the cluster, similar results were obtained.

There are about two to three times more carbides in the 450 ◦C irradiation
condition compared to the 600 ◦C condition, both in the HT and NHT ma-
terials. For the two irradiation temperatures, there are two to three times
more carbides in the NHT material compared to the HT material. The mean
radius is very comparable in most conditions, though the average particle
appears somewhat larger in the 600 ◦C HT condition. There is no clear trend
in the volume fraction, for the different conditions it could be between 0.1 to
0.5 vol%. The two methods of calculating the volume fraction can differ by
up to a factor of two.

The silicides number density is comparable in all conditions. Only the 600 ◦C
NHT condition showed a substantially lower number density of G-phase.
For both irradiation temperatures, G-phase particles in the HT sample are
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about two times larger than those in the NHT sample. There is still a lot
of variability between the two methods of calculating the volume fraction,
but both show that the volume fraction of G-phase is consistently 3-10 times
higher in the HT samples compared to the NHT samples.

TEM

With APT we identified C-Ti-Cr and Ni-Si-Ti-Mn clusters as TiC and G-phase
respectively. However, TEM and more specifically diffraction is necessary to
confirm the presence of these phases. The discussion below centers on the
450 ◦C HT condition.

FIGURE 5.38: (a) The SADP of the irradiated layer from the 450 ◦C HT
condition showing the diffraction spots corresponding to TiC and sus-
pected G-phase. DF images using the (b) G-phase 006 and TiC 002, (c)

only TiC 002, and (d) G-phase 004 reflections.

Figure 5.38(a) shows a close up of a diffraction pattern taken in the irradi-
ated layer of the 450 ◦C HT condition. The sample was tilted to the (002)γ

2-beam condition, strengthening the intensity of reflections along the (002)γ

direction, including potential secondary phase reflections. Many such reflec-
tions are visible between the matrix reflections, indicating the presence of
secondary phases with specific orientation relationships to the matrix. The
TiC 002 reflection was faint because there was a brighter reflection nearby.
The DF image obtained by centering the OA only over the TiC reflection is
shown in figure 5.38(b). The other reflections, including the bright reflection
adjacent to (002)TiC, do not correspond either to γ or TiC. Two of the small
spots are particularly strong and they correspond well to the G-phase 004 and
006 reflections (3.5 and 5.3 1/nm respectively). Assuming this indexation to
be correct, the G-phase lattice parameter is estimated to be 1.14 ± 0.04 nm
corresponding well to literature values [128, 335]. This lattice parameter is
also slightly larger than pure Mn6Ni16Si7, possibly reflecting the inclusion of
larger M elements such as Ti. The DF images using the suspected (006)G and
(004)G reflections are shown in figures 5.38(b) and (d). The smallest objective
aperture could not exclude the (002)TiC reflection, so TiC is also imaged in
image (b). The images show similar features, confirming that the two reflec-
tions originate from the same phase, and that TiC is a separate phase. If this
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interpretation is correct, this suggests that G-phase forms sharing an orienta-
tion relationship with the matrix that includes the condition 〈100〉TiC||〈100〉G,
possibly cube-on-cube as reported in ref. [164]. It is not compatible with the
Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) OR as reported in ref. [146]. Additional faint spots
can be seen between the aforementioned spots. DF imaging using any of
these faint spots did not reveal additional features, and they were not always
visible in the diffraction pattern, indicating that they are the result of double
or multiple diffraction. No evidence was found for the presence of γ’, which
would manifest as a (001)γ′ reflection halfway between (000) and (002)γ.

FIGURE 5.39: Composite DF image using (200)TiC of the irradiated layer
in the (a) HT and (b) NHT samples irradiated at 450 ◦C.

Figures 5.39(a) and (b) show a side-by-side comparison of DF composite
overview images using the (002)TiC reflection in the 450 ◦C HT and NHT
conditions, respectively. In the NHT sample, the extent of the irradiated
layer is demarcated by the presence of the precipitates, suggesting that ir-
radiation is indeed responsible for their formation. In the HT sample, the
morphology of the precipitates looks different compared to the initial pop-
ulation visible beyond the irradiated layer. The networked structure of the
original precipitates reflecting the initial dislocation network structure is no
longer visible in the irradiated layer. This indicates that the old population
of precipitates is destroyed in favor of a new population, which hints at a
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dynamic equilibrium. In the HT sample, the TiC contrast is weaker beyond
about 800 nm from the surface. This was also the case in another sample of
the same material. This suggests the particles are sensitive to dose or to dose
rate, or they are affected by the injected interstitials. Such a gradient was not
apparent in the NHT samples investigated. However, it is possible that the
precipitates seen in figure 5.39(b) also included some G-phase besides TiC
via (600)G. This was because in the NHT sample, the aperture position could
not be calibrated based on the (002)TiC reflection in the non-irradiated bulk.

To learn more about the G-phase, precipitates were further investigated with
zone axis diffraction patterns and other 2-beam conditions. Figure 5.40 (a)
shows the diffraction pattern along the [11̄0] zone axis in the 450 ◦C HT sam-
ple. Additional rather diffuse reflections can be observed in between all the
matrix reflections. By tilting to a (22̄0) 2-beam condition in (b), these weak
reflections became somewhat more defined. A zoom on the streaks (shown
in (c)) shows that they are composed of a small array of spots. This indi-
cates that the streaks represent different crystallites of the same phase but
with slightly different orientations. By their distances from 000, the extra re-
flections could all be attributed to G-phase reflections. Logarithmic intensity
profiles from figures 5.40 (a) and (c) (marked with an arrow) are shown in (d)
and (e) respectively, with the most intense (I/Imax>0.05) G-phase reflections
overlaid. The theoretical reflections were calculated using a Mn6Ni16Si7 CIF
file with a lattice parameter of 1.13 nm in the CrystalMaker and CrystalD-
iffract packages. Purely based on distances, the best matches for the peaks
are {333}G and {115}G for the reflection around 4.7 1/nm, and {006}G and
{135}G for the reflection around 5.3 1/nm. The peaks closer to 000 match the
double diffraction distances for these two peaks. Zooming into the (220)γ

reflection (figure 5.40 (c)) shows an extra reflection close to the matrix reflec-
tion, which only matches the 008G distance. Therefore, the streak at 5.3 1/nm
most likely corresponds to 006G.

Different dark field images were made using the streak at 4.7 1/nm, the
streak at 5.3 1/nm and slightly beyond (220)γ where 666G is expected; they
are shown in figure 5.41 (a) (b) and (c) respectively. While the 666G reflec-
tion could not be successfully recorded in the DP, placing the aperture there
revealed the same features as the reflections at 4.7 1/nm ((a) and (c)). There-
fore, the streak at 4.7 1/nm is most consistent with the 333G reflection. The
dark field image using the 006G streak lights up different features than the
other reflections, because 333G can never be parallel to 006G in the same fea-
ture. The features in (a) and (c) are elongated in the [220] direction, strongly
suggesting the features are circular or plate-like growing on the (1̄11) and
(11̄1) planes in association with dislocation loops. Additional evidence for
this is that some features appear as rings, corresponding to decorated loops.

If this interpretation is correct, combining all this information suggests that
the orientation relationship between γ and G-phase is described by three
rules: 〈100〉γ||〈100〉G, 〈110〉γ||〈111〉G and 〈110〉γ||〈001〉G. These can not be
simultaneously satisfied in the same particle. The cube-on-cube orientation
relationship can be excluded, since there was no evidence of {440}G in the
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FIGURE 5.40: Diffraction patterns from the irradiated layer in the HT
sample irradiated at 450 ◦C. The patterns are from (a) the [11̄0] zone
axis and (b) the (220)γ 2-beam condition, with a zoom of (b) in (c). (d) A
logarithmic intensity profile along the arrow in (a) with the most intense
G-phase reflections superimposed. (e) A logarithmic intensity profile
along the arrow in (c), also with G-phase reflections superimposed. The
small peaks correspond well with some of the main G-phase reflections.

{220}γ 2-beam condition. However, deriving the correct orientation rela-
tionship is not trivial. It is certain that the features for which 〈110〉γ||〈111〉G
are not the same features as those for which 〈110〉γ||〈001〉G. Matching the
features for which 〈100〉γ||〈100〉G to the other reflections was not success-
ful because the sample was tilted differently and imaging exactly the same
location was impossible.

The G-phase that seems to grow on the inclined dislocation loops might
follow a Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) orientation relationship with the matrix:
〈110〉γ||〈111〉G and {111}γ||{110}G. However, we were unable to verify
the second condition because the {111}γ row of reflections is very bright
and closely spaced, and because the Frank loop streaks are very close by.
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FIGURE 5.41: DF images corresponding to different spots in the diffrac-
tion pattern of figure 5.40(b)(shown on the left). The presumed reflec-

tions are (a) 333G, (b) 006G, (c) 333G.

The features for which 〈100〉γ||〈100〉G can not follow a KS OR; neither can
the features for which 〈110〉γ||〈100〉G although some variants are close. If
the features seen by the {004}G reflection in figure 5.38(d) could be corre-
lated with the features seen by the {006}G reflection in figure 5.41(b), then
a Bain orientation relationship (〈100〉γ||〈110〉G and {100}γ||{100}G) might
be suggested. However, if this were the case, two of the variants would
have {440}G aligned with the {002}γ reflection, which was not observed,
but could have been missed due to all the different spots observed in fig-
ure 5.38. The particles in figure 5.41(b) have quite a different morphology
to those growing on loops, but they also show some "ring" behavior which
could point to G-phase growing around TiC. This may suggest that the ori-
entation relationship of G-phase differs depending on the nucleation site.

Another explanation for the different observations is that the assumptions
are too simple, and that there are in fact more phases than only the G and
TiC phase. G-phase is often confused with the M23C6 and η phases, because
of similar lattice parameters (1.06 and 1.08 nm respectively [142]). However,
the diffraction patterns were calibrated based on the known lattice spacing
of the matrix, and none of the extra spots can be matched well with the re-
flections of these phases. In addition, it is unlikely additional phases would
have been missed by APT. For example, let us assume that the features in
figure 5.41 (b) correspond to an additional phase. The particles are present
in a number density of around 4 − 8 × 1021 m−3. This means that, given
the investigated volume by APT in this condition, we expect to observe 2-8
full particles. Considering that we observed similar features in other condi-
tions by APT, it is highly unlikely an intragranularly precipitated phase was
missed. We also investigated the sample by EDX. This only worked in very
thin areas of specimen. An example can be seen in figure 5.42, which shows
elemental maps in the irradiated layer. The EDX map was made on the Osiris
microscope (see chapter 2). Only enrichments in Ni, Si, Ti and Mn and de-
pletion in Fe and Cr were observed. If M23C6 or η would be present, large Cr
enrichments should be visible as observed by Renault-Laborne et al. [146].
Some of the larger TiC precipitates can be seen as small regions of enrichment
in the Ti map that do not correspond to Si or Ni enrichments.
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FIGURE 5.42: The irradiation induced phases in the HT sample irradi-
ated at 450 ◦C detected by EDX. The large particles are enriched in Ni,
Mn, Si and Ti, in line with APT results and DF images. The map was
collected over an acquisition time of 40 min on the Osiris microscope.

Broadly similar observations were made on the 450 ◦C NHT and 600 ◦C sam-
ples. The sample of the 450 ◦C NHT condition was of lower quality so it
was more difficult to collect high quality SADP and DF images. However,
we observed that when the 006G reflection is excited as in figure 5.41(b),
making small changes to the tilt or objective aperture positioning can dras-
tically change which features are visible in the image. This suggests that
the 〈110〉γ||〈001〉G condition is not perfectly satisfied by the orientation re-
lationship. Some diffraction patterns from the 600 ◦C HT condition seem to
confirm this: figure 5.43 a) and d) show diffraction patterns of two different
grains along the [011]γ and [001]γ zones respectively. The streak correspond-
ing to the (006)G reflections shows defined spots about 4◦ offset from the
(02̄2)γ matrix reflection, as indicated by the diagram in (b). The diagram
in (c) shows the situation when viewing the matrix crystal such that (02̄2)γ

points out of the page and the zone axis points down. Also shown are the
relative directions of a 006G for four of the closest variants assuming a KS
relationship exists between G and γ. In projection, these reflections devi-
ate 4.31◦ from the matrix reflection, matching the experimental value very
well. However, the reflections do not lie in the same horizontal plane, so
they should not be intersected by the Ewald sphere. The small size of the
precipitates, which enlarges the reciprocal lattice points, could cause these
out of plane reflections to appear in the diffraction pattern nonetheless. Also
visible in the diffraction pattern of (a) is a very broad reflection halfway be-
tween 000 and (02̄2)γ, which could suggest the presence of very small γ’
precipitates. However, no clear structures were seen in the corresponding
DF images. In the [001] zone axis diffraction pattern of (d), a lot of fine struc-
ture can be observed extending between 000 and {002}γ, as well as between
000 and {022}γ. A diagram of part of this diffraction pattern is shown in (e),
with a proposed explanation for the different features. The arrays of spots
between 000 and {002}γ are suggested to originate from G-phase crystals
where 〈100〉γ||〈100〉G, possibly from Bain oriented crystals. The positioning
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of the spot corresponding to (600)G could also originate from other Bain vari-
ants or a combined effect of some KS variants. The off-axis {333}G streaks
could also be attributed to multiple γ→ α orientation relationships. The rest
of the pattern appears to be due to double or multiple diffraction.

FIGURE 5.43: a) Diffraction pattern along the [011]γ zone. A very faint
spot halfway the (02̄2)γ reflection could correspond to the presence of γ′

phase, though no clear structures were found in DF. The more defined
spots correspond to 006G. They lie at a bit more than 4 ◦ from (02̄2)γ

as shown in the diagram in b). A suggested explanation is shown in
c), where four out of plane KS variants contribute to the diffraction pat-
tern. d) The diffraction pattern along the [001]γ zone shows additional
reflections that match {333}G and (600)G reflections, as indicated in the
diagram in e). Between the {002}γ reflections, there are streaks corre-
sponding to {00x}G reflections with x even, suggesting some G-phase

particles are Bain oriented.

In conclusion, all the evidence suggests that all the small diffraction spots can
be attributed to G-phase, but with different particles showing different orien-
tation relationships with the matrix. There is some evidence to suggest the KS
and Bain type OR are represented. Certain is that G-phase is not randomly
oriented with respect to the matrix as has been reported in the past [128].
However, further study is warranted, especially concerning the relationship
between G-phase and dislocation loops. A tool that could potentially shed
further light on this issue is automated orientation mapping by precession
diffraction.

Figure 5.44 gives an overview of the identified features in the different sam-
ples. Because of worse sample quality in the 450 ◦C NHT and 600 ◦C NHT
samples, it was more difficult to correctly tilt the sample and accurately po-
sition the OA. Therefore, the G-phase image in the 450 ◦C NHT sample was
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made with a larger OA, but this meant it is possible both (333)G and (006)G
contributed to the image. Therefore, the image is placed halfway between
these reflections. Note that apparent number densities can not be compared
directly from these images, as sample thicknesses varied substantially be-
tween conditions.

FIGURE 5.44: The different features identified by diffraction in the dif-
ferent irradiation conditions, imaged in DF. The reflection used is indi-
cated underneath the phase name. Images from the same sample do not

represent the same area.

Qualitatively, features in different samples look very similar. It appears that
the TiC in the HT samples always shows a bimodal distribution, with some
larger particles and a few very small particles. The distributions of TiC in
the NHT sample are more uniform. In the HT conditions, the larger parti-
cles could be particles still leftover from the heat treatment, while the small
particles formed under irradiation. The G-phase particle distributions look
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very similar between samples. Only in the 600 ◦C NHT condition there were
substantially fewer of these particles.

The number density, average size and volume fractions of the different pre-
cipitates were estimated from DF images and are given in table 5.10. For the
number density, a "naive" approach was followed: since the orientation re-
lationship of the G-phase is uncertain, no symmetry multiplication factors
were applied. In the NHT samples, the sizing and counting of G-phase was
performed on DF images which could have contributions from both {333}G
and {006}G. Due to the high degrees of local misorientation, combined with
multiple different orientation relationships, many precipitates in the irradi-
ated layer are probably not visible in the DF images. Slight perturbations in
sample orientation, beam tilt or aperture position changed which precipitates
were visible and changed their apparent sizes. With this in mind, size distri-
butions were deemed misleading; only the average apparent radius and the
standard error of this value are reported in the table. The smallest features
considered were 2 nm in diameter. The size of the suspected G-phase parti-
cles using the {333}G reflections was between 10-30 nm measured along the
longest dimension (Max. Dim. in the table), but since the particles do not
appear spherical, the radius and volume fraction were not deemed reason-
able descriptors. For the number density, we report a lower bound using the
Iakoubovskii thickness correlation [225] and an upper bound using the DM
thickness correlation. These same values are used to obtain a range on the
volume fraction.

TABLE 5.10: Summary of number density Nd, average radius r and vol-
ume fraction Vf of different clusters in material ion irradiated at 450
and 600 ◦C estimated from TEM DF images. No symmetry factors were

applied.

450 ◦C 600 ◦C
HT NHT HT NHT

TiC Nd (1022 m−3) 1.9− 3.8 6− 12 1.0− 2.0 3.2− 6.4
{002} r̄ (nm) 1.9± 0.1 1.8± 0.1 2.6± 0.1 1.5± 0.1

Vf (%) 0.05− 0.10 0.16− 0.32 0.08− 0.16 0.05− 0.10
G Nd (1022 m−3) 0.35− 0.70 0.6− 1.2 0.18− 0.36 0.03− 0.06
{006} r̄ (nm) 5.1± 0.2 3.4± 0.2 6.9± 0.3 5± 1

Vf (%) 0.20− 0.40 0.10− 0.20 0.25− 0.50 0.016− 0.032
G Nd (1022 m−3 ) 0.30± 0.15 N.M. 0.32± 0.15 N.M.
{333} Max. Dim. (nm) 10-30 / 10-30 /

To facilitate comparison and discussion of all the different results in tables
5.10 and 5.9, the number density and sizes of the different precipitates phases
are summarized in figure 5.45.

For TiC, table 5.10 shows the same trends as table 5.9. The number density of
TiC is higher in NHT samples compared to HT samples and the number den-
sity is higher at lower temperature. The number density estimated by APT
for TiC is always close to the range estimated by TEM, with the APT estimate
often slightly larger. TiC precipitates show a similar size in all conditions,
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FIGURE 5.45: Summary of tables 5.10 and 5.9. The top row of plots
represents the number density, the second row the mean diameter, the
third row the volume fraction. Results on the carbides are plot in the
first column of plots, results on the G-phase is in the second column.
NHT is blue, HT is orange. TEM results are plain color bars, APT results
are striped bars. For the TEM number density estimate, the middle of
the range in table 5.10 was chosen, with the error bars representing the
edges of the range. For the TEM estimate of the G-phase number den-
sity only the G-{006} reflection was considered. The volume fraction as

measured by APT is V f ,1.

except they are slightly larger on average in the 600 ◦C HT condition. Aver-
age radius is very comparable between both methods. Comparing volume
fraction as calculated by APT and TEM, the samples rank in the same order
when ordered from smallest to largest, but the estimated volume fraction by
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APT tends to be larger.

The trends in the estimate for the G-phase (using only the {006} reflection)
number density differ somewhat. Between the 450 ◦C conditions there is a
reversal: TEM indicates a higher number of G-phase particles in NHT com-
pared to HT, whereas APT indicates the reverse. However, the difference is
minimal. Probably TEM is more reliable in this case for gauging the trend,
because often very few G-phase particles were counted by APT. Both TEM
and APT show that there are few G-phase particles in the 600 ◦C NHT con-
dition. Striking is that the difference in number density between TEM and
APT is a factor between 2-10, with APT consistently showing a higher num-
ber density. This is likely due to the fact that multiplicity was not taken into
account, and because the positioning of the OA could have a large impact on
which precipitates were visible. The average size of G-phase particles is con-
sistent between the techniques. The same trends in G-phase volume fraction
are reproduced, but the TEM estimate is a factor 2-5 lower than the estimate
for APT.

FIGURE 5.46: Precipitates in samples irradiated at 450◦C imaged by
(a)(b) ADF (40 mrad) in the HT sample and by (c)(d) CTEM and HRTEM
in the NHT sample. The ADF sample shows dark precipitates on a light
background through Z-contrast. Moiré fringes can be seen in the CTEM

images.

Alternative imaging modes in TEM were also explored in order to visualize
the precipitates. None were deemed suitable for quantitative sizing or count-
ing, but the results do support the previous measurements and conclusions.
Figure 5.46 shows the microstructure imaged by ADF (40 mrad) ((a) and (b))
and HRTEM ((c) and (d)) near a 〈100〉 zone. In the ADF images, similar to
the nanoprecipitates in chapter 3, the particles appear dark against a light
background due to Z-contrast, but contrast is only good near very thin re-
gions of the specimen. In specific orientations, Moiré fringes reveal locations
with particles. The HRTEM images reveal the precipitates only through the
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Moiré fringes. However, in this method it is not possible to uniquely distin-
guish between the different phases. The extra reflections in the FFT in the
inset of figure 5.46(d) suggest that the precipitates imaged are cube-on-cube
TiC. Some Moiré fringes in (c) point to a larger particle and likely originate
from G-phase particles. In general, there is considerable variability between
the Moiré fringes of different particles, which probably says something about
the high defect density in the sample.

FIGURE 5.47: Diffuse intensity can be seen in the diffraction patterns
from the irradiated layer in the samples irradiated at 450 ◦C. The inten-
sity manifests itself as diffuse spots and sometimes nearly rings halfway
between and near the {220} reflections. Some examples are marked with
white arrows in the diffraction patterns. The features are most evident
in the irradiated layer, but some diffuse intensity can be seen in the
diffraction pattern from the non-irradiated part. Using the diffuse re-
flection to make DF images yields the composite. The reflection inter-

feres with the (220)TiC reflection.

Finally, the diffraction patterns in some samples showed an odd diffuse
diffraction spot in certain orientations. These diffuse spots are pointed out
in figure 5.47. Both the 450 ◦C HT and NHT sample showed diffuse spots
near the {220}γ reflections. In the case of the NHT sample, the intensity ap-
peared to spread almost into a ring. Spread out intensities and rings point to
amorphous or very small structures. Such types of diffuse spots have been
reported elsewhere [336] for non-irradiated copper and were attributed to
surface contamination of the sample. Here it appears to be a feature of the
irradiated microstructure. The corresponding DF image is shown in the fig-
ure and shows rapidly varying contrast in the irradiated layer that overlaps
with the contrast from (220)TiC. The non-irradiated region shows TiC parti-
cles from this reflection. Tilting the sample reveals an additional ring almost
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halfway between the the {220} reflections with maxima spaced at regular an-
gular intervals. Imaging any of these maxima on the ring yields similar DF
images. In the non-irradiated region of the same sample, such diffuse inten-
sity is much less prominent, but it is not entirely absent either as pointed out
by the arrow. Possibly, the intensity results from very small point defect clus-
ters and near-amorphous regions induced by irradiation. The non-irradiated
region may have some such regions on the surface due to FIB preparation. A
further investigation of these features may be warranted, with for example
different sample preparation methods.

5.6.3 Bulk compositional changes

Besides inducing segregation on the nanoscale, ion beam irradiation can in-
duce large scale chemical changes in the irradiated layer. Recently, it was
found that during ion irradiation carbon from hydrocarbons in the accelera-
tor vacuum could be entrained by the ion beam and implanted in the speci-
men [313]. The unidirectionality of the beam could result in gradients along
this direction: it has been observed that lighter elements are preferentially
transported in the beam direction whereas heavier elements move in the op-
posite direction to maintain the number of atoms per unit volume [94]. In
addition, a free surface being irradiated can act as a sink, which results in
enrichment of Ni and Si directly underneath the surface and depletion be-
low that area. Finally, the beam implants extra Fe atoms. Such compositional
changes could influence subsequent microstructural evolution [293]. Hence,
the overall composition of different APT samples was compared to the ma-
trix composition discussed in chapter 3. The bulk composition of different
APT samples, obtained by the peak decomposition algorithm implemented
in IVAS, is shown in figure 5.48.

The spread between the different APT measurements shows there can be
quite some variation in the overall composition. This is not surprising, as
irradiation causes the microstructure to become inhomogeneous, which af-
fects the sampled composition. On average however, the irradiated layer
does not appear enriched or depleted in the major alloying elements (Fe, Ni,
Cr, Mn), so the implanted Fe did not affect our measurements in a significant
way.

The manufacturer’s composition value for the nanoprecipitate forming el-
ements (C, Ti, Mo) is not so useful due to their loss to primary precipitates
and initial enrichment at boundaries; the APT results from the non-irradiated
specimen are more suitable for comparison. The C and Ti concentrations
in the irradiated samples were either similar to the non-irradiated ones or
tended to be larger. The same was true for Si. These samples showed sig-
nificant increases in Ti and Si due to large Ni-Si-Ti clusters which raised the
share of these elements in the ’bulk’ concentration. This is likely simply due
to the limited number of samples represented.

Most, but not all irradiated samples show a higher C content than the non-
irradiated samples. If C implantation by beam entrainment is significant,
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FIGURE 5.48: The bulk composition for the main alloying elements es-
timated from different APT measurements on ion irradiated specimens.
Also shown are the composition values provided by the manufacturer
(see table 3.1) and estimated by APT in the pristine material (see table

3.3)

differences in C content could reflect the different depths from which the
samples were collected. Differences could also simply be due to sampling,
and since C content remains below the manufacturer’s composition we can
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not make a strong conclusion about beam entrainment.

5.6.4 Discussion and extrapolations to neutron irradiation

This section has so far described all observations concerning solute segrega-
tion and precipitation in the different irradiation conditions. All irradiation
conditions show the segregation of the same elements to sinks: Ni, Si, P, and
Ti. Other elements are either depleted, appear unaffected, or seem to show
segregation under special circumstances. At 300 ◦C, radiation induced pre-
cipitates were not detected and TiC dissolved entirely if it was present. How-
ever, small Ti clusters were still detected in all 300 ◦C samples. After irradi-
ation at 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C, microstructures were dominated by TiC and G-
phase precipitates. TiC precipitates were highly enriched in Cr and appeared
depleted in Mo compared to thermally formed TiC. G-phase appeared on
dislocation loops, near dislocations, and around or on MC precipitates. The
G-phase seemed to follow γ → α orientation relationships such as Bain and
KS, giving rise to complicated diffraction patterns. Different prior heat treat-
ment yielded different precipitate sizes and volume fractions. Here, these
observations are further discussed in relation to models and literature de-
scribed in chapter 1. Additionally, as was done with the CD model for Frank
loop evolution, a few predictions are made concerning material behavior in
conditions relevant to the core of a fast reactor. Again, a hypothetical reactor
with dose rate 10−6 dpa/s is assumed, and the production of helium in the
material is neglected.

Stability of MC under irradiation

In chapter 3, TiC was found to precipitate only above 600 ◦C under ther-
mal conditions. In this section, the presence of small MC precipitates was
demonstrated at and above an irradiation temperature of 450 ◦C. It is un-
likely MC forms as an effect of local enrichments due to RIS. While Ti and in
some cases C were often found clustered with Si and Ni, Cr always moved
in the opposite direction. However, the precipitates were shown to be highly
enriched in Cr. As discussed in chapter 3, Cr could be incorporated to re-
duce the lattice parameter in order to minimize the interfacial energy [71];
since the irradiation induced precipitates were smaller than the larger ones
formed under thermal conditions, the interfacial energy is more important
to the free energy balance. The precipitates were deficient in carbon, which
was also observed in the thermally formed precipitates. Irradiation can mod-
ify the composition of thermal phases, though this was not reported for MC
phases [128]. The larger MC precipitates in the 600 ◦C HT sample showed
higher Ti/Cr ratios than the smaller precipitates in the same sample, indi-
cating the larger particles were still remnants from the original heat treated
microstructure.

Therefore, the MC precipitates are essentially thermal phases that are able
to form due to radiation enhanced diffusion. If it is assumed that Ti dif-
fuses only by vacancy jumps, the irradiation modified diffusion coefficient
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DTi ≈ DvCvVat can be multiple orders of magnitude larger than the diffusion
coefficient under thermal conditions (from Swisher et al. [65] and used in
chapter 3), especially at low temperatures where the vacancy supersaturation
is very high. TiC is a very stable phase; in chapter 3 a basic calculation with
the experimental solubility product [36] shows that TiC is favorable to form
as long as both Ti and C are in solution. The observation that no TiC formed
thermally below 600 ◦C was explained by the sluggish Ti diffusion which re-
sults in the depletion of C to grain boundaries to form M23C6. The results
from the irradiated samples support the idea that MC formation is mainly a
matter of M element diffusion kinetics; a higher cold working might reduce
the thermal formation temperature further.

The findings contrast those of Berghmann et al. [35] who found that TiC is
unstable below irradiation temperatures <520 ◦C in an identical steel. Their
results are from neutron irradiated samples, but if it is assumed that dose rate
is the key difference between neutron and ion irradiation then the results
from this work should be conservative. This is expressed by the stability
criterion of Abromeit et al. [337]. The highly simplified model assumes that
particles are continuously being formed by radiation enhanced diffusion and
being destroyed by atomic mixing. In essence, the model states that there
is a threshold damage rate above which diffusion can not compensate the
recoil dissolution. In addition, there is a threshold effective sink strength k2

(which scales linearly with the concentration Cs and size rs of sinks) above
which point defects are preferentially lost to sinks instead of contributing to
diffusion of solute. The criterion is described by equations 5.5, where C is a
very complex constant that depends on the cascade geometry, the material,
and how well the relevant solute couples to interstitials or vacancies. k2

c is
the critical sink strength which also depends on the material and cascade
geometry, but not on temperature. Neutron irradiation and ion irradiation
produce similar sized cascades [108], so formation and dissolution behavior
of precipitates should be similar.

dpa/s < CDv (5.5a)

k2(rs, Cs) < k2
c (5.5b)

Since Dv = D0v exp
(
−Emv

kT

)
with Emv the migration energy of vacancies, the

first condition can be represented as a dividing line with slope −Emv/k in
a ln(dpa/s) − 1/T plot. Such a plot is shown in figure 5.49 with the three
irradiation temperatures marked. The migration energy of vacancies was
assumed to be 1.35 eV [115]. At a dose rate of 2× 10−4 dpa/s, TiC was ob-
served to become unstable somewhere between 300 ◦C and 450 ◦C. This is
indicated by the orange band. To the right of the band TiC is predicted to be
unstable, to the left the phase is stable. Therefore, under fast reactor condi-
tions TiC should be stable at a much lower temperature; the band predicts at
least around 300 ◦C. What is not considered in the plot is the increased sink
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concentrations (mainly dislocation loops) at lower irradiation temperatures.
This could violate the second stability criterion. Taking this into considera-
tion may shift the stability temperature upwards. However, the ion irradia-
tion case should still be a conservative estimate according to this model.

FIGURE 5.49: The irradiation conditions in a ln(dpa/s)− 1/T plot to-
gether with the stability criterion of Abromeit et al [337] which should
lie somewhere in the orange band. Under fast reactor conditions, MC

precipitates should appear at even lower temperatures.

The discrepancy with the results of Bergmann et al. suggests that other fac-
tors besides the dose rate are significant. An important factor not taken into
consideration in the Abromeit model is the chemical influence of additional
vacancies. Phases such as MC that have a positive misfit δ with the matrix
are strongly promoted due to the supersaturation of vacancies; vacancies act
as a reactant to accommodate the misfit of the precipitate. High dose rates
result in higher vacancy concentrations than low dose rates, meaning that
nucleation is promoted. Assuming a dislocation density of 6× 1014 m−2, the
vacancy supersaturation is roughly a factor of 10-30 higher at 2× 10−4 dpa/s
than at 1× 10−6 dpa/s. If the work from Mruzik and Russel [338] on Ge pre-
cipitates in Al can be extrapolated, this difference could result in 5-6 orders
of magnitude difference in nucleation rate (or 3 orders of magnitude differ-
ence in nucleation / dpa). Higher vacancy supersaturation also decreases
the critical size a cluster must have in order for it to grow [129, 338]. Coupled
with decreased irradiation enhanced diffusion, the lower temperature of MC
stability could be dictated by a combination of these effects. It’s much harder
to make a quantitative estimate of how much vacancy supersaturation influ-
ences nucleation and growth; it may warrant dedicated modeling including
techniques such as CD.
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Other factors, such as small differences in composition as well as the pres-
ence of helium can strongly impact phase stability. As suggested by Rus-
sel [129], minor differences in composition may act as ’noise’ in the system,
which can have a major impact on the steady-state [339]. For example, Ime-
son et al. [340] found MC precipitates at 500 ◦C but not 400 ◦C after neutron
irradiation of a slightly different alloy. The effect of helium on precipitate
formation is hard to predict but known to be profound [111, 187, 341, 342].
Helium traps vacancies, making them unavailable for recombination with in-
terstitials or other processes. The reduction in the free vacancy concentration
might reduce the stability of MC at lower irradiation temperatures and could
further support Bergmann’s observations. On the other hand, MC precipita-
tion is often desired to counter the deleterious effects of helium, since helium
is trapped at the matrix-precipitate interface [196, 198].

Size and number density of TiC precipitates

The presence of MC was primarily influenced by temperature, not by the pre-
treatment. However, number densities differed substantially between the
HT and NHT condition and the temperature. The average size varied a bit
between different conditions, but there were differences in the distribution.
The NHM model [137] discussed in chapter 1 (equation 1.16) lends itself to
a semi-quantitative explanation. In the following treatment, Ti is assumed
to be the critical element to precipitate formation. The total concentration of
Ti, C, is assumed to be 0.3 at% from table 3.3); the concentration of Ti in the
precipitates Cp is assumed to be 30 at% from table 5.7). The number density
of the particles ρ was estimated from the APT results in table 5.9. The vacancy
concentration was estimated by solving for the steady-state in the static rate
equations (see chapter 1) assuming the only sinks present were dislocations
present in a density of 6× 1014 m−2.

Figure 5.50 shows the resulting calculation for the different irradiations per-
formed here, as well as for hypothetical irradiations at 1× 10−6 dpa/s. The
NHM model does not make any predictions regarding the nucleation rate
of particles, so the particle number densities in the low dose rate were as-
sumed identical as in the corresponding high dose rate. The point where
drp
dt = 0 is where growth is balanced by recoil dissolution: larger particles

shrink towards this size while smaller particles grow to this size. Despite the
simplicity of the model, the predicted stable particle sizes are on the same
order as the measured average sizes.

The key parameter that determines the x-intercept is the particle density.
Lower densities result in higher curvature and a higher stable radius, while
the reverse is true for high particle densities. The curves also show that high
particle densities result in faster attenuation to the stable size; lower ρ means
that larger particles take longer to decay. At high dose rates, the temperature
also influenced the intercept. Higher temperatures shift the curve upwards
because diffusion is strongly increased, resulting in larger particles. Temper-
ature has a stronger influence on the growth rate of small particles than the
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FIGURE 5.50: Growth rate of TiC precipitates as estimated by the NHM
model [137]. The chosen parameters are described in the text.

decay rate of large particles. At low dose rates, temperature does not seem
to influence the growth rates at all. Note that at low dose rates, the growth
and decay rates are two orders of magnitude smaller compared to the high
dose situation. The stable precipitate sizes are on the same order as under
high dose rates.

To illustrate the evolution of radii in different conditions more directly, the
NHM differential equation was solved for a few different starting radii in the
two extreme conditions. The result in shown in figure 5.51. Over course of
the irradiation, larger particles shrink more slowly than small particles grow.
A decreased density slows down both shrinkage and growth processes. The
decay to the stable radius is quite slow in either case. The same conclusions
were reached via other models and methods, such as in refs. [138, 139, 343].

The observations on MC particle sizes and number densities can be explained
as follows. Inside the grains of NHT material, Ti is quite homogeneously
distributed at an effective concentration ≈0.3 at%. Nucleation will be deter-
mined by temperature and dose rate, and the particles will grow somewhat
rapidly to a stable size. In the HT material, a population of TiC precipitates
already exists and the matrix in between is depleted in Ti to a level of around
≈ 0.1 at%. At the same irradiation conditions, this will suppress the nu-
cleation and growth potential of irradiation induced precipitates. The TiC
number density is lower, while the larger thermally formed TiC are slow to
shrink. Ti is not only bound in MC precipitates but also in G-phase. If the
matrix Ti concentration is lower, the probability of forming a critical Ti clus-
ter for the formation of MC is decreased. This increases the probability Ti
will be swept away by RIS and be incorporated in G-phase. Hence, the pop-
ulation of thermally formed precipitates acts as a barrier to achieve the full
MC precipitation potential, and the number density is reduced as a result.

The model breaks down at 300 ◦C since no cluster number density could
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FIGURE 5.51: Size evolution of TiC precipitates under two different ir-
radiation conditions by solving the NHM model from different starting
sizes [137]. Each line represents the growth trajectory of a particle with
a different starting size. The dotted line represents the stable radius.

The chosen parameters are described in the text.

be identified. Very small Ti clusters do still seem to form in this condition.
Still, choosing a random ρ in the NHM model yields an x-intercept close to
0 owing to the very low diffusivity of vacancies at 300 ◦C. Recoil resolution
redissolves the carbides but vacancy mobility is too low to allow clusters of
appreciable size to form. The absence of carbides at 300 ◦C is also evidence
that Ti diffuses primarily via vacancies and not interstitials, since interstitials
remain quite mobile at 300 ◦C. This is somewhat logical since Ti is an over-
sized atom compared to Fe.

Radiation induced segregation and G-phase formation

In all experiments, enrichment of specific elements was observed at sinks: Si,
Ni, P, Ti, and sometimes B and C. All other elements were depleted. This is in
line with a large body of work on 304 and 316 steels [108, 120, 122, 344, 345],
although Ti is usually absent from these alloys.

Fe, Cr and Ni enrich or deplete primarily via the inverse Kirkendall mech-
anism. Our results support this, because segregation becomes a lot more
pronounced for these elements going from 300 ◦C to 450 ◦C as the vacancy
mobility increases. Small atoms such as Si, P and B show much higher en-
richment factors at low temperatures, suggesting these elements primarily
diffuse via interstitials, which was also suggested by Etienne et al. [122,
346]. It makes sense that the smallest substitutional elements preferentially
exchange with larger interstitials. It also explains the much lower migration
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energy for interstitials in stainless steel [115] compared to the interstitial mi-
gration energy in pure Fe-Cr-Ni alloys [347].

Ti shows somewhat anomalous behavior. It is known to be an oversized
solute and a larger atom than Cr, yet it appears to co-enrich with Ni and Si at
some sinks. However, this was not the case for all sinks or all conditions, as
there was no sign of Ti enrichment on a boundary at 300 ◦C. Hence, the size
rule of thumb is too simplistic for Ti.

G-phase is comprised of all the elements that tend to enrich at sinks. Hence,
it is most likely that the phase forms once the solubility limit of Ni and Si
is exceeded. An anomaly in the formation of G-phase is the sudden enrich-
ment of Mn. Whereas Mn was always found to be depleted near sinks, it was
enriched in G-phase clusters. The inclusion of Mn in the phase despite the
tendency for the element to deplete near sinks suggests G-phase is strongly
promoted by the presence of Mn. If G-phase is determined to be an undesir-
able phase, perhaps the inclusion of Mn in the alloy could be adjusted. On
the other hand, Mn is like Ni an austenite stabilizer. If Ni enriches near sinks,
the austenite can become unstable and transform to ferrite, processes which
have also been linked to swelling. Mn may mitigate some of these effects, as
it does not enrich at sinks except in the formation of G-phase. The strong co-
segregation of Ti with Ni and Si may also promote G-phase formation over
γ′ phase, since small scale precipitation of silicides in non stabilized 316 steel
is usually γ′ [61, 128].

G-phase appeared to grow according to orientation relationships typical of
γ → α, though some uncertainty remains as to the correct interpretation of
the diffraction patterns and features observed in DF. More dedicated HRTEM
work and possibly small scale orientation mapping could be worthwhile to
study this phenomenon.

Making quantitative predictions as to what to expect under neutron irra-
diation for RIS and G-phase formation is at this time not possible. Accu-
rate modeling of RIS has so far only been successful in alloys with up to 3
alloying elements (the modified inverse Kirkendall (MIK) model [347] and
Perks model [348] for Fe-Cr-Ni alloys). This is because fluxes depend both
on diffusion and activity coefficients that are highly composition dependent,
and these dependencies are usually not well known. As more components
are added to the alloy, the complexity explodes. An attempt was made to
deal with the differential equations, but the answers this yielded were only
as good as the qualitative trends described in the literature. Therefore, the
mathematical work was relegated to appendix B, and some general trends
are discussed here.

As mentioned in chapter 1, decreasing the dose rate tends to shift the RIS
maximum to lower temperatures. From our results, it is unclear where the
peak lies. Judging from results in references [347, 349], it will probably be
around 650 ◦C for this dose rate. In the same references, the RIS peak tends
to shift about 100 ◦C when reducing the dose rate by two orders of magni-
tude. Therefore, peak G-phase formation might be expected at 550 ◦C, which
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coincidentally is also often quoted as the peak swelling temperature [350].
RIS will also be worse at all the temperatures tested here. Helium is expected
to decrease RIS due to decreased vacancy mobility and increased sink con-
centration [325].

Synergistic behavior of MC and G-phase

The experiments indicated that a high number density of MC reduced the
volume fraction of G-phase. The effect of higher number densities of MC on
the number density of G-phase was unclear, but the size of G-phase particles
tended to be reduced with higher MC number density. G-phase forms as an
effect of RIS, and the effects of RIS occur at sinks. Increasing the number
of sinks spreads out its effect because point defects have more places to go.
This translates into smaller G-phase particles with an overall smaller volume
fraction. Precisely the same strategies have been proposed for mitigating
swelling [111]: only a few voids contribute to swelling after growing past the
critical size; a fine distribution of helium bubbles or voids does not signif-
icantly contribute to swelling. Increasing the number density of sinks (e.g.
bubbles and precipitates) spreads out defect accumulation and delays voids
from reaching a critical size.

While uncontrollable void swelling was not observed in this work, swelling
and radiation induced phase formation have been found to correlate and are
often grouped under the term ’microstructural instability’ [142, 187, 322].
Therefore, to mitigate G-phase formation and likely swelling in this mate-
rial as much as possible, the number density of MC should be maximized.
The results show that it is best not to perform heat treatments to achieve this.

5.7 Nanoindentation

In the previous sections, the microstructure of the ion irradiated material was
studied in great detail. Some predictions have been made for how the mi-
crostructure might develop under neutron irradiation. In the end however,
a reactor designer is only interested in mechanical properties. Establishing
reliable microstructure-property relationships has been the ultimate goal of
materials science for decades, but there remains a large gap. Since heavy ion
irradiation only damages a very tiny layer of material, mechanical testing is a
huge challenge. Hence, to gain some insight into how irradiation influenced
the properties of the material, continuous stiffness mode (CSM) nanoinden-
tation was applied (see chapter 2).

The average hardness versus depth curves are shown in figure 5.52. These
curves represent the mean of the different measurements. The colored band
represents the mean ± the standard deviation. We used standard deviation
because it better describes the variability in the data, whereas the standard er-
ror only describes the expected variation on the mean. Irradiation increased
the hardness of the samples substantially, and the hardness increases more at
lower irradiation temperatures. The trends hold both for the non-irradiated
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FIGURE 5.52: Nanoindentation versus depth results on all the different
samples as obtained through CSM nanoindentation. The HT and NHT
condition are plot separately for visiblity. The curve with points repre-
sents the mean of 15-30 indentations, while the colored bands represent

one standard deviation on either side of the mean.

NHT and the HT condition, but the difference between the conditions is not
so clear. One sample, the HT sample irradiated at 450 ◦C, showed an ex-
tremely large spread on the hardness compared to the other samples. This
is probably attributable to the surface of this sample being heavily contam-
inated with Indium. The decreasing hardness with indentation depth, even
for the non-irradiated samples, is due to the indentation size effect (ISE) [351,
352]. This size effect is due to material being more resilient to plastic defor-
mation at smaller scales. To describe this effect, Nix and Gao proposed the
correlation in equation 5.6, where H0 is the hardness at infinite indentation
depth and h∗ is a length parameter dependent on the material, the indenter
geometry and H0. For h∗, they propose the theoretical formulation in equa-
tion 5.7, where b is the burger vector length (≈ 0.21 nm), α is a contant (≈ 0.5),
θ is related to the indenter geometry (for a Berkovich tip tan θ = 0.358), and
µ is the shear modulus (= 77 GPa).

H = H0

√
1 +

h∗

h
(5.6)

h∗ =
81
2

bα2 tan2 θ

(
µ

H0

)2

(5.7)

We first analyzed the results according to the Nix and Gao [352] correlation,
by plotting H2 versus 1/h and finding best fit lines. This was done for all the
measurements, with the results shown in figure 5.53 and table 5.11. Accord-
ing to equation 5.7, h∗ for the NHT and HT unirradiated samples (with the
assumption that α = 0.5) should be 157 nm and 191 nm, respectively. These
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values match the values in the table within a factor 1.5-2. The parameters
from the irradiated samples are not directly interpretable because of the non-
homogeneous properties of these samples. However, what can be observed
from this analysis is that as the irradiation temperature decreases, the slope
of the line increases in such a way that all lines from the irradiated samples
have more or less the same y-intercept. This is the opposite behavior from
what is expected of h∗, and shows that in these approximately linear portions
of the graphs, the underlying non-irradiated layer is playing a big role in the
measured hardness. Materials that are irradiated to much greater depths
with higher energy particles show slopes similar to the non-irradiated ma-
terial initially, before changing slopes at increased indentation depths [351,
353].

FIGURE 5.53: The nanoindentation results re-plot as H2 versus 1/h. The
solid lines interpolate the data points. The dashed lines of the same
color represent the fitted Nix and Gao [352] correlation in equation 5.6,
using only the data at deep indentations where Hm/S2 was approxi-

mately constant.

TABLE 5.11: Nix and Gao [352] parameters from fitting lines to H2-1/h
nanoindentation data. The errors were estimated from the covariance

matrix [354].

Material Irradiation temperature H0 (GPa) h∗ (nm)
NHT Non-irradiated 3.1± 0.4 100± 15

300 ◦C 3.8± 0.6 210± 20
450 ◦C 3.9± 0.4 93± 8
600 ◦C 3.9± 0.4 37± 11

HT Non-irradiated 2.9± 0.4 90± 20
300 ◦C 3.4± 0.6 220± 25
450 ◦C 4± 2 100± 60
600 ◦C 3.8± 0.5 60± 10

For all the samples in 5.53, the experimental data deviates substantially from
the linear correlation below 150 nm. This is likely connected to a number
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of artifacts that are known to occur at shallow indentation depths [355]. We
made Hm/S2 curves (not shown in this manuscript), where S is the stiffness
estimated from the indentation curve. These curves should be a flat line be-
cause Hm/S2 is constant under ideal conditions; deviations are always due
to artifacts. We found that for all our measurements, Hm/S2 remained ap-
proximately constant at greater depths than 100 nm but deviated to higher
values at smaller depths 100 nm. This was also observed by Hardie et al [355].
Therefore, the results below 150-100 nm should not be considered accurate
and best disregarded. Based on this, we limited our linear fitting window in
figure 5.53 to 0− 0.006 1/nm.

Isolating the effect of irradiation from other aspects of the indentation curves
is challenging, and as of yet there is no standardized way to do it [351, 355,
356]. Challenges arise because the plastic zone tends to sample both the ir-
radiated and non-irradiated zone, which affects the measured hardness as
shown by the Nix and Gao analysis. In addition, the irradiated layer may
not have a uniform hardness due to the steep dose profile. To deal with
these issues, it is often assumed that the measured hardness Hm is a volume
weighted average of true local hardnesses H in the plastic zone [356, 357]. If
the plastic zone is assumed to be a semi-sphere extending from the indent
with a radius P = Chc whereby C is a constant factor and hc the indentation
depth, then Hm as a function of indentation depth is described by equation
5.8. Here we made the substitution dV = π(P2 − h2)dh where h represents
the integration variable of depth in the plastic zone. The geometry of the
problem is summarized in figure 5.54

Hm(hc) =

∫
HdV
Vp

=

∫ P
0 H(h)(P2 − h2)dh

2
3 P3

(5.8)

FIGURE 5.54: The assumed geometry of the nanoindentation experi-
ment. hc is the indentation depth, C a constant, P the plastic zone size,

h the integration variable, Hi the hardness at depth h.

The validity of the linear plastic zone model has been called into question,
especially for hard coatings or irradiated layers on a soft substrate [355]. Pile-
up and pile-in events, which is the process of material being displaced up-
wards or inwards by the indentor, may produce artifacts in the measured
hardness and stiffness because these effects change the effective contact area
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of the indenter. Hardie et al. [355] found that such events were more preva-
lent in shallow irradiated layers than in material with uniform properties.
To verify whether this was a concern in our measurements, a few AFM mea-
surements were made on the HT non-irradiated material and the HT material
irradiated at 300 ◦C. The 3D height maps of the indentations are shown in fig-
ure 5.55a. The images show the triangular indent from the Berkovich inden-
ter and small pile ups at the triangle edges. Profile measurements across the
indents from one corner of the triangle through the minimum are shown in
figure 5.55b, with the irradiated and non-irradiated samples plot on different
y-scales.

(A) The 3D height profiles of different in-
dents measured by AFM. The height is also
mapped to a color, darker being lower,

lighter being higher.

(B) Line profiles of height across the different
indents from a corner passing through the
minimum of the indent. Because the indents
on non-irradiated material were deeper, they

are plot on a different y-scale.

FIGURE 5.55: AFM data on a number of indents to compare pile-up in
the irradiated and non-irradiated conditions.

The 3D maps show pile-up at the edges of the triangles. It also shows that the
indents in the irradiated sample are smaller than those in the non-irradiated
sample, because the maximum load on the indenter was reached at a smaller
depth. Therefore, for reasonable comparison, the line profiles were plotted
such that the sample plane and the minimum of the indent were equally
scaled on the plot. This shows that relative to the indentation depth, the
pile up is the same. It would therefore be reasonable to assume that pile
up and other plastic properties scale linearly with indentation depth. We
did not encounter the problems Hardie et al. [355] encountered because our
bulk substrate was already very hard, whereas they used an annealed bulk
material.

We therefore continue the analysis in a similar manner as Kareer et al.
[351]. They assumed that the local hardness can be described by H =
H0 + ∆HISE(hc) + ∆Hirr(h), where H0 is the absolute bulk hardness of the
non-irradiated material, ∆HISE(hc) accounts for the indentation size effect,
and ∆Hirr represents the effect of irradiation. If a functional form for ∆Hirr
in dose or depth is assumed (Kareer et al. assumed ∆Hirr = m × dosen),
then the parameters in this function can be optimized using a least squares
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method. H0 + ∆HISE(hc) are estimated from the non-irradiated material us-
ing the Nix and Gao model. The proposed function for ∆Hirr(hc) is sub-
stituted into equation 5.8, together with H0 + ∆HISE(hc). The relevant pa-
rameters are optimized such that Hm best fits the experimental data of the
irradiated samples.

Our irradiated layer was very shallow, and all our reliable data clearly in-
clude the effect of the underlying bulk. In addition, we went to very high
doses where we would expect hardness saturation throughout the entire
layer. Therefore, we modeled the irradiated layer as a hard shell with a con-
stant hardness independent of dose, as in equation 5.9. The unknown pa-
rameters are p, representing the increase in hardness due to irradiation, and
C, the factor determining the size of the plastic zone. Fitting was only per-
formed on data points deeper than 150 nm. It was assumed that the SRIM
calculation was accurate and that the irradiated layer was always exactly
1500 nm thick. The uncertainty on the Nix and Gao parameters were not
considered in this optimization.

∆Hirr(h) =

{
p h < 1500nm
0 h ≥ 1500nm

(5.9)

Figure 5.56 shows the result of all the analyses. Each subplot represents a
separate irradiation condition. In each plot, the experimental curve for the
non-irradiated material is shown, together with the Nix and Gao model rep-
resenting H0 + ∆HISE. The experimental data for the irradiation condition is
shown, as well as the modeled Hm curve with optimized parameters. Finally,
the expected local hardness, being the sum of the bulk hardness and the ir-
radiation effect, is plot. The optimized parameters are summarized in table
5.12.

TABLE 5.12: Summary of parameters for the volumetric averaging
model fitted to the experimental nanoindentation curves. p is the hard-
ening due to irradiation in GPa, C is the plastic zone factor. Uncertain-
ties of the parameters were estimated from the covariance matrix [354]

but do not include the uncertainty on H0 and h∗.

Material Irradiation temperature p (GPa) C (/)
NHT 300 ◦C 1.7± 0.1 9± 2

450 ◦C 0.89± 0.08 8± 2
600 ◦C 0.5± 0.1 9± 2

HT 300 ◦C 1.53± 0.08 9± 1
450 ◦C 1.2± 0.3 7± 5
600 ◦C 0.8± 0.2 5

The model can reproduce the data quite well. The p values are in line with
what was already expected from the raw curves in figure 5.52: lower irradi-
ation temperatures increase the irradiation hardening. However, this anal-
ysis has allowed us to quantify this hardening. The values for C are also
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FIGURE 5.56: Summary of the analyses performed on the nanoindenta-
tion results. It is assumed that the hardness is composed of three contri-
butions: H = H0 + ∆HISE + ∆Hirr. The first two are estimated from the
non-irradiated bulk material. This and the fitted Nix and Gao model
[352] are plot. It is then assumed that Hirr is a constant p throughout
the irradiated layer. The measured hardness is modeled by the volume
integral of the hardness in the plastic zone. The size factor of the plas-
tic zone C and p are derived by least squares fitting the model to the

experiment.

in line with reports in literature [121, 351, 358, 359]. It appears that higher
temperatures result in somewhat smaller plastic zones. This is counterin-
tuitive because a larger plastic zone would be expected in softer materials.
Possibly, the assumption that the bulk underneath the irradiated layer was
left unchanged by the irradiation procedure was wrong, as some recovery
and possibly precipitation could have happened in the bulk by the heating.
Maybe, some surface layers due to RIS or oxidation could be responsible. It
could also be that the model is too simplistic. To verify where these differ-
ences come from, the size of plastic zones should be measured by TEM on
FIB lift outs made at indents; this was not done here. Deeper indents could
also be attempted as they should result in a more reliable fit; we were limited
by the maximum load on the indenter.

Usually, engineers are most interested in the yield stress of a material. In
the literature, the common correlation between hardness and yield stress is
H = 3σy [351, 360]. However, this correlation only applies to Vickers hard-
ness. In chapter 3 the yield stress of the NHT and HT materials was measured
to be around 700 MPa and 600 MPa respectively, suggesting the approximate
relationship H0 = (4.5± 0.5)σy. Using this correlation and the hardness of
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the irradiated material H0 + ∆Hirr = H0 + p, the expected yield stress of the
irradiated material plot versus temperature is shown in figure 5.57. The re-
sults are compared to literature data from neutron irradiated 316 steel [141].
The literature data is from tests conducted at the same temperature as the
irradiation temperature while all our tests were conducted at room tempera-
ture. Therefore, the comparison is less meaningful especially at higher tem-
peratures.

FIGURE 5.57: Yield stress predicted from the nanoindentation results
using the correlation σy = p/(4.5± 0.5). The results are compared to

data from neutron irradiated 316 steel compiled by Garner [141].

The results show that heat treatment did not make a significant difference
in the final hardness or yield stress after irradiation. Yield stress values are
somewhat higher than the literature values, especially at higher tempera-
tures, which is mainly due to the testing temperature. For an improved com-
parison and validation of the correlation, the hardness tests should also be
performed at elevated temperature. However, this may anneal the irradiated
layer, irreversibly altering the sample.

Finally, it is desirable to correlate the microstructure with the properties. The
usual approach is using the dispersed barrier model [361] represented by
equation 5.10 to calculate the expected increase in yield stress from the num-
ber density and size of radiation induced microstructural features. In the
equation, ∆σy is the change in yield stress, α is the pinning strength of the
defect, M is the Taylor factor which converts shear stress to equivalent stress,
µ is the shear modulus, b the burgers vector, and finally N and d are the num-
ber density and size of the defect. For dislocation loops, α is often taken to be
0.25 and for precipitates and voids α is between 0.3 and 0.5 [94]. The Taylor
factor M is 3.06 for FCC materials [362]. µ and b are the same as before.

∆σy = αMµb
√

Nd (5.10)
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Figure 5.58 shows the "measured" yield strengh change as estimated from the
nanoindentation experiments (see figure 5.57) plot versus a calculated value
using only 5.10 and microstructural information. The line x = y is also plot;
the closer points are to this line, the better the match between measured and
predicted yield stress. Two different calculations were performed.

FIGURE 5.58: The change in yield stress estimated from the nanohard-
ness experiments plot versus the change in yield stress predicted from
different irradition induced microstructural features using equation

5.10

On the left hand graph, only the Frank loop data was taken into considera-
tion, with the number density from 5.11 and the average diameter from 5.10
(b). For the number density, the value halfway between the two estimates
for thickness was chosen. An α value of 0.25 was assumed. The match be-
tween measured and calculated yield stress, judged by the distance of the
points to the line y = x, is quite reasonable for the higher irradiation tem-
peratures but deviates substantially for the 300 ◦C data. This shows that
the small clusters not visible by TEM are very significant to the mechanical
properties at lower irradiation temperatures. In the right hand graph, only
the cluster densities estimated by APT and summarized in tables 5.5 and 5.9
were taken into account to estimate the change in yield stress. The contribu-

tion of TiC and G-phase clusters was combined as
√

Nd,Gd̄G +
√

Nd,TiCd̄TiC.
The equivalent average cluster diameter in the 300 ◦C case was estimated to
be around 2 nm. Again, α was set to 0.25, because we assumed the Si clus-
ters at 300 ◦C were mostly Frank loops. In this case, the model predicts the
hardness at 300 ◦C very well, but substantially overestimates the hardening
at the higher temperatures. The clusters at higher temperatures were actu-
ally precipitates, meaning that the prediction should be even higher since α
is larger for precipitates than for Frank loops. There are a few explanations
for these observations. The simple addition of Si and C clusters may not be
valid because often Si clusters are attached to C clusters. It’s also possible
that because the precipitates share a special orientation relationship with the
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matrix that the α value for the precipitates is smaller than expected. From the
data here, a good match would be obtained if α ≈ 0.1.

To obtain a better prediction of radiation hardening from the microstructure
alone, hybrid approaches should be used taking all the different defects and
their spatial relation into account. However, we did not attempt to go further
down this road. What is certain is that one should be careful in predicting the
change in mechanical properties only from Frank loop data, as small clusters
may be invisible by the relrod method.

5.8 Conclusions

Ion irradiations at different temperatures were performed to study the trends
in defect and precipitate evolution. Additionally, we wished to study how
modifying the microstructure with a prior heat treatment would affect the
subsequent microstructural evolution.

First we studied the Frank dislocation loop populations with the relrod DF
technique. The presence of Frank loops coincided with the dose profile cal-
culated in SRIM. In some irradiation conditions, we could also see the effect
of injected interstitials on the Frank loops. Frank loop distributions were
highly assymetric with a lot of very small loops and few very large loops.
Higher irradiation temperatures increased the width of the distribution and
the mean diameter. The NHT samples generally showed smaller loops com-
pared to the HT samples at the same irradiation temperatures. The opposite
was true for the number density. Increased irradiation temperatures slightly
decreased the loop density. There was a large uncertainty on the loop num-
ber density due to uncertainty over which EELS thickness correlation is more
reliable. The 300 ◦C showed a small loop number density because a lot of
very small loops were not visible in the images. Our data is well in line with
literature data on ion and neutron irradiated steels, except for the 600 ◦C con-
ditions where we observed both smaller loops and a higher number density.
This could be due to differences in dose rate, but also due to different authors
using a different lower size cut-off and imaging the features at different mag-
nifications. We attempted to model Frank loop populations with a simplified
cluster dynamics model. Higher temperatures and lower dose rates are ex-
pected to decrease the Frank loop number density, but the model strongly
under-predicted the experimental number density. The model showed that
the network dislocation density is a key parameter determining the Frank
loop size distribution. Therefore, we proposed that the differences between
the initial dislocation density of the HT and NHT materials prior to irradi-
ation could explain the differences in Frank loop populations. The model
should be further developed to yield more quantitative predictions.

The presence of voids was checked with the Fresnel defocus technique. Some
samples showed features that looked like voids, but using stereo imaging
showed that the features were most likely surface craters induced by the
FIB sample preparation method. However, since no such features were ever
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found in the non-irradiated material, further study would be in order to un-
ambiguously classify the features. If the features observed were truly voids,
they only constituted a very small volume fraction < 1%, and there was no
trend between the different samples.

The TiC nanoprecipitates were found to become unstable between irradiation
temperatures 300 and 450 ◦C. Prior treatment did not influence the stability;
at a certain irradiation temperature the phase was either present or it was
not. Compared to thermal environments, the phase formed at lower tem-
peratures. The results were justified on the basis of the NHM model: TiC is
destroyed by cascades but is formed again due to irradiation enhanced dif-
fusion. Nucleation is promoted by a supersaturation of vacancies. Lower
dose rates in a fast reactor may stabilize the TiC precipitates at even lower
temperatures due to lower recoil resolution. However, the effect of helium
and vacancy supersaturation on this dynamic equilibrium is uncertain.

Radiation induced segregation of Ni, Si, P and B towards sinks and of Fe, Cr,
Mn and Mo away from sinks, including carbide interfaces, dislocations and
grain boundaries, was observed in all samples, and confirms many earlier
reports on RIS in stainless steel. The severity of RIS increased with increas-
ing temperature. Ni and Si enrich on sinks roughly in a 3:1 at% proportion,
and when the solubility limit is surpassed G-phase is nucleated. G-phase is
distinguished from the other Ni-Si clusters by the enrichment of Mn in the
phase, even though Mn tends to diffuse away from sinks by RIS. G-phase was
found to grow independently or on the surface of carbides. Some evidence
also suggests that Ni and Si segregation on a carbide interface can make the
particle unstable and transform it to a silicide by incorporating the Ti. The
G-phase orientation relationship with the matrix appears to follow γ → α
orientation relationships such as KS or Bain, but more work is necessary on
this point.

A larger number density of TiC precipitates seemed to correlate with a lower
volume fraction of G-phase and a lower Ni and Si excess on carbide in-
terfaces. More carbides means more carbide-matrix interface acting as a
sink, hence smaller gradients of point defects and RIS concentration profiles.
Hence the probability of exceeding the solubility limit for the formation of
G-phase is reduced, and the formation and growth is retarded. HT samples
showed lower TiC number densities. Cascade dissolution of the thermally
formed TiC precipitates is a slow process, especially at higher temperatures.
The matrix in the HT material is depleted in Ti and C, hence the nucleation
rate of new particles due to irradiation is reduced compared to the supersat-
urated solid solution in the NHT material. Since G-phase formation is associ-
ated with microstructural instability and swelling, it seems that heat treating
the material is generally disadvantageous. The material designer should fo-
cus on achieving the highest Ti and C content in solid solution and making
the material as homogeneous as possible.

Nanoindentation showed that lower irradiation temperatures showed higher
irradiation hardening. There were no substantial differences between the HT
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and NHT material in terms of hardening. We estimated the hardening in the
irradiated layer assuming a semi-spherical plastic zone under the indenter.
From this estimate and using a linear correlation, we estimated the change
in yield stress in the irradiated layer. Using the dispersed barrier model,
we tried to correlate microstructural observations with the hardening. Using
only the Frank loop data gave a reasonable estimate for the hardening in the
450 and 600 ◦C samples, but underestimated the hardening in the 300 ◦C
due to the large number of very small clusters that were not observed by
TEM. Using only the APT clustering data results in a good match for the
300 ◦C conditions, but overestimates the hardening at the other temperatures.
Possibly the clusters do not exert a very large pinning force on dislocations,
or the contributions from the G-phase and TiC should not be considered by
simple addition.
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6 Conclusion and outlook

This work presented a thorough investigation of what happens to the DIN
1.4970 Ti-stabilized austenitic steel alloy when it is subjected to ageing heat
treatments and heavy ion irradiation. Of particular interest was the fine TiC
nanoprecipitate population, and how these precipitates interacted with the
rest of the microstructure. A multitude of nanoscale characterization tech-
niques, including TEM and APT, were combined to yield quantitative de-
scriptions of the microstructure.

First, the influence of heat treatment parameters on the microstructure and
mechanical properties was investigated. The composition, structure, size and
number densities of precipitates on multiple length scales were analyzed and
quantified. Ageing temperature and time have only a modest effect on the
TiC nanoprecipitate population, and it appears nucleation is limited primar-
ily by the dislocation density. Coarsening is very slow, so heat treatments in
a wide range of conditions yield similar populations. However, low temper-
ature ageing (∼600◦C) promotes the growth of M23C6 phase on grain bound-
aries which may compete with TiC for carbon. High temperature ageing
≥800◦C results in partial recrystallization, which is accompanied by dissolu-
tion of the nanoprecipitates and a severe loss of hardness and strength. To
minimize these effects, a heat treatment of 800 ◦C / 2 h was selected for the
ion irradiations.

Heat-treated and pristine materials were irradiated with Fe ions at three dif-
ferent temperatures as a first simulation of the reactor environment. The
main points of interest were investigating the stability regime of the TiC
precipitates, and their role in the further microstructural development that
occurs during irradiation. The TiC nanoprecipitates were found to become
unstable somewhere between 300 ◦C and 450 ◦C after a dose of 40 dpa. When
TiC is not stable, the heat-treated and pristine materials evolve to a similar
final state with Ni and Si segregation to dislocations. At irradiation tempera-
tures where TiC is stable, it forms during irradiation in the pristine material.
The population of irradiation induced TiC precipitates is finer than the age-
ing induced population. The precipitates are coated with Ni and Si due to
RIS, and this effect may be severe enough to nucleate G-phase. Generally,
a higher volume fraction of G-phase was found when the number density
of TiC was lower, indicating that the precipitates are important point defect
sinks. The limitations of heavy ion irradiation for simulating real neutron ir-
radiations were discussed at length, and different models from the literature
were employed to make predictions on the material behavior in a real reactor
environment.
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Since G-phase is usually associated with microstructural instability and ef-
fects such as swelling, the highest possible number density of TiC nanopre-
cipitates is desireable. For this purpose, prior heat treatments were found
to be counterproductive, because they deplete the solid solution of Ti and C.
At low irradiation temperatures, TiC dissolves in the heat treated material.
Therefore, in all cases, prior heat treatment is ill advised for the application
of the material in the reactor. The means by which the material could be fur-
ther improved is therefore limited to optimizing the initial cold work level
and the Ti and C content in solid solution.

We could not make strong conclusions about how the different irradiation
conditions in a fast reactor will influence the stability regime of TiC. Dual ion
beam irradiation with heavy ions and helium or ion irradiation at lower dose
rates may be employed to investigate this further. It would also be desirable
to investigate whether the TiC precipitates remain stable up to higher doses,
such as 150-200 dpa.

Finally, for the low irradiation temperatures of MYRRHA, irradiation hard-
ening and embrittlement may be more critical than swelling. This work
demonstrates that very little can be done to avoid this effect.
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A Mathematics behind
ALPHABETA

A.1 Conventions

There are 4 transformations to convert the crystal coordinates (hkl) or [uvw]
in reciprocal or real space, respectively, to detector coordinates that can be
measured by the operator. First, the crystal coordinates are converted to
Cartesian coordinates in a coordinate system fixed to the crystal. This is
achieved by left multiplying the crystal coordinates by a matrix Mreal con-
sisting of columns with the crystal basis vectors −→a ,

−→
b and −→c as described

in this Cartesian system. The Cartesian system is defined such that its x-axis
is parallel to real space vector−→a , and such that the real space vector

−→
b lies in

the x-y plane in the first or second quadrant when the angle between −→a and
−→
b is smaller than or larger than 90◦ respectively. Using these conventions,

the matrix Mreal that transforms [uvw] coordinates to (x, y, z)car is given by
equation A.1. In the equations, a, b, and c are the lengths of the real space
basis vectors and α, β and γ are the angles between

−→
b and −→c , between −→a

and −→c , and between −→a and
−→
b , respectively.

Mreal =
[
−→a
−→
b −→c

]
=

a b cos γ c1
0 b sin γ c2
0 0 c3

 (A.1a)

c1 = c cos β (A.1b)

c2 =
cb cos α− cb cos β cos γ

b sin γ
(A.1c)

c3 =
√

c2 − c2
1 − c2

2 (A.1d)

The reciprocal space basis vectors
−→
a∗ ,
−→
b∗ and

−→
c∗ are defined as shown in

equation A.2 [363]. The columns of the transformation matrix Mrecip are com-
prised of these vectors. The reciprocal space basis vectors are described with
respect to the same Cartesian system as the real space basis vectors.

Mrecip =
[−→

a∗
−→
b∗
−→
c∗
]

(A.2a)
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−→
a∗ =

−→
b ×−→c

−→a · (
−→
b ×−→c )

(A.2b)

−→
b∗ =

−→a ×−→c
−→a · (

−→
b ×−→c )

(A.2c)

−→
c∗ =

−→a ×
−→
b

−→a · (
−→
b ×−→c )

(A.2d)

Cartesian coordinates can be transformed back to crystal vectors by left mul-
tiplying by the inverse of Mrecip and Mreal, depending on whether reciprocal
or real space coordinates are desired.

The ’stage’ and its coordinate system should be thought of as the plane on
which the macroscopic sample rests. The crystal under investigation will
have a particular fixed orientation with respect to the stage. This orientation
is described as the transformation matrix Rori which converts the Cartesian
coordinates from the crystal to the stage coordinates. Since both these co-
ordinate systems are Cartesian, Rori is a rotation matrix with a number of
special properties such as R−1

ori = RT
ori Finding this matrix in a practical way

is described in the next subsection.

Once a vector is described with respect to the coordinate system fixed to the
stage, it can be transformed to what in this paper will be considered ’abso-
lute’ coordinates by rotation matrix Rrot. The absolute coordinate system is
defined such that the stage coordinate system aligns with it when the tilt an-
gles are both zero and the sample is horizontal. The Xabs axis aligns with
the holder’s longest dimension, pointing away from the sample, along the
holder, away from the holder’s handle. The Zabs axis is defined to lie along
the optical axis of the microscope, pointing down. The Yabs axis is defined
according to the right handed convention such that Xabs × Yabs = Zabs. After
tilting, the stage coordinate system will deviate from the absolute coordinate
system in the following way: the Ysta axis will be rotated by an angle α away
from Yabs along rotation vector Xabs, and Xsta will be rotated by an angle β
away from Xabs along rotation vector Ysta. Note that stage angles α and β
are not related to the angles between the crystal basis vectors in equation A.1
but share the same symbols. The rotation matrix Rrot is hence described as
a compound rotation, of first α around Yabs then α around Xabs as shown in
equation A.3. This matrix is also a rotation matrix. Another interpretation
of Rrot is that the columns represent the stage coordinate basis vectors as de-
scribed in the absolute coordinate system.
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Rrot =

1 0 0
0 cos α − sin α
0 sin α cos α


 cos β 0 sin β

0 1 0
− sin β 0 cos β


=

 cos β 0 sin β
sin α sin β cos α − sin α cos β
− cos α sin β sin α cos α cos β


(A.3)

The final step is the transformation of absolute coordinates to detector coor-
dinates. The detector coordinate system is defined such that when looking
straight at the detector image, Xdet points to the right, Ydet points downwards
and Zdet points into the image. Zabs and Zdet will always be aligned, so only
the direction of the Xabs axis on the screen must be established. For this, a
specific detector rotation calibration must be performed, which is detailed
below. Once the angle θ between Xabs and Xdet, both lying in the horizon-
tal plane, is established, the transformation matrix Rcal to go from absolute
to detector coordinates is given by equation A.4. In older TEM instruments,
the image or diffraction pattern rotates with magnification or camera length
which changes θ. This was taken into consideration in ALPHABETA; a list of
calibration angles for different settings can be supplied. The angle θ can be
determined by tracing the motion of Kikuchi line intersections in the diffrac-
tion pattern when tilting over the α axis. Other strategies can also be em-
ployed, which are detailed in the user manual.

Rcal =

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 (A.4)

A.2 Calculating the crystal orientation

The orientation matrix Rori that transforms crystal coordinates to stage coor-
dinates can be calculated by coupling three known crystal vectors to known
detector vectors considering that all the other transformations are known.
This is most easily accomplished by tilting the crystal to a zone axis [uvw].
When this condition is met, the zone axis crystal vector is aligned with the de-
tector Z-axis. Reciprocal space vectors will be in the detector X-Y plane and
will be visible on the screen in the form of diffraction spots. One arbitrarily
chosen reflection (hkl), measured to be lying at angle φ with the X-axis of the
detector, constitutes a second vector. This vector is by definition perpendic-
ular to the zone axis. A third vector can be found perpendicular to the zone
and the reflection; this vector will also lie in the detector X-Y plane but will
not necessarily coincide with a reflection. Once these vectors are transformed
to Cartesian coordinate vectors and normalized, they can be used to construct
a transformation matrix that maps the unit vector parallel to the zone to the
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vector [001], the unit vector parallel to the reflection to [cos φ, sin φ, 0] and the
unit vector normal to these vectors to [cos(φ + π/2), sin(φ + π/2), 0]. This
process is shown in equation A.5. The overall transformation matrix R can
be decomposed into its constituents (see figure 4.1) and from this, Rori can be
calculated. All matrices are orthogonal, so their transpose is their inverse.

−→
Zcar = Mreal

u
v
w

 (A.5a)

−−→
Rcar = Mrecip

h
k
l

 (A.5b)

−−→
Ncar =

−→
Zcar ×

−−→
Rcar (A.5c)

Rs =

[ −−→
Zcar

‖−−→Zcar‖

−−→
Rcar

‖−−→Rcar‖

−−→
Ncar

‖−−→Ncar‖

]
(A.5d)

Rd =

0 cos φ cos(φ + π/2)
0 sin φ sin(φ + π/2)
1 0 0

 (A.5e)

RcalRrotRoriRs = Rd

Rori = RT
rotR

T
calRdRT

s
(A.5f)

Once Rori is found, the orientation of the crystal on the stage is completely
determined and tilt angles can be calculated as in the following sections. The
caveat is that the indexation must be performed correctly: the original zone
axis and chosen reflection must be correctly identified. Even if the operator
is knowledgeable about the crystal system, a selected area diffraction pattern
will usually include 180◦ ambiguity. All diffraction patterns show two-fold
rotation symmetry, while most zones of a crystal do not. To overcome these
difficulties, ALPHABETA has a built-in indexation tool, as well as a test func-
tion in order to remove the ambiguity. This test function involves calculating
tilt angles to another zone axis assuming the indexation of the user is correct.
If the zone is not found, then the indexation is not correct; hence the operator
will know to rotate the indexation by 180◦.

A.3 Calculating tilt angles to go to another zone

To tilt to another zone, the parameters α and β in the rotation matrix Rrot
must be calculated such that a particular crystal vector becomes aligned with
the Z-axis of the detector. This problem is expressed in equation A.6. Rcal
is not required in the equation because the absolute Z-axis always remains
parallel to the detector Z-axis. Zone axes are usually expressed in real space
coordinates [uvw], but any crystal direction can be rotated onto the Z-axis;
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ALPHABETA allows reciprocal space vectors (hkl) as input as well. In AL-
PHABETA, the solution to this system is calculated numerically, but an ana-
lytical solution is also possible.

vsta = Rori Mreal

u
v
w

 (A.6a)

Rrot,calc
vsta

‖vsta‖
=

0
0
1

 (A.6b)

A.4 Calculating tilt angles to rotate around a re-
flection

A tilt series around a particular reflection (hkl) may be desirable. It is also the
first step in solving the 2-beam and weak-beam problem, because the user
needs to tilt out of zone axis for these imaging modes. This may be achieved
by using the general rotation axis-angle matrix formalism Raxis−angle as
shown in equation A.7. A diagram of the process is shown in figure A.1.

Raxis−angle


u

v
w

 , θ

 =

 cos θ + u2
x(1− cos θ) uxuy(1− cos θ)− uz sin θ uxuz(1− cos θ) + uy sin θ

uxuy(1− cos θ) + uz sin θ cos θ + u2
y(1− cos θ) uyuz(1− cos θ)− ux sin θ

uxuz(1− cos θ)− uy sin θ uyuz(1− cos θ) + ux sin θ cos θ + u2
z(1− cos θ)


(A.7)

The Cartesian representation of the unit vector pointing towards the reflec-
tion [ux, uy, uz] is used as rotation axis in Raxis−angle. Tilting by θ around this
vector, will put the vector at −θ tilt from the zone axis onto the zone. So,
the vector at −θ must be found by rotating the current zone by −θ over the
rotation vector, then converted to stage coordinates. Calculating the α and
β to put this vector onto the zone axis is a problem identical to the problem
of tilting to another zone axis (equation A.8). Naturally, for this method to
work, an initial zone axis [uvw] and a perpendicular reflection (hkl) (acting
as a rotation vector) must be supplied.
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FIGURE A.1: Diagram of tilting around a reflection. The new ’zone’ and
old zone are both perpendicular to this reflection. Using the reflection
as rotation vector, the new zone is at −θ from the old zone axis before
the tilt of θ. The new ’zone’ is in quotes because it is unlikely this vector

can be expressed by integer members.

ux
uy
uz

 =

Mrecip

h
k
l


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Mrecip

h
k
l


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

(A.8a)

vsta = RoriRaxis−angle


ux

uy
uz

 ,−θ

Mreal

u
v
w

 (A.8b)

Rrot,calc
vsta

‖vsta‖
=

0
0
1

 (A.8c)

A.5 Calculating tilt angles to go to a 2-beam con-
dition

This is an extension on the problem of calculating a tilt around a reflection.
Usually, when an operator wants to achieve the−→g 2-beam condition, the aim
is to excite −→g and have the reflection centered on the optical axis. Here, −→g
represents a reciprocal lattice vector (hkl) and this imaging condition is also
known as centered dark field (CDF) imaging. To achieve this, the sample
must be tilted 8-10◦ out of zone axis around −→g and subsequently such that
reflection −−→g lies on the Ewald sphere. Then the beam must be tilted to
bring −→g on the optical axis. The additional tilt towards −−→g can be calcu-
lated from geometric considerations as seen in figure A.2. The sample tilt φ
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required to bring −−→g on the Ewald sphere is the complement angle of the

angle between K0 and −−→g : φ = π/2− arccos
(
‖−−→g ‖
2‖K0‖

)
.

FIGURE A.2: On the left, the geometry of the −g 2-beam tilting condi-
tion. When g is brought to the optical axis by tilting the beam, it will be

in Bragg orientation. Angles in the figure are highly exaggerated.

Finding the vector to tilt onto the optical axis can then be summarized as
shown in figure A.3 and equation A.9. The chosen reflection is converted
to Cartesian coordinates and normalized. This is the first rotation axis
[ux, uy, uz] that is used to rotate the zone axis, also converted to Cartesian
coordinates and normalized, by θ (8-10◦) to keep only one line of reflections
excited. A second rotation axis [tx, ty, tz] is then defined by the cross product
between the first rotation axis and the new vector on the optical axis vcar,2).
This vector is then rotated again away from the optical axis by φ around the
second rotation axis. Finally, this vector is converted to the right coordinate
system and the α and β are calculated by solving the system as before. Again,
the vector to be brought onto the optical axis must be found by performing
’inverse’ rotations on the initial zone axis. Once the operator has tilted −−→g
to Bragg orientation, the beam tilts can be used to bring −→g onto the optical
axis.

FIGURE A.3: The tilting scheme used for calculating 2-beam and weak-
beam conditions. The first tilt is identical to the case of tilting around
a reflection: to tilt to a 2-beam condition, the operator must tilt 8− 10◦

out of zone axis first, keeping the row of reflections of interest excited.
After this tilt, an additional tilt of φ must be performed to tilt the row of

reflections towards the optical axis.
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ux
uy
uz

 =

Mrecip

h
k
l


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Mrecip

h
k
l


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

(A.9a)

vcar,2 = Raxis−angle


ux

uy
uz

 ,−θ


Mreal

u
v
w


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Mreal

u
v
w


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

(A.9b)

tx
ty
tz

 =

ux
uy
uz

× vcar,2 (A.9c)

vsta = RoriRaxis−angle


tx

ty
tz

 ,−φ

 vcar,2 (A.9d)

Rrot,calcvsta =

0
0
1

 (A.9e)

A.6 Calculating tilt angles to go to a weak-beam
condition

Tilting to weak beam conditions is analogous to tilting to 2-beam conditions.
The difference is the value of the additional tilt angle φ. The situation is
described in figure A.4. After tilting sample and beam, the operator wants to
image with reflection k−→g and have n−→g on the Ewald sphere (in the case of
the figure, k = 1 and n ≈ 3). The imaging reflection coefficient k is always
an integer and usually 1, n can be any real number; some sources suggest
a non-integer n is even preferable as long as the excitation error Sg is larger
than 2× 10−6 nm−1 [328].

The goal is to calculate sample tilt angle φ given a desired k and n. The
angle between K0 and the row of reflections after the beam tilt is ϑ =

arccos
(

n‖−→g ‖
2‖−→K0‖

)
. The required sample tilt to have k−→g on the optical axis

after beam tilt can then be calculated considering that ‖−→K0‖ cos(ϑ + φ) =
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FIGURE A.4: On the left, the geometry of the n0g tilting condition when
the beam is not tilted. When kg (in the figure k = 1) is brought to the
optical axis by tilting the beam, the ng weak beam condition will be
achieved with a geometric excitation error Sg. Angles in the figure are

highly exaggerated.

k‖−→g ‖ cos φ. Once φ is solved, the same calculation can be performed as in
the 2-beam case (see equation A.9). After the sample is tilted but before the
beam tilt, n0

−→g will cross the Ewald sphere. Then the operator needs to use
the beam tilts to bring reflection k−→g onto the optical axis such that the n−→g
weak beam condition is achieved.
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B Extra details on models

B.1 van der Merwe dislocation model

Van der Merwe [284] derived an analytic model for the stresses and displace-
ments around an infinite array of parallel misfit dislocations between two
misfitting semi-infinite crystals. In the model, the crystals are assumed to be
elastic continua with isotropic and identical elastic properties. It is also as-
sumed the crystals can be thought of as a square mesh, where the side length
of the square measures the natural spacing between crystal planes that are
normal to the interface plane; strictly this is only valid for two simple cubic
structures interfacing on {100} planes. The equations van der Merwe gives
in his paper for the displacement field u and w in the x and z directions re-
spectively are given in the equations below. The x and z axes are centered
on an interface dislocation that has its core in the interface; z is perpendicu-
lar to the plane, x is parallel to the burgers vector. The ’interface’ is defined
as the empty region of space halfway between the last plane of the first ma-
terial and the first plane of the second material; the spacing between these
planes is d. In our case, the interface plane is {111} and the spacing between
matrix {111} is 0.20 nm and the spacing between TiC {111} planes is 0.24 nm.
Therefore 0.22 nm, the average, was chosen to be the value of d. a and b
represent the equilibrium spacing of the lattice planes perpendicular to the
interface of the matrix and TiC lattice respectively. These planes make up the
extra planes that are interpreted as the interface dislocations. In our case, the
{112} planes were chosen. Strictly speaking, the equations are not valid in
this case because the {112} planes together with {111} planes do not form a
simple cubic lattice. amatrix and aTiC are the lattice parameters 3.589± 0.001
Åand 4.326± 0.002 Årespectively. All other model parameters are calculated
from this information. The constant A is chosen such that u and w are both 0
at x,z=0. This was calculated numerically and found to be around 0.95 with
the given information.

u(X, Y) = ± c
2π

arctan

(
Ae∓Z sin X

1− Ae∓Z cos X

)
− cZe∓Z sin X

4π(1− σ)R2 (B.1a)

w(X, Z) =
c(1− 2σ)

4π(1− σ)
ln
(

R
1− A

)
∓ cZAe∓Z(cos X− Ae∓Z)

4π(1− σ)R2 (B.1b)

R2 = 1 + A2e∓2Z − 2Ae∓Z cos X (B.1c)
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X =
2πx

p
(B.1d)

Z =
2πϑ

p
(B.1e)

c =
2ab

a + b
(B.1f)

p =
ab

b− a
(B.1g)

a =
amatrix√

h2 + k2 + l2
(B.1h)

b =
aTiC√

h2 + k2 + l2
(B.1i)

ϑ =

{
z− d

2 , z > 0
z + d

2 , z < 0
(B.1j)

To calculate the mean dilatation ∆, the gradient of the displacement field was
calculated. Since GPA uses the convention that extension is negative while
compression is positive, the minus signs were added. This is plot in figure
3.26 of the main text.

∆ = exx + eyy = −∂u
∂x
− ∂w

∂y
(B.2)

B.2 Frank loop cluster dynamics model

B.2.1 The equations

This model was obtained by combining elements of the models described by
Pokor et al. [115] and Jourdan et al. [116, 176, 334], and applying significant
simplifications. The first main simplifications was that all vacancy clustering
was ignored: vacancies only exist as mobile defects and interact with inter-
stitials and loops. A second simplification is that the network dislocation
density was assumed to remain constant and was not coupled to the rest of
the equations.

For small clusters, a ’discrete’ approach was used, whereby each concentra-
tion Ci(n) of clusters containing the same number of interstitials n are de-
scribed by a differential equation. The formalism for this differential equa-
tion is given in the ’master’ equation B.3. These equations are assumed to be
valid for 1 < n ≤ x f where x f is an integer chosen to represent the end of the
discrete region.
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dCi(n)
dt

= Gi(n) + I + (1− Ln)(Ji
i,n−1/2 + Jv

i,n−1/2)− (Ji
i,n+1/2 + Jv

i,n+1/2)

(B.3)

G(i,v)(n) represents the production rate of loops of size n due to intra-cascade
clustering, given in units of clusters/(cm3s). It is expressed as in equation B.4
where η represents a cascade efficiency, Gdpa the damage rate in dpa/s, f(i,v)n
the fraction of cluster n that survives the cascade, and Vat the atomic volume
in cm3/atom.

Gi(n) =

{
ηGdpa(1−∑k fi,k)/Vat n = 1
ηGdpa fi,n/Vat n > 1

(B.4)

In the master equations, J(i,v)i,n−1/2 represents the net ’flux’ into the size class

from below due to interstitials or vacancies, J(i,v)
(i,v),n+1/2 represents the net

’flux’ out to the size class above. These fluxes arises from smaller clusters
growing into a larger size class by absorption of interstitials, or by larger
clusters shrinking to smaller clusters by thermal emission of interstitials or
by absorption of vacancies. The expressions for the fluxes are given by equa-
tions B.5; J(i,v),n−1/2 is found simply by substituting n− 1 for n.

Ji
i,n+1/2 = βii(n)Ci(1)Ci(n)− αii(n + 1)Ci(n + 1) (B.5a)

Jv
i,n+1/2 = βiv(n + 1)Cv(1)Ci(n + 1) (B.5b)

The α and β factors describe the ’reaction’ rates for emission and absorption
of point defects respectively, the first subscript referring to the type of clus-
ter and the second referring to the type of point defect. Absorption rates are
proportional to the concentration of the point defect and the respective clus-
ter (the two "reactants"), whereas emission rates depend only on the cluster
concentration. The reaction rates α and β are described by equations B.6.

βii(n) = 2πri(n)Zic(n)Di (B.6a)

βiv(n) = 2πri(n)Zic(n)Dv (B.6b)

αii(n) =
βii(n)

Vat
exp

(
−Ebi(n)

kT

)
(B.6c)

In these equations, the loop radius ri,v(n) function is given by equation B.7,
where b is the Frank loop burger vector length. The point defect diffusivities
Di,v are given by equation B.8, where the pre-exponential factor is a constant,
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Em is the migration energy, k is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute
temperature. The bias factor Zic, which arises due to long range stress fields
around dislocations and loops, is given by equation B.9, where a is the lat-
tice parameter and all other unmentioned symbols represent constants. The
emission energies Eb(i,v) are given by equation B.10, where E f represents the
point defect formation energy and Eb2i represents the binding energy of 2
interstitials.

ri(n) =

√
nVat

πb
(B.7)

D(i,v) = D0(i,v) exp

(
−Em(i,v)

kT

)
(B.8)

Zic(n) = Zi +

(√
b

8πa
Zli − Zi

)(
1

nali/2

)
(B.9)

Ebi(n) = E f i +
Eb2i − E f i

20.8 − 1

(
n0.8 − (n− 1)0.8

)
(B.10)

The loss term Ln in the master equation B.3 captures the loss of loop size n
due to interactions with other loops as well as with network dislocations. It is
described by equation B.11 where ρt is the total dislocation density including
loops, and σd is a parameter that describes the spread on dislocation spacings.
The loss term is only applied to the net ’flux’ of growth into size class n.

Ln = 1−
erfc

(
2rn−2/

√
πρt√

2σd

)
erfc

(
−2/
√

πρt√
2σd

) (B.11)

The formalism described by equation B.3 is insufficient to calculate the evo-
lution of a realistic cluster population, because as the loops grow beyond a
few nm in size the number of equations quickly spiral out of control. To be
able to calculate a result in reasonable time with fewer equations, large clus-
ters (n > x f ) are approximated by a continuum in n using the Fokker-Planck
(FP) formalism. The solution to the FP partial differential equation, given
by equation B.12, yields C(x, t) where x is the continuous equivalent to the
discrete n. F(i,v) and D(i,v) are the ’drift’ and ’diffusion’ functions, given by
equations B.13.

∂Ci

∂t
= − ∂

∂x
(FiCi −

∂(DiCi)

∂x
) (B.12)
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Fi(x) = βii(x)Ci(1)− βiv(x)Cv(1)− αii(x) (B.13a)

Di(x) = 1/2(βii(x)Ci(1) + βiv(x)Cv(1) + αii(x)) (B.13b)

The FP PDE can be discretized on a non-uniform mesh in x and solved nu-
merically. The result is one ODE on each mesh point; this could be consid-
ered a type of finite element method, where one ODE is used to describe
fluxes into and out of a block of size classes. The ODEs from the continuous
region are coupled to the ’discrete’ equations defined for 1 < n ≤ x f . The
master equation for each mesh point is given by equations B.14. The i index
has been dropped for simplicity. In these equations, k is the index for the
mesh point; Fk means F(xk). The loss term Lk is calculated using the same
formula as earlier in equation B.11.

dCk
dt

=
2

∆xk + ∆xk−1
((1− Lk)Jk−1/2 − Jk+1/2) (B.14a)

Jk+1/2 = (1− δk)(FC)k+1 + δk(FC)n −
(DC)k+1 − (DC)k

∆xk
(B.14b)

δk = −
1

exp(−wk)− 1
− 1

wk
(B.14c)

wk =
(Fk + Fk+1)∆xk

Dk + Dk+1
(B.14d)

∆xk = xk+1 − xk (B.14e)

The non-uniform mesh was defined as shown in equation B.15. x f is the last
size class modeled by a discrete rate equation. h is a factor that determines
the mesh spacing. Under this formalism, the first continuous mesh point
will be at x f + 1, which automatically provides a nice transition between the
discrete and continuous parts: the discrete and FP descriptions of the flux to
the next size class match.

xk = (x f + 1)hk−x f−1 (B.15)

The concentrations of mobile point defects differ from the master equations
and are described by equations B.16. The first term represents the production
due to the cascade as described in equation B.4. For interstitials an additional
implantation term I is considered, whereas for vacancies a thermal produc-
tion term Kth is included. For the actual simulations, Kth was ignored. The
second term represents the v-i recombination, the fourth and fifth term rep-
resent annihilation at matrix dislocations and grain boundaries, where ρ is
the dislocation density and d is the grain size. The sixth term represents loss
due to absorption at the discrete cluster populations, the seventh term rep-
resents gain due to emission from the discrete clusters. Finally, the last term
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represents the net loss of point defects of each type to the continuous popu-
lation. These are obtained by considering only the contributions of i and v
respectively in F and D in equations B.13. In figure 5.16, all the loss and gain
terms due to the sinks and loops are summarized in the Ks term.

dCi(1)
dt =Gi(1) + I − 4π (Di + Dv) rivCi(1)Cv(1)− ρDiZiCi(1)− 6Di

√
ρZiCi(1)/d

−

 x f

∑
n>0

βii(n)Ci(n) +
x f

∑
n>1

βvi(n)Cv(n)

Ci(1)

+

x f

∑
n>2

αii(n)Ci(n) + 2αii(2)Ci(2) + βiv(2)Cv(1)Ci(2)

− ∑
k=x f +1

∆xk−1 Ji
i,k−1/2

(B.16a)

dCv(1)
dt =Gv(1) + Kth − 4π (Di + Dv) rivCi(1)Cv(1)− ρDvZvCv(1)− 6Dv

√
ρCv(1)/d

−

 x f

∑
n>0

βvv(n)Cv(n) +
x f

∑
n>1

βiv(n)Ci(n)

Cv(1)

+

x f

∑
n>2

αvv(n)Cv(n) + 2αvv(2)Cv(2) + βvi(2)Ci(1)Cv(2)

− ∑
k=x f +1

∆xk−1 Ji
v,k−1/2

(B.16b)

The solution to these equations yields the concentration of all types of clus-
ters at all times that are simulated. To compare and calibrate the model to
experiments, mainly of interest are the average cluster size and total num-
ber density. To obtain the total loop number density, the discrete size class
concentrations must be summed and the continuous size classes need to be
integrated, with for example the trapezium rule. This process is expressed in
equation B.17. A similar logic is followed for the average cluster size in equa-
tion B.18. The size sn can represent any size metric. In the equations, nt is the
starting cluster size to consider; the smallest clusters can not be observed
experimentally.

∑ C =

x f

∑
n=nt

Cn + ∑
k=x f

Ck + Ck+1

2
(xk+1 − xk) (B.17)

s̄ = ∑
x f
n=nt Cnsn

∑
x f
n=nt Cn

+
∑k=x f

Cksk+Ck+1sk+1
2 (xk+1 − xk)

∑k=x f

Ck+Ck+1
2 (xk+1 − xk)

(B.18)
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The total dislocation density, used in the loss term, can be calculated with a
similar formalism.

B.2.2 Solving the equations

The equations in section B.2.1 were implemented in a vectorized fashion
in Python and solved using the assimulo library https://jmodelica.org/

assimulo/index.html which can employ the powerful CVODE solver.

The settings on the solver were as follows:

• Linear multistep method : BDF

• Nonlinear solver : Newton

• Linear solver type: DENSE

• Absolute tolerance: 1× 10−20

• Relative tolerance: 1× 10−5

The Jacobian was calculated automatically by finite differences. Since the Ja-
cobian of this problem is expected to be a sparse matrix, the SPARSE linear
solver was also tried but could not converge to a solution. The starting con-
dition was that at t = 0, Cn = 0 for all n except individual vacancies and
interstitials. For these, we used the thermal equilibrium concentration as the
starting condition. These were estimated by equation B.19, where S f and H f
are the entropy and enthalpy of formation for the defect.

C◦i,v = exp

(
S f T − H f

kT

)
/Vat (B.19)

We chose x f = 300, h = 1.05 and 200 continuous nodes, resulting in about
500 coupled equations. The equations were run up to the time equivalent to
40 dpa. The values used for the different parameters in the model are given
at the end in table B.2. The model took between 3-10 minutes to converge to
a solution.

B.3 Radiation induced segregation model

The composition at each location in the material for an alloy with N com-
ponents is described by the set of coupled partial differential equations B.20
where n ∈ {1, ..., N} [94, 364]. The equations are derived from mass balance
considerations assuming all fluxes of atoms are due to exchanges with either
mobile vacancies or interstitials. The equations for vacancies and interstitials
account for production by irradiation, mutual recombination and annihila-
tion at sinks. In some descriptions, annihilation at sinks is ignored.

https://jmodelica.org/assimulo/index.html
https://jmodelica.org/assimulo/index.html
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∂Nn
∂t = −−→∇ · −→Jn ,
∂Ci
∂t = −−→∇ · −→Ji + K0 − KivCiCv −∑ Ks,iCi,

∂Cv
∂t = −−→∇ · −→Jv + K0 − KivCiCv −∑ Ks,vCv,
−→
Jn = − (dnvCv + dniCi) χn

−→∇Nn +
(

dnv
−→∇Cv − dni

−→∇Ci

)
Nn,

−→
Ji =

−→∇Ci ∑
n

dniNn − Ci ∑
n

dniχn
−→∇Nn,

−→
Jv =

−→∇Cv ∑
n

dnvNn − Cv ∑
n

dnvχn
−→∇Nn.

(B.20)

Here Nn,
−→
Jn , and χn are the atomic fraction, the flux, and the factor correct-

ing for activity respectively of component n. Ci and Cv are the concentration
(amount per unit volume) of interstitials and vacancies and

−→
Ji and

−→
Jv are

the fluxes. dniCi and dnvCv represent partial diffusion coefficients of compo-
nent n due to vacancy and interstitial jumps respectively; dinNn and dvnNn
are partial diffusion coefficients of interstitials and vacancies due exchanges
with element n, but this can be simplified because din = dni and dvn = dnv.
K0 is the production rate of Frenkel pairs, Kiv is the i-v recombination rate, Ks
represent rates of annihilation at sinks such as dislocations and grain bound-
aries.

Accurate modeling of RIS has so far only been successful in alloys with up
to 3 alloying elements. This is because χn and dn(i,v) are highly composition
dependent, and these dependencies are usually not well known. The modi-
fied inverse Kirkendall (MIK) model [347], which considers the composition
dependence of dn(i,v) has been most successful in reproducing experimental
results in Fe-Cr-Ni alloys. The Perks model [348], which does not consider
the composition dependence of dn(i,v), varies substantially in accuracy.

The material under investigation here is significantly more complex than
a model ternary alloy. In order to make quantitative predictions, dn(v,i)
must be known. In order to calculate them, we considered applying the
Perks model in reverse by using the experimental APT composition pro-
files to fit the partial diffusion coefficients. If only the steady state and
planar geometry (

−→∇ = { ∂
∂x , 0, 0}) are considered and it is assumed that

χn = 1 and dn(v,i) are independent of composition, the problem consists of
N+2 coupled second order ODEs with 2N unknown parameters, requiring
2× (N + 2) + 2N = 4N + 4 boundary conditions. In general it is observed
that RIS steady state is obtained before 10 dpa, so this assumption is deemed
reasonable here. For vacancies and interstitials, the four boundary conditions

C(i,v)(x0) = C(i,v),thermal,
dC(i,v)

dx (∞) = 0 were identified. x0 is an interaction
distance of the boundary below which thermal equilibrium is assumed. For
the alloying elements, the 4N boundary conditions are Nn(x0) = FNn,bulk,
Nn(∞) = Nn,bulk, dNn

dx (x0) = dNn
dx (interface) and dNn

dx (∞) = 0, all of which
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were measured from the APT profiles. Nn,bulk is the bulk composition, F
is the interface enrichment factor, dNn

dx (interface) represents the slope of the
composition profile near the interface. Despite much tinkering with the equa-
tions and starting guesses, we were unsuccessful in solving the system. It re-
mains unclear whether no solution could be obtained due to numerical issues
or whether the system is simply not fully determined with these boundary
conditions. This method was abandoned despite the promise of interesting
insights.

To obtain a semi-quantitative model, additional assumptions were mode. If
it is assumed that the fluxes of point defects do not depends on the local con-
centration nor the gradients of Nn, Ci and Cv can be solved independently
from Nn; only the bulk diffusion coefficients of interstitials Di = ∑n dniNn
and vacancies Dv = ∑n dnvNn are required. The assumption that the dif-
fusion coefficient is independent of composition is not valid: the boundary
becomes strongly enriched in species that couple most to interstitials or least
with vacancies, meaning that near the boundary the effective Di is increased
and Dv is decreased. The assumption that Ji,v are independent of the concen-
tration gradients is more reasonable since when x → 0, Ci and Cv become
small and so does the contribution of the term containing

−→∇Nn. With these
assumptions, the problem is reduced to solving for Ci and Cv from equations
B.21 and subsequently solving for Nn with equation B.22.

−Di
d2Ci
dx2 + K0 − KivCiCv −∑ Ks,iCi = 0

−Dv
d2Cv
dx2 + K0 − KivCiCv −∑ Ks,vCv = 0

(B.21)

−(dnvCv + dniCi)
d2Nn
dx2 − 2dni

dCi
dx

dNn
dx + (dnv

d2Cv
dx2 − dni

d2Ci
dx2 )Nn = 0 (B.22)

The calculation was performed for six different conditions listed in table B.1.
The first three represent the ion irradiations performed and studied in this
work (40 dpa/52 hours = 2× 10−4 dpa/s), the other three represent neutron
irradiations at the same temperatures but at lower dose rate. The table lists
the Frenkel pair production efficiency ε (K0 = εGdpa/Vat) (from Was et al.
[108], estimated from molecular dynamics modeling) and the steady state
dislocation density ρ (from Zinkle et al. [159], estimated from data on irra-
diated 316L steel) used in each case. The four boundary conditions used to

solve the system were Cj(x0) = Cj,thermal and
dCj
dx (∞) = 0. The equations

were integrated numerically on a geometric mesh using the Scipy python li-
brary [365]. The solution was checked by analytically solving equation B.21

in the absence of gradients (
d2C(i,v)

dx2 = 0), and comparing these values to the
solution at large distances from the sink.
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TABLE B.1: Conditions modeled with basic RIS model in equations B.21

Dose rate (dpa/s) ε Temperature (◦C) ρ (cm−2)
2× 10−4 0.04 300 1012

450 1011

600 1010

10−6 0.02 300 1012

450 1011

600 1010

(A) The expected concentration profiles (B) The expected concentration gradients

FIGURE B.1: The steady state solution of interstitials and vacancies near
a perfect planar sink.

The vacancy and interstitial profiles, as well as their gradients, for the differ-
ent conditions can be seen in figure B.1. Different irradiation temperatures
make little difference for the interstitial concentration, but the different dose
rates result in differences of more than two orders of magnitude. All vacancy
profiles differ substantially in order of magnitude. Interstitial concentrations
and gradients are about 5 orders of magnitude smaller than those for vacan-
cies. For both vacancies and interstitials, the profile is broadened at higher
temperature, evidenced by the higher gradient at higher distances.

To solve equation B.22 using the interstitial and vacancy profiles, two ap-
proaches were attempted. The factors dn(v,i) are unknown, so a first approach
was to assume an element diffuses by either the vacancy or by the interstitial
mechanism, meaning dni = 0 and dnv = 0 respectively. This allows the solu-
tion to become independent of the diffusion coefficients and only dependent
on the vacancy or interstitial concentration profile. The solutions for Fe, us-
ing the boundary conditions NFe(∞) = NFe,bulk = 0.65 and dNFe

dx (∞) = 0, are
shown in figure B.2.

Due to the various simplifications, assumptions, and lack of additional
boundary conditions, some solutions far exceed 1 which for atom fractions is
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FIGURE B.2: The calculated Fe concentration profiles using equation
B.22 assuming diffusion only by vacancies or only by interstitials.

physically nonsensical. Still, if the solution is regarded as some measure of
concentration it yields some insights. If the element diffuses only by intersti-
tials, the boundary will be enriched by this element. The opposite is true for
vacancies, because atom fluxes must compensate vacancy fluxes in the op-
posite direction. Higher temperatures result in a wider concentration profile
and a stronger enrichment or depletion at the boundary. The exception to this
is the low dose rate at 600 ◦C by vacancies which shows less depletion than
the 450 ◦C case at the same dose rate. This is because of the increased rel-
ative importance of thermal vacancies versus irradiation induced vacancies
at higher temperatures and lower dose rates. In this way, the simple model
also demonstrates the expected peak temperature behavior of RIS [347, 349].
In terms of the profile shape, lower dose rates only slightly broaden the pro-
file. Overall, in terms of curvature the profiles look qualitatively similar to
steady state profiles from literature calculated with more advanced models
[364], but the values at the boundary are non-sensical.

A second approach to solving for the composition profiles was assuming
each component diffuses partially by vacancies and partially by interstitials
with their relative importance derived from experiment. Dividing equation
B.22 by dni leaves only one parameter in the equation k = dnv/dni to be op-
timized. With the extra boundary condition Nn(x0) = FNn,bulk, representing
the composition at the interface as measured by APT, the equation can be
solved and the parameter found. This was done for the main segregating el-
ements Fe, Cr, Ni and Si at 300 ◦C, using the composition values from figure
5.27. For Fe, Cr, Ni, k was on the order of 5− 7× 10−6 with kNi < kCr < kFe;
for Si, a value of 1 × 10−6 was obtained which indicates Si preferentially
diffuses via interstitials (which was also suggested by Etienne et al. [346]).
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These values were compared to calculated dnv/dni values using the Perks
model parameters for Fe-Cr-Ni alloys from Allen et al. [347]. The k values
measured here were 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the Perks model ra-
tios, but this is mostly due to a difference in E(m,i) which is 0.43 eV according
to Pokor et al [115] but 0.9 eV according to Allen et al. [347]. According to the
Perks model, kNi < kFe < kCr. In addition, the calculated concentration gra-
dients at x0 were compared to the experimental concentration gradient; the
match was accurate to within an order of magnitude. The fact that k matches
other models (given the same E(m,i)) and the fact that concentration gradients
match the experimental results to within an order of magnitude warrants a
semi-quantitative prediction of concentration profiles at a different dose rate.
The result of such a calculation using the data at 300 ◦C is shown in figure
B.3, which shows that decreasing dose rate worsens the effects of RIS but
only very slightly. This method is hard to use on the data at higher tempera-
tures because RIS levels off at the composition of G-phase, so a representative
k value is impossible to estimate. However, we can expect stronger segrega-
tion and thus precipitation of G-phase at lower temperatures under neutron
irradiation.

FIGURE B.3: The calculated concentration profiles and enrichment fac-
tors near a planar sink at 300 ◦C of Fe, Cr, Ni and Si using equation
B.22 assuming diffusion happens both by vacancies and by interstitials.
The parameter k = dnv/dni was optimized using the measured enrich-
ment factor for the grain boundary in figure 5.27. Using the same k, the
concentration profiles were predicted for a lower dose rate using the
corresponding Ci,v profiles. As predicted, decreased dose rate slightly
increases the effects of RIS, but the difference at this temperature is very

modest.

Table B.2 gives a list of constants and expressions that were used to solve
equations B.21.
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B.4 Parameter values

TABLE B.2: Constants and expressions used in the cluster dynamics
model and the RIS model. Combined from refs. [115, 176] unless other-

wise indicated.

Symbol Value Units Description
k 8.617× 10−5 eV/K Boltzmann constant
a 3.6× 10−8 cm lattice parameter
b 2.08× 10−8 cm Burgers vector
Vat 9× 10−24 cm3/atom atomic volume
d 1.5× 10−3 cm grain diameter
Emi 0.43 eV migration energy interstitial
D0i 10−3 cm2/s mobility constant interstitial
Emv 1.35 eV migration energy vacancy
D0v 0.6 cm2/s mobility constant vacancy
riv 7× 10−8 cm vacancy-interstitial recombination radius
S f i 0 eV/K Interstitial formation entropy [366]
H f i 4 eV Interstitial formation enthalpy [366]
S f v 5k eV/K Vacancy formation entropy [366]
H f v 1.9 eV Vacancy formation enthalpy [366]
E f i 4.1 eV Emission energy constant 1 interstitial
Eb2i 0.6 eV Emission energy constant 2 interstitial
Zi 1.1 / Straight dislocation interstitial bias
Zli 63 / Interstitial bias factor constant 1
ali 0.8 / Interstitial bias factor constant 2
Zv 1 / Straight dislocation vacancy bias
T 573− 873 K Irradiation temperature
ρ 6× 1010 cm−2 Network dislocation density [159]
σd 0.6 Dislocation network distribution factor
Gdpa 10−6 − 2× 10−4 dpa/s Damage rate
η 0.3 / Cascade efficiency
fi2, fi3, fi4 0.5, 0.2, 0.0 / Interstitial clustering fraction
Kiv 4π(Di + Dv)riv I-V recombination rate coefficient [94]
Kρ,j ρDjZj Annihilation at dislocations constant [115]
Kgb,j 6Dj

√
ρZj/d Annihilation at GB constant [115]

x0 riv Boundary interaction distance
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C Extra details on sample
preparation techniques

This appendix describes a few tips and tricks for preparing different samples
of this material, in the hope that a future student does not have to re-develop
them from scratch.

C.1 Embedded samples for LOM, SEM, EBSD

This material is very challenging to prepare as a clean scratch-free surface
due to the primary TiC and TiN precipitates. These are very hard and abra-
sive and when they are pulled out from the material and get stuck in the
polishing cloth you can basically throw the cloth away. The largest primary
precipitates are around 10 micron and these will give big scratches, no matter
how long you polish. When you see your sample is getting more scratched
up despite long polishing times and moving on to smaller steps, throw away
your polishing cloths and start over from a grinding grit size comparable to
10-15 micron. This will happen regularly anyway, but here are some tips to
minimize the effect:

• Minimize the surface area of the cross section, so that it takes longer for
substantial TiC and TiN build up in the cloth. Tube cross sections on a
fresh cloth are better than a cross section of bar material.

• Do not use automatic polishing, only manual. Do not press your sam-
ples with too much force. Both of these tend to promote removal of the
primary particles.

• Use SiC grinding paper for as long as possible. The 15-6 micron grind-
ing/polishing plates don’t work that well for this material. Go up to
4000 grit and then move on to 3 micron diamond suspension.

• Don’t polish too long on one step. At some point, the result will actually
start getting worse.

• For the OPS step that is necessary for EBSD quality, don’t press on the
sample and just be patient. The sample may require an hour before it
is ready for EBSD. You could add some acid to the OPS like HNO3 to
speed up the process a bit.
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Ideally, mechanical polishing is avoided altogether. This can be accom-
plished by grinding and subsequent electropolishing. However, I never man-
aged to get it properly working on bulk embedded specimens due to my
crude set-up and lack of access to certain tools. The way this might work is
by spot-welding a wire to a part of the steel that will be inside the plastic.
Embed with cold resin (non-conductive), and make sure that the wire sticks
out the back of the sample. Connect to the positive (red) terminal, crank up
the voltage and together with the other anode stick it into the cooled elec-
trolyte (Struers II or perchloric acid in methanol). The voltage you need for a
good surface finish will depend on the surface area exposed to the solution.
If you manage to get this to be more or less the same all the time, you can
easily prepare samples of the best quality this way.

If you want to etch your sample, make sure that the sample is embedded in
non-conductive resin. For whatever reason, conductive resin like Polyfast in-
terferes with the redox reaction that is supposed to take place on the surface
of the steel. Give the sample a grind and a polish up to 1 µm diamond sus-
pension right before you intend to etch; leaving the sample out for long will
thicken the protective oxide layer, making it harder to get an even etch.

C.2 TEM electropolished foils

Also here, the primary precipitates are a problem for TEM sample prepara-
tion by electropolishing. At some point, the sample becomes thin enough
that some particle will be ejected from the sample. The problem is that this
creates a hole that is non-transparent, because the edges of the hole where
the particle was ejected is still too thick. The best looking holes in optical
microscopy will be the worst samples in TEM. These samples may still be
useful for EBSD however. The only work around I found was to use much
harsher conditions (explained in chapter 2), whereby a huge moon-shaped
hole is created on the side. With mild conditions, you have to get extremely
lucky (1 sample out of 20-40) for no particle to be ejected; then there will be
large transparent areas. Some things you might consider trying is playing
with the electrolyte composition and electropolishing by timing instead of
by the optical method, but I never managed to find any optimum.

C.3 Back polishing

Back polishing was considered to prepare TEM samples after ion irradia-
tion. To protect the irradiated layer, it was covered by the semi-transparent
Lacomit varnish purchased from Agar Scientific. In the Tenupol, only the
other side is electropolished. When a hole is made, the laser shines through
the hole and the varnish, automatically stopping the process. After the elec-
tropolishing, the varnish is removed with xylene and the sample washed in
acetone, ethanol and water. Figure C.1 summarizes the different steps in this
procedure. The electropolishing conditions were the same as in table 5.2.
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FIGURE C.1: The preparation method followed for back-polishing ion
irradiated specimens (a,b) The ion irradiated side is covered by Lacomit
varnish. (c) The varnish protects the surface and results in only elec-
tropolishing of the back-surface. (d) When a hole is made, the laser light
passes through the hole and the varnish, which stops the procedure. (e)

The varnish is removed and the sample cleaned.

The advantages of this preparation method was that it could produce large
transparent area and that it introduces very few artifacts. However, the
method is risky: if it fails, an entire valuable disc is destroyed. Also, all depth
information is lost; in the best case, only the top 100 nm of the irradiated layer
could be investigated. Any variation of the microstructure through the thick-
ness of the irradiated layer can not be probed. The method also requires the
irradiated surface to be in pristine condition; indium contamination as de-
scribed in chapter 5 presented a severe challenge. Trials on non-irradiated
specimens showed that cleaning the sample completely from varnish was
also very challenging, especially near the edge. Figure C.2 shows some of
this dirt (black arrow). Despite multiple rounds of washing with different
solvents and plasma-cleaning, a thick layer of polymer could still be found
on the edge. Thus, it is also present on one of the sample’s surfaces, deterio-
rating image quality. For all these reasons, FIB became the preferred method
of preparing TEM samples.

FIGURE C.2: Large volumes of amorphous material on the edge of the
specimen leftover from the back polishing procedure as pointed out by

the arrow.
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C.4 FIB sample preparation

The latest version of the full recipes we used on our FEI Scios to prepare
TEM lamella and APT samples can be found at Alexandria location https:

//ecm.sckcen.be/OTCS/llisapi.dll/open/28272223 (only accessible inside
SCK•CEN). A version (last updated 15/05/18) can also be found at https:
//tinyurl.com/y4r85d79 (accessible by everyone).

C.4.1 Notes on TEM FIB samples

An advantage of FIB specimens is that, because the sample is a cross sec-
tion, the full width of the irradiated layer could be studied. Additionally,
an almost unlimited number of samples could be prepared from one irradi-
ated disc. Finally, a sample could be prepared from a carefully selected area,
and sample surfaces were clean. However, in comparison to electropolished
specimens, the transparent area is very small. Also, the ion beam of the FIB
introduces damage on the sample surface, which could overshadow the con-
trast from the defects of interest in the material. Figure C.3 shows examples
of artifacts introduced in the specimen due to the FIB preparation method.
A long sample ’cleaning’ (5-10 min) at low ion voltage (2 kV) on both sides
of the sample minimized this effect, but still produced specimens of lower
quality compared to electropolished specimens, likely due to some amor-
phization on the surface. Despite some artifacts introduced by the prepa-
ration method, many features could still be studied in these samples; thus,
most results presented in chapter 5 were obtained on FIB lamella.

FIGURE C.3: Examples of artifacts introduced by the FIB preparation
method in the unirradiated material. (a) Small black dots and streaks
(possibly very small dislocation loops) which might be interpreted as
real irradiation damage. (b) An amorphized region on the surface in-
dicated by the arrow, which complicates interpretation of the HRTEM

image.

We attempted a procedure called flash electropolishing, which subjects the
FIB samples to a polishing of a few ms. Using the same electropolishing con-
ditions as with bulk samples, this didn’t work when the sample was mounted

https://ecm.sckcen.be/OTCS/llisapi.dll/open/28272223
https://ecm.sckcen.be/OTCS/llisapi.dll/open/28272223
https://tinyurl.com/y4r85d79
https://tinyurl.com/y4r85d79
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on a Cu grid (because Cu preferentially dissolved), but did work when it was
mounted on an Au grid. Because we had access to the low kV cleaning it usu-
ally wasn’t worth the trouble, but a future student who is very interested in
the dislocations might consider further developing this procedure.

C.4.2 Notes on APT FIB samples

Some samples showed Ga enrichment near the top of the needle. It is impor-
tant to perform the 2 kV cleaning to minimize this effect.
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D APT range file

The following RRNG formatted range file is a good starting point for APT
analysis of the material in this work. It can be directly copied into a text
editor, saved with the .rrng extension, and loaded into IVAS or 3Depict. All
data in this work used a range file similar to this one, with minor adjustments
depending on each measurement.

[ Ions ]
Number=14
Ion1=S i
Ion2=Fe
Ion3=Ni
Ion4=Mn
Ion5=Ti
Ion6=Cr
Ion7=V
Ion8=Co
Ion9=P
Ion10=Mo
Ion11=C
Ion12=B
Ion13=Al
Ion14=Cu
[ Ranges ]
Number=78
Range1 =13.9230 14 .3710 Vol : 0 . 0 2 0 0 3 S i : 1 Color : 0 0 FF33
Range2 =14.4590 14 .5670 Vol : 0 . 0 2 0 0 3 S i : 1 Color : 0 0 FF33
Range3 =14.9440 15 .1090 Vol : 0 . 0 2 0 0 3 S i : 1 Color : 0 0 FF33
Range4 =27.8970 28 .4250 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range5 =26.9040 27 .3720 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range6 =55.7970 56 .3670 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range7 =53.8240 54 .1540 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range8 =28.4250 28 .8430 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range9 =56.8060 57 .5370 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 7 7 Fe : 1 Color : FF00FF
Range10 =57.8070 58 .6550 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range11 =28.9080 29 .3230 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range12 =29.9190 30 .0740 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range13 =30.9090 31 .0530 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range14 =31.9150 32 .0410 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range15 =59.8140 60 .7250 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
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Range16 =63.8150 64 .0910 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range17 =30.4180 30 .5220 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range18 =60.8390 61 .1320 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range19 =61.7980 62 .3030 Vol : 0 . 0 1 0 9 4 Ni : 1 Color : FFFF00
Range20 =27.3960 27 .8180 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 2 1 Mn: 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range21 =54.8540 55 .1960 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 2 1 Mn: 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range22 =22.8950 23 .0860 Vol : 0 . 0 1 7 6 7 Ti : 1 Color :0000 FF
Range23 =23.4140 23 .5870 Vol : 0 . 0 1 7 6 7 Ti : 1 Color :0000 FF
Range24 =23.8970 24 .2520 Vol : 0 . 0 1 7 6 7 Ti : 1 Color :0000 FF
Range25 =24.4070 24 .5530 Vol : 0 . 0 1 7 6 7 Ti : 1 Color :0000 FF
Range26 =24.8990 25 .2270 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range27 =25.8830 26 .4020 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range28 =49.8630 50 .1910 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range29 =51.8200 52 .4080 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range30 =26.4020 26 .9040 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range31 =52.8140 53 .1690 Vol : 0 . 0 1 2 0 1 Cr : 1 Color : 0 0 FFFF
Range32 =25.4280 25 .5920 Vol : 0 . 0 1 3 8 2 V: 1 Color :990000
Range33 =50.8600 51 .0440 Vol : 0 . 0 1 3 8 2 V: 1 Color :990000
Range34 =29.4180 29 .5460 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 0 8 Co : 1 Color :CCCCCC
Range35 =58.8550 59 .1480 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 0 8 Co : 1 Color :CCCCCC
Range36 =15.4240 15 .5800 Vol : 0 . 0 2 8 2 6 P : 1 Color :CCCCCC
Range37 =10.3120 10 .3540 Vol : 0 . 0 2 8 2 6 P : 1 Color :CCCCCC
Range38 =45.8620 46 .2030 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range39 =91.6710 92 .0570 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range40 =99.6370 100 .2240 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range41 =46.8720 47 .1870 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range42 =47.3970 47 .6200 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range43 =47.8690 48 .1840 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range44 =48.3410 48 .6300 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range45 =48.8790 49 .2470 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range46 =105.6990 106 .0780 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range47 =106.6770 107 .1180 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range48 =107.4960 108 .0640 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range49 =108.7260 109 .0410 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range50 =109.7030 110 .0500 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range51 =111.6890 112 .0990 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range52 =97.7820 98 .0410 Vol : 0 . 0 1 5 5 8 Mo: 1 Color : FF9900
Range53 =11.9360 12 .0620 Vol : 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 C: 1 Color : CC0000
Range54 =12.9720 13 .0500 Vol : 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 C: 1 Color : CC0000
Range55 =5.9490 6 .1330 Vol : 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 C: 1 Color : CC0000
Range56 =6.4780 6 .5650 Vol : 0 . 0 0 8 7 8 C: 1 Color : CC0000
Range57 =4.9780 5 .0750 Vol : 0 . 0 0 7 2 9 B : 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range58 =5.4510 5 .5830 Vol : 0 . 0 0 7 2 9 B : 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range59 =9.9800 10 .0800 Vol : 0 . 0 0 7 2 9 B : 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range60 =10.9830 11 .0940 Vol : 0 . 0 0 7 2 9 B : 1 Color : FFCCCC
Range61 =13.4560 13 .5120 Vol : 0 . 0 1 6 6 1 Al : 1 Color :CCCCCC
Range62 =62.8390 63 .0990 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 8 1 Cu: 1 Color : FF6600
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Range63 =64.8280 65 .0450 Vol : 0 . 0 1 1 8 1 Cu: 1 Color : FF6600
Range64 =35.9280 36 .1480 Vol : 0 . 0 2 6 3 5 C: 3 Color : CC0000
Range65 =103.6500 104 .0920 Vol : 0 . 0 2 4 3 6 Mo: 1 C: 1 Color : FF9933
Range66 =53.3480 53 .6080 Vol : 0 . 0 2 4 3 6 Mo: 1 C: 1 Color : FF9933
Range67 =54.3870 54 .5290 Vol : 0 . 0 2 4 3 6 Mo: 1 C: 1 Color : FF9933
Range68 =92.8010 93 .0150 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range69 =98.8520 99 .0210 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range70 =93.3420 93 .5330 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range71 =93.7810 94 .0630 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range72 =94.3330 94 .5140 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range73 =94.7840 95 .0210 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range74 =95.3250 95 .5390 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range75 =95.7190 96 .1030 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range76 =96.3390 96 .5310 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range77 =96.7790 97 .0040 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
Range78 =97.3200 97 .5000 Vol : 0 . 0 3 1 1 5 Mo: 2 Color : FF9900
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